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PREVIEWS PUBLICATIONS 
 
PREVIEWS #307 
APRIL 2014 
THIS MONTH’S COVER ART: New projects from DC and Dark Horse! 
THIS MONTH’S THEME: Movie Blockbusters! 
Since 1988, PREVIEWS has been your ultimate source for all of the comics and 
merchandise to be available from your local comic book shop… revealed up to 
two months in advance! Hundreds of comics and graphic novels from the best 
comic publishers; the coolest pop-culture merchandise on Earth; plus PREVIEWS 
exclusive items available nowhere else! Now more than ever, PREVIEWS is here to 
show the tales, toys and treasures in your future! This April issue features items 
scheduled to ship in June 2014 and beyond. 
Catalog, 8x11, 500+pg, PC $4.50 
 
PREVIEWS #307 CUSTOMER ORDER FORM — APRIL 2014 
PREVIEWS makes it easy for you to order every item in the catalog with this 
separate order form booklet! This April issue features items scheduled to ship in 
June 2014 and beyond. 
Comic-sized, 62pg, PC PI 
 
MARVEL PREVIEWS VOLUME 2 #21 
Each issue of Marvel Previews is a comic book-sized, 120-page, full-color guide 
and preview to all of Marvel’s upcoming releases — it’s your #1 source for 
advanced information on Marvel Comics! This April issue features items 
scheduled to ship in June 2014 and beyond. 
FREE w/Purchase of PREVIEWS 
Comic-sized, 120pg, FC $1.25 
 
DIAMOND BOOKSHELF #16 
The Diamond BookShelf website is the comprehensive resource for promoting 
comic books and graphic novels to educators and librarians. The BookShelf 
magazine is a colorful, comic-sized publication designed to complement the 
website with timely feature articles, recent reviews, news items, core lists and 
previews. In this issue, we focus on movie-themed comics and graphic novels 
(including the upcoming Transformers and TMNT), take a look at the 
groundbreaking new series from Image Comics, and much, much more! 
(STK636780) 
Magazine, FC PI 
Spotlight 
 
COMICS SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 



DARK HORSE COMICS 
 
FRANK MILLER’S BIG DAMN SIN CITY HC 
Frank Miller (W/A/Cover) and Lynn Varley (C) 
On sale June 25 
b&w/FC, 1,360 pages $100.00 
HC, 8” x 12 3/16” 
The biggest, baddest Sin City ever is here, just in time for fall’s Sin City: A Dame 
to Kill For! This imposing volume, suitable for home defense, contains all seven 
of Frank Miller's landmark Sin City yarns! In these tales of Marv, Dwight, Gail, 
Miho, Hartigan, Nancy, and the Yellow Bastard, no corner of Basin City is left 
unturned, and no bloody deed is left undone. Written with unmatched intensity 
and drawn in the starkest black-and-white imaginable, with blood-red bits of 
color, among others, the Sin City books make up the greatest crime saga in 
comics history, and Big Damn Sin City is the best way to rediscover the whole 
darn shootin’ match! 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
300: THE ART OF THE FILM HC 
SEP060021  $24.95 
 
300 HC 
STAR10465  $30.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
FRANK MILLER: THE ART OF SIN CITY TP 
Frank Miller (W/A/Cover) 
On sale June 25 
b&w/FC, 128 pages $25.00 
TP, 9” x 12” 
Frank Miller’s Sin City has set the gold standard for crime comics, both for 
Miller’s unflinching stories and for his visceral, powerfully charged art. To honor 
the artist and his groundbreaking work, Dark Horse is proud to return Frank 
Miller: The Art of Sin City to print, now in an affordable softcover edition. An 
astonishing look into a master’s process, containing pieces both published and 
unpublished, and featuring items ranging from preliminary sketches to 
promotional images, this beautiful artistic showcase holds everything a Sin City 
fan, or connoisseur of fine art, could ever hope for. 
 
SIN CITY: A DAME TO KILL FOR HC 
Frank Miller (W/A/Cover)  
On sale June 25 
b&w, 216 pages $25.00 
HC, 7” x 10” 



Stuck with nothing but a seedy gumshoe job and some demons, Dwight's 
thinking of all the ways he's screwed up and what he'd give for one clear chance 
to wipe the slate clean, to dig his way out of the numb gray hell that is his life. 
And he'd give anything. Just to feel the fire. One more time. But he can't let 
himself lose control again, can't ever let the monster out. And then Ava calls. 
 
THE OCCULTIST VOLUME 2: AT DEATH’S DOOR TP 
Tim Seeley (W), Mike Norton (A), Allen Passalaqua (C), and Steve Morris 
(Cover) 
On sale June 25 
FC, 136 pages $16.99 
TP, 7” x 10 
The Occultist has been tricked into abusing his power over life and death, and 
now he must face the consequences. He must choose the right path—and 
decide who his real friends are—so he can confront agents from the realm of the 
dead that want to claim his soul! Collects The Occultist #1–#5. 
 
THE VICTORIES VOLUME 3: POSTHUMAN TP 
Michael Avon Oeming (W/A/Cover) and Nick Filardi (C) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 136 pages $17.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
With all the superheroes locked in internment camps and one of the world’s most 
powerful heroes a mind slave to the mysterious Advisors, who will save us from 
this shadowy group taking over the world? Collects The Victories #6–#10. 
 
BLACKOUT #2 (OF 4) 
Frank J. Barbiere (W), Randy Stradley (W), Colin Lorimer (A/C), Doug Wheatley 
(A), and Micah Kaneshiro (Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Miniseries 
Scott Travers’s mysterious suit grants him unseen, unlimited access to almost 
anywhere and may hold the key to his benefactor’s disappearance. But others 
will do anything—including kill—to possess the suit. Will Scott give up the search 
and ditch the suit to save his own skin? 
 
GHOST #4 
Kelly Sue DeConnick (W), Ariel Olivetti (Cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
While Ghost is out busting Chicago’s scum, her friends discover a eulogy written 
for Elisa Cameron’s funeral. It speaks of her idyllic childhood . . . and a tragic loss 
of innocence! One woman’s quest for justice comes into focus as past and 
present meld and the hero now known as Ghost is born! 
 
CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT #10 



Joshua Williamson (W), Fernando Dagnino (A), Ego (C), and Felipe Massafera 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
Captain Midnight’s search for his old sidekick, Chuck Ramsey, comes to an 
end—but, thanks to the teleporting assassin Helios, the meeting might not be the 
friendly reunion he expected. One of Captain Midnight’s closest friends is about 
to die! Can he save them? 
 
SKYMAN #4 (OF 4) 
Joshua Hale Fialkov (W), Manuel Garcia (P), Javier Bergantiño Menor (I), Marta 
Martinez Garcia (C), and Freddie Williams II and Dan Scott (Cover) 
On sale Apr 16  
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Miniseries 
Fighting for his life thousands of feet above the ground, Skyman faces off against 
the people who made him a hero—and if he fails, he falls! Literally! They tried to 
make the perfect weapon, but they got a hero instead. And Skyman intends to 
act like one, even if it costs him his life! 
 
TWO PAST MIDNIGHT TP 
Duane Swierczynski (W), Eduardo Francisco (A), Stefani Rennee (C), and Paolo 
Rivera (Cover) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 128 pages $9.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
A madman is on the loose. His goal: Shock, awe, panic, and hysteria. Can three 
disparate heroes—an investigative specter, a psychopathic vigilante, and a time-
traveling genius —put aside their differences to defeat this terror-focused 
sociopath? Find out what happens when Ghost, X, and Captain Midnight meet up 
in the first crossover of Dark Horse’s new superhero comics! Collects the Two 
Past Midnight Dynamics ePlate comics/Dark Horse Digital issues #1–#5. 
 
X #12 
Duane Swierczynski (W), Eric Nguyen (A), Michelle Madsen (C), and Garry 
Brown (Cover) 
On sale Apr 9 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
X faces his greatest challenge of the series as four villains—suicidal maniac 
Deathwish, stargazing supercriminal Carmine Tango, risk-taking assassin 
Gamble, and a new threat no one suspected—converge on Arcadia’s lone 
vigilante . . . but the cruelest stab of all comes from a friend! 
 
DARK HORSE PRESENTS #35 
Stan Sakai (W/A), Justin Aclin (W), Chad Lambert (W), Dean Motter 
(W/A/Cover), Mike Richardson (W), Michael T. Gilbert (W/A), Dennis Culver 
(W/A), Christopher Sebela (W), Darrin Grimwood (W), Brendan McCarthy (W/A), 



Jamie S. Rich (W), Nicolás Daniel Selma (A), Apri Kusbiantoro (A), Ron Chan 
(A), Brian Churilla (A), and Brent Schoonover (A) 
Stan Sakai’s rabbit ronin returns to Dark Horse Presents with a full-color story! 
Chad Lambert and Apri Kusbiantoro tell another tale of the backstage world 
behind life in radio! A new chapter in the secret lives of teddy bears is revealed! 
And long-running serial Integer City comes to its exciting conclusion! Plus, new 
installments of Cruel Biology, S.H.O.O.T. First, The Deleted, Davey Jones, Mister 
X, and Mr. Monster! 
 
BAD BLOOD #4 (OF 5) 
Jonathan Maberry (W) and Tyler Crook (A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
Our heroes finally find the information they need and, with the help of their battle-
hardened teacher, they learn the art of fighting vampires. But can they overcome 
their weaknesses to truly fight the monsters that are after them? Or will they 
succumb to the battles raging within? 
 
JUICE SQUEEZERS #4 (OF 4) 
David Lapham (W/A/Cover) and Lee Loughridge (C) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
The deadliest bug battle in the history of Weeville is imminent when the Juice 
Squeezers awaken the dormant horde below Valley May Farms! But what 
secrets hide below the surface? If he can live through the insect onslaught, the 
newest Squeezer might just find something truly unbelievable! 
 
BLOODHOUND VOLUME 2: CROWBAR MEDICINE TP 
Dan Jolley (W), Leonard Kirk (P), Robin Riggs (I), Moose Baumann (C), and 
Dave Johnson (Cover) 
On sale June 18 
FC, 160 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Ex-con and FBI consultant Travis Clevenger doesn’t have superpowers, but he 
can put a beatdown on anyone who does! When a superhuman tragedy shocks 
the nation, a rogue scientist announces that he can avert future disasters by 
granting powers to citizens who pass his personal background check! The 
ensuing wave of new superhumans sets in! Collects the five-issue miniseries and 
a story from Dark Horse Presents #23–#25! 
 
FURIOUS #4 (OF 5) 
Bryan J. L. Glass (W) and Victor Santos (A/C/Cover) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
An innocent man is dead because of Furious, and she's not going to rest—or feel 
less guilty—until she finds his killer! Returning to the scene of the crime, she 



takes out her anger on any punk in sight, but is she after justice or just trying to 
bury her guilt beneath a beating? 
 
PARIAH #3 (OF 8) 
Aron Warner (W), Philip Gelatt (W), and Brett Weldele (A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
The last Vitro on Earth devises a plan to cut off government control of the Vitro 
satellite in order to free his comrades in space. 
 
NEXUS OMNIBUS VOLUME 5 TP 
Mike Baron (W), Steve Rude (P/Cover), Paul Smith (P), Adam Hughes (P), John 
Nyberg (I), Les Dorscheid (C), and others 
On sale June 4 
FC, 440 pages $24.99 
TP, 6” x 9” 
When Horatio Hellpop resigns as Nexus, the mantle of cosmic executioner falls 
to the vengeful and dangerous Loomis sisters. It isn’t long before the amazing 
power that accompanies the office begins to corrupt Stacy and Michana Loomis, 
and the nigh-omnipotent Merk must supplant them with a new, nobler host! 
Collects issues #53–#65 of Nexus volume 2 and issues #2–#4 of The Next 
Nexus! 
 
THE WHITE SUITS #3 (OF 4) 
Frank Barbiere (W) and Toby Cypress (A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 16 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
Mob war erupts in Chinatown! In a desperate final gambit, New York’s criminal 
underworld and their Russian mercenaries draw the murderous White Suits into 
a deadly ambush, with ex-Suit Prizrak and FBI agent Sarah Anderson as 
hostages. With no way out but death, who will survive the “Kill Box”?  
 
THE MASSIVE #22 
Brian Wood (W), Danijel Zezelj (A), Jordie Bellaire (C), and J. P. Leon (Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
Roaring across North Africa, a five-mile-long convoy of water trucks represents 
life for millions of people. Local soldiers sign on as security, and it’s a high-risk 
job to repel pirates, saboteurs, and well-armed warlords in 120-degree heat. So 
why is Mary here? 
 
THE MASSIVE VOLUME 3: LONGSHIP TP 
Brian Wood (W), Garry Brown (A), Jordie Bellaire (C), and J. P. Leon (Cover) 
On sale June 25 
FC, 152 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 



In Longship, Callum Israel and Ninth Wave go head to head with a disgraced 
comrade threatening nuclear war, a rogue faction of the US Navy working as 
pirates in New York Harbor, and a colony of Norwegian whalers who hunt in the 
Viking tradition. Collects issues #13¬–#18 of The Massive. 
 
MIND MGMT #21 
Matt Kindt (W/A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 24 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
MIND MGMT goes quiet this month in a special “silent” issue! But in a world of 
psychics and mind readers, silence screams louder than words! 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE  
 
MIND MGMT VOLUME 1: MANAGER HC 
DEC120059  $19.99 
 
MIND MGMT VOLUME 2: FUTURIST HC 
JUN130046  $19.99 
 
3 STORY: THE SECRET HISTORY OF THE GIANT MAN HC 
DEC098003  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
SERENITY: LEAVES ON THE WIND #4 (OF 6) 
Zack Whedon (W), Georges Jeanty (P/Variant cover), Karl Story (I), Laura Martin 
(C), and Dan Dos Santos (Cover) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries 
With help from the New Resistance, Mal and Serenity’s crew are crashing the 
secret Alliance facility from which River was rescued. She is certain they need to 
go there—now. Meanwhile, Zoe is in Alliance custody where she discovers that 
there is more immediate danger from fellow prisoners than anyone else . . . 
 
FEAR AGENT VOLUME 3: THE LAST GOODBYE 2ND EDITION TP 
Rick Remender (W/I), Tony Moore (P/Cover), Ande Parks (I), and Lee 
Loughridge (C) 
On sale June 4 
FC, 104 pages $16.99 
TP, 7” x 10”  
Fan-favorite creators Rick Remender and Tony Moore reunite to tell the pulse-
pounding origin of the last Fear Agent! When Earth is attacked by the three 
feuding alien races, obliterating almost all life on the planet, weary trucker Heath 
Huston and his wife Charlotte face a living nightmare! Collects issues #12-#15. 
 



VANDROID #3 (OF 5) 
Tommy Lee Edwards (W/Cover), Noah Smith (W), and Dan McDaid (A) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
In this action-packed third issue, Vandroid gets personal! An all-out brawl with 
the Mighty Oak Biker Club has Vandroid discovering who he really is . . . and it's 
not what he expected. But when his best friend is in danger, will Vandroid be able 
to withstand the brutal experimentation of the R&D Gang, or will he become a 
wiped motherboard? 
 
MASS EFFECT: FOUNDATION #10 
Mac Walters (W), Tony Parker (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Benjamin Carré 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
Before joining Shepard, master thief Kasumi Goto was known as the most skilled 
burglar in populated space. Witness her early adventures as she pilfers from the 
galaxy’s most elite—and most dangerous! 
 
MASS EFFECT: FOUNDATION VOLUME 2 TP 
Mac Walters (W), Matthew Clark (P), Garry Brown (P), Tony Parker (P), Drew 
Geraci (I), Sean Parsons (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Benjamin Carré (Cover) 
On sale June 4 
FC, 120 pages $16.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
Follow Miranda Lawson and Jacob Taylor as they chase Commander Shepard to 
the lawless and dangerous Terminus Systems, where no training can prepare 
them for what they’ll find! Then, join the beautiful and cunning Agent Rasa as she 
hunts Jack, the lethal biotic powerhouse, and crosses paths with the deadly 
master assassin Thane Krios! Collects Mass Effect: Foundation #5-#8. 
 
TOMB RAIDER #3 
Gail Simone (W), Nicolás Daniel Selma (P), Juan Gedeon (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), 
and Ariel Olivetti (Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
Lara Croft is on the hunt for the strange force that is terrorizing the survivors of 
the Endurance crew! As ancient mythological creatures appear to wreak havoc 
on Lara, so too do the ghosts of her past! 
 
HALO: ESCALATION #5 
Chris Schlerf (W), Ricardo Sánchez (P), Rob Lean (I), Michael Atiyeh (C), and 
Anthony Palumbo (Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 



Missing for thirty years, a legendary UNSC warship is discovered deep behind 
enemy lines. As Infinity plans a rescue mission, however, Admiral Hood’s past 
with the ship’s captain threatens to jeopardize the mission. The investigation into 
the UNSC saboteur continues as the journalist infiltrates an Elite holy land in 
search of answers. 
 
EVE: TRUE STORIES HC 
Daniel Way (W), Alejandro Aragon (A), Tomm Coker (A), Federico Dallocchio 
(A), Daniel Warren Johnson (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), Jean-Sebastien Rossbach 
(Cover) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 72 pages $12.99 
HC, 7” x 10” 
In the early hours of February 5, 2009, one man single-handedly destroyed the 
aggressive Band of Brothers alliance and brought an end to the Great War, the 
largest war in the history of EVE Online. Inspired by actual player-driven events 
within the universe of EVE Online, superstar writer Daniel Way tells the stranger-
than-fiction tale of the most popular true story of the last decade!  
 
DRAGON AGE LIBRARY EDITION VOLUME 1 HC 
David Gaider (W), Alexander Freed (W), Chad Hardin (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), 
and Anthony Palumbo (Cover) 
On sale June 4 
FC, 232 pages $39.99 
HC, 9” x 12” 
Helping set the stage for BioWare’s hotly anticipated Dragon Age: Inquisition, this 
deluxe oversized hardcover collects every Dark Horse Dragon Age comic to 
date—The Silent Grove, Those Who Speak, and Until We Sleep—an epic trilogy 
complete in one volume, written by Dragon Age lead writer David Gaider! 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
DRAGON AGE 
VOLUME 1: THE SILENT GROVE HC 
MAR120019  $14.99 
VOLUME 2: THOSE WHO SPEAK 
SEP120057  $14.99 
VOLUME 3: UNTIL WE SLEEP 
APR130073  $14.99 
 
DRAGON AGE: THE WORLD OF THEDAS 
DEC120055  $39.99 
 
DRAGON AGE EMBROIDERED PATCH CHANTRY 
FEB120072  $4.99 
 



DRAGON AGE EMBROIDERED PATCH KIRKWALL 
FEB120073  $4.99 
 
DRAGON AGE EMBROIDERED PATCH QUNARI 
FEB120074  $4.99 
 
DRAGON AGE EMBROIDERED PATCH TEMPLARS 
FEB120075  $4.99 
 
DRAGON AGE FLEMETH DRAGON STATUE 
NOV110061  $49.99 
 
DRAGON AGE PLAYING CARDS 
FEB120076  $4.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TERMINATOR SALVATION: THE FINAL BATTLE #5 (OF 12) 
J. Michael Straczynski (W), Pete Woods (A/Cover), and Matt Wilson (C) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
John Connor’s assault on Skynet is met with a devastating counterattack! 
Controlled by a human serial killer with no loyalty to mankind, the Terminators’ 
deadly mechanical efficiency is now matched with the creativity and pleasure for 
killing of a murderous psychopath! 
 
TERMINATOR: ENEMY OF MY ENEMY #3 (OF 6) 
Dan Jolley (W), Jamal Igle (P/Cover), Ray Snyder (I), and Moose Baumann (C) 
On sale Apr 16 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
With her mission to kidnap biotechnician Elise Fong compromised by the 
appearance of a massive, seemingly invulnerable killer, ex-CIA operative Farrow 
Greene calls on all her training for an epic, one-woman war against the stranger! 
Meanwhile, an army of mercenaries will stop at nothing to capture the Terminator 
technology! 
 
STAR WARS: REBEL HEIST #1 (OF 4) 
Matt Kindt (W/Cover), Marco Castiello (P), Dan Parsons (I), Gabe Eltaeb (C), and 
Adam Hughes (Cover/Sketch cover) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries 
A young Rebel meets one of the Alliance’s best for his first mission. But the 
young man’s hero worship is crushed by the reality of Han Solo. A botched 
escape, a ship that doesn’t work—could it be that Solo is just a lucky bumbler 
whose luck has run out? 
 



STAR WARS #16 
Brian Wood (W), Stéphane Créty (P), Julien Hugonnard-Bert (I), Gabe Eltaeb 
(C), and Sean Cooke (Cover) 
On sale April 9 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
Establishing the new Rebel base on Arrochar, Wedge Antilles teaches the local 
pilots Rogue Squadron’s secret tactics, Luke Skywalker joins the Arrocharian 
militia on a “routine” mission, and Princess Leia balances her duty to the 
Rebellion with her upcoming duties as a royal wife. So why is everyone so 
uneasy? 
 
STAR WARS: DAWN OF THE JEDI VOLUME 3—FORCE WAR TP 
John Ostrander (W), Jan Duursema (P), Dan Parsons (I), Wes Dzioba (C), and 
David Michael Beck (Cover) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 128 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
The Rakata, powerful users of the dark side of the Force, have invaded the 
Tython system to enslave the Je’daii . . . With Forcesabers in hand, the Je’daii 
fight, led by mad Je’daii Daegen Lok and the mysterious Force Hound Xesh.  But 
when Xesh is captured, the direction of the war is changed . . . Collects Dawn of 
the Jedi: Force War #1–#5. 
 
THE STAR WARS #7 
Jonathan Rinzler (W), Mike Mayhew (A), Rain Beredo (C), and Nick Runge 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 16 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
When Princess Leia falls into the hands of Darth Vader, General Skywalker, 
Annikin Starkiller, and Han Solo must go on the offensive against the Galactic 
Empire. But they have a secret weapon on their side—one that the Imperials 
have vastly underestimated: Wookiees! 
 
STAR WARS: DARTH VADER AND THE CRY OF SHADOWS #5 (OF 5) 
Tim Siedell (W), Gabriel Guzman (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Felipe Massafera 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 16 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries 
Stormtrooper Hock sabotages the remnant Separatists from the inside as they 
defend against Darth Vader’s advancing forces, and fights for his life against a 
figure from his past. At Vader’s side, Hock witnesses firsthand the power and 
ruthlessness of the man-machine he has followed into battle! 
 
STAR WARS: LEGACY #14 
Corinna Bechko (W), Gabriel Hardman (W/A), Jordan Boyd (C), and Agustin 
Alessio (Cover) 



On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $2.99 / Ongoing 
A look into Ania Solo’s prison-camp past reveals a secret connection to the brutal 
bounty hunter who is desperate to bring her to justice — dead, not alive! But 
bounty hunters are only part of Ania’s problems! 
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 10 #2 
Christos Gage (W), Rebekah Isaacs (A/Variant cover), Dan Jackson (C), and 
Steve Morris (Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages  $3.50 / Ongoing 
The Scoobies are back—including li’l Giles! Revelations about a new kind of 
vampire menace and the blank Vampyr book have only just begun. Everyone has 
a job to do, and for Buffy, it’s treading the road of past relationships! Lucky girl . . 
. 
 
ANGEL & FAITH SEASON 10 #1 
Victor Gischler (W), Will Conrad (A), Michelle Madsen (C), Scott Fischer (Cover), 
Chris Samnee (Variant cover), and Rebekah Isaacs (Ultravariant cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
Angel’s work is never done. During his most recent world saving, a part of 
London was transformed and flooded with magic. Who better to watch over this 
magical community than Angel? At least, that’s what he thinks. Meanwhile, Faith 
starts a new chapter in her life—slaying zompires alongside Buffy?! 
 
VEIL #2 (OF 5) 
Greg Rucka (W) and Toni Fejzula (A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries 
A conjuring doesn’t work out as planned, and one man’s life is in danger . . . but 
when you have the powers of the devil at your fingertips, how bad can it get? 
Double-crossed and angry, the mystery man is on the hunt . . . and Veil is his 
target. 
 
THE WITCHER #2 (OF 5) 
Paul Tobin (W), Joe Querio (A/Cover), and Carlos Badilla (C) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
As our heroes explore the creepy corridors of the House of Glass, monster 
hunter Geralt faces an army of horrific creatures ready to sink their teeth into him! 
 
B.P.R.D. HELL ON EARTH #118 
Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), James Harren (A), Dave Stewart (C), Rafael 
Albuquerque (Cover), and Ryan Sook (Variant cover) 
On sale Apr 16 



FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
With the Russian bureau director on the brink of death, the B.P.R.D. somehow 
manages to stand their ground against Zinco’s forces, while Liz Sherman and the 
Black Flame fight fire against fire in the skies of New York, Akira style. 
 
LOBSTER JOHNSON: GET THE LOBSTER #3 (OF 5) 
Mike Mignola (W), John Arcudi (W), Tonci Zonjic (A/Cover), and Dave Stewart 
(C) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
All police resources are shifted to taking down Lobster Johnson after a vicious 
grenade fight in the NY streets. Meanwhile, bank vaults all around the city are 
exploding. Lobster knows it’s a trap, but justice is not afraid of traps. 
 
BALTIMORE VOLUME 4: CHAPEL OF BONES HC 
Mike Mignola (W/Cover), Christopher Golden (W), Ben Stenbeck (A), and Dave 
Stewart (C) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 144 pages $24.99 
HC, 7” x 10” 
The world’s greatest monster hunter wages war against a plague of vampires 
intent on resurrecting a demonic god, an evil witch in league with a clan of 
undead, and his mortal nemesis, leading to a final showdown in London! Collects 
Baltimore: The Infernal Train #1-#3 and Baltimore: Chapel of Bones #1-#2. 
 
CRIMINAL MACABRE: THE EYES OF FRANKENSTEIN TP 
Steve Niles (W), Christopher Mitten (A), Michelle Madsen (C), and Justin 
Erickson (Cover) 
On sale June 18 
FC, 112 pages $17.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
With ghouls dying all around him and the mystery of his own violent illness 
racking his body and mind, occult detective Cal McDonald takes on a new case 
from an old friend—Frankenstein’s monster. To solve the case, Cal seeks help 
from a man billed as “the world’s foremost authority on the supernatural.” Cal 
must trust this wealthy entertainer to save his friends and cure his illness. But 
that trust leads down a dangerous path that will leave Cal changed forever. 
Collects the four-issue miniseries. 
 
CREEPY COMICS #16 
Rachel Deering (W), Ted Naifeh (W/A), Peter Bagge (A), Vanesa R. Del Rey (A), 
and Julián Totino Tedesco (Cover) 
On sale Apr 9 
b&w, 40 pages $3.99 / Ongoing 
It’s a sickening sweet sixteen! Join Uncle Creepy for some sensational scares 
from a cavalcade of cursedly clever creators! Rachel Deering and Vanesa R. Del 



Rey wind up a lovesick mechanical monstrosity, and Ted Naifeh gives a lurid 
lesson in blackmail and bewitching bedlam! It’s a fright delight! 
 
CLOWN FATALE TP 
Victor Gischler (W), Maurizio Rosenzweig (A/Cover), Moreno Dinisio (C),  
On sale June 18 
FC, 112 pages $17.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
When four down-on-their-luck, sexy clowns are mistaken for contract killers, the 
pandemonium begins. To prove themselves in the high-profile world of contract 
killing and big bucks, the girls are going to need to paint their faces and head to 
war . . . with the real killers. Can the femmes fatales stand toe to toe? Collects 
the four-issue miniseries. 
 
GRINDHOUSE: DOORS OPEN AT MIDNIGHT #7 (OF 8) 
Alex de Campi (W), Gary Erskine (A), and Francesco Francavilla (Cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / Miniseries 
Lace up for the “Flesh Feast”! Built on the site of a Puritan-era curse, Camp 
Oneida is better known today for vicious hockey matches and even more intense 
pie fights! But when the Devil Doll returns to seduce and kill once more, the 
Oneida hockey girls make with the high-sticking!  
 
TOSHIRO TP 
Jai Nitz (W) and Janusz Pawlak (A/Cover) 
On sale June 4 
FC, 168 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
The mechano-samurai Toshiro travels a Victorian clockwork world, battling 
horrors too dark for mankind. With his mysterious partner, the world-famous 
adventurer Quicksilver Bob, Toshiro must face Earth’s greatest foe yet: the soul-
stealing, zombie-creating jellyfish from beyond.  
 
EDGAR ALLAN POE'S THE PREMATURE BURIAL 
Richard Corben (W/A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / One-shot 
The fear of being buried alive is presented in two horrifying Poe adaptations by 
Eisner Hall of Fame inductee Richard Corben—“The Premature Burial” and “The 
Cask of Amontillado.” 
 
KING CONAN: THE CONQUEROR #3 (OF 6) 
Timothy Truman (W), Tomás Giorello (A/Cover), and José Villarrubia (C) 
On sale Apr 30 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Miniseries  



The exiled barbarian king’s frantic quest for the mystical Heart of Ahriman leads 
him to a Stygian city enthralled by a bloodthirsty serpent god! To regain his 
crown, Conan will have to contend with powerful priests, mad disciples, and 
slithering monsters—before descending into a dark maze of horrors! 
 
CONAN THE AVENGER #1 
Fred Van Lente (W), Brian Ching (A), Michael Atiyeh (C), and Iain McCaig 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.50 / Ongoing 
Nursing his broken heart, Conan drinks himself into a stupor in the troubled city 
of Shumballa—until a brazen act of thievery launches the Cimmerian into a wild 
hunt and a supernatural adventure! 
 
ROBERT E. HOWARD’S SAVAGE SWORD #8 
John Arcudi (W), Gary Chaloner (W/A), Dan Jolley (W), Roy Thomas (W), Paul 
Tobin (W), Alberto Alburquerque (A), Franck Biancarelli (A), John Buscema (A), 
John Nadeau (A), Philip Tan (Cover) 
On sale June 4 
FC, 80 pages $7.99 / Ongoing 
Eighty pages of adventure from the mind of pulp master Robert E. Howard! 
Solomon Kane comes to the rescue in a wolf-infested forest, while Conrad and 
Kirowan plumb the depths of the supernatural... plus more pioneering adventures 
of Breckinridge Elkins and an original Conan story by John Arcudi! 
 
THE CHRONICLES OF KING CONAN VOLUME 8: THE ROAD TO EMPIRE 
AND OTHER STORIES TP 
Don Kraar (W), Judith Hunt (P), Mike Manley (P), Mike Docherty (P), Art Nichols 
(I), Ernie Chan (I), Al Williamson (I), Pat Redding (I), George Roussos (C), and 
Ron Wagner (Cover) 
On sale June 18 
FC, 208 pages $19.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
With the tide of war turned, Conan’s armies assault the Nemedian capital. But 
the greatest threat to Conan is not Nemedian steel, but the steeled heart of a boy 
raised in the black arts and dedicated to Conan’s destruction—Conan’s lost son, 
Taurus! Collects Conan the King #36–#41. 
 
THE PORTENT: ASHES TP 
Peter Bergting (W/A/Cover) 
On sale June 18 
FC, 144 pages $17.99 
TP, 7” x 10” 
A wood nymph has returned alone from the realm of the dead to find her dying 
world overwhelmed with powerful warlocks, vengeful spirits, demons, and 
witches.  



 
THE ELTINGVILLE CLUB #1 
Evan Dorkin (W/A/Cover) 
On sale Apr 23 
FC, 32 pages $3.99 / One-shot 
After twenty years, three Eisner Awards, and a smattering of hate mail, the 
Eltingville Comic Book, Science-Fiction, Fantasy, Horror, and Role-Playing Club 
is finally breaking up. When Bill’s dream job in a comic shop turns into a 
nightmare for the club, more than bridges and membership cards are burned in a 
fiery, fan-tastic finale!    
 
ITTY BITTY HELLBOY—#1 FOR $1 EDITION 
Art Baltazar (W/A/Cover) and Franco (W) 
On sale Apr 2 
FC, 32 pages $1.00 / One-shot 
Who is Hellboy anyway? Why does he have such a big hand and what is it used 
for? Who's weirder, him or his friends? What is the B.P.R.D.? And what does 
chicken soup have to do with all of it? All this and more is answered in this 
premium-priced debut issue where BIG things happen to itty bitty Hellboy! 
 
EMILY AND THE STRANGERS—#1 FOR $1 EDITION 
Rob Reger (W), Mariah Huehner (W), Emily Ivie (A/Cover), and Buzz Parker 
(Cover) 
On sale Apr 16 
FC, 32 pages $1.00 / One-shot 
With the help of her trio of troublemaking cats, Emily is determined to make the 
most rockin’ song the world has ever known and win a legendary haunted guitar . 
. . but can she do it solo? Only one thing is for sure—what Emily wants, Emily 
gets . . . sometimes. 
 
CREEPY ARCHIVES VOLUME 19 HC 
Various (W/A) 
On sale June 11 
b&w, 280 pages $49.99 
HC, 8 3/8” x 10 7/8” 
Death lurks after every page turn! An unbelievable lineup of creators fills this 
volume. Shiver at the work of Frank Frazetta, Russ Heath, Carmine Infantino, 
John Severin, Bernie Wrightson, Bruce Jones, Richard Corben, and many 
others—and enjoy all original fan pages and a new introduction by writer Jack 
Butterworth (Creepy, Taboo)! Collects Creepy magazines #89-#93. 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
CREEPY ARCHIVES 
VOLUME 1 
DEC098042   $49.99 



VOLUME 2 
MAY118371   $49.99 
VOLUME 4 
FEB090115   $49.95 
VOLUME 5 
JUN090055   $49.95 
VOLUME 6 
OCT090055   $49.99 
VOLUME 7 
FEB100059   $49.99 
VOLUME 8 
JUN100045     $49.99 
VOLUME 9 
NOV100028   $49.99 
VOLUME 10 
MAR110039   $49.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
CRIME DOES NOT PAY: CITY OF ROSES HC 
Phil Stanford (W), Patric Reynolds (A/Cover), and William Farmer (C) 
On sale June 11 
FC, 112 pages $19.99 
HC, 6” x 9” 
Portland, Oregon, is often called the Rose City, but the denizens that inhabit its 
underbelly rarely smell so sweet. Dirty cops, dirty robbers. These shady 
characters and their illicit connections reveal their boiling corruption in Phil 
Stanford’s true crime stories. Only the names have been changed to protect the 
guilty. Collects City of Roses parts 1–12 from Dark Horse Presents. 
 
TARZAN: BURNE HOGARTH'S LORD OF THE JUNGLE HC 
Edgar Rice Burroughs (W) and Burne Hogarth (A/Cover) 
On sale June 25 
b&w, 264 pages $49.99 
HC, 8 3/8” x 10 7/8” 
One of the most influential illustrators ever adapts two of Edgar Rice Burroughs’ 
most beloved Tarzan novels! Burne Hogarth’s color Tarzan of the Apes and 
black-and-white Jungle Tales of Tarzan graphic novels are collected into one 
deluxe hardcover. Hogarth (Dynamic Anatomy) shines in these lively, lush, and 
faithful Tarzan adaptations! 
 
NEW LONE WOLF & CUB VOLUME 1 TP 
Kazuo Koike (W) and Hideki Mori (A/Cover) 
On sale June 4 
b&w, 216 pages $13.99 
TP, 5” x 7 1/8” 



Kazuo Koike returns to Lone Wolf and Cub with an epic sequel, New Lone Wolf 
and Cub. Ogami Itto, the Lone Wolf, and his nemesis, Yagyu Retsudo, lie dead 
after their titanic duel. Ogami’s young son, Daigoro, stays at his father’s side, and 
none dares help the child—save Togo Shigetada, a samurai on a desperate and 
deadly mission of his own!  
 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 1 
OCT128088  $19.99 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 2 
APR130078  $19.99 
 
LONE WOLF AND CUB OMNIBUS VOLUME 3 
JUL130090  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
NEON GENESIS EVANGELION: THE SHINJI IKARI RAISING PROJECT 
VOLUME 14 TP 
Osamu Takahashi (W/A/Cover) 
On sale June 18 
b&w, 176 pages $9.99 
TP, 5 1/8" x 7 1/4"  
High intelligence and low wisdom—that's how they roll deep inside the Artificial 
Evolution Research Center, and no section is deeper than the one in which 
Asuka's brilliant but flaky mother Kyoko resides. Surely she didn't spend all those 
years in graduate computer science just to open up a maid café? You might think 
so, but remember—she's smarter than you.  
 
VAMPIRE HUNTER D VOLUME 21: RECORD OF THE BLOOD BATTLE TP 
Hideyuki Kikuchi (W) and Yoshitaka Amano (A/Cover) 
On sale June 25 
b&w, 160 pages $11.99 
TP, 5 1/8" x 7 1/4" 
D accompanies a convoy delivering a vampire Noble to face public trial for his 
crimes against humanity. However, the Noble’s enemies have targeted the men 
and women of the convoy, and they are out for vengeance! Can D bring himself 
to kill humans in order to protect the Noble under his charge? 
• Six new original illustrations from Final Fantasy designer Yoshitaka Amano! 
• Presented in English for the first time anywhere! 
 
MASS EFFECT ALLIANCE SHUTTLE REPLICA 
On sale July 16 
Measuring 6 1/4” x 3” on custom base $39.99 



The Systems Alliance represents humanity’s economic, political, and military 
reach throughout the galaxy. Dark Horse has been bringing forward a well-
received series of replicas of the Alliance’s most notable ships. The Systems 
Alliance drop shuttles, nicknamed “combat cockroaches,” can carry up to 
fourteen people, including pilot and copilot. They have minimal weaponry in favor 
of stealth masking systems. 
 
MARVEL CLASSIC CHARACTER: X-MEN 94 #2—WOLVERINE 
On sale June 18 
Packaged in a custom litho-printed tin box, containing character booklet and 
unique pin back button. Limited to 750 numbered copies $49.95 
The debut of Wolverine, who first appeared in Hulk #181 as a member of the X-
Men, marks a milestone in comics history. One of the most popular Marvel 
characters, the Canadian-born hero known simply as Logan has spawned his 
own comic series, his own movies, and a plethora of collectibles. We are 
delighted to give him the Syroco-style treatment. 
 
BUFFY & ANGEL RELISTS 
 
ANGEL & FAITH  
VOLUME 1: LIVE THROUGH THIS  
FEB120032  $17.99  
VOLUME 2: DADDY ISSUES  
JUL120045 $17.99  
VOLUME 3: FAMILY REUNION  
DEC120068 $17.99  
VOLUME 4: DEATH & CONSEQUENCES  
MAY130049 $17.99  
 
ANGEL OMNIBUS VOLUME 1 TP (DH ED)  
MAR110037 $24.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 8 
VOLUME 1: LONG WAY HOME 
OCT098084 $15.99  
VOLUME 2: NO FUTURE FOR YOU 
FEB108514 $15.99  
VOLUME 3: WOLVES AT THE GATE  
FEB118123 $15.99  
VOLUME 4: TIME OF YOUR LIFE 
OCT098085 $15.99  
VOLUME 6: RETREAT  
NOV090048 $15.99  
VOLUME 7: TWILIGHT  
JUN100044 $16.99  
VOLUME 8: LAST GLEAMING  



FEB110018 $16.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 9  
VOLUME 1: FREEFALL 
APR120017 $17.99  
VOLUME 2: ON YOUR OWN  
AUG120067 $17.99  
VOLUME 3: GUARDED  
JAN130085 $17.99  
VOLUME 4: WELCOME TO TEAM  
JUN130024 $17.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER: SPIKE VOLUME 1—A DARK PLACE  
FEB130019 $17.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 8 LIBRARY VOLUME 1: LONG 
WAY HOME  
JAN120078 $29.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 8 LIBRARY VOLUME 2: WOLVES 
AT THE GATE  
MAY120048 $29.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 8 LIBRARY VOLUME 3 
AUG120068 $29.99  
 
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 8 LIBRARY VOLUME 4  
NOV120049 $29.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
DC COMICS 
 
BATMAN ETERNAL #1 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, JOHN LAYMAN, RAY 
FAWKES and TIM SEELEY 
Art and cover by JASON FABOK 
1:50 Variant cover by ANDY KUBERT 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Don’t dare miss the start of the Bat-story so big it’s going to take every week of 
the month to tell! A massive cast of Gotham City’s best (and worst) examines the 
relationship between Batman, his allies and his city. In this debut issue, 
Commissioner James Gordon is caught on the wrong side of the law! 
 



BATMAN ETERNAL #2 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, JOHN LAYMAN, RAY 
FAWKES and TIM SEELEY 
Art and cover by JASON FABOK 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
A notorious Batman adversary appears for the first time in The New 52 
continuity! 
 
BATMAN ETERNAL #3 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, JOHN LAYMAN, RAY 
FAWKES and TIM SEELEY 
Art and cover by JASON FABOK 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
A gang war erupts in Gotham City, but the G.C.P.D. doesn’t plan to help Batman 
stop it. Plus: The return of a fan-favorite Batman supporting character: Stephanie 
Brown! 
 
BATMAN ETERNAL #4 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER, JAMES TYNION IV, JOHN LAYMAN, RAY 
FAWKES and TIM SEELEY 
Art by DUSTIN NGUYEN 
Cover by JASON FABOK 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Batman battles Batgirl as Jim Gordon’s troubles take a turn for the worse! 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE UNITED #0 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by MIKE McKONE 
1:50 Variant cover by MIKE McKONE 
Blank variant cover available 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with four covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
Top comics writer Jeff Lemire teams with superstar artist Mike McKone for the 
all-new monthly series JUSTICE LEAGUE UNITED, starring the new team of 
powerful heroes Earth calls Justice League Canada! 
In the aftermath of FOREVER EVIL, Adam Strange is caught up in an adventure 
across the far reaches of the cosmos that will unite an unexpected team of 
heroes including Supergirl, Hawkman, Green Arrow, Stargirl, Martian Manhunter 
and Animal Man – but if they’re on the team, who exactly is Canadian? Plus: 
Don’t miss the debut of a new Canadian hero who will have a huge effect on the 
group! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 



JUSTICE LEAGUE #30 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art and cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
It all changes here with the first chapter of “INJUSTICE LEAGUE”! The next era 
of the Justice League begins as heroes quit, villains join and a Justice League 
roster you’ve never seen before emerges, led by the world’s greatest hero — 
LEX LUTHOR?! As the dust settles and the bodies are buried, the violent 
consequences of FOREVER EVIL must be dealt with — while a mysterious new 
force sets its target on the League. But is this force friend or enemy? And why 
does he want Luthor dead? (If you ask Batman, it’s a long list.) 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA #14 
Written by MATT KINDT 
Art and cover by EDDY BARROWS and EBER FERREIRA 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US • FINAL ISSUE 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
In the wake of FOREVER EVIL, the Justice League of America’s mission has 
come to an end – so where do they go from here? No one’s survival is assured! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #30 
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by ANDRES GUINALDO and MARK IRWIN 
Cover by MIKEL JANIN 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
After the shocking events of “Forever Evil: Blight,” the team has a new leader – 
and the first order of business is dealing with a traitor in their midst! 
 
FOREVER EVIL AFTERMATH: BATMAN VS. BANE #1 
Written by PETER J. TOMASI 
Art and cover by SCOT EATON and JAIME MENDOZA 
1:25 Variant cover by KEVIN NOWLAN 



ONE-SHOT • On sale APRIL 30 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The title says it all! FOREVER EVIL is over! Now, Batman has returned to take 
Gotham City back – by force! The only thing standing in his way? BANE! Get 
ready for the grudge match of the year! 
 
NIGHTWING #30 
Written by JAMES TYNION IV 
Art by MEGHAN HETRICK 
Cover by EDDY BARROWS 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • FINAL ISSUE 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The Bat Family is forced to face the brutal aftermath of FOREVER EVIL, but after 
everything they’ve been through, can they stand together? 
 
SUICIDE SQUAD #30 
Written by SEAN RYAN 
Art by IG GUARA and RUY JOSE 
Cover by PATRICK ZIRCHER 
On sale APRIL 9 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T+ • FINAL ISSUE 
In the ashes of FOREVER EVIL, A.R.G.U.S. and Task Force X leader Amanda 
Waller must face the consequences of her failure to protect the United States 
from the Crime Syndicate. 
 
SECRET ORIGINS #1 
Written by TONY BEDARD, KYLE HIGGINS and GREG PAK 
Art by PAULO SIQUEIRA, WILL CONRAD and others 
Cover by LEE BERMEJO 
1:25 Variant cover by ANDY KUBERT 
On sale APRIL 23 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
At last, the SECRET ORIGINS of the World’s Greatest Heroes in The New 52 
can be revealed! This new series gets off to an awesome start with the origins of 
The Last Son of Krypton and Kara Zor-El, Supergirl, plus the first Robin, Dick 
Grayson. 
 
AQUAMAN #30 
Written by JEFF PARKER 
Art and cover by PAUL PELLETIER and SEAN PARSONS 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 



Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Centuries ago, he aided Atlantis in a time of great need and suffered great 
betrayal for his efforts. Now he’s back – but is he bent on revenge, or has he 
been consumed by madness? Don’t miss The New 52 introduction of…Hercules! 
Good luck, Aquaman! 
 
AQUAMAN AND THE OTHERS #1 
Written by DAN JURGENS 
Art by LAN MEDINA and ED TADEO 
Cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO 
1:25 Variant cover by DAN JURGENS and NORM RAPMUND 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
A “FUTURES END” prelude! Spinning out of AQUAMAN, the King of Atlantis and 
his teammates find themselves targeted by an unknown foe that wants their 
Atlantean artifacts! Don’t miss the start of this all-new series! 
 
CONSTANTINE #13 
Written by RAY FAWKES 
Art by ACO 
Cover by VICTOR IBANEZ 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Lost and confused in the face of the fallout from his actions in “Forever Evil: 
Blight,” John Constantine has sold himself out to the Cold Flame and is 
vulnerable to attack by Spellbinder! 
 
TRINITY OF SIN: PHANTOM STRANGER #18 
Written by J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by FERNANDO BLANCO 
Cover by GUILLEM MARCH 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
“The Crack in Creation” begins! Sin Eater and his new master, the mysterious 
Non, are marshaling an army of these in-between souls! Their goal? To invade 
the world of the living and set up a new order! Guest-starring Superman and Dr. 
Light, who is still dead! 
 
TRINITY OF SIN: PANDORA #10 
Written by RAY FAWKES 
Art by FRANCIS PORTELA 
Cover by JULIAN TOTINO 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
In the aftermath of “Forever Evil: Blight,” Pandora has no time to comprehend the 
burden facing her when she must take on the awesome power of Giganta! 
 



JUSTICE LEAGUE 3000 #5 
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by RAYMUND BERMUDEZ and 
WAYNE FAUCHER 
Cover by HOWARD PORTER 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Cadmus tries to add a new member to Justice League 3000. We say “tried to” 
because the last thing Firestorm wants to do is join what he considers to be a 
group of losers. It gets complicated. 
 
THE FLASH #30 
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI and VAN JENSEN 
Art and cover by BRETT BOOTH and NORM RAPMUND 
1:25 MAD Variant cover  
On sale APRIIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
An all-new creative team makes its debut to show the deadly consequences of 
The Flash’s speed powers. During the traumatic events of FOREVER EVIL, 
Central City suffered the worst that the Crime Syndicate could dish out. Now The 
Flash has returned to make things right, but there are limits to what even the 
Fastest Man Alive can do! 
 
THE FLASH ANNUAL #3 
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI and VAN JENSEN 
Art by BRETT BOOTH, RON FRENZ, NORM RAPMUND and LIVESAY 
Cover by BRETT BOOTH and NORM RAPMUND 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
The start of a major new arc for the Fastest Man Alive! In the future, The Flash is 
a broken man. His powers have failed him time and again at great cost to him 
and the city he has sworn to protect. Now he’s coming back to 2014 to stop the 
one event that destroyed his life. Meanwhile, in the present, Barry Allen must 
contend with thieves trying to capitalize on the devastation of FOREVER EVIL. 
It’s a tale of two timelines that ushers in one of DC’s most storied 
characters…featuring The New 52 debut of WALLY WEST! 
 
WORLDS’ FINEST #22 
Written by PAUL LEVITZ 
Art by R.B. SILVA and JOE WEEMS 
Cover by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Following their team-up with Batman and Superman, Power Girl and Huntress 
have some difficult choices ahead. What’s next for the Worlds’ Finest...and what 
world will they choose? 
 
EARTH 2 #22 



Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by NICOLA SCOTT and TREVOR SCOTT 
Cover by ANDY KUBERT 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
When all looks lost – Green Lantern returns! 
 
GREEN ARROW #30 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by ANDREA SORRENTINO 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
“The Outsiders War” Part 5! Arrow and Robert face a mob of Outsiders. It looks 
bad…but the cavalry is about to arrive in the form of Katana, Butcher, Magus and 
Kodiak! Will they be in time to save the day? 
 
WONDER WOMAN #30 
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO 
Art by GORAN SUDZUKA 
Cover by CLIFF CHIANG 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Wonder Woman, the God of War, takes command of the deadliest army ever! 
The Amazons are back, and they have some scores to settle… 
 
SUPERMAN UNCHAINED #9 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art and wraparound cover by JIM LEE and SCOTT WILLIAMS 
Backup story art by DUSTIN NGUYEN 
1:25 Variant wraparound cover by DAVID FINCH 
1:50 Variant wraparound cover by BRYAN HITCH 
1:100 B&W Variant wraparound cover by JIM LEE 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US • FINAL ISSUE 
Retailers: This issue will ship with five covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
This is it – the extraordinary finale of Scott Snyder and Jim Lee’s Superman 
saga, surrounded by an epic wraparound cover! It’s a battle in the sun as 
Superman and Wraith accept their destinies…and Lex Luthor pulls the trigger on 
his ultimate weapon! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 



SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN #7 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art and cover by PAULO SIQUEIRA 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Doomsday has awakened and the Earth and heavens tremble! And discover how 
Superman and Wonder Woman survived a nuclear blast!  
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
ACTION COMICS #30 
Written by GREG PAK 
Art and cover by AARON KUDER 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Following the events of FOREVER EVIL, Superman confronts Lex Luthor – but 
the world has turned around for these two. The hero has become the 
villain and the villain the hero as forces beyond these two gather to destroy the 
Man of Steel, beginning with a dormant Doomsday who has crossed over from 
the Phantom Zone! 
 
SUPERMAN #30 
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL 
Art by KEN LASHLEY 
Cover by ANDY KUBERT 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Every man, woman and child in Smallville has suddenly fallen into a coma while 
the citizens of the Bottled City of Kandor begin to rise again. Meanwhile, 
Superman has his hands full as Doomsday cuts a swath of destruction through 
the heart of the earth itself! 
 
SUPERGIRL #30 
Written by TONY BEDARD 
Art by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO 
Cover by KENNETH ROCAFORT 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
In “Red Daughter of Krypton” part 2 of 3, the newest, most powerful Red Lantern 
finally meets her match! Worldkiller-1 is a cosmic menace from the darkest 



recesses of Kara’s past, and he will gladly destroy every one of her crimson 
teammates to get to her… 
 
SUPERBOY #30 
Written by AARON KUDER 
Art by JORGE JIMENEZ 
Cover by KEN LASHLEY 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
A FOREVER EVIL aftermath issue! Superboy is returning to the world post-
FOREVER EVIL, but it may not be strong enough to survive this twisted Teen of 
Steel and his allies from the future. His plan is simple: Wipe out all Super Heroes! 
 
BATMAN/SUPERMAN #10 
Written by GREG PAK 
Art and cover by JAE LEE 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
more information. 
Following the events of FIRST CONTACT, witness the last days of Batman and 
Superman of Earth 2 from a new perspective. 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
BATMAN #30 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art by GREG CAPULLO and DANNY MIKI 
Cover by GREG CAPULLO 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
“ZERO YEAR – SAVAGE CITY” begins! 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
DETECTIVE COMICS #30 
Written by BRIAN BUCCELLATO and FRANCIS MANAPUL 
Art and cover by FRANCIS MANAPUL 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 



A bold new direction for DETECTIVE COMICS as THE FLASH creative team of 
Francis Manapul and Brian Buccelato take over the creative reins! Batman finds 
himself knee-deep in a new mystery involving a deadly new narcotic that has hit 
the streets of Gotham City. 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
BATMAN AND WONDER WOMAN #30 
Written by PETER J. TOMASI 
Art and cover by PATRICK GLEASON and MICK GRAY 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
The quest for Damian’s remains takes Batman to Paradise Island and into direct 
conflict with Wonder Woman! 
 
BATWOMAN ANNUAL #1 
Written by MARC ANDREYKO 
Art and cover by TREVOR McCARTHY 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T+ 
Batwoman vs. Mr. Bones! Will the DEO triumph over Kate, or will she cross the 
line and free herself for good! Lingering questions are answered as long-standing 
conflicts reach their final resolutions.  
 
BATWOMAN #30 
Written by MARC ANDREYKO 
Art by JEREMY HAUN 
Cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Assault on Arkham Asylum! Wolf Spider needs one more painting, and 
Batwoman will do anything to keep it out of his hands – even if it means entering 
the notorious asylum! 
 
CATWOMAN #30 
Written by ANN NOCENTI 
Art by PATRICK OLLIFFE 
Cover by TERRY DODSON and RACHEL DODSON 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
“The Race of Outlaws” begins! Despite her best efforts, Selina Kyle just can’t 
stop being Catwoman. What’s dragged her back into the catsuit? A globe-trotting 
contest that will have her competing to earn the prize for being the best thief in 
the world. But watch out, Catwoman – there’s no honor among thieves! 



 
BIRDS OF PREY #30 
Written by CHRISTY MARX 
Art by ROBSON ROCHA and JONATHAN GLAPION 
Cover by JORGE MOLINA 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
As her teammates fall, only Black Canary stands between the utterly helpless 
Mother Eve and Ra’s al Ghul. If she stands aside, her husband will be saved. If 
she refuses to fold, everybody else will die! What can she possibly do? 
 
HARLEY QUINN #5 
Written by AMANDA CONNER and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by CHAD HARDIN 
Cover by AMANDA CONNER 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Sure, Harley has made some enemies along the way. So what happens when a 
bunch of them show up to kill her dead? She kills them right back, of course! 
You’ve been warned: This issue contains violence. 
 
BATGIRL ANNUAL #2 
Written by GAIL SIMONE 
Art by ROBERT GILL 
Cover by CLAY MANN 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
It’s the start of a new story arc as Batgirl must unravel a mystery centered around 
her former BIRDS OF PREY teammate, the woman who betrayed her trust – 
POISON IVY! 
 
BATGIRL #30 
Written by GAIL SIMONE 
Art by FERNANDO PASARIN and JONATHAN GLAPION 
Cover by ALEX GARNER 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information.  
An ordinary day takes a turn for the worse when Barbara Gordon must find a way 
to save her roommate Alysia Yeoh from fan-favorite villain Ragdoll! 
 
RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS #30 
Written by WIL PFEIFER 
Art by RAFA SANDOVAL 
Cover by PHILIP TAN and NORM RAPMUND 



On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Jason and Kori face off against the Agents of S.H.A.D.E. as they embark on a 
quest to save a kidnapped Roy from his alien abductors! 
 
BATWING #30 
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by EDUARDO PANSICA 
Cover by DAN PANOSIAN 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Batwing races Menace to attempt to save his family! But the Gotham 
Underground is about to boil over with anarchy, and no matter which tribe rises 
up from below Gotham City, Batwing will be the first target! 
 
SINESTRO #1 
Written by CULLEN BUNN 
Art and cover by DALE EAGLESHAM 
1:25 Variant cover by DOUG MAHNKE 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
Thaal Sinestro has lost everything he’s ever loved: his home, his family, his only 
friend. But no matter how desperate he becomes, Sinestro will never be without 
fear...a lesson his one-time ally, one-time enemy Lyssa Drak is eager to teach 
him! Can he take back the despicable Yellow Lantern Corps? Or does the 
universe have a new destiny in mind for Sinestro? 
 
GREEN LANTERN #30 
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI 
Art and cover by BILLY TAN 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Combo pack edition: $3.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with three covers. Please see the order form for 
details. 
Hal Jordan is surrounded on the homeworld of the Khund, the bloodthirsty 
military wing of a cosmic alliance that’s determined to crush the Green Lanterns! 
So why has he volunteered to fight without his ring? 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
GREEN LANTERN CORPS #30  
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI and VAN JENSEN 
Art and cover by BERNARD CHANG 
1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 



Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
John Stewart and his team are under siege – and things are about to get way 
worse! It’s become impossible to know who can be trusted and who’s a shape-
shifting Durlan spy! And you won’t believe the twisted origin of the Durlan 
species! 
 
GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS ANNUAL #2 
Written by JUSTIN JORDAN 
Art and cover by STEPHEN SEGOVIA 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
Don’t miss “CURSE OF THE WHITE LANTERN”! Kyle Rayner is the only being 
in the universe to survive passing through the Source Wall, the bizarre barrier at 
the end of space. He should have known there’d be consequences – terrible 
ones! Kyle’s mind now contains the most dangerous secret in all of 
creation…and that secret is desperate to get out and get to Earth! Don’t miss the 
story that plants a crucial seed for the next GREEN LANTERN epic! 
 
GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS #30 
Written by JUSTIN JORDAN 
Art by BRAD WALKER and DREW HENNESSY 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
Kyle and the New Guardians are trapped between X’Hal and the Godkillers! Both 
have the power to destroy dozens of planets…so how does Kyle choose who to 
stop first? 
 
RED LANTERNS #30 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art and cover by ALESSANDRO VITTI 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+  
Guy Gardner’s got a missing comrade, a red-ring-wielding Supergirl, and a 
deeply pissed-off Atrocitus to deal with! The last thing he needs is another new 
Red Lantern – especially when this one may be the deadliest Red to ever wear 
the ring! But whose side will this new Lantern join? And will Rankorr survive his 
close encounter with Atrocitus and Dex-Starr? 
 
LARFLEEZE #10 
Written by KEITH GIFFEN and J.M. DeMATTEIS 
Art by SCOTT KOLINS 
Cover by TYLER KIRKHAM 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 
It’s a dog-eat-dog world when “legendary” Green Lantern G’nort shows up to pick 
a bone with Larfleeze! 
 
THE MOVEMENT #11 
Written by GAIL SIMONE 



Art by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II 
Cover by RAYMUND BERMUDEZ 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Virtue’s mysterious past is revealed! Plus, The Movement travels outside of Coral 
City for the first time to rescue their teammate Burden from his demonic brother! 
 
ALL-STAR WESTERN #30 
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI 
Art by STAZ JOHNSON 
Backup art by JOSE LUIS GARCIA-LOPEZ 
Cover by DAN PANOSIAN 
On sale APRIL 23 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T+ 
Now back in the Old West, Hex finds readjusting to his old life a bit more difficult 
than he expected – especially when he finds out that there’s a NEW Jonah Hex! 
Plus: This extra-sized issue features a back-up story drawn by the legendary 
Jose Luis Garcia-Lopez that introduces Madam 44 to The New 52! 
 
SWAMP THING #30 
Written by CHARLES SOULE 
Art and cover by JESUS SAIZ 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ 
Alec Holland contemplates the Sureen’s offer to turn him human… but if he does 
accept, what happens to his almost all-powerful body? He and his warrior 
companion Capucine must travel to India to find the answers… and to get there, 
they’ll need help from Vandal Savage! 
 
STORMWATCH #30 
Written by STERLING GATES 
Art and cover by JEREMY ROBERTS 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T+ • FINAL ISSUE 
A “FUTURES END” prelude! The original Stormwatch team returns, as this story 
sets up the organization’s role in the future of the DC Universe! 
 
TEEN TITANS ANNUAL #3 
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL 
Art and cover by KENNETH ROCAFORT 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $4.99 US • RATED T 
Skitter finally returns to the team – and it’s perfect timing, because the Teen 
Titans are going to need all the power they can muster in this final battle against 
the man known as Harvest! Plus, the team must deal with the staggering betrayal 
by one of their own! 
 
TEEN TITANS #30 
Written by SCOTT LOBDELL 
Art by TYLER KIRKHAM and ART THIBERT 
Cover by KENNETH ROCAFORT 



1:25 MAD Variant cover 
On sale APRIL 23 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • FINAL ISSUE 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
In the wake of FOREVER EVIL, The Titans return to learn that Harvest has 
grown more powerful in their absence! And with the body of Jon Lane Kent gone 
from its chamber, Harvest is marshaling all the resources of N.O.W.H.E.R.E. to 
get it back! All this and the return of Bunker and Beast Boy! 
 
SMALLVILLE SEASON 11: LANTERN #1 
Written by BRYAN Q. MILLER 
Art by MARCIO TAKARA 
Cover by CAT STAGGS 
On sale APRIL 16 • 40 pg, FC, 1 of 4, $3.99 US RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
The Green Lantern ring for space sector 2813 was inactive for years after 
Krypton’s end, until the creation of the Argo colony recalled it to service. As none 
of Zod’s followers are suitable candidates, the ring’s search brings it to the 
nearest Kryptonian it can recruit! SMALLVILLE SEASON 11 continues in 
“Lantern” part 1 of 4! 
 
BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE #9 
Written by KYLE HIGGINS and CHRISTOS N. GAGE 
Art by THONY SILAS and DEXTER SOY 
Cover by TREVOR McCARTHY 
On sale APRIL 30 • 48 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
The epic “JUSTICE LORDS BEYOND” crossover starts here! Following the 
shocking events of BATMAN BEYOND UNIVERSE #8, Wonder Woman is back! 
But where did she go? And why does she seem like she’s hiding something? 
Find out in the first part of a 4-part, world-spanning event in both “Batman 
Beyond” and “Justice League Beyond”! 
 
HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE #13 
Written by DAN ABNETT  
Art and cover by POP MHAN 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US 
Before a new adventure begins, take a journey back 1,000 years to the reign of 
King Grayskull. Newly victorious over Hordak, it is a time of great victory and 
celebration for the King and Castle Grayskull stands in all of its regal glory. But 
an ominous prophecy weighs upon the crown, and sinister forces are already at 
work to see that it comes true. 
 
ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #12 
Written by PETER MILLIGAN  
Art by AGUSTIN PADILLA 
Cover by ED BENES 
On sale APRIL 30 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 



Superman has always stood for “Truth, Justice, and the American Way,” but 
when a new vigilante known as the Demolisher starts cleaning up the streets of 
Metropolis in a way that Superman never could, the Man of Steel wonders if this 
new brand of hero is what his city truly needs. 
 
INJUSTICE YEAR TWO #4 
Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by BRUNO REDONDO 
Cover by JHEREMY RAAPACK 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T • DIGITAL FIRST 
With the Guardians concerned about Superman’s increasing dominance over 
Earth, Hal Jordan is called to Oa to discuss an intervention. But a recent 
revelation about the Guardians has left Hal’s loyalties divided. Jordan is 
beginning to doubt whether the Green Lantern Corps is truly the best force to 
protect Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, a dark power is whispering dangerous ideas 
in Superman’s ear. 
 
BATMAN ‘66 #10 
Written by JEFF PARKER 
Art by DAVID WILLIAMS, KELSEY SHANNON and ERIC WIGHT 
Cover by MICHAEL ALLRED 
On sale APRIL 30 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST 
A snowstorm in Gotham City in the middle of summer? Only one man can be 
behind this: that frozen fiend Mr. Freeze. And Batgirl is back in another solo 
story, as she clashes with Cleopatra. 
 
THE VAMPIRE DIARIES #4 
Written by SEAN E. WILLIAMS and HEATHER NUHFER 
Art by XERMANICO, ALAN QUAH and JASON GORDER 
Cover by ALAN QUAH and JASON GORDER 
On sale APRIL 2 • 40 pg, FC, $3.99 US • DIGITAL FIRST 
Don’t miss this special Bennett Witch issue! In “1969,” Grams reveals the story 
behind her first meeting with Stefan Salvatore – and her awakening as a force in 
the antiwar movement in Mystic Falls. Then, when Bonnie wasn’t visiting her 
boyfriend in Mystic Falls, she was learning more about her family’s powers…with 
devastating results! 
 
SCRIBBLENAUTS UNMASKED: A CRISIS OF IMAGINATION #4 
Written by JOSH ELDER 
Art and cover by ADAM ARCHER 
1:10 DC Collectibles variant cover 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E • DIGITAL FIRST 
Retailers: This issue will ship with two covers. See the order form for details. 
As a crisis rages inside Batman’s mind, Maxwell and the Green Lantern Corps 
take the fight to the allied Yellow and Red Lantern Corps! 
 



Collected Editions 
 
BATMAN AND ROBIN VOL. 4: REQUIEM FOR DAMIAN HC 
Written by PETER J. TOMASI 
Art by PATRICK GLEASON, MICK GRAY, CLIFF RICHARDS and MARK IRWIN 
Cover by PATRICK GLEASON and MICK GRAY 
On sale JUNE 4 • 176 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
Spinning out from the tragic death of Damian Wayne in the pages of BATMAN, 
INCORPORATED, the Dark Knight attempts to cope with the death of not only 
his partner, Robin, the Boy Wonder, but also his son. Will he be able to deal with 
his grief on his own, or can he turn to his allies to help him through the pain? This 
new hardcover collects BATMAN AND ROBIN #18-23. 
 
BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 4—THE WRATH HC 
Written by JOHN LAYMAN and JAMES TYNION IV 
Art by JASON FABOK, ANDY CLARKE, HENRIK JONSSON, JASON 
MASTERS, SCOT EATON, JAIME MENDOZA and JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
Cover by JASON FABOK 
On sale JUNE 25 • 256 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
The Caped Crusader is challenged by the mystery of the 900 in a special tale 
celebrating the 900th issue published of DETECTIVE COMICS! Plus, Batman 
faces two new foes: Emperor Penguin and the deadly vigilante known as The 
Wrath, a dark counterpart to the Dark Knight. Collects DETECTIVE COMICS 
#19-24 and DETECTIVE COMICS ANNUAL #2. 
 
BATMAN VOL. 3: DEATH OF THE FAMILY TP 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER and JAMES TYNION IV 
Art by GREG CAPULLO, JONATHAN GLAPION and JOCK 
Cover by GREG CAPULLO 
On sale MAY 7 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
After having his face sliced off, The Joker makes his horrifying return to Gotham 
City in this epic from issues #13-17 that shook Batman to his core! But even for a 
man who’s committed a lifetime of murder, he’s more dangerous than ever 
before. How can Batman protect his city and those he’s closest to? 
 
BATGIRL VOL. 3: DEATH OF THE FAMILY TP 
Written by GAIL SIMONE, RAY FAWKES and SCOTT SNYDER 
Art by ED BENES, DANIEL SAMPERE, GREG CAPULLO, JULIUS GOPEZ and 
others 
Cover by ED BENES 
On sale MAY 21 • 224 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
Batgirl stars in these epics from #14-19 of her monthly series, plus BATMAN #17, 
BATGIRL ANNUAL #1 and a story from YOUNG ROMANCE #1, all spinning out 
of “Death of the Family.” The Joker is back, and Barbara Gordon must confront 
her past as she deals with the crazed criminal responsible for crippling her. Plus, 



once the dust settles, Barbara must deal with her family demons as her psychotic 
brother James Jr. comes after her. 
 
ALL-STAR WESTERN VOL. 4: GOLD STANDARD TP 
Written by JUSTIN GRAY and JIMMY PALMIOTTI  
Art by MORITAT and STAZ JOHNSON  
Cover by HOWARD PORTER 
On sale MAY 7 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
In these tales from issues #17-21, when a strange man clad in gold with force 
fields, lasers and the ability to fly drops into the past, Jonah Hex’s mettle and grit 
will be tested as never before. And if the Old West was a challenge, how will Hex 
handle modern-day Gotham City? 
 
SHAZAM! VOL. 1 TP 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art and cover by GARY FRANK 
On sale MAY 28 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
The World’s Mightiest Mortal is reborn in The New 52 in this incredible tale from 
JUSTICE LEAGUE #7-11, 0, 14-16 and 18-21! Young orphan Billy Batson has 
bounced from foster home to foster home, but when he’s drawn to the Rock of 
Eternity, he is imbued with powers beyond those of any mortal man! Can he 
learn how to handle those powers in time to defeat the villainous Black Adam? 
 
GREEN LANTERN: LIGHTS OUT HC 
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI, CHARLES SOULE, VAN JENSEN and JUSTIN 
JORDAN  
Art by BILLY TAN, ALESSANDRO VITTI, BERNARD CHANG, BRAD WALKER, 
SEAN CHEN and others 
Cover by SEAN CHEN 
On sale JUNE 18 • 176 pg, FC, $24.99 US 
In this epic event from GREEN LANTERN #24, GREEN LANTERN CORPS #24, 
GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS #23-24, RED LANTERNS #24, GREEN 
LANTERN ANNUAL #2 and GREEN LANTERN #23.1: RELIC, Relic has arrived! 
The lights of the Lanterns are fading as the emotional spectrum is being drained. 
It’s up to Hal and the Green Lanterns to rally the Corps if they are going to 
survive! 
 
AQUAMAN VOL. 3: THRONE OF ATLANTIS TP 
Written by GEOFF JOHNS 
Art by IVAN REIS, JOE PRADO, PAUL 
PELLETIER, PETE WOODS, PERE PEREZ and others 
Cover by IVAN REIS and JOE PRADO 
On sale MAY 14 • 192 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
Aquaman, who long ago lost contact with his people, must watch as armies 
emerge from the sea to attack the surface world. The Justice League answers 
the call to defend the shores from the invading Atlantean horde. But whose side 



is Aquaman on? With his brother Orm at the head of the undersea army, will 
Aquaman stand with his Earth-bound super team or his own people? Find out in 
this exciting title collecting AQUAMAN #0 and 14-16 and JUSTICE LEAGUE 
#15-17. 
 
CATWOMAN VOL. 4: GOTHAM UNDERGROUND TP 
Written by ANN NOCENTI 
Art by RAFA SANDOVAL, JORDI 
TARRAGONA, CHRISTIAN DUCE, GEORGES JEANTY and others 
Cover by EMANUELA LUPACCHINO 
On sale MAY 28 • 224 pg, FC, 17.99 US 
After being robbed time and time again by Catwoman, The Penguin has decided 
to wage war against the thieving antihero. But he isn’t the only one after her. 
Someone named The Joker’s Daughter is after Catwoman. Who is she, and why 
has she come to Gotham City? Don’t miss these stories from CATWOMAN #20-
24 and 26, CATWOMAN ANNUAL #1 and BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT #23.4: 
JOKER’S DAUGHTER. 
 
THE MOVEMENT VOL. 1: CLASS WARFARE TP 
Written by GAIL SIMONE  
Art by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II 
Cover by AMANDA CONNER 
On sale MAY 21 • 144 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
In these stories from THE MOVEMENT #1-8, the young heroes of The 
Movement rise up to take back the dirty streets of Coral City. But when one of 
their own is captured by the police, it’s Coral City’s finest against the citizens they 
have neglected to protect. 
 
RED LANTERNS VOL. 4: BLOOD BROTHERS TP 
Written by CHARLES SOULE, ROBERT VENDITTI, VAN JENSEN and JUSTIN 
JORDAN  
Art by ALESSANDRO VITTI and others 
Cover by ALESSANDRO VITTI  
On sale MAY 28 • 176 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
Hal recruits Guy for an impossible mission: to spy on the Red Lantern Corps from 
within. But when the red ring takes hold of Guy again, it takes everything in him 
not to lose himself. Collects RED LANTERNS #21-26, and GREEN LANTERN 
ANNUAL #2. 
 
BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT VOL. 2 TP 
Written by JEFF PARKER, ROB WILLIAMS, MICHAEL AVON OEMING, JOE 
HARRIS, PAUL TOBIN, RICARDO SANCHEZ, CHRISTOS GAGE, RAY 
FAWKES and DAVID TISCHMAN 
Art by MICHAEL AVON OEMING, GABRIEL HARDMAN, JUAN JOSE RYP, 
JASON MASTERS, TRADD MOORE, SERGIO SANDOVAL, JHEREMY 
RAAPACK, STEPHANE ROUX, CHRIS SPROUSE and KARL STORY 



Cover by GUILLEM MARCH 
On sale MAY 14 • 168 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
A diverse roster of comics writers and artists contribute their visions of Batman to 
this second LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT collection, with stories from 
issues #6-10 of the digital-first series! 
 
BATMAN/DEATHBLOW: AFTER THE FIRE TP 
Written by BRIAN AZZARELLO  
Art by LEE BERMEJO, TIM BRADSTREET and others  
Cover by LEE BERMEJO 
On sale MAY 21 • 168 pg, FC, $14.99 US 
The Dark Knight faces the daunting task of finishing a job that someone else 
started but — for reasons that remain a mystery — refused to finish. That 
someone was Michael Cray. It’s a tale of secret agents, double agents and a 
charismatic madman with a fiery, lethal touch. Collecting the original 3-issue 
miniseries! 
 
THE AUTHORITY VOL. 1 TP 
Written by WARREN ELLIS and MARK MILLAR  
Art by BRYAN HITCH, FRANK QUITELY and others 
Cover by BRYAN HITCH and PAUL NEARY 
On sale MAY 14 • 296 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
In these tales from THE AUTHORITY #1-12, the team battles a nation of super-
powered terrorists and stops an invasion from a parallel world! And then, a 
godlike invader returns to Earth after eons in exile. 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM–LIVING HELL DELUXE EDITION HC 
Written by DAN SLOTT 
Art by RYAN SOOK, WADE VON GRAWBADGER and JIM ROYAL 
Cover by RYAN SOOK 
On sale JUNE 4 • 160 pg, FC, 7.0625” x 10.875”, $22.99 US 
ARKHAM ASYLUM: LIVING HELL examines the dark underbelly of Gotham 
City’s notorious “House of Madness!” Warren White, one of Gotham’s most 
successful financiers, thought he could beat his jail rap by pleading insanity. Now 
he’s finding out why you don’t cop an insanity plea in Gotham! Expect 
appearances by Batman, The Joker, Two-Face, Poison Ivy, Killer Croc, and the 
rest of Arkham’s regulars — plus the debut of several new Rogues! Collecting 
the edgy 6-issue miniseries in hardcover for the first time! 
 
INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US VOL. 2 HC 
Written by TOM TAYLOR 
Art by JHEREMY RAAPACK, MIKE S. MILLER, TOM DERENICK and others 
Game art cover 
On sale JUNE 25 • 224 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
From the ashes of Metropolis come Superman and the JLA’s newest ally: Lex 
Luthor! Against all odds, he’s not only survived but now embraces Superman’s 



goals. Of course, Lex has his own ideas for how to create a better world. The 
Man of Steel trusts him, but can the rest of his allies be so sure? Collecting 
INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US #7-12 and ANNUAL #1! 
 
WORLD OF WARCRAFT: DARK RIDERS TP 
Written by MIKE COSTA 
Art by NEIL GOOGE 
Cover by SAMWISE DIDIER and ALEX HORLEY 
On sale MAY 7 • 144 pg, FC, $16.99 US 
In this original WORLD OF WARCRAFT graphic novel, a stalwart mage searches 
for a powerful artifact, stolen by Dark Riders, only to find his son accused of 
murder. A righteous priest, driven by a mysterious fervor, investigates a savage 
Wolf Cult. As the paths of these two men cross, a fantastic adventure emerges! 
Supported by a cast of brave heroes, the two find out just how dangerous the 
wolf cult and dark riders are. 
 
SHOWCASE PRESENTS: SUPER FRIENDS VOL. 1 TP 
Written by E. NELSON BRIDWELL and others  
Art by RIC ESTRADA, RAMONA FRADON and others  
Cover by ALEX TOTH 
On sale MAY 21 • 448 pg, B&W, $19.99 US 
Don’t miss these tales based on the hit animated TV series “Super Friends,” from 
issues #1-34! Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The Flash, Green 
Lantern, Green Arrow and other heroes battle The Riddler, the Time Trapper and 
others in these all-ages stories. 
 
THE SPECTRE VOL. 1: CRIMES AND JUDGMENTS TP 
Written by JOHN OSTRANDER  
Art and cover by TOM MANDRAKE 
On sale MAY 14 • 320 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
In these tales from THE SPECTRE #1-12, detective Jim Corrigan tries to end his 
mission as The Spectre. But the grisly crimes of a serial killer pull him back into 
the battle for justice – and send him on a trip to hell! Plus, Madame Xanadu tries 
to help Corrigan – but her help may lead one of them to suicide. 
 
GRAPHIC INK: THE DC COMICS ART OF FRANK QUITELY HC 
Written by Various 
Art and cover by FRANK QUITELY 
On sale JUNE 18 • 368 pg, FC, 8.625” x 11.625”, $39.99 US 
Retailers: Some of this material was originally solicited to appear in the cancelled 
VERTIGO VISIONS: FRANK QUITELY HC. 
Frank Quitely’s finely detailed artwork has been gracing the pages of DC comic 
books since he the 1990s. Quitely quickly earned a name for himself illustrating 
fellow Scotsman Grant Morrison’s FLEX MENTALLO, JLA EARTH 2, as well as 
Neil Gaiman’s SANDMAN: ENDLESS NIGHTS. This title collects all of Quitely’s 



Paradox BIG BOOK stories, his ALL-STAR SUPERMAN and BATMAN & ROBIN 
covers and much, much more! 
 
WATCHMEN INTERNATIONAL EDITION TP (NEW EDITION) 
Written by ALAN MOORE 
Art and cover by DAVE GIBBONS 
On sale MAY 7 • 448 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
Don’t miss this new edition of the 
WATCHMEN INTERNATIONAL EDITION! The story begins as a murder-mystery 
and quickly unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy as these unlikely heroes – 
Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias – must test 
the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line is between 
good and evil. The original, epic story is collected here with a new cover, 
sketches, bonus material and an introduction by artist Dave Gibbons. 
 
WATCHMEN TP (NEW EDITION) 
Written by ALAN MOORE 
Art and cover by DAVE GIBBONS 
On sale MAY 7 • 448 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
Don’t miss this new edition of WATCHMEN! The story begins as a murder-
mystery and quickly unfolds into a planet-altering conspiracy as these unlikely 
heroes – Rorschach, Nite Owl, Silk Spectre, Dr. Manhattan and Ozymandias – 
must test the limits of their convictions and ask themselves where the true line is 
between good and evil. The original, epic story is collected here with a new 
cover, sketches, bonus material and an introduction by artist Dave Gibbons.  
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TEEN TITANS GO! #3 
Written by AMY WOLFRAM and RICARDO SANCHEZ 
Art by JORGE CORONA and BEN BATES  
Cover by DAN HIPP 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
The Teen Titans know how to throw hat parties and meatball parties! But can 
they throw a regular old “Party Party”? Plus, when Cyborg is named CEO of the 
Silicon Valley startup “ChirpFolio,” he hires the Titans as his employees! Cyborg 
is out to show the world that ChirpFolio is the next big thing! But…what is it that 
this company does, anyway? 
 
SCOOBY-DOO, WHERE ARE YOU? #44 
Written by MATT MANNING  
Art by ROBERT POPE and SCOTT McRAE 
Cover by SCOTT NEELY 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
The gang is trying to take a nice, peaceful vacation at an island resort, but the 
Jabberwocky infestation at the nature preserve next door isn’t making that easy! 



Shaggy and Scooby could be scared off by red-eyed monsters with lion-like 
paws, unless Velma’s keen eye for clues puts an end to the mysterious beasts! 
 
MAD MAGAZINE #527 
Written and illustrated by THE USUAL GANG OF IDIOTS 
On sale APRIL 23 • 56 pg, FC, $5.99 US 
Hey, here’s a question: If April showers bring May flowers, what do April MAD 
Magazines bring? On second thought, don’t answer that! 
 
LOONEY TUNES #218 
Written by MARV WOLFMAN 
Art and cover by WALTER CARZON and HORACIO OTTOLINI 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED E 
Daffy Duck is sure he’d give the best-ever rendition of his pal Porky’s famous 
“Th-th-that’s all, folks!” Could he be too good at it, though? We’ll find out when 
the director gives him his big break! 
 
Vertigo 
 
THE SANDMAN: OVERTURE #3 
Written by NEIL GAIMAN 
Art by J.H. WILLIAMS III 
Cover A by J.H. WILLIAMS III 
Cover B by DAVE McKEAN 
1:100 B&W Variant cover by J.H. WILLIAMS III 
1:200 B&W Variant cover by DAVE McKEAN 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, FC, 3 of 6, $3.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Combo pack edition: $4.99 US 
Retailers: This issue will ship with five covers. Please see the order form for more 
information. 
The armies of the night are gathering. The universe is beginning its final dance. 
Morpheus, far from home, walks the path of madness, accompanied only by 
himself. 
This issue is also offered as a combo pack edition with a redemption code for a 
digital download of this issue. 
 
VERTIGO QUARTERLY: CYAN #1 
Stories and art by JOCK, FABIO MOON, JAMES TYNION IV and MARTIN 
MORAZZO, ROBERT RODI and JAVIER FERNANDEZ, AMY CHU, JOE 
KEATINGE, CRIS PETER, SHAUN SIMON and TONY AKINS and others 
Design cover 
On sale APRIL 30 • 80 pg, FC, $7.99 US • MATURE READERS 
The four colors that are the basis of comics coloring serve as the jumping-off 
point for creators to push the boundaries of short graphic fiction in the new 
VERTIGO QUARTERLY: CMYK series. Starting with stunningly simple, bold 
covers, CMYK will defy all conventions of traditional comics anthologies. The 



unifying color could suggest a mood, a plot point, a coloring technique – limited 
only by the imagination of the fantastic creators we’ve lined up. And starting with 
CYAN, we have tales by some of the best talents in comics – a who’s who of 
creative minds. Jock, Fabio Moon, James Tynion IV, Robert Rodi, Shaun Simon, 
Amy Chu, Joe Keatinge, Cris Peter, Tony Akins and more will take on the 
challenge of telling compelling stories that scream cool “blue.” VERTIGO 
QUARTERLY: CMYK will continue through 2014 with MAGENTA in summer, 
YELLOW in fall and finally BLACK in winter. Be prepared to see color as only 
Vertigo can deliver!  
 
AMERICAN VAMPIRE: SECOND CYCLE #2 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art and cover by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Pearl has made The Preston House a place of peace. But when something 
comes to threaten that peace, she’ll do anything to protect her young strays. The 
blockbuster return of AMERICAN VAMPIRE continues here! 
 
ASTRO CITY #11 
Written by KURT BUSIEK 
Art by BRENT ANDERSON 
Cover by ALEX ROSS 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • RATED T 
When you’re the Silver Adept, one of Astro City’s newest and most powerful 
mystic heroes, your life is full of magic, battle, demons, apocalypses and more. 
When you’re the Adept’s personal assistant, though, life gets really weird. A look 
at the woman behind the hero. Plus: sushi. 
 
COFFIN HILL VOL. 1: FOREST OF THE NIGHT TP 
Written by CAITLIN KITTREDGE 
Art by INAKI MIRANDA 
Cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
On sale MAY 14 • 160 pg, FC, $9.99 US 
Years after a tragic night of sex, drugs and witchcraft in the woods, Eve Coffin 
returns to Coffin Hill, only to discover the darkness that she unleashed ten years 
ago was never contained. Don’t miss the first COFFIN HILL collection with issues 
#1-7 of the acclaimed new series! 
 
COFFIN HILL #7 
Written by CAITLIN KITTREDGE 
Guest art by STEPHEN SADOWSKI and MARK FARMER 
Cover by DAVE JOHNSON 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
Travel back to the 1950s to witness another fateful night in the Coffin Hill Woods 
– a night that young Ellie Coffin might not survive! Lost, alone and haunted by the 
spirits that dwell in the forest, Ellie must find her way home before sunrise or stay 



trapped with the ghosts of Coffin Hill. Guest artists Stephen Sadowski (FAIREST) 
and Mark Farmer (FABLES: WEREWOLVES OF THE HEARTLAND) join writer 
Caitlin Kittredge for this stand-alone story! 
 
FAIREST #25 
Written by MARC ANDREYKO  
Art by SHAWN McMANUS 
Cover by ADAM HUGHES 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
“OF MEN AND MICE” barrels toward its epic conclusion in this penultimate 
chapter! The secrets of the mice/men hybrids are revealed! Cindy and the man 
responsible for it all return to Fabletown just in time for...chaos? Spies, intrigue, 
murder, and more rodents than a New York City subway tunnel! 
 
FAIREST VOL. 3: RETURN OF THE MAHARAJA TP 
Written by SEAN E. WILLIAMS  
Art by STEPHEN SADOWSKI, PHIL JIMENEZ and others  
Cover by ADAM HUGHES 
On sale MAY 28 • 144 pg, FC, $14.99 US • MATURE READERS 
In this title collecting FAIREST #15-20, when young Nalayani seeks the help of 
the Maharaja to save her humble village, she uncovers a secret that could 
change the Fables Universe forever: the still alive but thought long dead Prince 
Charming! 
 
FABLES #140 
Written by BILL WILLINGHAM 
Art by STEVE LEIALOHA 
Cover by NIMIT MALAVIA 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
What do a devious Celtic beauty, a deadly white flute, a tiny gold harp and two 
green Scottish dogs have in common? Find out in the conclusion of “The Boys in 
the Band,” illustrated by artist extraordinaire Steve Leialoha. 
 
FBP: FEDERAL BUREAU OF PHYSICS #9 
Written by SIMON OLIVER 
Art by ROBBI RODRIGUEZ 
Cover by NATHAN FOX 
On sale APRIL 9 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
After a beautiful moment is shattered, Rosa and Adam get to see firsthand why 
Nakeet is known as the strangest town north of the 48. 
 
DEAD BOY DETECTIVES #5 
Written by TOBY LITT 
Art by MARK BUCKINGHAM and GARY ERSKINE 
Cover by MARK BUCKINGHAM 
On sale APRIL 23 • 32 pg, FC, $2.99 US • RATED T 



Back at her parents’ swanky house, after causing the destruction at St. Hilarion’s, 
Crystal bonds with Charles over a high tech investigation of his mysterious family 
history. Feeling distinctly unwanted, Edwin huffs off to begin his very own 
investigation – of the spooky, cat-infested house across the way. What he finds 
there is a portal into his own past that will turn his whole world upside-down. 
 
DMZ DELUXE EDITION BOOK 2 HC 
Written by BRIAN WOOD 
Art by RICCARDO BURCHIELLI, NATHAN FOX, DANIJEL ZEZELJ and others 
Cover by BRIAN WOOD 
On sale JUNE 11 • 384 pg, FC, 7.0625” x 10.875”, $29.99 US • MATURE 
READERS 
In these stories from DMZ #13-28, Matty heads undercover to infiltrate a terrorist 
cell, interviews an enlisted U.S. soldier who’s found guilty of a massacre, and 
turns his attention to several locals: a guerilla artist, a former ally who’s now 
worse off than a homeless person, and the powerful head of an organization 
within the DMZ. 
 
EX MACHINA BOOK TWO TP 
Written by BRIAN K. VAUGHAN 
Art by TONY HARRIS, CHRIS SPROUSE and others  
Cover by TONY HARRIS 
On sale MAY 21 • 272 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS 
In this new title featuring issues #12-20 of the hit series along with EX MACHINA 
SPECIAL #1-2, Mayor Mitchell Hundred must make a difficult decision about his 
own future, becomes part of a shocking trial complicated by the unexpected 
arrival of an all-new super hero, and leaves New York City for the first time since 
his election to embark on a strange adventure. 
 
SAGA OF THE SWAMP THING BOOK 6 TP 
Written by ALAN MOORE  
Art by RICK VEITCH, STEVEN BISSETTE and 
others • Cover by JOHN TOTLEBEN 
On sale MAY 7 • 208 pg, FC, $19.99 US • MATURE READERS 
This hardcover collection of issues #57-64 of SWAMP THING begins across the 
galaxy, where the Swamp Thing’s consciousness has been hurled. Trying to find 
his way back to Earth, Swamp Thing stops over on Thanagar, home of 
Hawkman; Rann, home of Adam Strange; and encounters the Green Lantern of 
a world of sentient plants. 
 
TRILLIUM #8 
Written by JEFF LEMIRE 
Art and cover by JEFF LEMIRE 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, 8 of 8, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 



What is Nika’s ultimate destiny? And what role will William play in the survival of 
humankind? Can they finally be reunited before the universe unravels all around 
them? Vertigo’s sci-fi epic reaches its mindbending conclusion. 
 
THE ROYALS: MASTERS OF WAR #3 
Written by ROB WILLIAMS 
Art and cover by SIMON COLEBY 
On sale APRIL 2 • 32 pg, FC, 3 of 6, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
1942. The Battle of Midway rages and The Royals are in its midst, fighting for 
control of the Pacific. Henry and Arthur find themselves cast as heroes alongside 
the newsreel-manufactured American super team “The Allies.” But how long can 
they stomach the killing and how long can Arthur stomach the commoners? 
Meanwhile, members of the Japanese Royal Family create water giants to 
smash American destroyers in two, and whispers swirl that The Emperor Jimmu 
is with his fleet – a power none can defeat. 
 
THE WAKE #8 
Written by SCOTT SNYDER 
Art by SEAN MURPHY 
Cover by ANDREW ROBINSON 
On sale APRIL 30 • 32 pg, 8 of 10, FC, $2.99 US • MATURE READERS 
They say don’t go in the ocean. There are monsters out there. Terrible secrets in 
the deep. But Leeward isn’t scared of any of that, because the thing she’s 
running from on land is much, much worse… 
 
THE UNWRITTEN: APOCALYPSE #4 
Written by MIKE CAREY 
Art by PETER GROSS 
Cover by YUKO SHIMIZU 
On sale APRIL 16 • 32 pg, FC, $3.99 US • MATURE READERS 
“War Stories,” part 3 of 3. Sometimes the closest thing you can find to a friend is 
your enemy’s enemy. But when Tom tries to enlist the help of Madame Rausch, 
he discovers that she’s already fighting a war of her own. 
 
GODZILLA HC 
Written by MAX BORENSTEIN and GREG BORENSTEIN 
Art by ERIC BATTLE, YVEL GUICHET, ALAN QUAH and LEE LOUGHRIDGE 
Cover by ARTHUR ADAMS 
On sale MAY 7 • 72 pg, FC, $19.99 US 
In May 2014, audiences will witness the epic rebirth of the King of Monsters as 
Legendary and Warner Bros. bring Godzilla to the big screen. To pave the way 
for the iconic creature’s return, Legendary Comics is proud to present the official 
Godzilla graphic novel! 
Delve into an incredible mystery, generations in the making. At the dawn of the 
atomic age, humanity awakens lifeforms beyond imagination, unleashing 



monumental forces of nature. This explosive, larger-than-life adventure is the 
perfect way for fans to experience the new Godzilla before seeing it in theaters.  
 
DC Collectibles 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY CLAYFACE DELUXE ACTION FIGURE 
The monstrous Clayface can take any shape—including that of an awesome 
action figure like this all-new one based on the villain's appearance from the best-
selling video game Batman: Arkham City. 
Clayface comes with accessories and two interchangeable arms. 
$99.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur  
 
POWERGIRL & HUNTRESS ACTION FIGURE 2-PACK 
The Worlds' Finest team of Earth 2 burst from the pages of their comic book 
series and onto your display case with these articulated action figures based on 
the designs from their monthly series. 
POWERGIRL - 6.75" 
HUNTRESS - 6.75" 
$44.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
INJUSTICE: BATMAN & THE JOKER 3.75" ACTION FIGURE 2-PACK 
The Dark Knight faces off against his greatest adversary with this special action 
figure 2-pack of Batman and The Joker based on their designs from the best-
selling video game Injustice: Gods Among Us. 
$29.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS: RED HOOD, ARSENAL & STARFIRE 
ACTION FIGURES 
From the designs seen in DC Comics RED HOOD AND THE OUTLAWS, come 
the next wave of action figures from DC Collectibles. Renegade ex-Robin Jason 
Todd, exiled Tamaranian princess Starfire and disavowed Green Arrow protege 
Roy Harper all unite to take on whatever this or any other planet has to throw at 
them. 
ARSENAL - 6.75" 
STARFIRE - 6.6" 
RED HOOD - 6.75" (DIGITAL SCULPT SHOWN) 
EACH FIGURE SOLD SEPARATELY 
* Action Figures * $24.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
DC COMICS BOMBSHELLS STARGIRL STATUE  
DESIGNED BY ANT LUCIA 
SCULPTED BY TIM MILLER 
The line of striking stylized statues of the most popular female heroes and villains 
of the DC Universe modeled after the pin-ups of the 1940’s continues with 
teenage super heroine Stargirl! 
Limited Edition of 5,200 



Measures Approximately 9.7" Tall 
$124.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM HARLEY QUINN 
SCULPTED BY JACK MATHEWS 
Laughter may be the best medicine, but with this caregiver you just might die 
laughing. Based on her Nurse's Costume from the best-selling video game 
Batman: Arkham Asylum, Harley Quinn's ready to deliver doses of maniacal 
medicine. 
Limited Edition of 5,200 
Measures Approximately 9.5" Tall 
$124.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
BATMAN UTILITY BELT PROP REPLICA 
The Dark Knight has everything he needs to fight for justice in his infamous utility 
belt. Now, you can be as prepared as the Caped Crusader himself with your very 
own BATMAN UTILITY BELT PROP REPLICA! 
$299.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
BATMAN BLACK & WHITE BATMAN BY JAE LEE STATUE 
BASED ON THE DESIGNS OF JAE LEE 
SCULPTED BY JONATHAN MATTHEWS 
The Dark Knight smashes out of his best-selling series BATMAN/SUPERMAN 
and into your home with this stunning statue designed by artist Jae Lee! 
Limited Edition of 5,200 
Measures Approximately 7.8" Tall 
$79.95 US • On Sale July 2014 * Allocations May Occur 
 
IDW PUBLISHING 
 
V-WARS #1 
Jonathan Maberry (w) • Alan Robinson (a) • Ryan Brown (c) 
When a sniper’s bullet kills the pro-peace Speaker of the House and a terrorist 
vampire cell takes credit, the Vampire War erupts hotter and bloodier than ever. 
Join IDW and New York Times best-selling author, Jonathan Maberry, as we 
take you on a non-stop thrill ride of action, horror and suspense! Welcome to the 
V-WARS! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
V-WARS #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Jonathan Maberry (w) • Alan Robinson (a) • Kevin Eastman (c) 
For subscription customers only… TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman imagines 
vampires of ancient lore in the first of a series of special variant covers! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 



 
V-WARS HC 
HC, B&W  $24.99 
 
V-WARS MASS MARKET PAPERBACK 
SC, B&W  $9.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
STERANKO NICK FURY: AGENT OF S.H.I.E.L.D.—ARTIST’S EDITION 
Jim Steranko (w & a & c)  
In the mid-1960s, Jim Steranko burst into the Marvel Age of comics in a BIG way, 
and the innovative, cinematic techniques he introduced in his brief tenure at The 
House of Ideas stand to this day as a high-water mark in the history of graphic 
storytelling. 
More than any other series, Steranko is most associated with Nick Fury: Agent of 
S.H.I.E.L.D. This Artist's Edition collects the first 12 stories of Steranko's run, 
from Strange Tales #151 — #162, as well as all his covers from these issues. 
Additionally, there will be a select number of extras presented. And, as usual, 
nearly all the pages have been scanned from the original art, from Steranko's 
private archives.  
HC • BW • PI • 176 Pages • 15” x 22” • ISBN: 978-1-61377-968-2 
 
TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #28: DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS 
John Barber (w) • Andrew Griffith (a) • Casey Coller (c) 
EARTHFALL! The AUTOBOTS return to Earth—with OPTIMUS PRIME in 
command! But what brought them back—and what terrifying secret do the 
humans hold? A bold new era begins here! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: ROBOTS IN DISGUISE #28: DAWN OF THE 
AUTOBOTS—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
John Barber (w) • Andrew Griffith (a & c)  
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Andrew 
Griffith!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #28: DAWN OF THE 
AUTOBOTS 
James Roberts (w) • Alex Milne (a) • Casey Coller (c) 
CERTAIN DEATH, HERE WE COME! MEGATRON assumes control of the quest 
to find the Knights of Cybertron—a quest that has never before been so urgent, 
so personal, and so likely to end in tears. An incredulous Lost Light crew is left 
asking the same thing you are: how exactly did it come to this? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 



TRANSFORMERS: MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE #28: DAWN OF THE 
AUTOBOTS—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
James Roberts (w) • Alex Milne (a & c)  
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover with art by Alex Milne!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: WINDBLADE #1 (OF 4): DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS 
Mairghread Scott (w) • Sarah Stone (a) • Casey Coller (c) 
WHO IS WINDBLADE? In the aftermath of DARK CYBERTRON, WINDBLADE 
takes the planet by storm—and STARSCREAM’s not happy about her being 
there! But where did she come from—and what does her secret mean to the 
future of the TRANSFORMERS? A powerful new chapter in the 
TRANSFORMERS saga begins here! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: WINDBLADE #1 (OF 4): DAWN OF THE AUTOBOTS—
SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Mairghread Scott (w) • Sarah Stone (a & c)  
For subscription customers only, a special variant cover by interior artist Sarah 
Stone! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS: DARK CYBERTRON, VOL. 1 TPB 
James Roberts, John Barber (w) • Phil Jimenez, Andrew Griffith, Brendan Cahill, 
James Raiz, Atilio Rojo, Livio Ramondelli (a) • Phil Jimenez (c) 
Shockwave makes a move millions of years in the planning—an ultimate strategy 
to remake Cybertron and destroy both the Autobots and Decepticons! Collects 
Dark Cybertron #1, More Than Meets The Eye #23–25, and Robots In Disguise 
#23–24. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 152 pages 
 
TRANSFORMERS LEGACY: A CELEBRATION OF TRANSFORMERS 
PACKAGE ART 
Jim Sorenson, Bill Forster (w)  
Remember the thrill of tearing open the wrapping on Christmas morning, 
discovering a brand new Transformer in a shiny new box? While the toys were 
amazing in their own right, what made the packages stand head-and-shoulders 
above the competing action figures on shelves was the stunning box art. 
Transformers: Legacy collects hundreds of beautifully airbrushed paintings from 
the iconic first decade of The Transformers. Essays and interviews from the 
original illustrators give unprecedented insight into the process behind the art. 
This book is chocked full of extras, including never before seen artwork from toys 
that never were, original design sketches, catalog artwork, and more. 
HC • FC • $49.99 • 300 pages • 9.5” x 12.5” 
 
G.I. JOE: AMERICA'S ELITE, DISAVOWED VOL. 3  



Joe Casey, Mike O'Sullivan (w) • Josh Medors (a) • S L Gallant (c) 
COBRA COMMANDER has been absent for a year, his whereabouts unknown, 
but while officials in the government take that as good news the G.I. JOE team 
knows better. Meanwhile, The Phoenix Guard is being proposed to replace the 
team led by former G.I. JOE commander Philip Rey. Collects issues #13–18 of 
“America's Elite.” 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 140 pages 
 
G.I. JOE: THE IDW COLLECTION, VOL. 4  
Mike Costa, Christos N. Gage, Chuck Dixon, Larry Hama (w) • Antonio Fuso, 
Alex Cal, S L Gallant, Sergio Carrera, J.K. Woodward, Joe Benitez (a) • Paul 
Shipper (c) 
G.I. JOE: The IDW Collection presents all of the G.I. JOE stories in 
recommended reading order. Includes Cobra Special #2, G.I. JOE: Origins #16–
19, G.I. JOE #18–22, and Cobra II #5–9.  
HC • FC • $49.99 • 344 pages • 7” x 11” 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
G.I. JOE: THE IDW COLLECTION 
VOLUME 1 
HC, 7x11, FC  $49.99 
VOLUME 2 
HC, 7x11, FC  $49.99 
VOLUME 3 
HC, 7x11, FC  $49.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
G.I. JOE: A REAL AMERICAN HERO #201 
Larry Hama (w) • S L Gallant (a) • Gallant, Herb Trimpe (c) 
After last month’s landmark issue, G.I. JOE is ready to make a change! With 
COBRA on the run and the Pit in shambles, DUKE leads the team into a brave 
new era, as new teams are formed and G.I. JOE finds another base of 
operations.  
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
G.I. JOE: THE BEST OF LARRY HAMA HC 
HC, FC    $50.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
G.I. JOE #15 



Paul Allor (w) • Steve Kurth (a & c)   
THE SEARCH FOR SIREN! The G.I. Joe team is on the hunt for the mysterious 
COBRA operative codenamed SIREN—but is her song luring them to their 
doom? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
G.I. JOE: SPECIAL MISSIONS #14 
Chuck Dixon (w) • Will Rosado (a) • Rosado, Paul Gulacy (c) 
G.I. JOE—AMBUSHED! When the SPECIAL MISSIONS convoy faces a surprise 
attack from COBRA troopers and a dangerous sniper, it’s up to LOW LIGHT—
G.I. JOE’s own long-range specialist—to turn the tables and get the team out in 
one piece! 
Join the SPECIAL MISSIONS team for one last covert mission! 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GENIUS ANIMATED: THE CARTOON ART OF ALEX TOTH, VOL. 3 HC 
Dean Mullaney, Bruce Canwell (w) • Alex Toth (a & c) 
The Library of American Comics concludes its in-depth look at Alex Toth's life 
and art with Genius, Animated. This companion volume to 2011's award-winning 
Genius, Isolated and 2013's Genius, Illustrated zooms in to focus on Toth's 
groundbreaking contributions in the field of animation and features many rarely-
seen or never-before-published pieces of art, much of it uncovered in the 
archives of Hanna-Barbera Studios! Featuring presentation illustrations for 
unsold series; character designs and storyboards for old favorites such as Space 
Ghost, Shazzan!, and Superfriends; and work taken from both the beginning 
(Space Angel) and end (Bionic 6) of Toth's "Saturday kidvid" career, this 
oversized art book features observations from animation professionals about his 
work, plus Alex's own commentary on the cartoon shows that shaped a 
generation. 
HC • FC • $49.99 • 328 pages • 9.5” x 13” 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
GENIUS ISOLATED: THE CARTOON ART OF ALEX TOTH, VOL. 1 HC 
HC, FC  $49.99 
 
GENIUS ILLUSTRATED: THE CARTOON ART OF ALEX TOTH, VOL. 2 HC 
HC, FC  $49.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ROCKETEER: JET-POWERED ADVENTURES TPB 
Gregory Frost, Yvonne Navarro, Don Webb, Simon Kurt Unsworth, Cody 
Goodfellow, Nancy Holder, Nancy A. Collins, Robert Hood, Nicholas Kaufmann, 
Lisa Morton (w) • J Bone (a & c)  



Modern pulp fiction with a retro-twist, IDW presents ten original prose adventures 
featuring Cliff, Betty, Peevy, and a host of new villains. From murderous 
treasure-hunters and marauding sky-pirates to ancient Egyptian magicians and 
haunted mad scientists, the Rocketeer solves crimes and fights evil in these 
unique and exciting tales of jet pack action and pin-up romance. Set between 
1939 and 1946, with such historical characters as Howard Hughes, Hedy Lamarr, 
Tarzan’s Johnny Weissmuller, and acclaimed Western writer Zane Grey, to name 
but a few. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 376 pages • 6” x 9” 
 
THE HUNTER: A PARKER PROSE NOVEL WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY 
DARWYN COOKE 
Richard Stark (w) • Darwyn Cooke (a & c)  
Advance solicited for a May release! In 1962, Donald E. Westlake, writing under 
the pseudonym “Richard Stark”, created what would become one of the most 
important and enduring crime fiction series' ever produced—PARKER. Westlake 
wrote more than 20 Parker novels, many are considered classics of the genre, 
and a number of which have transitioned to the big screen. Most notable of these 
is Point Blank, directed by John Boorman and starring Lee Marvin, released in 
1967. Westlake received many accolades during his distinguished career, 
including being named a Grand Master by the Mystery Writer's of America, that 
prestigious organization's highest honor. 
Darwyn Cooke has adapted four Parker books as graphic novels so far, including 
the recently released Slayground. The first three, The Hunter, The Outfit, and 
The Score have all won Eisner and Harvey Awards. He will be providing all-new 
color illustrations for The Hunter, the first in a series of hardcover prose novels 
released in chronological order and featuring Cooke's art. 
The Hunter, the first book in the Parker series, is the story of a man who hits New 
York head-on like a shotgun blast to the chest. Betrayed by the woman he loves 
and double-crossed by his partner in crime, Parker makes his way cross-country 
with only one thought burning in his mind—to coldly exact his revenge and 
reclaim what was taken from him! 
HC • FC • $24.99 • 160 pages • 6” x 9” 
 
GODZILLA: RULERS OF EARTH #11 
Chris Mowry (w) • Matt Frank (a & c)  
Undersea adventure awaits! The Devonian threat has been identified, and 
monsters across the globe converge in the depths of the ocean! As the humans 
test new weapons and methods, Godzilla will be forced to face some of his most 
fearsome foes! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GODZILLA: RULERS OF EARTH, VOL. 2 TPB 
Chris Mowry (w) • Jeff Zornow, Matt Frank (a) • Matt Frank (c) 



As Lucy and her team embark on their first assignment, more monsters are set 
on the loose, an alien onslaught begins, and the arrival of a mysterious size-
changing robot leads to an all-out giant monster battle. Collects issues #5–8. 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
GODZILLA: RULERS OF EARTH, VOL. 1 TPB 
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
GODZILLA: HISTORY'S GREATEST MONSTER TPB 
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Simon Gane, Dave Wachter (a) • Bob Eggleton (c) 
As Godzilla continues to destroy cities and lives all over the world, ex-special 
forces tough guy Boxer is a man with a grudge who vows to end the terror of 
Godzilla — no matter what! He assembles a top-notch team to take him and the 
other monsters down at $7 billion a bounty. Collects all 13 issues of the Godzilla 
series! 
TPB • FC • $29.99 • 324 pages 
 
24 #1  
Ed Brisson (w) • Michael Gaydos (a) • Davide Furnò (c) 
Jack Bauer lives again! Before the Emmy Award-winning drama returns to your 
television with LIVE ANOTHER DAY, find out what the heroic agent has been up 
to in the several years following the events of the final season. Re-starting the 
clock on the high-octane saga are writing sensation Ed Brisson (Secret 
Avengers) and Eisner Award nominee Michael Gaydos (Alias). 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
24 #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Ed Brisson (w) • Michael Gaydos (a) • Photo (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant photo cover featuring Jack Bauer! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
24 OMNIBUS  
J. C. Vaughn, Mark L Haynes, Beau Smith (w) • Renato Guedes, Manny Clark, 
Steve Bryant, Jean Diaz (a) • Davide Furnò (c) 
An action-packed collection of comics based on the acclaimed TV show 24. 
Follow Jack Bauer's exploits before President Palmer's victory as he tries to 
eliminate a mass murderer in the former Yugoslavia, struggles with drug cartels 
and radical separatists, as well as economic and ecological chaos. This volume 
collects 24: One Shot, 24: Midnight Sun, 24: Stories, 24: Cold Warriors, and the 
prequel story 24: Nightfall. 
TPB • FC • $24.99 • 340 pages • 6” x 9” 
 



WRAITH: WELCOME TO CHRISTMASLAND #6 (OF 7) 
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a & c)  
Chapter 5: “Shoot the Moon.” A laughing malevolent moon rises over 
Christmasland, and turns red snow black, as Agnes Claiborne and Chess 
Llewellyn make a final doomed, desperate run for freedom. Every cruel child is 
on the hunt for them; every cruel ride is engineered for their destruction. As if that 
wasn't bad enough, King Geek is looking to claim a new title for himself... as the 
new Lord of Christmasland! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
WRAITH: WELCOME TO CHRISTMASLAND #6 (OF 7)—SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
Joe Hill (w) • Charles P. Wilson III (a) • Gabriel Rodriguez (c) 
Locke & Key co-creator Gabriel Rodriguez is back to haunt your dreams with this 
subscription variant cover featuring a horrifically festive Charlie Manx visage! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
Expected in-store date: 4/14/14 
 
MONSTER & MADMAN #2 (OF 3)  
Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c)  
After a brutal journey, the Frankenstein Monster arrives in London. The year is 
1888 and the area of the city known as Whitechapel is about to become a 
slaughterhouse. Eleven women will be murdered. Only five will be attributed to 
Jack the Ripper… discover the secret history of the Ripper and the Frankenstein 
Monster! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MONSTER & MADMAN #2 (OF 3)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Steve Niles (w) • Damien Worm (a & c)  
For subscription customers only, a completely different but equally twisted cover 
by co-creator, Damien Worm! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
FRANKENSTEIN: ALIVE, ALIVE #3 
Steve Niles (w) • Bernie Wrightson (a & c)  
The Monster has lived under the roof of Dr. Ingles for over a year but now what 
seemed like hospitality has taken a sinister turn. Why is the Doctor dismissing 
the other patients? And why is the monster left behind?  
PC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
FRANKENSTEIN: ALIVE, ALIVE REANIMATED EDITION 
Steve Niles (w) • Bernie Wrightson (a & c)  
Re-presenting the first two sold-out issues of Steve Niles and Bernie Wrightson’s 
monster masterwork, in one handy volume! See what all the critical acclaim is 
for, in time for the third issue, because the first two are long gone…  
PC • 48 pages • $5.99 



 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES COLOR CLASSICS VOL. 2 #6 
Kevin Eastman, Peter Laird & Steve Lavigne (w) • Jim Lawson, Laird (a) 
Eastman, Laird, Lavigne (c) 
A Mirage black-and-white classic presented in all-new full color! “Return to New 
York, Book Two” has Triceraton warriors, high-octane ninja battles in the sewers 
and streets of NYC, high-tech hi-jinks, and deadly Elite Foot Ninja just waiting to 
slice and dice the Turtles into green ribbons. Really… need we say more? Find it 
all here in this classic TMNT tale! 
FC • 40 pages • $3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: NEW ANIMATED ADVENTURES #10 
Derek Fridolfs  (w) • Dario Brizuela, Chad Thomas (a) • Brizuela (c)  
It’s Valentine’s Day, and love is in the air… but not for Spider Bytez! The surly 
mutant has had enough of the mushy stuff and is going to make sure that 
everyone is just as miserable as he is! The Turtles will have to act quickly or else 
the entire city will become ensnared in his evil web! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
TALES OF THE TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES, VOL. 4  
Jim Lawson, Steve Murphy, Dean Clarrain, Eric Talbot, Dan Berger, Peter Laird 
(w) • Jim Lawson, Chris Allan, Dan Berger (a) • Jim Lawson (c) 
This volume collects the stories "Blind Faith," "Scars," "Darkness Weaves," and 
"Virus" as well as back-up stories and pinups by classic Turtles writers and artists 
Jim Lawson, Dean Clarrain, Chris Allan, Eric Talbot, Steve Murphy, Dan Berger, 
and Peter Laird.  Collects issues #5–8 of Tales of the Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtles Volume Two. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 140 pages 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ADVENTURES, VOL. 7 
Dean Clarrain, Doug Brammer, Ryan Brown (w) • Chris Allan, Garret Ho, Jim 
Lawson, Ken Mitchroney (a) • Steve Lavigne (c) 
The all-ages action continues in this collection of TMNT Adventures! Enjoy 
classic Turtles tales like "Search and Destroy", "Gimme Danger," "Raw Power," 
"The Keeper," and "In The Dark." Collects issues #23–27 of the Archie Comics 
series. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 140 pages • 7” x 10.187” 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES ANNUAL 2014 
Kevin Eastman, Tom Waltz (w) • Eastman (a & c)  
The Turtles are whisked away to another dimension by a stranger—Renet! 
Forced to fight for their survival in a tournament featuring the greatest warriors in 
the universe, the brothers will have to master new fighting techniques and forge 
new alliances. But with the deck stacked against them, their chance of survival is 
slim! 
FC • 48 pages • $7.99 



 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #33 
Tom Waltz, Kevin Eastman (w) • Mateus Santolouco (a) • Santolouco, Eastman 
(c) 
The Turtles return to New York to find a city in Shredder’s grip. The Turtles will 
have to use all of their skills and stealth to survive. But is Casey ready for a 
homecoming welcome from Hun? 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS #8 
Derek Charm (w & a & c)  
MONSTER DAY continues as King Steve and the residents of Monster Isle tear 
through Townsville. This looks like a job for the Powerpuff Girls! So where the 
heck are they?! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS #8—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Derek Charm (w & a) • Phil Moy (c)  
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from Phil Moy!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POWERPUFF GIRLS, VOL. 1 TPB 
Troy Little (w & a & c) 
The Powerpuff Girls are back in this IDW collection of the all-new adventures by 
Troy Little! There are some strange things going on in Townsville. The villains are 
villains-no-more and are teaming up with the heroes? It's a good thing Blossom, 
Bubbles, and Buttercup are still around just in case. Collects issues #1–6. 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 152 pages 
 
SAMURAI JACK #7 
Jim Zub (w) • Brittney Williams (a) • Andy Suriano (c) 
Samurai Jacqueline and the Scotswoman fight giants and wee folk alike as they 
struggle to free themselves from the gender-bending curse of the leprechauns. 
Cartoon Network’s hit animated series continues at IDW! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SAMURAI JACK #7—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Jim Zub (w) • Brittney Williams (a) • Agnes Garbowska (c) 
For subscription customers only… enlist at your local comic shop! A variant cover 
by Agnes Garbowska!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SAMURAI JACK CLASSICS, VOL. 2 TPB 



Robbie Busch, Jim Alexander, Jason Hall, Aaron Williams (w) • Scott Cohn, Dan 
Davis, Ricardo Garcia Fuentes, Ethen Beavers, Philip Moy (a) • Ethen Beavers 
(c) 
The hit TV show turned hit comic book returns in this collection of classic 
Samurai Jack stories. Continuing the action, with all of Jack’s appearances 
between issues #21 and 60 of the "Cartoon Network Action Pack" series. It's 
sword swinging, fist-pumping, vengeance-getting action at its best.   
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 148 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
SAMURAI JACK CLASSICS, VOL. 1 TPB 
SC, FC  $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
DEXTER’S LABORATORY #1 (OF 4) 
Derek Fridolfs (w) • Ryan Jampole (a & c)  
Everyone's favorite boy-genius returns to comics! Dexter has reached the 
pinnacle of his greatest scientific experiment—one that will gift him with infinite 
clarity and superhuman intellect beyond all mankind. But with every precaution in 
place, will he be able to finish it before his meddling sister Dee Dee ruins 
everything…AGAIN?!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DEXTER’S LABORATORY #1 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Derek Fridolfs (w) • Ryan Jampole (a) • Fridolfs (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from series writer Derek 
Fridolfs! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #2 (OF 4) 
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a & c)  
In “The Washed-Up Wizard,” Rocky and Bullwinkle help an aged magician regain 
his fame…but why do the evil Boris and Natasha care about his powers of 
prestidigitation? That can’t end well! Plus, a Dudley Do-Right story!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROCKY & BULLWINKLE #2 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Mark Evanier (w) • Roger Langridge (a) • Stephanie Buscema (c) 
For subscription customers only…another moose-tastic variant cover from 
Stephanie Buscema!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS #21 
Bud Sagendorf (w & a & c) 



Featuring an epic tale, "Popeye in Interplanetary Battle"—it's as wild as you 
might expect!  Co-starring everybody's hilarious favorite: J. Wellington Wimpy! 
Plus, lots more Spinach-fueled fun!  
FC • 52 pages • $3.99 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS, VOL. 4 HC 
Bud Sagendorf (w & a & c) 
Re-presenting the classic Popeye comic book series that debuted in 1948 by Bud 
Sagendorf, the long-time assistant to creator E.C. Segar! Carefully reproduced 
from the original comic books and lovingly restored. Also included are more of 
Sagendorf's gloriously funny one-pagers, rare photos, and extra artwork! Collects 
issues #15–19. 
HC • FC • $29.99 • 252 pages • 8.5” x 11” 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS, VOL. 1 HC 
HC, FC  $29.99 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS, VOL. 2 HC 
HC, FC  $29.99 
 
POPEYE CLASSICS, VOL. 3 HC 
HC, FC  $29.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC #18 
Katie Cook (w) • Andy Price (a) • Price, Sabrina Alberghetti (c)  
“Reflections” Part 2. As long kept Canterlot secrets are revealed, the Ponies find 
a way into a new world. A world where things are very different, yet also very 
much the same! What role does King Sombra play in this world? The fate of both 
Equestria and the new world may depend on him! 
*2 regular covers will be shipped in a 1-to-1 ratio  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #4 
Rob Anderson (w) • Amy Mebberson (a) • Amy Mebberson (c) 
Twilight Sparkle plans to spend some much needed quality time with her brother, 
Shining Armor, in the Crystal Empire. However, when a mysterious ghost starts 
haunting the castle, the siblings will have to use all of their combined monster 
knowledge to save the day! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDS FOREVER #4—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Rob Anderson (w) • Amy Mebberson (a) • Derek Charm (c) 



For subscription customers only…a variant cover from Derek Charm!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DANGER GIRL: MAY DAY #1 (OF 4) 
Andy Hartnell (w) • John Royle & Jose Marzan (a) • Royle (c) 
An all-new cast of sinister characters! Secrets from Deuce's past! And the 
shocking return of the deadliest (and sexiest!) Danger Girl villain of all-time! Fans 
of the original and best-selling Danger Girl series CAN’T MISS what’s sure to be 
the wildest adventure of the year! Plus… a mysterious Major lurks in the wings! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DANGER GIRL: MAY DAY #1 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Andy Hartnell (w) • John Royle & Jose Marzan (a) • Royle (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from interior artist John Royle!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE RED STAR TREASURY EDITION TPB 
Christian Gossett (w & a & c)  
The Red Star returns! Christian Gossett's landmark series redefined what a 
comic book could look like, while the story's rich history and brutal world brought 
motion picture scope to the comic page. Now the massive tale is presented in 
deluxe form, starting with this collection of annuals and one-shots! Including 
2002's "Run Makita Run," 2013's 16-page "Rapid Fire," previously seen only in 
Geek magazine, and more. 
FC • 64 pages • 9.25” x 14.25” • $9.99 
 
THE X-FILES ANNUAL 2014 
Frank Spotnitz & Gabe Rotter & Shannon Eric Denton, Dave Sim (w) • Stuart 
Sayger, Andrew Currie (a) • Sam Shearon (c) 
The X-Files writer/producer Frank Spotnitz returns with an untold tale from 
Mulder and Scully’s first stint with the FBI. When a man returns from the dead 
with a warning for his wife, the agents investigate and cross paths with a very 
peculiar priest. And in the second story, Cerebus creator Dave Sim writes his 
first-ever The X-Files story and first scripted licensed work in... forever? with 
“Talk to the Hand,” a nightmarish tale starring a sleeping Dana Scully! 
FC • 48 pages • $7.99 
 
THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #11 
Joe Harris (w) • Matthew Dow Smith (a) • Francesco Francavilla (c) 
The shifting sands of Saudi Arabia have attracted pilgrims, consumed armies, 
and made men rich beyond their wildest dreams. But when an ancient weapon is 
discovered beneath a newly tapped oil field, Agents Mulder and Scully find 
themselves pulled back into a black game as slippery as the X-Files have ever 
revealed... and you won’t believe who’s turning up to join them. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 



THE X-FILES: SEASON 10 #11—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Joe Harris (w) • Matthew Dow Smith (a) • photo (c) 
For subscription customers only...  enlist at your local comic shop! A photo 
variant cover!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE X-FILES SEASON 10, VOL. 2 HC 
Joe Harris (w) • Elena Casagrande, Michael Walsh, Greg Scott, menton3 (a) • 
Carlos Valenzuela (c) 
As Scully and Mulder try to deal with the fallout from the actions of a mysterious 
group that has been targeting anyone associated with the X-Files and causing 
their return to the Bureau, reports that a creature from their past has returned 
sends Mulder heading to Martha's Vineyard and Scully to Quantico. Also, witness 
the return of the informant known only as "X," the rise of the Chittering God, and 
"More Musings of a Cigarette Smoking Man." Collects issues #6–10. 
HC • FC • $24.99 • 128 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
X-FILES: SEASON 10, VOL. 1 HC 
HC, FC  $24.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #2 
Walter Simonson (w & a & c) 
Part two of Walter Simonson's epic space saga, completely re-mastered and re-
colored! The Orisons prided themselves on being the greatest hunters in the 
galaxy…They discovered that they were hunting the most dangerous game in the 
universe.  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR SLAMMERS: RE-MASTERED! #2—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Walter Simonson (w & a & c) 
For subscription customers only…a Star Slammers variant cover by Walter 
Simonson!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #6 
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c)  
After Laying on the couch and feeling sorry for himself, and being spied upon by 
some isz… Maxx plunges down the proverbial rabbit hole and encounters the 
"Crappon in the Hat," tries to save a fish, spills some beans, discovers a little girl 
(who is somehow connected to the Jungle Queen), and then finds himself on 
Julie's couch, confused and afraid… right back where he started!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 



 
THE MAXX: MAXXIMIZED #6—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Sam Kieth, William Messner-Loebs (w) • Kieth (a & c)  
For subscription customers only… a newly colored version of the original Maxx 
#6 cover by Sam Kieth!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE CROW: PESTILENCE #2 (OF 4) 
Frank Bill (w) • Drew Moss (a) • James O’Barr (c) 
Salvador heads to the Midwest to search for the men who murdered his family, 
only to find them involved in trafficking drugs…and humans. As The Crow 
watches, guiding him, he begins to exact his revenge. But why is one of the gang 
members speaking with the police?  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE CROW: PESTILENCE #2 (OF 4)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Frank Bill (w) • Drew Moss (a) • Raymund Bermudez (c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from artist Raymund 
Bermudez!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD #18 
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Shane Pierce (c) 
“Cold Cold Ground, Pt. 2”—Judge Death and the 12 other Dark Judges have 
targeted Mega-City and found the entire population guilty of the most serious 
crime… living! While the Dark Judges prepare their “Affordable Death Care Act,” 
a desperate Justice Department, facing mass-murder of unreal proportions, 
draws up an apocalyptic plan that will change the city forever. And the only 
person standing between the city and certain death—Judge Dredd—is a billion 
miles away on the Titan penal colony. But he turns out to have allies in the 
strangest of places. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD #18—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Duane Swierczynski (w) • Nelson Daniel (a) • Michael Avon Oeming (c) 
Powers co-creator Michael Avon Oeming offers up this second Judge Dredd 
cover only to you early subscribers! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #4 (OF 5) 
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a & c) 
Welcome to Crimeland! Dredd’s mission brings him to the West Coast’s most 
exciting vacation spot, a theme park dedicated to old-fashioned street crime, 
singing animated creatures, and total anarchy! But he and his film crew find more 
than they counted on there—including a rogue Judge who gave up the law to 
serve the people! 



FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: MEGA-CITY TWO #4 (OF 5)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Douglas Wolk (w) • Ulises Farinas (a) • Robert Hack (c) 
For subscription customers only—a tribute variant cover by Robert Hack sees 
Dredd starring in a classic Hollywood movie...  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROGUE TROOPER #3 
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • Glenn Fabry (c) 
As the battle for Strongpoint Charlie goes into overdrive, Rogue Trooper is up 
against enemies who aren’t even on the same battlefield as him. And something 
even worse is closing in fast, because his creators want him back: Dead or alive!    
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
ROGUE TROOPER #3—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Brian Ruckley (w) • Alberto Ponticelli (a) • James Stokoe (c) 
For subscription customers only...  enlist at your local comic shop! A variant 
cover by James Stokoe (Orc Stain, Godzilla: Half-Century War)!  
Expected in-store date: 4/23/14 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD CLASSICS, VOL. 1: APOCALYPSE WAR TPB 
John Wagner, Alan Grant (w) • Mike McMahon, Ron Smith, Steve Dillon, Brian 
Bolland, Carlos Ezquerra (a) • Jim Fern (c) 
Re-presenting classic Judge Dredd tales with all-new colors by Charlie Kirchoff! 
In "Block Mania" Dredd must track down a villain who has poisoned the city, 
leading into the five-part "Apocalypse War," about the eruption of the long-
contained tensions between Mega-City One and East-Meg One. Collects issues 
#1–7. 
TPB • FC • $24.99 • 192 pages • 8” x 10” 
 
SINISTER DEXTER #5 (OF 7) 
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • Antonio Fuso (c) 
Representing the infamous Shrink Rap storyline! Ramone goes to see a 
psychiatrist and we get a deeper look into the origin of the two deadliest Gun 
Sharks on planet Earth- Sinister and Dexter… by the end, we’ll all need a Shrink! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
SINISTER DEXTER #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
Dan Abnett (w) • Andy Clarke (a) • David Millgate (c) 
For subscription customers only…the second of four interlocking covers by David 
Millgate! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR TREK #32 



Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a & c)  
The concluding chapter of "I, Enterprise"! The flagship of the fleet is now a 
sentient entity with a mind of its own... and it doesn't take kindly to the biological 
"invaders" inside its hull! How do Kirk, Spock and the rest of the crew fight an 
enemy upon which their very survival depends? This all-new adventure is 
overseen by STAR TREK writer/producer Roberto Orci!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
STAR TREK #32—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Mike Johnson (w) • Erfan Fajar (a) • photo (c)  
For subscription customers only…a photo variant cover featuring The Enterprise 
herself!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STAR TREK/LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES HC—DM EXCLUSIVE EDITION 
HC, FC  $24.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS #15 
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a & c)  
Louis Tully was an average accountant until the day that Vinz Clortho—
Keymaster of Gozer the Traveler—possessed him in service of the end the 
world. Now the news says New York is at the center of Sumerian shenanigans 
again, and Louis should want nothing more than to steer clear... but something is 
drawing him back. Is it morbid curiosity or something more sinister? “Mass 
Hysteria,” the 30th Anniversary celebration, continues here! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS #15—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a) • Tristan Jones (c) 
For subscription customers only…fan-favorite Tristan Jones scares up another 
Real Ghostbusters ode to the beloved franchises' 30th Anniversary! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
GHOSTBUSTERS, VOL. 7: HAPPY HORROR DAYS TPB 
Erik Burnham (w) • Dan Schoening (a & c) 
A busy season of holidays will have the team needing a rest when it’s all over. It 
all starts on Devil's Night with a ghost called Stingy Jack, continues on Day of the 
Dead and the return of Melanie Ortiz to NYC, a trip to Rhinebeck, NY for a 
celebration held in honor of Sinterklass, and a visit from the Bogeyman on New 
Year’s Day. Collects issues #9–12. 
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 



SKYBREAKER TPB 
Michael Moreci (w) • Drew Zucker (a & c) 
Skybreaker is a genuine, no-holds-barred Western, a throwback to Sergio Leone 
and the Man with No Name. The titular character, Skybreaker, is a man of two 
worlds, half Sioux and half Christian. When these worlds clash, he is betrayed 
and left for dead. A tale of dark revenge that explores the violent roots of 
American life, and how you can never kill your way to peace.   
TPB • FC • $17.99 • 104 pages 
 
STAR MAGE #1 (OF 6) 
JC De La Torre (w) • Ray Dillon (a & c)  
Part One: “Darien”—JC De La Torre, author of the critically acclaimed novel 
Ancient Rising, gives us a new fusion of Science Fiction and Magic in Star Mage. 
In issue one, Darien Connors discovers he's not from Earth, has strange magical 
powers and is the key in an ancient war between two alien races of 
necromancers. Like Harry Potter meets the Last Starfighter, Star Mage offers 
wizard battles with a side of spaceship warfare, alien worlds and weird creatures. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS #8 
Phil Hester (w) • Roger Robinson (a & c) 
The battle between S.P.I.D.E.R. and .T.H.U.N.D.E.R. comes to an unforgettable 
climax. Friends become foes! Foes become friends! As the mysterious Menthor 
makes his move, the fate of humanity itself rests on the shoulders of a now-
powerless Dynamo!   
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS #8—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Phil Hester (w) • Roger Robinson (a) • Rob Liefeld (c)  
For subscription customers only, a thunderous variant cover by the one and only 
Rob Liefeld! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS CLASSICS, VOL. 3 TPB 
Bill Pearson, Steve Skeates, Manny Stallman (w) • Wally Wood, Dan Adkins, 
Ralph Reese, John Giunta, Joe Giella, Mike Sekowsky, Frank Giacoia, George 
Tuska, Chic Stone, Manny Stallman, Dick Ayers, Ogden Whitney (a) • Ryan 
Brown (c) 
The original classic adventures of Dynamo, NoMan, Menthor, and more from 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents issues #8–10 and Dynamo #2. Features the artwork of 
Wally Wood, Dan Adkins, Mike Sekowsky, Chic Stone, and more.   
TPB • FC • $29.99 • 216 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS CLASSICS, VOL. 1 TPB 



SC, FC  $29.99 
 
T.H.U.N.D.E.R. AGENTS CLASSICS, VOL. 2 TPB 
SC, FC  $29.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
HAUNTED HORROR #10 
Various (w & a) • L.B. Cole (c)  
Dead walking! Ghouls stalking! Specters talking! This chilling full-color comic 
book specializes in painfully restoring comics from the ‘50s with brilliant old-
school art and the wonkiest of terrifying scripts. Every story (best read under the 
covers with a flashlight, and the doors and windows tightly bolted) tingles the 
spine! So good, it's scary!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE COMPLETE LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE, VOL. 10  
Harold Gray (w & a & c) 
When America enters the Second World War, Annie protects the home front by 
forming the Junior Commandos, a group that inspired tens of thousands of real 
life children to collect newspapers, scrap metal, and other items needed for the 
war effort. The fictional "Colonel Annie," meanwhile, finds herself face to face 
with fifth columnists and a Nazi submarine! Daddy Warbucks, true to his name, is 
back making munitions and leads a mysterious army overseas. Includes dailies 
and Sundays from November 24, 1941–August 7, 1943. 
HC • PC • $49.99 • 296 pages • 11” x 8.5” 
 
IN THE DARK TPB 
Rachel Deering, Justin Jordan, Cullen Bunn, Paul Tobin, Duane Swierczynski, 
Tom Taylor, F. Paul Wilson, Tim Seeley, Marguerite Bennett, Brian Keene, 
Christopher Sebela, Matthew Dow Smith, James Tynion IV, Sean E. Williams, 
Michael Moreci, Steve Seeley, Jody Leheup, Ed Brisson, Mike Oliveri, Nate 
Southard, Valerie D'Orazio (w) • Tradd Moore, Dalibor Talajic, Andy Belanger, 
Patric Reynolds, Matthew Dow Smith, Christopher Mooneyham, Garry Brown, 
Marc Laming, Christian Wildgoose, Douglas Holgate, Brian Level, Christian 
Dibari, Mike Henderson, Mack Chater, Alison Sampson, Jonathan Brandon 
Sawyer, Drew Moss, Thomas Boatwright, David James Cole, Eryk Donovan, 
Tadd Galusha (a) • Christian Wildgoose (c) 
In The Dark is a monstrous collection of all-new original terror tales from the 
darkest and most brilliant minds in comics and prose. Featuring an introduction 
by American Vampire, The Wake, and Severed writer Scott Snyder, and a 
frightful feature on the history of horror comics, through their rotten rise and 
dreadful decline by comic book historian Mike Howlett! 
TPB • FC • $29.99 • 256 pages • 9” x 12.5” 
 
LIBRETTO VOLUME 1: VAMPIRISM TPB 



Ben Templesmith, David Stoupakis, Riley Rossmo, Christopher Mitten, George 
Pratt, menton3 (a) • menton3 (c) 
LIBRETTO Volume 1 is curated/edited by Kasra Ghanbari with a theme of 
VAMPIRISM: being the misuse of power, as well as the objectification and 
exploitation of others. Featured contributors have given their unique perspectives 
on this theme, with each section including an interview of the contributor 
conducted by another artist. Many artists have also given a rare look at the 
techniques and processes they used to create pieces for the book.   
TPB • FC • $39.99 • 200 pages • 9” x 12” 
 
7TH SWORD #1 
John Raffo (w) • Nelson Blake II (a) • Andrew C. Robinson (c) 
Daniel Cray—a samurai mercenary—stumbles upon the legendary city of 
ZenZion, a mysterious desert outpost under siege from a vicious warlord. The 
peace-loving citizenry beg Cray to defend them… forcing Cray to reluctantly draw 
his deadly “Malathane” sword one last time to battle a relentless army of robots 
and their savage masters. Science Fiction meets Samurai in an epic new 
adventure from John Raffo (Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story). 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
7TH SWORD #1—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
John Raffo (w) • Nelson Blake II (a & c) 
For subscription customers only…a variant cover from series artist Nelson Blake 
II! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
CITY: THE MIND IN THE MACHINE #3  
Eric Garcia (w) • Drew Moss (a) • Tommy Lee Edwards (c) 
Ben has uncovered a terrible secret about the accident that cost him his sight, 
but will his growing connection to the City help him survive long enough to exact 
revenge? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
CITY: THE MIND IN THE MACHINE #3—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Eric Garcia (w) • Drew Moss (a) • Bernard Chang (c) 
For subscription customers only… a variant cover from Bernard Chang! 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
INDESTRUCTIBLE #5 (OF 6)  
Ken Kristensen (w) •  Giancarlo Caracuzzo (a) •  Bernard Chang (c) 
With great power, comes great… er… celebrity! Now that the world believes 
Greg to be a superhero, everyone wants a piece of him – the League of 
Defenders, Hugo Boss, his roommate, groupies, Hollywood agents, uber-villains, 
and his mom. Some want to put him on a pedestal. Others want to bury him 
under one. Ken Kristensen (Todd, the Ugliest Kid on Earth) takes the reigns for 
the next arc of Jeff Kline's Indestructible. 



FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
INDESTRUCTIBLE #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Ken Kristensen (w) • Giancarlo Caracuzzo (a) •  Jose Lopez (c) 
For your subscription customers only… a variant cover from Jose Lopez!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE OTHER DEAD HC 
Joshua Ortega, Digger T. Mesch (w) • Qing Ping Mui (a) • Reynir Hauksson (c) 
The world’s first Zombie Animal epic is here! A deadly hurricane threatens New 
Orleans just as a frightening and mysterious outbreak hits the animal kingdom! 
Join all-star creators Kevin Eastman, Joshua Ortega, and Digger T. Mesch for 
this highly anticipated new horror series! With art by rising star Qing Ping Mui.  
HC • FC • $24.99 • 152 pages 
 
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: FORGOTTEN REALMS CLASSICS OMNIBUS, 
VOL. 1 TPB 
Jeff Grubb, Barbara Kesel, Jim Lowder, Kate Novak-Grubb, Dan Mishkin (w) • 
Rags Morales, Michael Collins, Dave Hoover, Dan Reed (a) • Rags Morales (c) 
15 issues of D&D action! Collecting the comics from the most popular fantasy 
campaign setting in history, this omnibus contains the first 14 issues of Forgotten 
Realms and the TSR Worlds Annual #1 originally published by DC Comics. 
TPB • FC • $29.99 • 440 pages • 6” x 9” 
 
MAGIC: THE GATHERING: THEROS TPB 
Jason Ciaramella (w) • Martin Coccolo, Chris Evenhuis (a) • Eric Deschamps (c) 
After eliminating Sifa Grent, the Planeswalker that destroyed his hometown, 
Dack has settled down in Ravnica to do what he does best: break in and steal 
the secrets from Ravnica’s rarest artifacts. But upon uncovering half of a 
mysterious gauntlet, Dack is led to a strange new plane: the realm of THEROS, a 
sun-dappled land ruled by gods and inhabited by mythological beasts! Collects 
issues #1-5! 
TPB • FC • $19.99 • 124 pages 
 
THE ILLEGITIMATES #5 (OF 6)  
Taran Killam & Marc Andreyko (w) •  Kevin Sharpe (a & c) 
The battle heats up as the Illegitimates face off with Dannikor's forces on two 
fronts—including outer space?! And, in the midst of battle, a TRAITOR is 
revealed and, trust us, your jaw will hit the floor!! Action, betrayal, death, and 
space battles as we careen towards the climax of the first, explosive arc!! What 
are you waiting for? Read this!!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
THE ILLEGITIMATES #5—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Taran Killam & Marc Andreyko (w) • Kevin Sharpe (a) • Jerry Ordway (c) 



For your subscription customers’ eyes only… a variant cover from the inimitable 
Jerry Ordway!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
Expected in-store date: 4/9/14 
 
GATE-WAY #4 (OF 4) 
Joe Halpin Sr. (w) • Juanfrancisco Moyano (a & c)  
Jake's quest to find his younger brother who died a year earlier takes him deep 
into the lair of the Dark Souls. In a thrilling confrontation he will rescue a friend, 
and make a powerful enemy. 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DEADWORLD: RESTORATION #5 (OF 5)  
Gary Reed (w) • Sami Makkonen (a & c) 
The conclusion to the latest edition to the zombie classic! For Bowker, things go 
horribly wrong as he must deal with Donna’s deal with Moloch. He may survive, 
but at what cost?  Dan must decide between rescuing the woman he loves in 
Donna or saving Deake, the lunatic who may be able to turn the tide against the 
zombies. And a new hope appears…or does it? 
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
DEADWORLD: RESTORATION #5 (OF 5)—SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT  
Gary Reed (w) • Sami Makkonen (a & c) 
For subscription customers only…a terrifying variant cover from series artist 
Sami Makkonen!  
FC • 32 pages • $3.99 
 
LOCKE & KEY: HEAD GAMES DELUXE HC—RED LABEL EDITION 
Joe Hill (w) • Gabriel Rodriguez (a)  
This over-sized, limited edition of Head Games features a leatherette cover, and 
is packaged in an exclusive tray case containing an exclusive key sculpted by 
Skelton Crew and a portfolio of photographs by Shane Leonard. And watch out 
for the hidden compartment, containing the Locke family journal! Limited to 250 
copies! Signed by Joe Hill, Gabriel Rodriguez, Robbie Robbins, Jay Fotos and 
Shane Leonard! 
HC w/slipcase • FC • PI • 250 pages 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: THE RETURN OF QUEEN CHRYSALIS DELUXE RED 
LABEL HC’S!  
Available in six different cover and case variations modeled after the core cast of 
the hit TV show, the MY LITTLE PONY: The Return of Queen Chrysalis collects 
the beginning of the smash-hit IDW comic series in limited-edition format. Each 
book features an exclusive tray case and cover and is signed by Katie Cook and 
Andy Price. Also included in each tray case is a limited-edition lithograph print 



and a unique, hand-drawn sketch card by the IDW Limited art team. Limited to 
just 100 copies per character! 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: RAINBOW DASH  
HC, FC  PI 
 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: FLUTTERSHY  
HC, FC  PI 
 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: APPLEJACK  
HC, FC  PI 
 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: TWILIGHT SPARKLE 
HC, FC  PI 
 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: RARITY 
HC, FC  PI 
 
MY LITTLE PONY DELUXE RED LABEL: PINKIE PIE 
HC, FC  PI 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
IMAGE COMICS 
 
SOUTHERN BASTARDS #1 
STORY: JASON AARON 
ART / COVER: JASON LATOUR    
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Welcome to Craw County, Alabama, home of Boss BBQ, the state champion 
Runnin’ Rebs football team...and more bastards than you’ve ever seen. When 
you’re an angry old man like Earl Tubb, the only way to survive a place like 
this...is to carry a really big stick. 
From the acclaimed team of JASON AARON and JASON LATOUR, the same 
bastards who brought you Scalped and Wolverine: Japan’s Most Wanted, comes 
a southern fried crime series that’s like the Dukes of Hazzard meets the Coen 
Brothers...on meth. 
 
INVINCIBLE #111 
STORY: ROBERT KIRKMAN 
ART / COVER: RYAN OTTLEY 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / FC / M  / $2.99 
THE WALKING DEAD CREATOR ROBERT KIRKMAN WRITES INVINCIBLE!!! 
A new beginning for INVINCIBLE as things take a turn down a dark path. 
Everything changes as Invincible is betrayed by one of his own. You won’t want 
to miss this explosive issue #1... 1... 1! It packs the punch of THREE relaunched 
number one issues! IN ONE BOOK! 



 
THE FIELD #1 (OF 4) 
STORY: ED BRISSON 
ART / COVER: SIMON ROY 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
A man wakes in a field wearing nothing but his underwear. He's got no idea who 
he is or how he got there. His only connection to the outside world is a cell phone 
that receives mysterious texts warning him of impending danger. Danger like 
Christian, an ex-Bible salesman in the middle of a crime spree fueled by 
Christian Rock, dirty sex, meth, murder, and keeping this underwear-clad, 
nameless, and past-less man close by his side.  
 
SHUTTER #1 
STORY: JOE KEATINGE 
ART / COVER A: LEILA DEL DUCA 
COVER B: DUSTIN WEAVER 
COVER C: BRANDON GRAHAM 
COVER D: EMMA RIOS 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
INDIANA JONES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY! Marvel Knights: Hulk and GLORY 
writer JOE KEATINGE teams up with artist extraordinaire LEILA DEL DUCA for 
her Image Comics debut in an all-new ongoing series combining the urban 
fantasy of Fables and the globe-spanning adventure of Y: The Last Man. Kate 
Kristopher, once the most famous explorer of an Earth far more fantastic than the 
one we know, is forced to return to the adventurous life she left behind when a 
family secret threatens to destroy everything she spent her life protecting. 
 
DREAM POLICE #1 
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
ART / COVER A: SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER 
COVER B: RYAN SOOK 
COVER C: RYAN SOOK 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Dream Police Detectives Joe Thursday and Frank Stanford have been partners 
for as long as they can remember, patrolling the alternate universe of dreams, 
nightmares, and the great void beyond, an alternate but very real dimension of 
changelings, echoes, wisps, ethers, and nightwalkers, those who died in their 
sleep and wander the dreamscape forever. They've seen it all. But when Frank 
steps away and disappears...and the woman who returns says she's Joe's 
partner, that she's always been Joe's partner...he begins a journey into the 
unknown that will shake the dreaming down to its very foundations.  
 
’68: RULE OF WAR #1 (OF 4) 
STORY: MARK KIDWELL  
ART: JEFF ZORNOW & JAY FOTOS 
COVER A: NAT JONES 



COVER B: CLAYTON CRAIN 
COVER C: BLANK SKETCH 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.99 
In a doom-shadowed Cambodia infested with the living dead, CIA Special Agent 
Declan Rule and his canine companion Nero stalk a human monster, a 
neurosurgeon bent on carrying out grisly experiments that turn P.O.W.s into 
vicious instruments of war. In Vietnam, Private Kuen Yam and his ragtag band of 
survivors battle their way across a murderous no-man’s-land in a desperate 
search for a ticket to the skies. The war is over, but the battle for humanity’s 
survival has just begun. Courage will be tested, sanity will be pushed to the 
breaking point and the rules of war...will be broken.  
 
GENESIS (ONE-SHOT) 
STORY: NATHAN EDMONDSON 
ART / COVER: ALISON SAMPSON 
APRIL 16 / 56 PAGES / FC / T / $6.99 
A trippy journey of creation and destruction as one man finds himself with the 
ability to manifest anything by thinking it—only to learn that with seemingly 
unlimited power comes unstoppable terror.   
 
SELF-OBSESSED ONE-SHOT 
STORY / ART / COVER: SINA GRACE   
APRIL 2 / 40 PAGES / BW / T+ / $3.99 
For fans of his gothic-tinged retail hell graphic novel NOT MY BAG, SINA 
GRACE (LI'L DEPRESSED BOY, BURN THE ORPHANAGE) presents a 
collection of rare and never-before-seen autobiographical strips! Packed with 
new stories for this edition, SELF-OBSESSED is packed with quirky and 
humorous insights about comics, love, dreams, and, of course, frenemies. 
 
SHOTGUN WEDDING #1 (OF 4) 
STORY: WILLIAM HARMS 
ART / COVER: EDWARD PUN 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
Mike Stone wants nothing more than to marry the woman of his dreams. Denise 
is smart, sexy, teaches the second grade, and loves Mike more than anything in 
the world. What she doesn’t know is that Mike is one of the world’s top assassins 
and was once engaged to a fellow assassin named Chloe. And when Mike 
abandoned Chloe on their wedding day, she vowed revenge... 
This April, treat yourself to an issue of SHOTGUN WEDDING each Wednesday! 
All FOUR issues of Minotaur Press's latest miniseries will be released in April, 
and the covers for all four issues connect to form one larger image. 
 
SHOTGUN WEDDING #2 (OF 4) 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
 
SHOTGUN WEDDING #3 (OF 4) 



APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
 
SHOTGUN WEDDING #4 (OF 4) 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
 
APHRODITE IX, VOL. 2: REBIRTH TP  
STORY: MATT HAWKINS 
ART / COVER: STJEPAN SEJIC 
APRIL 30 / 160 PAGES / FC / T+ / $16.99 
Collects APHRODITE IX # 6-10 and APHRODITE IX: HIDDEN FILES #1 
Determined to never be controlled by outside forces again, Aphrodite IX seeks 
revenge against those who manipulated her. Plus the secrets behind the 
generational models revealed by Aphrodite XV and Artemis IX. 
 
ELEPHANTMEN: 2260 BOOK ONE TP 
STORY: RICHARD STARKINGS 
ART: AXEL MEDELLIN 
COVER: BOO COOK 
APRIL 2 / 120 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99 
A new arc, a new slim trade paperback format for ELEPHANTMEN, and, at 
$9.99, a great opportunity for new readers to start reading the book they've heard 
so much about! Jack Farrell is a private detective who never gave a second 
thought to the Elephantmen—until he was paid to. Collects ELEPHANTMEN 
#51-55. 
 
GLORY: THE COMPLETE SAGA HC 
STORY: JOE KEATINGE 
ART / COVER: ROSS CAMPBELL 
APRIL 23 / 352 PAGES / FC / T+ / $34.99 
THE ACCLAIMED APOCALYPTIC WAR SAGA COLLECTED IN ITS ENTIRETY!  
ROSS CAMPBELL (Wet Moon, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles) and JOE 
KEATINGE (Marvel Knights: Hulk) finally collect their critically-acclaimed and 
brutally told saga of one warrior and her family torn apart by a millennia-old 
intergalactic war. This is the complete story, collected in its entirety for the very 
first time in a deluxe oversized hardcover edition. Includes never-before-seen 
sketchbook material, scripts, commentary, and interviews. Collects GLORY #23-
34. 
 
LAZARUS, VOL. 2: LIFT TP 
STORY: GREG RUCKA 
ART / COVER: MICHAEL LARK 
APRIL 23 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $14.99 
The second story arc in the New York Times bestselling series. Forever uncovers 
rebellion brewing in LA, and the Barrets, a family of "Waste," undertake a 500-
mile journey to Denver in the hope that one of their family will be noticed by the 
Carlyles and "lifted" to Serf status. Collects LAZARUS #5-9. 



 
THE MANHATTAN PROJECTS, VOL. 4: THE FOUR DISCIPLINES TP 
STORY: JONATHAN HICKMAN 
ART: NICK PITARRA 
APRIL 16 / 144 PAGES / FC / T+ / $14.99 
It's the fourth volume of the world's greatest secret science history, THE 
MANHATTAN PROJECTS. "The Four Disciplines" follows our fractured cast as 
they focus on their own diverse, secret experiments and global power plays 
resulting in inevitable betrayal. Collects THE MANHATTAN PROJECTS #16-20. 
 
PRETTY DEADLY, VOL. 1 TP  
STORY: KELLY SUE DeCONNICK 
ART: EMMA RÍOS & JORDIE BELLAIRE 
COVER: EMMA RÍOS   
APRIL 30 / 120 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99 
KELLY SUE DeCONNICK (Avengers Assemble, Captain Marvel) and EMMA 
RÍOS (Dr. Strange, Osborn) present the collected opening arc of their surprise-hit 
series that marries the magical realism of Sandman with the western brutality of 
Preacher. Death's daughter rides the wind on a horse made of smoke and her 
face bears the skull marks of her father. Her origin story is a tale of retribution as 
beautifully lush as it is unflinchingly savage. Collects PRETTY DEADLY #1-5. 
 
THREE TP 
STORY: KIERON GILLEN 
ART / COVER: RYAN KELLY & JORDIE BELLAIRE 
HISTORICAL CONSULTANT: PROF. STEPHEN HODKINSON 
APRIL 9 / 146 PAGES / FC / M / $14.99 
In ancient Sparta, three Helot slaves run for lives. Pursuing them are three 
hundred of their Spartan masters. KIERON GILLEN (PHONOGRAM, Iron Man), 
RYAN KELLY (Local, Saucer Country), and JORDIE BELLAIRE (THE 
MANHATTAN PROJECTS, NOWHERE MEN) join forces to tell a legend for our 
times. Includes cover gallery, making of material, and annotations. Collects 
THREE #1-5. 
 
VELVET, VOL. 1: BEFORE THE LIVING END TP 
STORY: ED BRUBAKER 
ART: STEVE EPTING & BETTIE BREITWEISER 
COVER: STEVE EPTING 
APRIL 2 / 128 PAGES / FC / M / $9.99 
Collects VELVET #1-5 
SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE! From the bestselling creators of 
"Captain America: The Winter Soldier" comes this smash-hit spy thriller with a 
unique new twist! When the world's greatest secret agent is killed, all evidence 
points to Velvet Templeton, the personal secretary to the Director of the Agency. 
But Velvet's got a dark secret buried in her past... because she's also the most 
dangerous woman alive. 



 
IMAGE “I” T-SHIRT LIMITED EDITION GOLD 
Show your love for Image Comics with an audacious color and classic design! 
S-XL (M/W) $19.99 
XXL (M) $22.99 
 
RAT QUEENS "HANNAH" T-SHIRT 
Want to tell your friends about your love of the Rat Queens? Do it with style and 
flip them off at the same time!  
S-XL (M/W) $19.99 
XXL (M) $22.99 
 
THE WALKING DEAD "NEGAN" T-SHIRT 
This t-shirt features Negan, leader of the Saviors and villain of "All Out War." 
S-XL (M/W) $19.99 
XXL (M) $22.99 
 
APOCALYPSE AL #3 (OF 4) 
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
ART / COVER A: SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER 
COVER B: ARIEL OLIVETTI 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
The life of private investigator Allison Carter is complicated enough just 
preventing the end of the world on a regular basis. But in the midst of her latest 
case she gets an unexpected call from her mostly-dead ex-boyfriend, who has a 
tip that may prove helpful or push the world further toward its destruction. Along 
the way, she encounters a closet troll with a stun-gun fetish, a theme park filled 
with demonic creatures in happy costumes, and unravels a secret that will 
change her life forever. 
 
APOCALYPSE AL #4 (OF 4) 
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
ART / COVER A: SID KOTIAN & BILL FARMER 
COVER B: ARIEL OLIVETTI 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
In the fiery conclusion to Allison Carter's investigation, she at last comes face to 
face with the man trying to bring about the end of the world...who has been 
working in secret with someone close to her the whole time. If love can be a 
reason to live, can it also be a reason to destroy...everything? This time saving 
the world may require the ultimate sacrifice. Does Al have what it takes? Or must 
we all confront the possibility that there is an ominous reason that this is only a 
four-part series?  
 
ARTIFACTS #36 
STORY: DAN WICKLINE 
ART / COVER: –ROM- 



APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.99 
Tom Judge and Tilly track down students who used a math equation to open up 
a portal to the Ancient Ones (featured in the Darkness Rebirth). Former Angelus 
and Witchblade bearer Daniel Baptiste investigates related murders. 
 
BLACK SCIENCE #6 
STORY: RICK REMENDER 
ART / COVER: MATTEO SCALERA & DEAN WHITE 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Stranded in the most dangerous dimension yet, Grant McKay’s rage at his 
onetime boss boils over. Ignoring the chaos all around them, the two finally come 
to blows! Only one thing is certain: before the Pillar makes its next jump...one of 
them must die! Don't miss the conclusion to the first arc of the world’s most mind-
melting sci-fi comic!  
 
THE BOUNCE #12 
STORY: JOE CASEY 
ART / COVER: DAVID MESSINA 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
GET READY FOR THE END OF THE WORLD! Nothing you've seen so far could 
prepare you for the event that occurs in this issue! And the Bounce is at ground 
zero! After this, NOTHING will ever be the same! BUY IT AND LOVE IT! 
 
CHEW #41  
STORY: JOHN LAYMAN 
ART / COVER: ROB GUILLORY 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Vegas! 
 
DEAD BODY ROAD #5 
STORY: JUSTIN JORDAN 
ART / COVER: MATTEO SCALERA & MORENO DINISIO 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Holed up and under siege, Gage and his accomplices may have run out of 
road...but not bullets. Or heads to put them through. 
 
DEADLY CLASS #4 
STORY: RICK REMENDER 
ART / COVER: WESLEY CRAIG & LEE LOUGHRIDGE 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
Class trip! Marcus, Willie, and Saya tear through a neon-soaked Las Vegas, high 
on life...oh, and a bunch of acid too. And when you’re a teenage killer-on-the-run, 
stalked by a mutilated psycho with a raging hard-on for revenge, you’re in for one 
baaad trip. 
 
EAST OF WEST #12 



STORY: JONATHAN HICKMAN 
ART / COVER: NICK DRAGOTTA 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.50 
"THE NIGHT BEFORE"—A last ditch effort is undertaken to avoid a war between 
the nations by the most unlikely person on the planet. The remains of the Chosen 
reassemble. 
 
EGOS #4 
STORY: STUART MOORE 
ART / COVER: GUS STORMS    
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Stand-alone issue. Three rookie EGOs members go on an unauthorized 
adventure through time and space. Plus: marital strife! Quantum physics! 
Inadvisable sex! And the origin of the universe (maybe)! 
 
FATALE #23 
STORY: ED BRUBAKER 
ART: SEAN PHILLIPS & BETTIE BREITWEISER 
COVER: SEAN PHILLIPS 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
The strangest issue of FATALE yet, as Nicolas Lash finally learns the last of 
Josephine's secrets, and the universe will never look the same. Don't forget that 
every issue of FATALE contains extra art and articles not available anywhere but 
the single issues! 
 
FIVE GHOSTS #12 
STORY: FRANK J. BARBIERE 
ART / COVER: CHRIS MOONEYHAM 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
"LOST COASTLINES," Conclusion—In the midst of a battle against his greatest 
foe, Fabian is faced with an impossible decision! Who will survive the Island of 
Dreams? 
 
FIVE WEAPONS #9 
STORY / ART / COVER: JIMMIE ROBINSON 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
"BACK TO CLASS," Part Four—Enrique, Principal O, and the Nurse unleash a 
full assault against Tyler in order to regain power of the school clubs. But Tyler 
isn’t going down without a fight because he has a secret weapon of his own: the 
fastest animal on earth...Principal Z’s cheetah. 
 
THE FUSE #3 
STORY: ANTONY JOHNSTON 
ART / COVER: JUSTIN GREENWOOD 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 



"THE RUSSIA SHIFT," Part Three—Whoever thought two dead bums could be 
such a pain in the ass? Now even the Mayor's office is under scrutiny, but even 
an old Muscovite like Klem Ristovych knows that's a whole new bag of hurt to be 
poking. And why the hell is Ralph researching terrorist groups? 
 
GHOSTED #9 
STORY: JOSHUA WILLIAMSON 
ART: DAVIDE GIANFELICE & MIROSLAV MRVA 
COVER: MATTEO SCALERA 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Jackson Winters may think he knows everything about the supernatural world, 
but the jungles are filled with all sorts of ghosts... 
 
GREAT PACIFIC #15 
STORY: JOE HARRIS 
ART / COVER A: MARTÍN MORAZZO 
COVER B: STEVE ROLSTON 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
"BIG GAME HUNTER," Part One—New Texas is growing, along with tensions 
between Chas Worthington's people and the nuclear-armed 'Little Chief,' whose 
mysterious band of outlaw tribesmen also call 'The Pack' their home. But when a 
hunter of weapons and men comes hunting both, Chas will have to pick 
sides...and risk a civil war! Special "Yalafi" variant cover by STEVE ROLSTON! 
 
INVINCIBLE UNIVERSE #12 
STORY: PHIL HESTER 
ART / COVER: TODD NAUCK & GABE ELTAEB 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
King Lizard’s plan has been unleashed and split the Guardians in two! When the 
smoke clears, will anyone be left to save the day? 
 
KRAMPUS! #5 
STORY: BRIAN JOINES 
ART / COVER: DEAN KOTZ 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
The bad news: as blizzards rage across the globe, humanity’s fate rests with the 
Krampus deciding who he stands with—his oppressors in the Society of Santa 
Clauses or the mastermind who rendered them powerless. The worse news: the 
Krampus is no fan of humanity. The first storyline concludes here! 
 
MANIFEST DESTINY #6 
STORY: CHRIS DINGESS 
ART / COVER: MATTHEW ROBERTS & OWEN GIENI 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 



With the flora infestation overrunning their outpost, can Lewis and Clark deliver 
frontier justice to a savage, savage world? The first chapter of their thrilling 
ongoing adventure ends here! 
 
THE MERCENARY SEA #3 
STORY: KEL SYMONS 
ART / COVER: MATHEW REYNOLDS 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
"BETWEEN THE DEVIL AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA"—Jack Harper and the 
crew of the Venture slip into enemy waters to rescue a British spy, code named 
"Top Hat." Only their old adversary, Captain Tono of the Imperial Japanese 
Navy, spoils the party. 
 
THE MICE TEMPLAR IV: LEGEND #9 
STORY: BRYAN J.L. GLASS 
ART: VICTOR SANTOS 
COVER A:  MICHAEL AVON OEMING 
COVER B: VICTOR SANTOS & CHANDRA FREE 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
Mad king Icarus's destruction of the Great Ash Tree has galvanized the entire 
Templar remnant around the legend of Karic, for both good...and ill. While the 
charismatic Field Marshal Payton seeks control of the young mouse's legacy, the 
schemes of Ronan enlist intervention by the Bats of Meave to restore his own 
fading leadership no matter the cost! 
 
MIND THE GAP #20 
STORY: JIM McCANN  
ART: SAMI BASRI  
COVER A: RODIN ESQUEJO 
COVER B: JENNY FRISON 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
"ACT II: EXPOSED": Conclusion—The return of a fan-favorite! A NEW Hoodie?! 
And a character’s true colors are revealed…in blood. 
 
MINIMUM WAGE #4 
STORY / ART / COVER: BOB FINGERMAN 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50 
It’s hard to tell if it’s celebrating or medicating, but on the heels of Rob signing a 
new lease, he and the boys hit the town hard in an alcohol-fueled swirl. Goth 
girls, trench coat Mafiosi, jock thugs, and more populate the fourth chapter of 
BOB FINGERMAN’s so-real-it-hurts series. 
 
MORNING GLORIES #40 
STORY: NICK SPENCER 
ART: JOE EISMA 
COVER: RODIN ESQUEJO 



APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / FC / M/ $3.50 
"Science." 
 
NOWHERE MEN #9 
STORY: ERIC STEPHENSON 
ART: MÖRITAT & JORDIE BELLAIRE 
COVER: MÖRITAT & FONOGRAFIKS 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
The world is changing. 
 
ONE-HIT WONDER #3 (OF 5) 
STORY: FABRICE SAPOLSKY 
ART / COVER: ARIEL OLIVETTI 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $3.50 
The shocking events of last issue have left Richie angrier than ever. He's 
determined to find who has targeted someone very close to him. His journey only 
begins and on the way, he'll cross paths with an old friend, a pretender, a dead 
guy with weird tattoos, and a human bomb! 
 
PETER PANZERFAUST #19 
STORY: KURTIS J. WIEBE 
ART / COVER: TYLER JENKINS 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / FC / T  / $3.50 
"THE HUNT," Part Four—A hunt turns deadly when Lily’s prey discovers her plan 
and unleashes hell. Trapped, alone, and massively outnumbered, she has only 
one trick up her sleeve... a magic bullet! 
 
PROTECTORS, INC. #6 
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
ART / COVER:  GORDON PURCELL & MIKE ATIYEH 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
It began with two seemingly unconnected deaths: a young woman, washed up on 
the shore of Lake Michigan, and the Huntsman, whose death Protectors Inc. 
insisted was an accident. But now the lines connecting those two events are 
becoming clear, and Lieutenant Detective John Riley finds himself on the edge of 
a conspiracy that may shatter everything the public believes about their 
heroes...assuming he can survive the investigation. 
 
REAL HEROES #2 
STORY / ART / COVER A: BRYAN HITCH 
COVER B: KEVIN NOWLAN 
COVER C: JOCK 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $3.99 
The cast of The Olympians superhero movie franchise has been asked to save 
the world. It can't end well. 
 



REVENGE #3 (OF 4) 
STORY: JONATHAN ROSS 
ART / COVER: IAN CHURCHILL 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
With Ignatio the surgically enhanced dwarf as an unexpected ally and a new face 
stolen from a dead dog, Griffin Franks’ luck is finally looking up! But he still has to 
fight his way past a gang of corrupt killer cops and get back to Hollywood if he is 
going to get what he wants most in the world: REVENGE! 
 
REVIVAL #20 
STORY: TIM SEELEY 
ART: MIKE NORTON 
COVER: JENNY FRISON 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Dana sends Ibrahaim after an elusive prey. Em makes a new friend who shares 
her passion for pain and guilt. 
 
SATELLITE SAM #8 
STORY: MATT FRACTION 
ART / COVER: HOWARD CHAYKIN 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50 
SEX! DEATH! LIVE TV! Michael and Kara make a major breakthrough in their 
unofficial investigation into the death of the man that played "Satellite Sam" as 
everyone’s kinks and obsessions go into overdrive—and scandal threatens to 
tear the show and the network apart. 
 
SAVIORS #5 
STORY: JAMES ROBINSON 
ART / COVER: J. BONE 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Tomas and fellow freedom fighter Kurt have escaped the horror of the Mexican 
town La Calma and the aliens who hunted them. Or so they think. However, now 
at adrift at sea, a greater alien horror awaits them, with no way to destroy it and 
nowhere to run. 
 
SHELTERED #9 
STORY: ED BRISSON 
ART / COVER: JOHNNIE CHRISTMAS 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
Internal struggles at Safe Haven result in a splitting of the group. The two 
factions come head-to-head as Victoria attempts to dethrone Lucas. 
 
SKULLKICKERS #26 
STORY: JIM ZUB 
ART: EDWIN HUANG & MISTY COATS 
COVER:  JAMES GHIO 



APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / T / $3.50 
"A DOZEN COUSINS AND A CRUMPLED CROWN," Part Two—In this special 
issue (they're all special, but whatever): The HiSTORY: of Dwarves (The 'Short' 
Version). 
 
SOVEREIGN #2 
STORY: CHRIS ROBERSON 
ART / COVER: PAUL MAYBURY 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
An emperor lays dead, with no successor named for his vacated throne. Visitors 
from a distant land discover that there is more in the world than their philosophies 
know. And three masked outcasts come bearing word of a coming apocalypse... 
 
SPAWN #242 
STORY / COVER: TODD McFARLANE 
ART: SZYMON KUDRANSKI  
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
After the annihilation at the construction site Bludd tries to figure out his next 
move. Clown is the last place he’d seek help, but may have no alternative. Sara 
begins having excruciatingly demonic nightmares, but, unfortunately for Sara, her 
visions my not be a dream. 
 
STARLIGHT #2 
STORY: MARK MILLAR 
ART / COVER B: GORAN PARLOV 
COVER A: JOHN CASSADAY 
APRIL 2 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Duke McQueen once saved an alien world from destruction—but it happened in 
a place nobody believes in, during a time nobody remembers. Surrounded by 
memories of his late wife and his happier past, Duke’s days as a hero are long 
gone...or so he thinks! Now, a young visitor from the world Duke once saved is 
coming to him with a desperate plea for help. It’s one last chance at adventure 
for Duke, and another chapter to unfold in the ever-expanding Millarworld 
Universe! 
 
STRAY BULLETS: KILLERS #2 
STORY / ART / COVER: DAVID LAPHAM 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.50 
When her niece, missing for almost a year, shows up on her doorstep with a 
horrifying secret, Carol Hogarth will find out that people can be 
poison...especially if that person is named Virginia Applejack. Find out what best 
friends, worst enemies, an artificial leg, and a bottle of rum all have to do with 
"THE KILLER WHO AWOKE BEFORE DAWN." 
 
TALES OF HONOR #2 
STORY: MATT HAWKINS 



ART: JUNG-GEUN YOON 
COVER A: SANG-IL JEONG 
COVER B: PATRICK TATAPOULOUS 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / FC / T+ / $2.99 
THE HONORVERSE EXPANDS TO COMICS! Based on the best-selling military 
science fiction novels by David Weber, this original comic book series continues 
the story of Honor Harrington as she investigates the threat to Basilisk Station by 
the Republic of Haven. This series is part of a new multi-platform story world that 
includes a mobile game app to be released with the first issue and a feature film 
currently in development. 
 
TEN GRAND #10 
STORY: J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI 
ART / COVER A: C.P. SMITH 
COVER B: KALMAN ANDRASOFSZKY 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Joe has penetrated into the depths of Hell to save Laura, the woman he loves 
more than life itself, from a horrific fate beyond description. He's learned the 
Enemy's plans to bring down Heaven. They think he's cornered, trapped, 
neutralized. They're wrong, and by the end of this issue, the ultimate war 
between heaven and hell will begin...with Joe Fitzgerald right at the center of the 
biggest fight since the dawn of Creation. 
 
THIEF OF THIEVES #20 
STORY: ANDY DIGGLE 
ART / COVER: SHAWN MARTINBROUGH & FELIX SERRANO 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
"THE HIT LIST" starts here! Conrad may have pulled off his last heist, but not 
without making some new enemies. Is anyone in his life safe? 
 
UMBRAL #6 
STORY: ANTONY JOHNSTON 
ART / COVER: CHRISTOPHER MITTEN 
APRIL 30 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
"CHASING SHADOWS"—THE CONCLUSION TO BOOK ONE! Rascal runs 
from the Redguard's clutches — but it will cost her more than she can imagine! 
Where can she go? Who can she trust? Are you sure? Because nothing seems 
certain any more. And by the end of this issue, nobody will be above suspicion! 
 
UNDERTOW #3 (OF 6) 
STORY: STEVE ORLANDO 
ART / COVER: ARTYOM TRAKHANOV 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Surrounded by bloodthirsty humans, boiling in their landsuits as the sun rises, 
Redum Anshargal and Ukinnu Alal's team comes face to face with a primordial 
god. He's never killed a god before, but that doesn't mean Anshargal isn't up for 



trying. The dry frontier takes another life as the pulp monster adventure 
continues! 
 
A VOICE IN THE DARK #6 
STORY / ART / COVER: LARIME TAYLOR 
APRIL 16 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $3.99 
"KILLING GAME," Part Four—With Zoey plotting murder once again, she needs 
to get close to her prey and learn all she can. That means going undercover to 
the Sorority Halloween party. But is Zoey the only killer in costume? 
 
THE WALKING DEAD #125 
STORY: ROBERT KIRKMAN 
ART: CHARLIE ADLARD & STEFANO GAUDIANO 
COVER: CHARLIE ADLARD & DAVE STEWART 
APRIL 9 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99 
"ALL OUT WAR," Part 11 
The f*ck f*cking f*ckity f*cking penultimate chapter of All Out Motherf*cking War! 
 
THE WALKING DEAD #126 
STORY: ROBERT KIRKMAN 
ART: CHARLIE ADLARD & STEFANO GAUDIANO 
COVER: CHARLIE ADLARD & DAVE STEWART 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / BW / M / $2.99 
"ALL OUT WAR," Conclusion—This changes everything. 
 
ZERO #7 
STORY: ALES KOT 
ART: MATT TAYLOR & JORDIE BELLAIRE 
COVER A: MATT TAYLOR & TOM MULLER 
COVER B: SEAN PHILLIPS & TOM MULLER 
APRIL 23 / 32 PAGES / FC / M / $2.99 
Zero and Zizek come to a place fifty-six miles away from Juarez, Mexico. There 
is business to be made in human misery. 
 
McFarlane Toys 
 
WWE “MACHO MAN” RANDY SAVAGE RESIN STATUE 

• Commemorates WrestleMania 5 
• Limited Edition 
• Includes an authentic piece of WrestleMania 5 memorabilia (TBD) 
• Individually and sequentially numbered 
• Stands over 15 inches tall 
• Cold-cast resin statue with detailed 360 degree rotating base 
• Certificate of authenticity hand-signed by Todd McFarlane 



(93321-5) SOLID CASE PACK INFORMATION: Standard 1-piece case.  Refer 
to individual item codes above when ordering. Call your local retailer for pricing. 
Statue PI 
 
MCFARLANE’S SPORTS PICKS: MLB SERIES 32 ACTION FIGURES 
Miguel Cabrera / Detroit Tigers (#71681-8) plus BRONZE Collector Level Figure 
Aroldis Chapman / Cincinnati Reds (#71682-5) plus GOLD Collector Level Figure 
Yadier Molina / St. Louis Cardinals (#71684-9) 
Manny Machado / Baltimore Orioles (#71685-6) plus SILVER Collector Level 
Figure 
Yasiel Puig / Los Angeles Dodgers (#71686-3) plus SILVER & BRONZE 
Collector Level Figure 
Rickey Henderson / Oakland Athletics (#71689-4) 
(#71680-1)  
ASSORTED CASE PACK INFORMATION: Standard 8-pack case includes 1 
piece of each figure, 2pcs of Puig and 1 random Collector Level figure. Call your 
local retailer for pricing. 
SOLID CASE PACK INFORMATION: Standard 8-piece case includes 7 solids of 
the figure and 1 random Collector Level. Refer to individual item codes above 
when ordering. 
Figure PI 
 
MCFARLANE’S SPORTS PICKS: BOSTON RED SOX CHAMPIONSHIP 2-
PACK 

• Features David "Big Papi" Ortiz and Dustin Pedroia 
• Each figure will include the official World Series patches and each pack 

will include a scaled Commissioner’s Trophy 
(#75057-7) 
SOLID CASE PACK INFORMATION: Standard 4-piece case. Call your local 
retailer for pricing. Refer to individual item codes above when ordering. 
2-Pack PI 
 
COMICS SECTION 
 
AAZURN PUBLISHING 
 
MERCENARY PIG #1 
(W/A/CA) Tom Arvis 
Tom Arvis' legendary hero and indie favorite Mercenary Pig is now presented in 
one complete, full color volume! A walking, talking, thinking, humanoid pig takes 
on animal cruelty, genetically modified pigs, and, ultimately, an evil food 
conglomerate, in this pork-humor filled, action packed origin story! New material 
wraps up the entire Meatcutter story arc in these 48 pages, as Percy the pig 
begins his guerrilla fight for animal rights — with his fists! (STK636261) 
MATURE THEMES 
48pgs, FC $4.99 



 
ABRAMS 
 
KYLE BAKER'S NAT TURNER SC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Kyle Baker 
The story of Nat Turner and his slave rebellion — which began on August 21, 
1831, in Southampton County, Virginia — is known among school children and 
adults. To some he is a hero, a symbol of Black resistance and a precursor to the 
civil rights movement; to others he is monster — a murderer whose name is 
never uttered. In Nat Turner, acclaimed author and illustrator Kyle Baker depicts 
the evils of slavery in this moving and historically accurate story of Nat Turner’s 
slave rebellion. Told nearly wordlessly, every image resonates with the reader as 
the brutal story unfolds. The book also includes an afterword by Baker. 
(STK635678) 
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC $17.95 
 
ABRAMS COMICARTS 
 
CLIMATE CHANGED: A PERSONAL JOURNEY THROUGH THE SCIENCE 
GN 
(W/A/CA) Philippe Squarzoni 
What are the causes and consequences of climate change? When the scale is 
so big, can an individual make any difference? Documentary, diary, and 
masterwork graphic novel, this up-to-date look at our planet and how we live on it 
explains what global warming is all about.  Climate Changed weaves together 
scientific research, extensive interviews with experts, and a call for action. 
(STK635161) 
SC, 7x10, 480pgs, B&W $24.95 
 
ABSTRACT STUDIOS 
 
RACHEL RISING #25 
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 
Spring has come to Manson and the thoughts of men turn to love, but Rachel 
doesn't know who to trust until she finds the man who murdered her and left her 
in a shallow grave. Unfortunately, in a town like Manson, she finds more 
suspects than allies. This issue begins a new story arc in Terry Moore's critically 
acclaimed series. (STK635490) 
24pgs, B&W $3.99 
 
RACHEL RISING VOLUME 4: WINTER GRAVES TP 
(W/A/CA) Terry Moore 
Aunt Johnny lies dead in a mortuary, Manson is buried under the snowstorm of 
the century and Jet is possessed by a 15-year-old boy from the 1600s. Rachel 
can save them all, if she can find the spell chest she buried 300 years ago. But 



first, she must learn the truth about her troubled past. This new volume collects 
issues #19-24 of Terry Moore's critically acclaimed series. (STK635491) 
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, B&W $16.99 
 
AC COMICS 
 
CRYPT OF HORROR #21 
(W) Richard E. Hughes & Various (A) Bob Powell & Various (CA) Bob Powell 
Weird horror from long-defunct publishers Quality, Sterling, Standard and others 
not seen since the Pre-Code 1950's — 23 full stories including "The Lost Souls," 
"Buried Alive," "The Face From Hell," "They Wait Below," "The Grave Robbers," 
"The Spectral Sister," and 16 others! Art by Powell, Sekowsky, Tuska, Krigstein, 
Ditko, and others. (STK636260) 
SC, 7x10, 140pgs, B&W $29.95 
 
ACTION LAB ENTERTAINMENT 
 
VAMPLETS: UNDEAD PET SOCIETY #1 
(W) Gayle Middleton, Dave Dwonch (A) Amanda Coronado & Various (CA) 
Amanda Coronado, Bill Blankenship 
The Legend of the Ghost Pony begins here in this terrifyingly sweet installment 
from Hasbro designer/illustrator of My Little Pony, Gayle Middleton! Ghost Ponies 
have been the harbingers of the weird for years. Whenever they appear, 
creatures near have disappeared, never to return. Where do they come from? 
What is their terrible secret? And what is the Ghost Pony's connection to a 
vampyre baby named Lily Rose Shadowlyn? Find out in this all new adventure! 
Main cover by series artist Amanda Coronado, variant cover by Gayle Middleton 
herself, limited to 1000 copies! (STK636292) 
CORONADO COVER—SC, 32pgs, FC $3.99 
MIDDLETON COVER—SC, 32pgs, FC $4.99 
 
VAMPLETS GHOST PONY PLUSH 
Ghost Ponies are irresistible, magnetic creatures...to ride and capture one is 
highly desirable. But their ghostly bodies make it next to impossible to hold them. 
No one knows where they come from but it is believed they carry those that try to 
capture them off to their world. Order now and be one of the first to receive this 
mysterious pony and read the entire story in the comic by Action Lab. 
(STK636393) (C: 0-1-0) 
Plush $24.95 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
VAMPLETS: NIGHTMARE NURSERY HC 
(W) Dave Dwonch, Gayle Middleton (A/CA) Amanda Coronado, Bill Blankenship 
Teenager Destiny Harper is at a crossroad in her life. Graduation is coming, and 
she has zero prospects for the future. Answering an ad for "The Night Care 



Nursery" seems like a great idea, until she is magically transported to 
Gloomvania, where dark creatures lurk the streets, and the world is being 
mysteriously overrun by baby vampyres called Vamplets! Can Destiny serve her 
term as Governess of "The Nightmare Nursery" and return home? Fairy tales get 
a modern update in this coming of age tales of monsters, mayhem, and magic! 
(STK620723) (AUG130915) 
HC, 8x10, 48pgs, FC $15.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
SKYWARD VOLUME 3: BATTLE AT THREE RIVERS TP 
(W/A/CA) Jeremy Dale 
At last, war! Herod's army has reached Three Rivers and its only hope is our 
small band of heroes. Also: the biggest revelation in the series history! Oh boy, 
it's a big one! Continuing the fantastic storybook adventure from Jeremy Dale 
(G.I. Joe, Marvel Kapow!), following the thrilling tale of Quinn and his dog, Jack, 
finding a new life amidst the invasion of his homeland. Collects Skyward #7-9! 
(STK636286) 
SC, 96pgs, FC $8.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
O/A MOLLY DANGER BOOK 1 HC 
(W) Jamal Igle (A/CA) Juan Castro & Various 
She's the hero you've been waiting for! Eternally child-like and inhumanly strong, 
Molly Danger has protected the citizens of the once sleepy town of Coopersville, 
New York for the past 20 years from the terror of the sinister Supermechs. But 
what secrets from her past threaten to destroy everything she holds dear when 
new D.A.R.T. recruit Austin Briggs becomes her pilot? Written and drawn by 
Inkpot award winner Jamal Igle (Supergirl, KISS, G.I. Joe). (STK613572) 
(MAY130760) 
HC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $19.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
DANGER ZONE 
 
ITTY BITTY BUNNIES IN RAINBOW PIXIE CANDY LAND 
(W/A/CA) Dean Rankine 
Take some time for an adventure to a magical world with two cute bunnies... two 
foul mouthed, drug using, butt-naked bunnies that go on adorably offensive, 
insultingly hilarious adventures! Your journey into off-color fun begins here, with 
this mix of Adventure Time and underground comix! Also available in an alternate 
classic comic spoof variant cover (limited to 1,000 copies)! (STK636294) 



MATURE THEMES 
MAIN COVER—SC, 32pgs, FC $3.99 
ALTERNATIVE COVER—SC, 32pgs, FC $4.99 
 
ZOMBIE TRAMP VOLUME 2 #4 
(W/A/CA) Dan Mendoza 
Now that Janey and her mysterious new friend Morning have reached their 
destination, things get even more volatile as a friend from the past comes to visit 
our Zombie Tramp. Double-crosses, revenge, and the Necronomicon all collide in 
the conclusion to The Taint Train of Terror!  Alternate "risqué" variant cover also 
available (limited to 1000 copies). (STK636287) 
MATURE THEMES 
MAIN COVER—32pgs, FC (4 of 4) $2.99 
RISQUE COVER—32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ADHOUSE BOOKS 
 
OPERATION MARGARINE GN 
(W/A/CA) Katie Skelly 
Troubled tuff girl Bon-Bon and rich girl runaway Margarine make a motorcycle 
escape from the mean streets of the city to the desolate roads of the desert, 
holding their own against the elements, biker gangs, and each other. 
(STK636259) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 104pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
ALTERNA COMICS INC 
 
LILITH DARK AND THE BEASTIE TREE GN 
(W/A/CA) C Dowd 
An all-ages epic just in time for Free Comic Book Day! Lilith Dark has no time for 
tea parties and princess stuff; she's far too busy fighting off wicked creatures and 
fantastic beasts, or at least that's how she imagines things. One day, Lilith 
follows a mysterious kitten into an old tree and discovers an entire world of real 
beasties that has been living right under her nose! With her big sister held 
captive, Lilith must face her fears, rescue her sister from the evil beasties, and 
save the day before bedtime! (STK636253) 
SC, 6x9, 120pgs, FC $14.99 
 
ALTERNATIVE COMICS 
 
(MOSTLY) WORDLESS HC 
(W/A/CA) Jed Alexander 
As its title suggests, (Mostly) Wordless is a mostly wordless all-ages book filled 
with stories, short vignettes and character sketches told with either no, or few 
words. Each story explores moments of childhood imaginative exploration — 



from dress up and playing pirates to nursery rhymes and rainy days. 
(STK632977) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 8x8, 48pgs, FC $18.95 
 
SUNBEAM ON THE ASTRONAUT GN 
(W/A/CA) Steven Cerio 
A long awaited book of all-new, never before published short comics and art by 
Steven Cerio. Included in Sunbeam on The Astronaut are comic book adventures 
of Cerio's characters from his various films with top-hatted, eyeball-performance 
greats The Residents; a dozen short narratives; a collection of paintings and 
collages and stills from his newest film The Magnificent Pigtail Shadow; and 
much more. (STK632978) 
SC, 8x12, 56pgs, B&W $9.95 
 
AMAZE INK/SLAVE LABOR GRAPHICS 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
CONTRABAND GN 
(W) Thomas Behe (A) Phil Elliott, Ian Sharman 
A self-styled "citizen journalist," Toby is documenting a group of underground 
video journalists who look for violent acts to film on their phones when he is 
discovered by agents for a cell-phone channel called "Contraband." Forced to 
work for them, Toby is assigned the difficult task of finding a female activist bent 
on sabotaging Contraband, and must navigate a difficult path where he must 
choose between his own safety and the greater good. (STK357732) 
(DEC073339) 
SC, 144pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
MALLEUS MALEFICARUM: A GUIDE TO CATCHING WITCHES GN 
(W) Heinrich Kramer & Various (A/CA) Mike Rosen 
In 1487 Heinrich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger wrote the Malleus Maleficarum, the 
premiere manual for exposing, capturing, prosecuting and burning witches used 
by every right-thinking European magistrate of the late middle ages. Cartoonist 
Mike Rosen's tongue-in-cheek adaptation of this uplifting tome answers all those 
nagging questions: Do witches kill newborn babies for use in their rituals? Can 
they turn men into beasts? (STK443520) (DEC110774) 
SC $12.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ELDRITCH! TP 
(W) Aaron Alexovich (A/CA) Drew Rausch 



Anya Sobczek (Sub-Check) is a snarling science major with an arm full of Darwin 
tattoos. Her brother owen is a sulking introvert in a coven of teenage occultists. 
The Sobczek siblings have always been brutally competitive, but now that 
Owen's blood has started bubbling with ancient tentacled abominations, their 
rivalry is about to enter a vast new dimension of cosmic terror. Eldritch! is a 
comedic horror story with Lovecraftian trappings that pits science against belief. 
(STK611313) 
SC, 6.6x10.1, 168pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
AMIGO COMICS 
 
GHOST WOLF #2 
(W) El Torres (A)  Siku, Loren Lorente (CA) Loren Lorente 
In the northern wastes, the two demigods have their final showdown. The Ghost 
Wolf, avatar of the tribe, versus Kerunnos, the Horned God who feeds on the 
dead. Beyond the strength of any warrior, beyond the epic sagas, there are two 
enemies, two gods, fighting to death. (STK636257) 
32pgs, FC (2 of 4) $3.99 
 
ROGUES! THE COLD SHIP #1 
(W) Torres El (A/CA) Lolita Aldea 
New story arc and new artist! The spectacular art of Lolita Aldea illustrates a new 
adventure of Bram and Weasel. Their friendship is strong, but it will be put to the 
test when one gloomy night, a dark ship appears in Geradas' harbor and the grim 
crew commands Bram, the northerner, to join them in their deadly quest! 
(STK620810) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG130942) 
SC, 7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 5) $3.99 
 
LUNITA #2 
(W) Xavier Morell (A/CA) Sergi San Julian 
D.E.A. Agent Summers and her partner, the mysterious Lunita are being hunted 
by the nebulous organization that traffics with the supernatural drug across 
Europe. They have to hide in the deep of the woods. Ancient forests, plenty of 
tales, legends, and mythical creatures that could be real! (STK626269) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #10 (OCT130812) 
32pgs, FC (2 of 4) $3.99 
 
AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT 
 
CAVEWOMAN: KARNIVAL—BUDD ROOT SPECIAL NUDE EDITION 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 



ADULT MATERIAL 
24pgs, B&W PI  
 
CAVEWOMAN: JOURNEYS #1—ROB DURHAM COVER C 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
24pgs, B&W (1 of 2) PI  
 
CAVEWOMAN: JOURNEYS #1—COVER D 
(W/A) Rob Durham (CA) Budd Root 
Holy Cow! Talk about Cavewoman going on a Journey! Budd's newest 
masterpiece has Meriem holding on for dear life as Harmony the T-Rex charges 
forth! Limited to only 600 copies, each book is bagged and boarded and comes 
with a Certificate of Authenticity! (STK636342) 
24pgs, B&W (1 of 2) PI  
 
ANDREWS MCMEEL 
 
COMPLETE CUL DE SAC BOXED SET SC 
(W/A/CA) Richard Thompson 
The complete library of all Cul de Sac cartoons and more! In addition to every 
Cul de Sac cartoon ever published, selections of Thompson's pre-syndication Cul 
de Sac art are included in this affordable, paperback boxed set. Cul de Sac 
began newspaper syndication in September 2007 and ended in September 2012, 
when creator Richard Thompson retired to focus on treatment for Parkinson's 
Disease. In its too-short time on the comics page, Cul de Sac garnered an avid 
fan base, a Reuben and a Harvey Award, and remarkable admiration from the 
cartooning community. In tribute to the strip, all the cartoons that were ever 
published are gathered here along with a selection of Richard Thompson's pre-
syndication Cul de Sac watercolored Sundays. (STK635282) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 9xx11, 224pgs, B&W $75.00 
 
GET FUZZY TREASURY: JERKTASTIC PARK TP 
(W/A/CA) Darby Conley 
Collecting the cartoons from The Birth of Canis and The Fuzzy Bunch, this 
treasury is a rollicking read full of Bucky's signature bullying of Satchel and Rob's 
inability to keep the peace. (STK635283) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 8x11, 256pgs, PC $18.99 
 
ANTARCTIC PRESS 
 
GOLD DIGGER #211 
(W/A) Fred Perry 



Gina, Ayane and Britanny uncover the workshop of the Death Trap Architect and 
accidentally activate a titanic trigger that threatens to set off an continent-wide 
array of ancient catastrophes!  The trio must crawl their way to the trigger's reset 
chamber to disarm the disasters and learn the source of the ancient death trap 
empire! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
64-BIT ZOMBIE #1  
(W) Fred Perry (A) David Hutchison 
A new game is late for release, and to meet the deadline, one of the 
programmers decides to use code from an old game that seems to have the 
most realistic zombie characters he's ever seen.  To the shock and horror of the 
new game's characters, the zombie enemies are less interesting in being game 
targets than in eating digital brains! 
B&W, 32pgs $3.99 
 
STEAM WARS #5  
(W/A) Fred Perry 
The rebeillion's finish is close at hand, as Lord Baron and his armada surround 
the last of the free terrritory forces with his ultimate weapon, the "Death 
Blimp"...but there is one hope!  In a phony ammo supply dirigible, Captain Hansel 
Lowe, Dutchess Imoen and General Teft steal aboard the Death Blimp to rescue 
their captured friend, Beauregard Baron, son of the Hegemonic Crux overlord, 
and to buy the rebellion one last chance to survive! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
VICTORIAN SECRET: STEAM QUEENS #1  
(W/A) Brian Denham 
These proud, plucky damsels, garbed in their most elegant brass and leather 
finery, dare to defy danger and stoke the steampunk engines for a royal 
adventure! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE ART OF JOE WIGHT VOLUME 1 TPB 
(W/A) Joe Wight 
Antarctic Press is proud to present an artwork showcase of one of the most 
amazing comic book artists of our time: Joseph Wight.  One of the very first (if 
not THE first) artist to do painted art in Photoshop (Shotgun Mary, 1995), Joe's 
gorgeous rendering (color and grayscale), narrative timing (comic, dramatic, and 
horror) and near-fanatical precision in rendering machines (real and fictional) on 
land and sea and air have graced titles for numerous companies since 1989.  
From Twilight X to Nazi Zombies, from Star Wars: The Manga to First Moon, 
Joe's work has garnered him international praise from peers and fans alike, 
earning him a signing trip to Europe, limited print commissions for military 
groups, and more.  Now the man Adam Warren calls the "Photoshop Monster", 
has assembled a choice selection of his art pieces, presented in FULL COLOR at 



MAGAZINE SIZE.  This will make a proud addition for any collector of fine art or 
fan of military, zombies, humor, action, gorgeous women, jaw-dropping 
scenery...well, you get the idea.  Secure your copy today! 
SC, 9x11, 96pgs, FC $25.00 
 
HEISENBORG T-SHIRT 
BREAKING BORG T-SHIRT 
We are the Heisenborg.  We are the danger. We are the ones who knock.  Your 
biological and technological processes will be addicted to our apparel.  
Resistance is irrelevant.  Finances are irrelevant.  Police investigators are 
irrelevant.  You will be assimilated. You will tread lightly. We are the Heisenborg. 
Say our name. 
S-XL—T-Shirt $21.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXXL—T-Shirt $24.99 
 
ARCANA STUDIO 
 
KADE: TRIBAL SUN GN 
(W) Sean O'Reilly (A/CA) Robert Gill 
Cain, the first son and the first murderer, has spent a millennia trying to clear his 
name by clearing the earth of nonhumans. He's down to the final few names on 
his list, and in the 1970's-era Canada, he's located one: Kate! Can Kade elude 
one of the deadliest men in history as well as a horde of demons hellbent on 
revenge? It has looked dark for Kade before, but never as dark ass the dim light 
of the Tribal Sun! (STK632979) 
SC, 90pgs, FC $14.95 
 
WORTH HC 
(W) Aubrey Sitterson (A/CA) Chris Moreno 
During the 1960's, Grant Worth's ability to control machines made him a 
legendary figure in Detriot. But when Worth's powers become obsolete because 
of society's own progress, he is forced to discover what happens when a 
superhero can no longer be super! (STK530300) 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #5 (MAY130796) 
HC, 128pgs, FC $24.95 
 
ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS 
 
AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE VOLUME 1: ESCAPE FROM RIVERDALE 
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A) Francesco Francavilla, Jack Morelli (CA) 
Francesco Francavilla 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! When Jughead's beloved pet Hot Dog is killed in a hit 
and run, Jughead turns to the only person he knows who can help bring back his 
canine companion — Sabrina the Teenage Witch. Using dark, forbidden magic, 
Sabrina is successful and Hot Dog returns to the land of the living. But he's not 



the same — and soon, the darkness he brings back with him from beyond the 
grave begins to spread, forcing Archie and the gang to try to escape Riverdale! 
Collects issues 1-5 featuring the first storyline "Escape from Riverdale" from the 
new ongoing TEEN+ comic book horror series Afterlife with Archie. Features a 
limited run comic shop-exclusive cover. (STK635162) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 5x7, 160pgs, FC $17.99 
 
AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE #6 
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A) Francesco Francavilla, Jack Morelli (CA) 
Francesco Francavilla 
"The Nether-Realm." The unthinkable has happened: Riverdale has become 
Ground Zero for the zombie apocalypse, and the surviving members of our gang 
have been forced to flee their beloved home. However terrible things have been 
for Archie and friends, they've been much worse for Sabrina the Teenage Witch. 
Banished to witches' purgatory after using the dreaded Necronomicon, she's now 
fighting for her immortal soul! A perfect entry-point for new readers as the smash 
horror TEEN+ hit continues! Definitely not for all ages! (STK635079) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
PEPOY VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE #1—SECOND PRINTING 
(W) Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 
Shocking Second Printing — with a new Francesco Francavilla Cover! A horrific 
accident sets off a series of grim events and Sabrina the Teenage Witch must try 
to repair the unspeakable evil her spell has unleashed. Gasp in horror as 
Riverdale faces an impending zombie Arch-pocalypse in this brand-new, spine-
tingling ongoing series — but be warned, kiddies, this one's not for the faint of 
heart! (STK630105) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
AFTERLIFE WITH ARCHIE #2—SECOND PRINTING 
(W) Roberto Aguirre Sacasa (A/CA) Francesco Francavilla 
Second Printing ! When Jughead performs a despicable and frightening act in 
front of everyone at the Halloween dance, tensions start to rise and fears begin 
to mount; who will be next to join Jughead in the Afterlife? And what about those 
who are already infected? Be warned, kiddies, this one's not for the faint of heart! 
(STK634063) 
7x10, 32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
THE FOX #1—SECOND PRINTING 
(W) Mark Waid (A) Dean Haspiel (CA) Mike Norton 
Second Printing of the sold out first issue!  Emmy Award-winning writer/artist 
Dean Haspiel and Eisner Award-winning writer Mark Waid bring the legendary, 
pulp-style hero The Fox to life in "Freak Magnet, Part One: The True Face of My 
Face"! When photojournalist Paul Patton, Jr. donned a super hero costume, he 
thought it would be a quick way to make some news. Now the strange and 



unusual just can't help but be drawn to the freak-magnetism of the fabulous 
fighting Fox! (STK631713) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
ARCHIE #655 
(W) Tom DeFalco (A/CA) Fernando Ruiz & Various 
An unexpected day off from school turns into the adventure of a lifetime! When a 
flying saucer crash-lands in Riverdale, Archie and Jughead come face-to-face 
with the one and only Cosmo the Merry Martian! His now-damaged space ship is 
threatening to make him late for a very important meeting at the Diner at the 
Center of the Universe — and without Cosmo there, the fate of the entire galaxy 
could be at risk! Archie is prepared to save the day, and you can bet that if a 
diner's involved, Jughead's on board! Get ready for intergalactic adventure and 
classic Archie Comics characters galore in an out-of-this-world story by comics 
great Tom DeFalco! (STK635081) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
COSMO VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
ARCHIE COMIC SUPER SPECIAL #6 
(W) George Gladir, Dan Parent (A) Dan Parent, Fernando Ruiz (CA) Dan Parent 
Something amazing is happening in Riverdale! The quarterly Archie Comic Super 
Special Magazine rolls on with this spring fling edition! Spring is in the air, flowers 
are in bloom, and Archie's probably missing all of it because he's stuck in 
detention! It's classic fun from the Archie vault. All this plus creator spotlights, the 
latest Archie news, a brand new multi-color foil-enhanced cover and much, much 
more in this jam-packed magazine! 
Script: George Gladir, Dan Parent   Art: Dan Parent, Fernando Ruiz Cover: Dan 
Parent (STK637018) 
Magazine, 8x11, 128pgs, FC $9.99 
 
ARCHIE'S FUNHOUSE DOUBLE DIGEST #5 
(W) Greg Ehrbar (A/CA) Fernando Ruiz & Various 
When Reggie selflessly gives Archie two gift certificates to a fancy restaurant, 
Archie's not convinced that Reggie's not up to something. Could it be possible 
that Riverdale's infamous trickster is genuinely being kind, or is it part of a thicker 
plot? Find out in "Eat, Drink and Be Crazy" the hilarious lead story to a fun-filled 
double digest! (STK635082) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
ARCHIE 1000-PACE COMICS BONANZA TP 
(W) George Gladir, Frank Doyle (A) Dan Parent, Dan DeCarlo (CA) Harry Lucey 
& Various 
Didn't think we could manage 1000 more pages of classic fun from Archie & the 
gang? Guess again! From classroom calamities to dating disasters, Archie, 
Betty, Veronica, Jughead, and the rest of the pals 'n' gals of Riverdale know how 
to make everyone laugh-and they've been doing a spectacular job of it for over 



seven decades! Celebrate everything Archie with the largest Archie collection 
series ever offered at an incredible value price! (STK635103) 
SC, 5x7, 1000pgs, FC $14.99 
 
BETTY & VERONICA #271 
(W) Tom DeFalco (A) Jeff Shultz & Various (CA) Dan Parent 
Betty and Veronica jet off to fabulous New York City for a runway event hosted 
by an old friend of Mrs. Lodge's. It promises to be the hottest fashion affair of the 
season, until a mysterious ailment befalls all of the models and threatens to 
doom the entire production! Betty and Veronica may end up as more than just 
purveyors of the show if it's to go on! Featuring special guest appearances from 
Sabrina the Teenage Witch, Josie and the Pussycats, Katy Keene, Ginger 
Snapp, and more classic characters! (STK635096) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
MARYILYNS VARIANT COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
BETTY & VERONICA DOUBLE DOUBLE DIGEST #223 
(W) Dan Parent (A) Dan Parent & Various (CA) Jeff Shultz, Tito Pena 
It's time for Archie to make one of the most important decisions in his teenage 
life: who should he take to prom? With Betty, Veronica, and Cheryl Blossom all 
clamoring to be his date, the decision won't be an easy one! When he makes the 
bold choice to take all of them, all bets are off! Find out who wins the "Prom 
Showdown," the lead story to a fun and fashionable double double digest, 
featuring a fancy fifth ink cover! (STK635083) 
Digest, 320pgs, FC $5.99 
 
B & V FRIENDS DOUBLE DIGEST #238 
(W) Frank Doyle (A) Dan DeCarlo & Various (CA) Bill Galvan & Various 
Betty and Veronica are two beautiful brides. Wait, brides? In high school? And 
who exactly are they marrying? Get an early look at the married lives of our two 
favorite BFFs before Life With Archie and see what happens when Archie's faced 
with the decision of a lifetime in "Archie's Choice," the 4-part story that leads the 
way in this jam-packed double digest! (STK635094) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
JUGHEAD & ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #2 
(W) Craig Boldman (A) Rex Lindsey & Various (CA) Jeff Shultz & Various 
A trip to the mall turns what would be the best day of Jughead's life into a day of 
turmoil! And it's all because of corn dogs and teddy bears! Sounds weird? You 
couldn't even begin to imagine it! Find out what the "Wrong Stuff" is in this fun 
lead story to a hilarious double digest! (STK635084) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LIFE WITH ARCHIE #35 
(W) Paul Kupperberg (A) Bob Smith & Various (CA) Fernando Ruiz & Various 



Archie Marries Veronica: Big things are about to happen to some of our favorite 
pals 'n' gals, but it seems as though everyone's own personal problems might 
cause them to neglect the ones they love. Will Veronica's legal issues continue to 
pull her away from her friends and family, or will super-detective Sam Hill save 
the day and allow her to be free from the shackles of house arrest? Can Archie 
finally put an end to his unemployment streak? Archie Marries Betty: After a long 
and stressful nine months (for Jughead, at least!), could Midge finally be ready to 
bring the newest member of the Jones family to Riverdale? Meanwhile, Archie 
and Betty haven't been on the best of terms lately; will they be together to 
celebrate this happy occasion? (STK635097) 
REGULAR COVER—Magazine, 32pgs, FC $3.99 
BURGER BEAST VARIANT COVER—Magazine, 32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
THE COMPLETE SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH: 1962-1971 TP 
(W) George Gladir (A/CA) Dan DeCarlo 
Get ready to be spellbound by the one and only Sabrina the Teenage Witch in 
this classic compendium of supernatural stories! The Complete Sabrina the 
Teenage Witch is a black and white chronological collection of the history of the 
magical teen, starting with her first appearance in Archie's Madhouse in 1962. It's 
the perfect book for comic collectors, pop culture aficionados, and fans of comic 
book history. (STK635113) 
SC, 5x7, 512pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
WORLD OF ARCHIE DOUBLE DIGEST #39 
(W) Bill Golliher (A/CA) Fernando Ruiz & Various 
Archie and Dilton are embarking on a new business venture: aerial photography! 
The boys are ready to make history, but what happens when their new invention 
lands in a no-fly zone? Find out in "In Plane View," the lead story to an 
entertaining double digest! (STK635091) 
Digest, 160pgs, FC $3.99 
 
KNUCKLES THE ECHIDNA ARCHIVES VOLUME 5 TP 
(W) Ken Penders (A) Manny Galan & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
Knuckles, Sonic's original "friendly nemesis" and the last guardian of the Floating 
Island, finds himself embroiled in a political thriller, all the while continuing his 
quest to uncover his family's secret origin! Featuring the team of detective heroes 
known as the Chaotix in some of their earliest adventures, and tying directly into 
the top-selling Sonic Archives series, Knuckles Archives Volume 5 is full of the 
action, intrigue and adventure that Sonic and Knuckles fans have come to expect 
from the Archives series! Collects issues #22-27 of the Knuckles the Echidna 
comic book. (STK635160) 
SC, 5x7, 160pgs, FC $9.99 
 
MEGA MAN #36 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Gary Martin & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 



On the eve of the Mega Man/Mega Man X Crossover comes the twisted tale that 
could only be called "A Chance at Redemption"! Dr. Wily is a free man, cleared 
of wrongdoing, and it's all thanks to — Mega Man? Can even an evil villain like 
himself live with a lie of that magnitude? Can he enjoy a life of robotics research 
next to his "frenemy" Dr. Light? Will the promise of power in Gamma be far too 
tempting? The answer to all your burning questions lie in this mega-fun issue, 
Plus, be sure to pick up both regular and variant editions to read both 
SHOCKING "post-credits" alternate endings! Includes cover art by Patrick 
"SPAZ" Spaziante and a stunning "Trial of Dr. Wily" variant cover from rising 
Mega-star Brent McCarthy! (STK635086) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
TRIAL OF DR. WILY COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
MEGA MAN VOLUME 7: BLACKOUT - THE CURSE OF RA MOON TP 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Gary Martin & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
Fresh from the history-making crossover with Sonic the Hedgehog, Mega Man is 
back with an all-new adventure! The world has gone dark. Robots have collapsed 
in the streets. Mega Man awakes to a world without electricity — and a crumbling 
civilization! With the help of the brilliant Dr. Light, Mega Man and a handful of 
Robot Masters are sent to the Amazon to stop the source of the world's power 
failure. But their mission is not an easy one. The malevolent Ra Moon has 
awoken, and it's out to destroy the world. Can Mega Man and his friends 
overcome the odds and save the world? Collects Mega Man #29-32 plus 
exclusive bonus features! (STK635117) 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $11.99 
 
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #260 
(W) Ian Flynn, Aleah Baker (A) Evan Stanley & Various (CA) Ben Bates 
Journey under the sea with Sonic the Hedgehog in the first chapter of an epic 
new saga! "Waves of Change," Part One. What could be worse than a world 
shattered to pieces?  How about dark monsters rising from the abyss? While 
Sonic and the Freedom Fighters race to find the Chaos Emeralds and Gaia 
Temples, Sonic ends up discovering a whole new world of adventure deep 
beneath the waves! But will those he encounters prove to be friend or foe? Then, 
in "Light in the Dark," part one, Sally, Nicole, Tails and Antoine venture into the 
Eggman's latest grab for power to retrieve a desperatly-needed Chaos Emerald! 
Featuring all-new cover art from superstar Ben Bates and a special "Sonic 
Versus" variant cover from Sonic artist Evan Stanley! (STK635087) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
SONIC VERSUS COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SONIC UNIVERSE #63 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jim Amash & Various (CA) Tracy Yardley 
Brand new story arc! Fly high above the clouds with Knuckles and the Chaotix in 
"The Great Chaos Caper," Part One! Knuckles the Echidna has been tasked by a 
mysterious force to fix the shattered planet, but when the Dark Gaia monsters 



emerge from the word's core, our hero finds himself in a fight for his very life! 
Luckily the ever-adventuring Chaotix are around to lend a hand, hired by 
Princess Sally to gather the all-important Chaos Emeralds. But wait, who's that 
lurking in the dark? New characters, new lands, and the return of some familiar 
faces await you in this new storyline with interior and cover art from Tracy 
Yardley! Plus a special Chibi variant cover from Ryan Jampole! (STK635090) 
REGULAR COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
CHIBI COVER—32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
SONIC/MEGA MAN: WORLDS COLLIDE VOLUME 3: CHAOS CLASH TP 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Ben Bates & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante, Ben 
Hunzeker 
The biggest video game crossover event of all time ends here with the stunning 
conclusion to Sonic/Mega Man: Worlds Collide! Dr. Eggman and Dr. Wily are 
locked inside their flying fortress, the Wily Egg! Inside are all manner of powerful 
defenses, including Metal Sonic and Bass! Outside is an army, almost every 
Robot Master ever made! Enter Sonic, Mega Man and an army of their own! 
Sonic's friends join Proto Man, Rush and Duo in an epic all-out battle to break 
through to the evil doctors, rewrite two realities, and save their home worlds! 
Collects Mega Man #27, Sonic the Hedgehog #250-251, and Sonic Universe #54 
plus exclusive bonus features you won't find anywhere else! (STK635148) 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $11.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
SONIC/MEGA MAN: WORLDS COLLIDE VOLUME 1: KINDRED SPIRITS TP 
(W) Ian Flynn (A) Jamal Peppers & Various (CA) Patrick Spaz Spaziante 
The year's most talked-about comic crossover is here, collected for the first time 
in graphic novel form! Sonic the Hedgehog/Mega Man: Worlds Collide Book 1 
collects the historic first meeting of two of the biggest video game icons in the 
world! See the two blue heroes do battle while their evil counterparts doctors 
Eggman and Wily revel in every minute of it! Featuring all the action, fun and 
adventure of the first four chapters of the 12-part epic, plus exclusive bonus 
features you can only find in this graphic novel collection! (STK620661) 
(AUG131001) 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, FC $11.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
BERSERKER 
 
GLENN FABRY SKETCHBOOK 2 SC 
(A/CA) Glenn Fabry 
Glenn Fabry's second sketchbook features more than 100 paintings, figure 
drawings, sketches and anatomy studies, preliminary cover designs, images of 
anything and everything, and also includes the first-ever Slaine concept 



drawings, Preacher cover re-imaginings, plus Glenn's early work from before 
1984. Characters featured in this collection include Sandman, Thor, Batman, 
Hellblazer, Wolverine, The Avengers, Daredevil and much much more. 
(STK636284) (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR EDITION—SC, 68pgs, FC $12.99 
REMARKED EDITION—SC, 68pgs, FC $75.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GLENN FABRY SKETCHBOOK 1 SC 
(A/CA) Glenn Fabry 
Iconic artist Glenn Fabry’s first ever sketchbook features over 100 paintings, 
figure drawings and sketches. High quality images including Preacher, 
Constantine, Spider-Man, Judge Dredd and many more. This sketchbook is also 
available as a remarked and signed version, limited to 100 copies, featuring 
exclusive hand drawn sketches by Glenn Fabry of some of his most beloved 
characters. (STK520690) (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 72pgs, FC $12.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ASPEN MLT 
 
LOLA XOXO #1 
(W/A/CA) Siya Oum 
Aspen’s newest hit series debuts! In the “Wasteland”, Lola, a young woman with 
a resolve fortified by a lifetime of survival on her own, must journey across the 
nuclear-decimated United States in order to find the family that was taken from 
her! As her quest for the truth begins, Lola uncovers the true inhumanity of the 
Apocalypse, as those who seek to hold power in a new frontier, will do so at all 
bloody costs—including her life! Aspen is proud to bring you artist Siya Oum’s 
highly anticipated new series! Sure to be one of 2014’s most exciting debuts, 
LOLA XOXO is ready to take you on an incredible adventure unlike any other!  
LOLA XOXO #1 is in stores April 9th, 2014! 
COVER A—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
COVER B—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
FATHOM: KIANI VOL. 3 #2 
(W) Vince Hernandez (A) Giuseppe Cafaro (CA) Giuseppe Cafaro, V. Ken 
Marion 
Kiani has risen! She has spent her entire life fueled by a hatred of the Human 
race. However, now, Kiani must align her actions to the Russian Scientists of the 
Volna, in order discover the whereabouts of her long lost sister, Anika. Yet, her 
past continues to brutally remind her that no one is to be trusted below—or 



above—the surface! Returning writer Vince Hernandez joins forces with Trish 
Out of Water artist Giuseppe Cafaro to bring you the latest adventures of one of 
Fathom’s most fierce and beloved characters. Kiani is back and the world of the 
Blue will never be the same again! 
FATHOM: KIANI vol 3 #2 is in stores April 23rd, 2014! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ALL NEW SOULFIRE #6 
(W) JT Krul (A) V. Ken Marion  
(CA) V. Ken Marion, Pasquale Qualano 
PJ and Alori continue to compete in the death-defying battle royale that is 
Pandemonium, but while most competitors seek the top prize of winning, 
someone has a more sinister agenda - revenge against PJ’s mentor and ally, 
Benoist. The technological mastermind Abel finally returns to the pages of 
Soulfire—and death and destruction are sure to follow! 
ALL NEW SOULFIRE #6 is in stores April 16th, 2014! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
AVATAR PRESS 
 
ÜBER VOLUME 1 TPB 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A/CA) Caanan White 
The first collection of KIERON GILLEN’s breakout hit reinvention of the 
alternative history genre is finally here!  April 24, 1945, the world holds its breath 
as the war is only days away from ending.  Russian troops move through 
Germany to the final objective… Hitler himself.  As those around the mad dictator 
crumble, the much ridiculed threats of the “Wunderwafen” finally materialize.  A 
new weapon is delivered, one with unstoppable power – a weapon like no other 
and with a madman pulling the trigger.  The Ubers change the direction of World 
War II providing a dark and uncompromising alternative history in a way that 
you’ve never seen.  Kieron Gillen and Caanan White deliver one of the best new 
series of 2013 collected in a 176 page trade paperback.  Uber Vol 1 collects 
issues #0 – 5 the startling first chapter of this new horror series that reimagines 
the super soldier in a stark new bloody vision.   
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC $19.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
ÜBER VOLUME 1 ENHANCED HC 
AUG131039 $34.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
CALIBAN #1 
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Facundo Percio 



Master storyteller GARTH ENNIS and Fashion Beast artist FACUNDO PERCIO 
team up to deliver a haunting new epic of science fiction horror.  The crew of the 
Caliban travels  
hyperspace on nothing more than a routine trip for the giant vessel.  Just human 
beings that have been inside a bit too long, confident of no other life in the 
Galaxy, and all the vastness of space to remind them how far they are from 
home.  But when an impossible accident suddenly causes the Caliban to slam 
into an abandoned alien ship, a nightmare in space begins to unfold.   Ennis 
delivers his unique brand of flawed characters, spot-on dialog, and trademark 
flare for the unexpected in a new series in the vein of Alien.  This is the beginning 
of the end for the crew of the Caliban.  Available with Regular, Wraparound, 
Terror, and Design Sketch Incentive covers by Facundo Percio and a ultra-
limited Dark Matter edition of just 1500 copies. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
TERROR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
DARK MATTER—FC, 32pgs $9.99 
 
CROSSED: BADLANDS #51 
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Christian Zanier 
(CA) Christian Zanier, Jacen Burrows, Gabriel Andrade 
GARTH ENNIS – the creator of Crossed and Preacher, continues the tale that 
set off C-Day in comic shops worldwide last month!   We return to the beginning 
of the bloodiest survival horror comic ever created.  For over five years fans have 
speculated and postulated how it all began.  Now Ennis addresses a story 
directly to the faithful that have been preparing for the outbreak since 2008.  
Artist CHRISTIAN ZANIER provides the shocking illustration as the Crossed 
plague’s earliest days are chronicled for all to see.  But be warned… there is no 
hope.  Available with Regular, Wraparound and Red Crossed Incentive covers by 
Christian Zanier, a Fatale Fantasy cover by Jacen Burrows and a Torture cover 
by Gabriel Andrade. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
TORTURE—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
FATALE FANTASY—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
CROSSED: BADLANDS #51 
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Christian Zanier 
(CA) Christian Zanier, Jacen Burrows, Rafael Ortiz 
For over five years fans have followed GARTH ENNIS’ masterful horror series 
wondering how it all began.  Now in an underground bunker, the remains of the 
British government must try to work that out themselves.  How far has is spread?  
And how?   In this world full of monsters, there is no help.  There is only the 
Crossed.  Available with Regular, Wraparound and Red Crossed Incentive 



covers by Christian Zanier a Fatale Fantasy cover by Rafael Ortiz and a Torture 
cover by Jacen Burrows. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
TORTURE—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
FATALE FANTASY—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
EXTINCTION PARADE #7 
(W) Max Brooks (A/CA) Raulo Caceres  
MAX BROOKS, New York Times Bestselling Author and master zombie scribe, 
delivers the continuing evolution of evil in the pages of Extinction Parade!  It is all 
out war as the privileged vampire clans attempt to fight back.  But they have 
never had to work with partners.  Or against waves of subdead hordes.   For too 
long the vampires focused only on their own excesses and now, too late, they 
have discovered that their solitary nature may very well bring about their ultimate 
demise.  Available with Regular, Wraparound, End of a Species and 
Bloodwashed Retailer Incentive covers by Raulo Caceres.  
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs (7 of 12) $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs (7 of 12) $3.99 
END OF A SPECIES—FC, 32pgs (7 of 12) $3.99 
 
EXTINCTION PARADE #1—ARMY OF BLOODLINES BLADES 3-BOOK SET 
(W) Max Brooks (A/CA) Raulo Caceres  
Max Brooks’ Extinction Parade is continuing the march to end of all!  For the first 
time, you can own the next exclusive “Army of the Bloodlines” set of three 
covers, this time featuring the Blades!  This first printing edition set is limited to 
only 1,000 copies.   
MATURE THEMES 
Set (x3), FC $29.99 
 
CROSSED: SPECIAL VOLLEYBALL 2-COVER SET 
(CA) Matt Martin 
Beach volleyball, Crossed-style! These athletes never looked so good or so 
deadly! Spike your Crossed collection with these special editions.  This two cover 
limited edition set by Matt Martin is limited to 750 bagged sets.  
MATURE THEMES 
Set (x2), FC $19.99 
 
NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD: DAY OF THE UNDEAD SKETCH COVER 
(CA) Matt Martin 
Each cover features a stunning Matt Martin original piece of art and is limited to 
135 copies. 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs $34.99 



 
ROVER RED CHARLIE #5 
(W) Garth Ennis (A/CA) Michael Dipascale 
Long gone are the days of treats and dog parks.  Rover, Red, and Charlie near 
the end of their canine odyssey as they discover the trail to their final destiny.  As 
the feeders’ world collapses around them, these three best friends continue to 
search for the new path in this post-apocalyptic world.  And with the very forces 
of nature seemingly against them, the trio must find a way to the Big Splash.  
GARTH ENNIS, the master of original horror, has crafted a story that eloquently 
reveals the best and worst in human nature through the actions of man’s best 
friend.  Available with a Regular, Wraparound, and a Dog Days Order Incentive 
cover by series artist Michael Dipascale. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ÜBER #12 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Gabriel Andrade 
(CA) Gabriel Andrade, Michael Dipascale 
KIERON GILLEN has changed the face of war comics forever with the 
introduction of Uber.  After the World-changing events of the previous issue, 
everything is different. As the true power of the Battleships is just settling in, Uber 
Year II begins with a deeper look at some of the players left standing.  This arc of 
unthinkable atrocities is illustrated by GABRIEL (Ferals) ANDRADE.  Available 
with Regular or Wraparound cover by Gabriel Andrade, Propaganda Poster 
cover by Michael Dipascale, and a special Blitzkrieg Incentive cover by Andrade 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
PROPAGANDA—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ÜBER #8—WAR CRIMES COVER 
(W) Kieron Gillen (A) Caanan White 
(CA) Gabriel Andrade 
There is no stopping the Battleships on another stunning “War Crimes” painted 
cover! Limited 1,250 copies. 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs $5.99 
 
GOD IS DEAD #10 
(W) Mike Costa (A) German Erramouspe 
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile 
More returned gods and demigods have targeted the Earth as their own.  Now 
where once there was a single pantheon under Mother Earth Gaia, there is a 
churning vortex of divine anger and wrath.  Mankind plotted to overthrow a god.  
But little did they know that the solution may be worse than the problem.  MIKE 



COSTA continues JONATHAN HICKMAN’s vision for the war of the divine in the 
pages of God is Dead!  Available with a Regular, End of Days, and Iconic covers 
by Jacen Burrows, a Carnage Wraparound cover by German Nobile, and a 
special Gilded Retailer Incentive Cover also by Burrows. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
END OF DAYS—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
ICONIC—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
GOD IS DEAD #11 
(W) Mike Costa (A) German Erramouspe 
(CA) Jacen Burrows, German Nobile 
Albert accomplished his goal of drawing more deities into the world…and now 
the Earth will burn.  Man’s hubris truly does know no bounds.  Can the human 
race find a way to co-exist with gods walking among them?  Or will this be the 
final chapter in the book of Armageddon?  MIKE COSTA delivers the intensity 
and darkness in the ongoing tale of humanity at the brink of destruction.  
Available with not only a Regular cover but also an End of Days cover, Iconic, 
and Gilded Order Incentive copies by Jacen Burrows and a special Carnage 
Wraparound by German Nobile. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
CARNAGE WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
END OF DAYS—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
ICONIC—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
GOD IS DEAD #1—ENHANCED EDITION 
SEP138218 $3.99 
 
GOD IS DEAD #2—ENHANCED EDITION 
SEP138219 $3.99 
 
IGNITION CITY VOLUME 1 TP 
DEC090684 $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ABSOLUTION VOLUME 2: RUBICON TPB 
(W) Christos Gage (A) Daniel Gete, Paul Duffield 
(CA) Daniel Gete 
Screenwriter CHRISTOS GAGE takes his network television hardboiled crime 
sensibilities back to the violent world he created to reveal the fate of police 
superhero turned vigilante, John Dusk. With Dusk’s fall from grace, every 



scumbag lawyer in the city is leading the charge to have the criminals he put 
away released from prison. But the thugs are finding that life behind bars is safer 
than facing Dusk’s brand of permanent justice on the streets. As the body count 
increases, the former friends and loves in Dusk’s life face the difficult challenge 
of trying to bring in one of their own. With a bounty on his head and pressure 
mounting for his arrest, the authorities take an insane chance by unleashing an 
unstoppable maniac to take him down. But sometimes the cure can be far worse 
than the disease. This collection also features the Happy Kitty origin special 
issue!  John Dusk continues his slide into darkness with this all new collection of 
Absolution Rubicon #1-5 and the Happy Kitty Special. (C:  0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $19.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
ABSOLUTION VOLUME 1 TP 
MAY100783 $24.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
GRAVEL: COMBAT MAGICIAN #3 
(W) Mike Wolfer (A) Gabriel Rearte 
(CA) Caanan White, Mike Wolfer 
On a clandestine mission to Tokyo to clean up the mess created by another 
British Combat Magician, Gravel must find the rogue madman or risk an 
international incident. But once he comes face-to-face with his occult-powered 
foe, the seasoned veteran will find that the green trainee has brought something 
with him from England, something which makes him impervious to harm. In the 
underground subway of magical horrors, Gravel's only hope is to use his head, 
which has never been one of his strong point, and even if he survives, a far 
greater threat to his life awaits in the darkness!  Available with Regular cover by 
Caanan White and Wraparound, Horror, and a Black Magic Order Incentive 
cover by Mike Wolfer. 
MATURE THEMES 
REGULAR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
WRAPAROUND—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
HORROR—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
CROSSED: WISH YOU WERE HERE VOLUME 3 TPB 
NOV130804 $19.99 
 
WARREN ELLIS’ BLACK GAS TPB 
SEP073405 $19.99 
 



GRAVEL VOLUME 1: BLOODY LIARS TPB 
FEB094087 $24.99 
 
GRAVEL VOLUME 2: THE MAJOR SEVEN TPB 
OCT090716 $19.99 
 
GRAVEL VOLUME 3: LAST KING OF ENGLAND TPB 
SEP100803 $19.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
BIG DOG INK 
 
CRITTER #23 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Fico Ossio (CA) Fico Ossio, Randy Green 
Critter has returned home after the events of last issue. The world feels a little 
simpler now, but is all as it seems? (STK635755) 
24pgs, FC $3.50 
 
LEGEND OF OZ: THE WICKED WEST #19 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) Alisson Borges (CA) Alisson Borges, Nei Ruffino 
Mombi's secret connection to the missing Princess Ozma has been discovered. 
But to find out where the princess is hidden, Glinda must confront Mombi in a 
magical battle that may tear Oz apart. (STK635756) 
24pgs, FC $3.50 
 
REX, ZOMBIE KILLER #4 
(W) Rob Anderson (A/CA) Dafu Yu 
Rex the Golden Retriever and his pack of gorillas, pit bulls, and squirrels have 
reached their so-called "safe place," but Rex's human is a prisoner. Will the 
animals survive a showdown with the soldiers running the bunker? (STK635759) 
28pgs, FC (4 of 4) $3.50 
 
SHAHRAZAD #6 
(W) Kari Castor, Kim Hutchinson (A) Jesse Wichmann (CA) Jesse Wichmann, 
Mike Debalfo 
Past, present, and future collide in the rings of Saturn. (STK635757) 
28pgs, FC $3.50 
 
PENNY FOR YOUR SOUL: DEATH TP 
(W) Tom Hutchison (A) J. B. Neto (CA) Fico Ossio 
Just as things begin to settle back into place, Danica and company begin to find 
discrepancies in the daily soul intake of the Babylon Hotel and Casino. Souls are 
being removed from existence rather than being transported to Heaven, Hell or 
Las Vegas. Mary Magdalene, Lucifer, Lilith, and the third Horseman of the 



Apocalypse: Death, the god Anubis, all take center stage as the battle for your 
soul continues in the neon lit city in the desert. (STK635766) 
SC, 7x10, 180pgs, FC $17.99 
 
SHAHRAZAD VOLUME 1 TP 
(W) Kim Hutchinson, Kari Castor (A) Mike Krome (CA) J. Scott Campbell 
She has been everywhere, seen everything and talked to everyone. Now it is 
time to tell her story. Aircraft carriers that house giant bats, Roman gods and 
living clouds are but a sampling of the visual treats to come. The Sirens sing their 
song among the islands, but they do not call to passing ships this day. Instead 
they call to the universe itself, and Shahrazad answers — along with a horde of 
warriors and beasts from the past, present, and future. Collects issues #1-5 of 
the ongoing series as well as the preview issue and features a cover by J. Scott 
Campbell. (STK635765) 
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC $17.99 
 
BLACK MASK COMICS 
 
BALLISTIC #5 
(W) Adam Egypt Mortimer (A/CA) Darick Robertson 
The entire world of Repo City State is rocked to its foundations in this pulse-
pounding conclusion to the first arc of Darick Robertson and Adam Egypt 
Mortimer's cyberpunk adventure that tears through the frontal lobe of the future. 
(STK620853) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG131101) 
32pgs, FC (5 of 5) $3.50 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #5 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
"Walls of barbed wire and vats of human flesh" are the images in a psychic vision 
that inspires our post-apocalyptic heroes to visit Guernica, a secret concentration 
camp built in early 21st century America during the height of the Silent War. As 
the Walk Among Us arc passes its halfway point, Tommy's quest to find a new 
heart for his dying sister in the wasteland of Outer City darkens, with mythic 
horrors threatening to derail and dismember the team. (STK636081) 
MATURE THEMES 
36pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #6 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
In the ancient tunnels beneath Guernica, Tommy, Halfpipe, and Mulciber are 
separated from the bounty hunter Soledad and must face an overpowering evil 
on their own. One of the three will die, the other two won't get out that easy. 
(STK636084) 
MATURE THEMES 



36pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #7 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
Godkiller has its own special breed of zombie, a weirder and more shocking 
variety than Romero or Ennis ever imagined… and our surviving heroes are 
surrounded by them in this epic climax to Godkiller's Walk Among Us arc. 
(STK636085) 
MATURE THEMES 
36pgs, FC $3.99 
 
GODKILLER: WALK AMONG US #8 
(W) Matt Pizzolo (A) Anna Wieszczyk (CA) Ben Templesmith, Anna Wieszczyk 
Enigmatic black market arms dealer Bonecrusher makes her debut in this 
macabre epilogue to the Walk Among Us arc when Soledad and our last hero 
alive in Outer City attempt to sell the contraband they acquired beneath 
Guernica. Following her debut here, Bonecrusher will become a key player in the 
ongoing Godkiller saga that continues in the upcoming arc Tomorrow's Ashes. 
(STK636086) 
MATURE THEMES 
36pgs, FC $3.99 
 
LIBERATOR/EARTH CRISIS #2: SALVATION OF INNOCENTS 
(W) Matt Miner, Earth Crisis (A) Javier Sanchez Aranda (CA) Rod Reis 
When Sarah Mann takes a crappy custodial job at a cosmetics lab, she discovers 
cold-blooded scientist Dr. Elena Reznik's secret facility where illegal vivisections 
are performed on live, conscious animals. Inspired by the stories of Jeanette and 
Damon's animal liberations, Sarah pulls on her own mask and sets out to rescue 
the tortured animals. Different sides of the same story are told in the 
simultaneously released comic book and concept album by hardcore legends 
Earth Crisis. (STK636082) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, FC (2 of 2) $3.99 
 
BLEEDING COOL 
 
BLEEDING COOL MAGAZINE #10 
Bleeding Cool Magazine’s Science Fiction Spectacular issue returns with a look 
at the best in Sci-Fi in comics, film, and television!  Join us to enter Dark Horse’s 
world of Alien with coverage on their biggest new zenomorphic projects!  We’ve 
got all the best in classic sci-fi: Star Wars, Star Trek, Planet of the Apes, Doctor 
Who, and all the brightest in new sci-fi from Almost Human to Jupiter Rising! 
BCM also gives you sneak-peaks and advance info on the best new sci-fi comics 
of 2014 including Garth Ennis’ Caliban, Kieron Gillen's Mercury Heat, and many 
more!  RICH JOHNSTON gives the lowdown on what to look for and what to 
bank on in the world of comic books! Tired of seeing everyone profit from their 



comics but you? Get ahead of the curve with “Comics to Cash” and “Vintage 
Paper” to see where the next big back issue explosion will happen. Delivering 
over 100 pages per issue on a bi-monthly release schedule, each issue is full of 
articles that are NOT AVAILABLE ON THE WEB! (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, 104pgs, FC $4.99 
 
BOHEMIAN PRESS 
 
A PIGGY'S TALE #1 
(W) Tod Emko (A/CA) Ethan Young 
After an accident takes his leg, a rescue dog named Piggy discovers he has 
super-powers, and must fulfill his fate to save other critters from despair. 
Accompanied by a street smart cat and a girl who can talk to animals, this 
unlikely hero must stop evil from befalling victims in New York City. (STK635952) 
24pgs, FC (1 of 4) $2.99 
 
BONGO COMICS 
 
BART SIMPSON TO THE RESCUE GN 
(W/A) Matt Groening (CA) Jason Ho 
Need a lift or a laugh? Help is on the way! When Bart attempts his most 
elaborate practical joke ever, he becomes an Internet sensation with a little help 
from his friends, about 15 million of them. Then join Bart on an incredulous 
journey when a monster firecracker leaves him both deaf and dumbfounded. And 
when Bart has a chance encounter with a fortune-teller, even he's not prepared 
for the future twist of fate that awaits him. And find out who's defacing every 
billboard in town by drawing mustaches on them. If it's not El Barto, who is it? 
(STK636034) 
SC, 128pgs, FC $15.99 
 
DUFFMAN ADVENTURES #1 
(W/A) Matt Groening (CA) Mike Rote 
Get ready to be blown away by the book you never thought you'd see! We asked 
which character you wanted us to feature in our next One-Shot Wonder and the 
answer was a resounding, "Duffman!" The masses have spoken! Now the big 
question is, can Bongo deliver an awesome issue devoted to Springfield's most 
one-dimensional and underdeveloped character? We've got two words for you: 
Oh Yeah! (STK636029) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SIMPSONS COMICS #211 
(W/A)  Various (CA) Mike Rote 
Comic Book Guy celebrates issue two hundred and eleven with eleven two-page 
stories from a vast array of visiting comic book professionals who just happened 
to stop by Springfield and into The Android's Dungeon & Baseball Card Shop. 
(STK636027) 



32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
United Plankton Pictures 
 
SPONGEBOB COMICS #31 
(W) Joey Weiser, Chuck Dixon (A) Vincent DePorter, Ramona Fradon (CA) 
Gregg Schigiel 
After staying up past their bedtimes, SpongeBob and Patrick vow to go for it and 
stay up All Night. Their mission, to become "Kings of Night" — and the nocturnal 
antics that ensue are worth donning those night-vision goggles you've been 
sitting on. Then, Silver Age legend Ramona Fradon (Plastic Man, Metamorpho) 
joins with Batman scribe Chuck Dixon to weave a tale of Mermaid Man's run in 
with true love, in a story we could only call "The Lovely Lure of Lady Mackeral." 
Also in this issue: SpongeBob tries out different shapes to improve business at 
the Krusty Krabb, and poker-playing Pirates try out a new deck of SpongeBob-
themed cards. All this plus "SpongeFunnies" by James Kochalka (Dragon 
Puncher), tidal trivia by Maris Wicks (Primates), and a back cover by Eleanor 
Davis (The Secret Science Alliance)! (STK636028) 
32pgs, FC $2.99 
 
BOOM! STUDIOS 
 
BOOM! Studios 
 
DEAD LETTERS #1 
(W) Christopher Sebela (A/CA) Chris Visions 
WHY WE LOVE IT: Here at BOOM! Studios, crime is in our blood—from our 
comic-turned-feature film 2 GUNS to our critically acclaimed series HIT, we’ve 
always had a passion for all things noir. DEAD LETTERS is the next step in our 
exploration of the genre. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Creators Christopher Sebela (Ghost, High Crimes) and 
newcomer Chris Visions are two fresh voices that are about to take the industry 
by storm. Don’t miss out on a wholly unique take on supernatural noir. 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Sam Whistler wakes up in an unfamiliar  motel room, 
dressed in hospital scrubs and his arms wrapped in bandages. He remembers 
nothing—not how he got here, not where here is...not even his own name. But 
the goons knocking down his door sure do, and it’s going to take every single 
move in Sam’s forgotten repertoire to outrun and outsmart the gang war he’s just 
stumbled into. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
TRANSLUCID #1 
(W) Claudio Sanchez, Chondra Echert 
(A) Daniel Bayliss (CA) Jeff Stokely 
WHY WE LOVE IT: Claudio Sanchez and Chondra Echert have given us such 
BOOM! Studios favorites as KILL AUDIO, THE AMORY WARS and KEY OF Z. 



Their latest book takes the superhero trope of “the never-ending battle” and turns 
it into something you’ve never seen before. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: TRANSLUCID is the superhero story you want but 
never thought you’d see. A story of childhood hope and loss as much as it is 
about the meaning of heroism, and what defines a hero and a villain. 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: The Horse has been the arch-enemy of The Navigator for 
years. But The Horse feels The Navigator's moral compass has been slipping, 
and even a villain can’t let that happen. The Horse decides to get a closer look 
into The Navigator's past that he's buried deep in his sub-consciousness and find 
out what drives a person to make the right choice, and what propels someone to 
make the selfish one. Thus begins an exploration of why a young man would 
take the mantle of a superhero. 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 6) $3.99 
 
EVIL EMPIRE #2 
(W) Max Bemis (A) Ransom Getty (CA) Jay Shaw 
The sands are shifting in America’s public consciousness. One action has torn 
the country apart in a debate over the meaning of right and wrong, and Reese is 
not about to stand by as the American people support the rantings of a mad man. 
But how far will people go to take a stand in what they believe in? 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE RETURNING #2 
(W) Jason Starr (A) Andrea Mutti (CA) Frazer Irving 
Beth seemed to have nowhere to turn -- until a mysterious man who calls himself 
Marcus seemingly comes to her aid. Now, as they move through Indiana, Marcus 
not only claims to know why the NDE victims turn to violence, but also 
information about Beth’s family. But, can he be trusted? 
FC, 32pgs (2 of 4) $3.99 
 
CURSE #4 
(W) Michael Moreci, Tim Daniel 
(A) Riley Rossmo, Colin Lorimer (CA) Riley Rossmo 
Laney Griffin has shouldered more heartbreak than one man should be asked to 
endure. With his son’s life and his own criminal innocence hanging in the 
balance, Laney must take drastic measures to stay one step ahead. But as the 
captive werewolf emerges with the full moon and Sheriff Nora Hughes’ forces 
close in, the hope for survival looks slim — for father and son. 
FC, 32pgs (4 of 4) $3.99 
 
PLANET OF THE APES: CATACLYSM VOLUME 3 TP 
(W) Corinna Bechko, Gabriel Hardman 
(A) Damian Couceiro (CA) Alex Ross 
Still recovering from the terrible cataclysm that rocked the planet, Doctor Zaius 
tries to maintain the fragile coalition of apes, chimps and orangutans, in an effort 



to ensure that the rebuilding of Ape City continues apace. But cleanup is turning 
out to be just as dangerous as the calamity itself. Ape must not harm ape, but 
soon there may be no choice... Collecting issues 9-12 of the critically acclaimed 
series from Corinna Bechko (HEATHENTOWN) and Gabriel Hardman (HULK) 
along with INCORRUPTIBLE fan-favorite artist Damian Couceiro, this volume is 
a must have for PLANET OF THE APES and sci-fi fans everywhere! 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
PLANET OF THE APES: CATACLYSM VOL. 1 TP 
(W) Corinna Bechko, Gabriel Hardman (A) Damian Couceiro 
THE END IS JUST BEGINNING! Eight years before astronaut George Taylor fell 
from the stars... the stars fell on the PLANET OF THE APES! Once the destroyer 
of human civilization, the Alpha-Omega bomb of yore has slept silent in the dark 
side of the moon. One mad monk seeks to wake the beast... and all of Ape 
society is at risk. It's a race against time as Doctor Zaius struggles to find an end 
to the madness that has engulfed all that he knows! Collecting issues #1-4 of the 
critically acclaimed series! 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $14.99 
 
PLANET OF THE APES: CATACLYSM VOL. 2 TP 
(W) Corinna Bechko, Gabriel Hardman (A) Damian Couceiro 
After the cataclysm that devastated Ape City, Doctor Zaius, his family, Cornelius, 
and Marcus are tasked with the difficult and often treacherous responsibility of 
rebuilding civilization. But what terror lies beneath the ruins? Ancient mysteries 
unfold and Ape City continues to crumble while Zaius' search for answers winds 
its way deeper into the unknown. Collecting issues 5-8 of the critically acclaimed 
series. 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 
 
****************************************************************** 
 
CLIVE BARKER’S NEXT TESTAMENT #12 
(W) Clive Barker, Mark Miller 
(A) Haemi Jang (CA) Goñi Montes 
The finale of Clive Barker’s original series is upon us! All the pain and suffering 
Tristan and Elspeth have gone through has led them to Providence, where they 
are reunited with Julian...but that’s not the only family reunion taking place, as 
Wick finally faces his jailers. Clive Barker, Mark Miller, and Haemi Jang bring this 
epic to a shocking conclusion! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs (12 of 12) $3.99 
 
CLOCKWORK ANGELS #2 
(W) Kevin J. Anderson (A) Nick Robles (CA) Hugh Syme 



From RUSH visionary Neil Peart and fan-favorite author Kevin J. Anderson, this 
is the world of CLOCKWORK ANGELS brought to life! Owen Hardy never 
thought he would make it to Crown City, home of the Clockwork Angels. But now 
that he’s here, his life is turning for the worse. That’s when…The Anarchist steps 
in! 
FC, 32pgs (2 of 6) $3.99 
 
REVELATIONS #4 
(W) Paul Jenkins (A/CA) Humberto Ramos 
Things are finally coming together for Detective Charlie Northern. With the aid of 
Vatican Lawyer Lucille Pellicci, Northern’s investigation has picked up pace and 
the answers are coming together. Little does Northern know that the closer he 
gets to the truth, the more desperate others will be to keep their secrets buried. 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs (4 of 6) $3.99 
 
TANPOPO VOLUME 2 HC 
(W/A/CA) Camilla d'Errico 
A fresh wound of the heart is torn open by the unmasking of Kuro's deadly 
deception with Ni. His lessons in human emotion push Tanpopo to the limits of 
her resolve.  Is this part of his plan as her otherworldly guide or has he 
underestimated Tanpopo’s dogged independence? Camilla d'Errico's mythic and 
mystical take on literature is told through the unfolding narrative of Tanpopo--a 
mysterious girl guided by Kuro; the devil in disguise. Following from TANPOPO 
Volume 1 Hardcover, the second hardcover edition continues Tanpopo’s journey 
into human emotion through the works of Shakespeare, Edgar Allen Poe and a 
foray into the 1001 Arabian Nights. 
HC, 8x12, 208pgs, FC $24.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
TANPOPO VOLUME 1 HC 
(W/A/CA) Camilla d'Errico 
Celebrated creator Camilla d'Errico delivers a stunning visual journey exploring 
emotion, self-discovery/innocence and what it means to be human. TANPOPO is 
superhumanly intelligent and inhumanly emotionless. Attached to a mysterious 
machine and ruled by her vast knowledge, one day her heart rises up to struggle 
against her ruling mind. Torn and confused, she now seeks humanity, longing to 
feel what other humans feel. Each chapter of TANPOPO is inspired by a classic 
piece of literature or poetry, woven into its own epic story, and contained in this 
beautiful hardcover edition. 
HC, 8x12, 176pgs, FC $24.99 
 
****************************************************************** 
 
SUICIDE RISK #12 



(W) Mike Carey (A) Elena Casagrande 
(CA) Stephanie Hans 
Now awake, aware, and pissed off about what’s been done to him, the 
super-villain known as Requiem is looking for answers. There are huge gaps in 
his memories — he doesn’t know how he comes to be in this world he doesn’t 
know, in this life that isn’t his. But the mass murderer known as Requiem does 
know one thing: He wants answers, and there’s no one he won’t hurt or kill to get 
them. Not even Leo Winters’ family. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
SONS OF ANARCHY #8 
(W) Ed Brisson (A) Damian Couceiro (CA) Garry Brown 
The town of Charming is more dangerous than ever in the wake of Damon 
Pope’s death, and when two prospects are killed in what was supposed to be a 
regular ride of guns, Jax must find a way to bring order in a more chaotic world 
that’s more dangerous than ever. 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
STEED AND MRS. PEEL VOLUME 3: THE RETURN OF THE MONSTER TPB 
(W) Caleb Monroe (A) Yasmin Liang 
(CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 
After a series of stinging defeats, John Cartney has reached out for help in his 
battle against John Steed and Emma Peel, teaming up with the Cybernauts, 
robots designed to replace humanity. Our super-spies face their biggest 
challenge yet as their two fiercest foes join forces! 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
STEED AND MRS. PEEL VOLUME 1: A VERY CIVIL ARMAGEDDON TP 
(W) Mark Waid, Caleb Monroe (A) Steve Bryant, Will Sliney 
Saving the world in style! The British icon THE AVENGERS, one of the longest 
running TV shows in history, returns in comic-book form with all-new adventures! 
John Steed and Emma Peel face off against a reformed Hellfire Club, led by the 
children of their past antagonists. This new incarnation does not look to the past, 
but instead seeks to warp the British Isles to fit their idea of what "the future" 
should look like. 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 
 
STEED AND MRS. PEEL VOLUME 2: SECRET HISTORY OF SPACE TP 
(W) Caleb Monroe (A) Yasmin Liang (CA) Joseph Michael Linsner 
Caleb Monroe and Yasmin Liang bring you all--new stories of the original 
Avengers, as the super--spy duo face a murderous conductor, crack the case of 
the Suicide Town, and get into a literal race against time. Collecting issues 4--7. 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 



 
****************************************************************** 
 
LOKI: RAGNAROK AND ROLL #3 
(W) Eric M. Esquivel (A) Jerry Gaylord (CA) Alexis Ziritt 
Loki’s rise to the fame has angered the gods! Not just the Norse gods — 
pantheon after pantheon is after this little trickster. Humanity has elevated Loki to 
a god… a god of rock and roll! Without that much belief invested in him even a 
god armada had better watch out! 
FC, 32pgs (3 of 4) $3.99 
 
DECEIVERS #5 
(W) Steven Grant (A) Jose Holder (CA) Lorena Carvalho 
The deceived become the deceivers, as Lincoln and Nicky team up with Patrice 
to entrap the corrupt intelligence agencies plaguing Europe. But when our con 
men are forced to choose between giving up their cover identities or dying in 
style, can Lincoln and Nicky return to life as normal American civilians Mark 
Linton and Scott Dunn? 
FC, 32pgs (5 of 6) $3.99 
 
PROTOCOL: ORPHANS #1—LBCC EXCLUSIVE 
(W) Michael Alan Nelson (A) Mariano Navarro (CA) Tonci Zonjic 
Previously only available at Long Beach Comic & Horror Con, this special edition 
features a cover by Tonci Zonjic. 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
Archaia 
 
DARKLIGHT OGN HC 
(W) Chad Kultgen (A) Piotr Kowalski (CA) Frazer Irving 
WHY WE LOVE IT: From New York Times bestselling author Chad Kultgen (The 
Average American Male; Men, Women, & Children) and critically acclaimed artist 
Piotr Kowalski (Marvel Knights: Hulk, Sex) comes a sci-fi epic that is truly one of 
a kind. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Perfect for fans of the gritty realism of the rebooted 
“Battlestar Galactica” coupled with the sense of exploration and teamwork found 
in classic “Star Trek.” 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: We poisoned our planet. Sucked it dry of natural resources. 
Killed one another in the name of gods that never existed, and survived despite it 
all. Now, at the very edges of the fabric of space-time, the universe itself is 
starting to decay... Three warring races–the Human Empire, the organic Duron, 
and the cybernetic Luminids–must band together to stop their mutual destruction, 
and the future of the galaxy rests on Captain Rhodes and the crew of the H.E. 
Woden. 
HC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC 



 
HACKTIVIST #4 
Reeling from tragedy, Ed has to orchestrate the most elaborate and far-reaching 
hack so far in order to right the wrongs he has brought to Sirine’s doorstep in 
Tunisia. However, if his message is to reach the entire world under the eagle eye 
of Agent Ori and the CIA, he will need the help of an old friend. In this gripping 
conclusion to Alyssa Milano’s four-part series, will Nate and Ed come together in 
order to save each other and change the world? 
FC, 32pgs (4 of 4) $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
I’M NOT A PLASTIC BAG HC 
(W/A/CA) Rachel Hope Allison 
Based on the real-life occurrence of The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, an island 
of floating trash in a remote area of the Northern Pacific Ocean more than twice 
the size of Texas, I'm Not a Plastic Bag tells a moving story about loneliness, 
beauty, and humankind's connection to our planet. Produced in conjunction with 
American Forests and the Global ReLeaf programs, Archaia will plant two trees 
for each tree used in the manufacturing of this book. Presented in partnership 
with JeffCorwinConnect, a global, ecological, educational and entertainment 
multimedia company launched by Jeff Corwin, the popular wildlife expert and 
nature conservationist, who also provides the foreword. 
HC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC $19.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
JIM HENSON’S LABYRINTH: THE NOVEL HC 
(W) A.C.H. Smith, Jim Henson (A/CA) Brian Froud 
WHY WE LOVE IT:  Finally back in print and for the first time in hardcover, the 
novelization of Labyrinth written by A.C.H. Smith and personally overseen by Jim 
Henson, is the first in a series of novels from the Jim Henson Archives. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT:  This beautiful hardcover features unpublished goblin 
illustrations by Brian Froud and an exclusive peek into Jim Henson’s creative 
process with 50 never-before-seen pages from Jim’s personal journal, detailing 
the initial conception of his ideas for Labyrinth. 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT:  The story of the classic Jim Henson film Labyrinth, 
wonderfully adapted for prose by author and playwright A.C.H. Smith. 
HC, 6x8, 330pgs, FC $19.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
JIM HENSON’S THE STORYTELLER TP 
(W/A) Katie Cook, Colleen Coover Nate Cosby, Chris Eliopoulos, Francesco 
Francavilla, Justin Gray, Roger Langridge  



(W) Marjorie Liu, Ron Marz, Jim McCann, Jimmy Palmiotti, Jeff Parker, Paul 
Tobin 
(A) Tom Fowler, Janet Lee, Mike Maihack, Jennifer Meyer, Evan Shaner, Ronan 
Cliquet 
(CA) Patrick Sherberger, Mike Maihack 
When people told themselves their past with stories, explained their present with 
stories, foretold the future with stories... the best place by the fire was kept 
for...The Storyteller! Archaia and The Jim Henson Company are proud to present 
all-new tales of fantastic wonder and extraordinary myth, as told from the tongue 
of The Storyteller and his loyal canine companion! Witness worded wonderment 
from a cavalcade of crafty creators! (STK530304) (MAY130803) 
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC $14.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
BOOM! Box 
 
THE MIDAS FLESH #5 
(W) Ryan North (A) Shelli Paroline, Braden Lamb 
(CA) A: John Keogh; B: Emily Carroll 
The ship is torn by a battle of head vs. heart. Now that they have the all-mighty 
power of The Midas Touch at their hands, do they have what it takes to use it on 
the Federation’s home planet? Lives are at stake and friendships are challenged 
in issue #5 of THE MIDAS FLESH! 
FC, 32pgs (5 of 8) $3.99 
 
LUMBERJANES #1 
(W) Noelle Stevenson, Grace Ellis (A) Brooke Allen 
(CA) Noelle Stevenson 
WHY WE LOVE IT: Five best friends spending the summer at Lumberjane scout 
camp...defeating yetis, three-eyed wolves, and giant falcons...what’s not to love?!  
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: It’s Buffy the Vampire Slayer meets Gravity Falls and 
features five butt-kicking, rad teenager girls wailing on monsters and solving a 
mystery with the whole world at stake. And with the talent of acclaimed cartoonist 
Noelle Stevenson and talented newcomer Grace Ellis writing and Brooke Allen 
on art, this is going to be a spectacular series that you won’t want to miss. 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Jo, April, Mal, Molly and Ripley are five best pals 
determined to have an awesome summer together...and they’re not gonna let 
any insane quest or an array of supernatural critters get in their way! Not only is it 
the second title launching in our new BOOM! Box imprint but LUMBERJANES is 
one of those punk rock, love-everything-about-it stories that appeals to fans of 
basically all excellent things. 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 8) $3.99 
 
KABOOM! 
 



REGULAR SHOW VOLUME 1 TPB 
(W) KC Green (A) Allison Strejlau (CA) Chris Houghton 
It’s a comic that is anything but regular! Benson just wants to have a quiet 
concert in the park...too bad Muscle Man has other plans! Will Mordecai and 
Rigby be able to stop the moshing before it gets out of control? Don’t miss these 
brand new adventures, written by acclaimed cartoonist KC Green (GUNSHOW) 
and drawn by the super talented Allison Strejlau! 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $14.99 
 
REGULAR SHOW: SKIPS #6 
(W/A) Mad Rupert (CA) A: Mad Rupert; B: Brooke Allen 
It’s the final issue and things are crashing down! Will Skips and Ted be able to 
figure out how to get out of this neverending cycle of park torture? They might 
have finally gotten a handle on Mordecai and Rigby but the problem is going to 
end up being a lot more complicated than that... 
FC, 32pgs (6 of 6) $3.99 
 
HEROBEAR AND THE KID: SAVING TIME #1 
(W/A/CA) Mike Kunkel 
WHY WE LOVE IT: Tyler and Herobear are back in an all-new original 
adventure! We’ve been waiting to see these two back in action and we’re looking 
forward to see what shenanigans these two get up to in SAVING TIME, the first 
new Herobear series in ten years. 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Whether you’re already a fan of this dynamic duo, or 
new to HEROBEAR AND THE KID, nobody does the magic of childhood like 
Mike Kunkel.  
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Henry, the family’s magical butler, is missing!! It’s up to 
Tyler and Herobear to figure out what happened to their friend...only they might 
learn a lot more about Henry than they initially thought...and be forced to get help 
from an unsuspected source. 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 5) $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: THE FLIP SIDE #4 
(W) Paul Tobin, Colleen Coover 
(A) Wook Jin Clark (CA) A: Colleen Coover; B: Courtney Bernard 
Everything is messed up and it’s only getting messier! Finn and Jake find 
themselves in the middle of a war with no way out, they have to face the battle 
head on...but what about the FLANKS?! Things are backwards and it looks like 
it’s just going get more twisted as our heroes try to finish the adventure they 
started.  
FC, 32pgs (4 of 6) $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME #27 
(W) Ryan North (A) Jim Rugg 
(CA) A: Mike Holmes; B: Sabrina Scott 



This special arc with guest artist Jim Rugg continues! Finn and Jake might have 
finally met their match. But what will happen when it turns out that the match isn’t 
a match at all? Things are getting crazy in the Land of Ooo and it looks like our 
heroes might need someone to save them this time around. 
FC, 32pgs  $3.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME 2014 ANNUAL #1 
(W) Frank Gibson, Becky Dreistdat (A) Becky Dreistdat 
(CA) A: Becky Dreistdat; B: Lorena Gomes; C: Audra Furuichi 
WHY WE LOVE IT: A very special issue by dynamite creators Becky Dreistdat 
and Frank Gibson bring you the cutest thing imaginable... Baby Fionna and 
Cake! 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: Not only does this issue feature fully painted pages by 
the amazing Becky Dreistdat, but a beautiful and sweet story featuring Cake as a 
kitten... does it get any cuter? 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: Cake is a sweet little kitten gettin’ into magical mischief with 
her best friend... little adventurer Fionna! 
FC, 32pgs  $4.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: SUGARY SHORTS VOLUME 1 TP 
(W/A) Paul Pope, Lucy Knisley, Michael DeForge, Aaron Renier Various 
(CA) Logan Faeber 
Comic creators from around the world unite to celebrate all things ADVENTURE 
TIME in this collection of incredibly original mini-adventures. Starring all of your 
favorite characters from Finn and Jake to Hot Dog Princess and Peppermint 
Butler, SUGARY SHORTS Volume One is a syrupy salute to the Land of Ooo 
that is sure to satisfy your sweet tooth. 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $19.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: SUGARY SHORTS VOLUME 1—NYCC EXCLUSIVE HC 
(W/A) Paul Pope, Lucy Knisley, Michael DeForge, Aaron Renier Various 
(CA) Dustin Nguyen 
Previously only available at New York Comic Con, this special edition features a 
cover by Dustin Nguyen. 
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $49.99 
 
BRAVEST WARRIORS #19 
(W) Breehn Burns (A) Mike Holmes 
(CA) A: Tyson Hesse; B: Tina Fabert 
Things are finally winding down for our heroes, it looks like the Bravest Warriors 
can finally take a breather... or can they? Could it be that they are in an illusion 
that just wants them to relax before it breaks and reigns terror on their minds? 
What if there is a memory donk nearby and they just can’t remember the mortal 
peril they are actually in? 
FC, 32pgs  $3.99 
 



GARFIELD: PET FORCE 2014 SPECIAL #1 
(W) Scott Nickel (A/CA) Gary Barker 
WHY WE LOVE IT: It’s been a blast bringing you all new Garfield stories, and 
some of our favorites are when Garzooka, Odious, Abnermal, and Starlena let 
the fur fly! 
WHY YOU’LL LOVE IT: This super-sized issue features an all new story where 
the Pet Force team meets all of their fellow superheroes from alternate 
dimensions — Pet Force may be tops on Dorkon, but how will they measure up 
against intergalactic competition? Long-time fans of the team will also enjoy this 
one, as many classic Pet Force foes will make their grand return. 
WHAT IT’S ABOUT: A mission in outer space leads Pet Force to encounter 
versions of the team from across the galaxy, while their oldest foes prepare a 
special welcome for them once they return to Planet Dorkon...  
FC, 48pgs  $4.99 
 
GARFIELD #24 
(W) Mark Evanier, Scott Nickel (A) Andy Hirsch, Miranda Yeo 
(CA) Andy Hirsch 
It’s Spring again...everybody knows it’s Spring again...especially our amazing 
GARFIELD team! While Garfield and Odie get into some seasonal shenanigans, 
Liz decides to spend a lovely Spring day with Arlene and meets a fairy princess. 
Guest artist Miranda Yeo joins the fun as we bring you two more all-new tales of 
the Fat Cat! 
FC, 32pgs  $3.99 
 
PEANUTS #17 
(W/A/CA) Charles Schulz, Various 
Snoopy loves Woodstock, but sometimes his storytelling can get a little rusty. He 
tends to fall asleep mid-sentence and laugh endlessly at his own jokes. As his 
dear friend, Snoopy must find a way to stay engaged throughout the diatribe of a 
lifetime. TASTY IS A VIRTUE and many more adventures can be found in this 
month’s latest issue of Peanuts. 
FC, 32pgs  $3.99 
 
BROADSWORD COMICS 
 
SCHOOL BITES EASTER BUNDLE TP 
(W/A/CA) Holly Golightly 
Get both School Bites volumes 1 and 2 with a cute Cherri chibi postcard! Cherri's 
adventures at the Shadow Academy, are filled with blood, yummy desserts, and 
perhaps romance! Exciting things happen as young vampires learn how to drink 
responsibly! A cross between Harry Potter and Anne Rice, this original graphic 
novel is fun for lovers of goth, manga, and all things cute! (STK636137) 
Comic plus postcard, SC, 128pgs, FC $19.99 
 



TAROT WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE VOLUME 1 LITHOGRAPH EDITION 
HC 
(W/A/CA) Jim Balent 
The exciting premiere story arc, "Witch War," and the bewitching one shot, 
"Dragon Witch," of Tarot: Witch of the Black Rose is now available in this special 
unsigned limited edition hardcover! There is additional bonus material, including 
an introduction by creator Jim Balent and the exclusive short story, "The Frog & 
the Witch." (That's right, "Maidens & Monsters" will only be available in our 
classic  trade paperback!) This special edition also comes with a brand-new 
Balent pencil print of Tarot entitled "April Showers" that measures roughly 6 1/2" 
x 10". Numbered and signed by the artist, the print will be placed inside the 
publication. Limited to 500 copies, this hardcover is a must-have for Tarot lovers 
and provides a perfect entry point for new readers! (STK636127) (C: 0-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
Comic plus litho, HC, 128pgs, FC $24.99 
 
CAMPFIRE 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.: LET FREEDOM RING GN 
(W) Michael Teitelbaum, Lewis Helfand (A/CA) Sankha Banerjee 
Non even half a century ago America was segregated, when everything 
depended on the color of one's skin. Access to schools, restaurants, parks, 
buses, and even water fountains was segregated. And born into this world was 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Armed with the non-violent teachings of Ghandi and a 
staunch belief that all men and women were created equal, King stepped to the 
forefront of the Civil Rights Movement. Through a series of peaceful protests and 
marches, King captured the attention of the world — and changed the lives of 
millions of Americans. (STK517967) 
SC, 7x10, 88pgs, FC $11.99 
 
O/A NELSON MANDELA: THE UNCONQUERABLE SOUL SC 
(W) Lewis Helfand (A/CA) Sankha Banerjee 
In 1948, justice and equality were outlawed in the country of South Africa. The 
people needed one voice to speak up when the world fell silent. They needed 
one leader to stand up when the world looked away. One man answered that 
call; one man who sacrificed his own future for the future of his people and 
transformed a nation. Nelson Mandela focuses on the man as a positive leader 
and the face of change in South Africa. (STK453213) 
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC $12.99 
 
CANTON STREET PRESS 
 
O/A CANTEEN KATE BY MATT BAKER HC 
(W/A/CA) Matt Baker 



Matt Baker was a master of the comic book medium as well as the female form. 
His impact is still felt today despite his early death. While his output was not as 
large as other giants in the industry, Baker's body of work is undeniably superb. 
This volume collects his rare Canteen Kate stories published by St. John 
between 1951 and 1953. This book collects the Canteen Kate stories from 
Anchors Andrews #1, Fightin' Marines #2-9, Canteen Kate #1-3, and "The 
Colonel's Daughter" from Fightin' Marines #15. Introduction by Bob Burden. 
(STK618530) 
HC, 7.5x10.2, 160pgs, FC $28.99 
 
CAPSTONE PUBLISHING 
 
O/A GRAPHIC LIBRARY: JACKIE ROBINSON 
(W) Jason Glaser (A) Bob Lentz 
Only one jersey number is retired throughout baseball — Jackie Robinson's #42. 
The man who broke baseball's color divide joined the Brooklyn Dodgers, 
becoming the first black major league baseball player of the modern era. 
Discover his inspiring story in this graphic novel biography. (STK358445) 
SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC $7.95 
 
O/A GRAPHIC LIBRARY: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. 
(W) Jennifer Fandel (A/CA) Brian Bascle 
The Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s had a charismatic and literate speaker in 
its leader, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. From his pulpit as a Baptist minister to 
meetings with Presidents, Dr. King spoke forcefully for the need for every 
American to be equal, regardless of creed or color. (STK358441) 
SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC $7.95 
 
O/A GRAPHIC LIBRARY: ROSA PARKS AND THE MONTGOMERY BUS 
BOYCOTT 
(W) Connie Colwell Miller (A) Dan Kalal 
An avalanche begins with a pebble, and the "pebble" for the Civil Rights 
Movement was an unassuming woman named Rosa Parks. After a long day at 
work, she was told to move to the back of the city bus because of her skin color, 
but Rosa Parks refused because she was tired. Her defiance of the bus line's 
rules led to a boycott of public transportation system until the bus line changed 
their discriminatory policies. (STK358437) 
SC, 6x9, 32pgs, FC $7.95 
 
CARTOON BOOKS 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
BONE VOLUME 5: ROCK JAW COLOR EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Jeff Smith 



Fone and Smiley Bone strike out into the wilderness to return a lost rat creature 
cub to the mountains. It doesn't take long before they run smack into Rock Jaw, 
"Master of the Eastern Border," an enormous mountain lion with a none-too-
friendly disposition. Life gets even more complicated when they befriend a group 
of baby animals who are being orphaned by rat creature attacks. Everything 
comes to a head in an earth-shattering clash between Rock Jaw and Kingdok, 
the leader of the rat creatures. (STK469211) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States and Canada. 
SOFTCOVER (MAR128112)—SC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC $12.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC $26.99 
 
BONE: THE QUEST FOR SPARK NOVELS 
(W) Jeff Smith, Tom Sniegoski (A/CA) Jeff Smith 
Twelve-year-old Tom Elm is just an ordinary turnip farmer from the Valley, but 
he's always felt destined for something bigger. So when he discovers everyone in 
his village is asleep and plagued by nightmares, he assembles a band of unlikely 
heroes. They must fight to preserve the Spark — a divine light born at the core of 
a vast, dark nothingness called the Nacht. The Nacht is trying to permeate the 
Waking World with nightmares of the Dreaming, and it's Tom's mission to defeat 
the Nacht and its most loyal follower, the Constable. If he fails, his family — and 
everyone — might never wake up again! (STK433250) 
BOOK 1 (DEC100981)—SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W $10.99 
BOOK 2 (NOV110864)—SC, 6x9, 224pgs, B&W $10.99 
BOOK 3 (NOV121202)—SC, 6x9, 240pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
CINEBOOK 
 
DARWIN'S DIARIES VOLUME 1: THE EYE OF THE CELTS GN 
(W) Sylvain Runberg (A/CA) Eduardo Ocana 
Victorian England. In Yorkshire, several men and horses working on a railway 
line have been slaughtered. The police suspect some kind of wild beast. The 
government calls upon controversial naturalist Charles Darwin to help with the 
investigation. A reasonable move, but one that is dictated rather by the least 
known part of his work: research on what other people would qualify as 
legendary creatures. It won't be long before the scientist discovers that he may 
be right about them after all! (STK636095) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC $13.95 
 
DARWIN'S DIARIES VOLUME 2: DEATH OF A BEAST GN 
(W) Sylvain Runberg (A/CA) Eduardo Ocana 
With the beast killed by the soldiers, the strike ends and things seem to return to 
normal. But there are still some unanswered questions and lingering tensions, 
especially towards the neo-Druids who live in the forest. (STK636096) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC $13.95 



 
DARWIN'S DIARIES VOLUME 3: DUAL NATURE GN 
(W) Sylvain Runberg (A/CA) Eduardo Ocana 
Man or monster? The beast was believed to be dead, and yet... The body has 
been stolen, its escort massacred. A woman has been killed inside the town. And 
the neo-Druids have been slaughtered by what they believed to be their god. 
Even more disturbing, Charles Darwin is revealed to be one of the creatures! The 
naturalist can no longer deny his dual nature as he struggles with the terrifying 
question: Could he be the murderous beast that committed the latest murders? 
(STK636097) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 8x11, 56pgs, FC $13.95 
 
IZNOGOUD VOLUME 6: IZNOGOUD AND THE MAGIC CARPET GN 
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary 
Haroun al Plassid is ruler of Baghdad, but his Grand Vizier Iznogoud isn't happy 
with this state of affairs. Always on the lookout for ways to become Caliph 
instead of the Caliph, he commissions a one-way flying carpet as a gift to his 
liege. But the hired help is inept, as usual, and the most inconvenienced of all will 
be the inhabitants of Beijing! (STK636088) 
SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
IZNOGOUD VOLUME 7: IZNOGOUD THE INFAMOUS GN 
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Jean Tabary 
In Baghdad the Magnificent reigns Haroun al Plassid, who is the Caliph. There 
also dwells Iznogoud, who wants to be the Caliph. The irascible Grand Vizier 
hatches plot after plot to remove his ruler and take his place — melting Djinn, 
invisibility spell, cursed diamond, voodoo doll. But no amount of cunning or 
obstinacy can make up for sheer, hilariously bad luck. (STK636098) 
SC, 9x12, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
LAMENT OF THE LOST MOORS VOLUME 2: BLACKMORE 
(W) Jean Dufaux (A/CA) Grzegorz Rosinski 
The first chapter of this epic tale of revenge and sorcery concludes. After her 
mother's marriage to the mysterious Lord Blackmore, Siobhan, last descendant 
of the Kings of Sudenne, is now supposed to be safe from the hostility of the 
sorcerer who rules the country. Too many mysteries remain, though, and the 
land itself calls for justice and the Lament of the Lost Moors to be heard. Will the 
young woman be able to avenge her father and defeat evil — and at what price? 
(STK636091) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 64pgs, FC $15.95 
 
LUCKY LUKE VOLUME 45: TYING THE KNOT TP 
(W) Laurent Gerra (A/CA)  Achdé 
Time for the Daltons to try on a different kind of ball-and-chain! Urgent message 
for the Dalton brothers: the president has approved a special measure to combat 
overpopulation in the country's prisons. They're going to be hanged! Their last 



hope lies in a little known law that would see them walk free if they were to 
marry. A frantic Ma Dalton tries to locate brides for her boys, but their reputation 
precedes them, and the only candidates she eventually locates could well turn 
out to be a worse choice than the rope! (STK636089) 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
PANDORA'S BOX VOLUME 3: GLUTTONY GN 
(W)  Alcante (A/CA) Didier Pagot 
Teze is appointed head of a food agency by his father, entrusted to stand up to 
big business. He notices a sudden resurgence in testing for mad cow disease. 
So far, results have been negative, but the scale of the testing sets alarm bells 
ringing. Facing pressure from the farm lobby, Teze introduces more stringent 
testing. This time, results seem to point to a new, more virulent strain of mad cow 
disease. Is mankind's gluttony at the heart of the problem? (STK636090) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
PANDORA'S BOX VOLUME 4: GREED GN 
(W)  Alcante (A/CA)  Juszezak 
John Midas is a financial genius. For years he's made a killing on the stock 
market. He's one of the richest men on earth; on Wall Street, he's a legend. The 
only thing he loves more than money is his daughter, who lives a simple life away 
from his gold-plated world. Now Midas has his eye set on Brazil and its currency-
but fate may not let him pull off his scheme without extracting a steep price. 
(STK636099) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
THORGAL VOLUME 15: THE CAGE GN 
(W) Jean Van Hamme (A/CA) Grzegorz Rosinski 
No such thing as a simple, happy homecoming for Thorgal! It is time at last for 
Thorgal to return to his family. After her rescue by Jolan however, Aaricia is not 
staying idle, and she tries to put together a fleet to attack Shaigan's stronghold, 
unaware that her husband is no longer the dreaded pirate lord. By the time the 
two find themselves on their own island again, Aaricia is disinclined to simply 
forgive everything, and locks Thorgal up in a cage while she makes up her mind 
about him. (STK636092) 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
COMIXTRIBE 
 
EPIC #1 
(W) Tyler James (A/CA) Fico Ossio 
Miami's newest teenage superhero has a weakness for beautiful girls — literally! 
Hot on the heels of its world-wide Free Comic Book Day debut, your new favorite 
superhero action comedy begins its Epic ongoing series run! Witness the 



frightening origin of Epic's first fearsome foe, the half-man/half-spider monstrosity 
Daddy Long Legs! See the scintillating first appearance of Scarewolf! Watch our 
hero whiff at his first attempt to woo the pretty new girl at school! All that and a 
foil-embossed cover, brought to you by writer Tyler James (The Red Ten) and 
rising-star artist Fico Ossio (Critter)! (STK636138) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SCAM ULTIMATE COLLECTION HC 
(W/A/CA) Joe Mulvey 
Imagine you had superpowers… in Vegas! Scam is an "X-Men meets Ocean's 
Eleven?” style yarn that follows a team of super-powered grifters on the biggest 
con of their lives — taking down a Vegas casino and getting revenge on the 
former teammate who double-crossed them. This stunning over-sized hardcover 
collects the sold-out mini-series written the never before released SCAMthology 
— 15 brand new SCAM stories, over 100 pages of new content, written and 
drawn by a handpicked crew of outstanding comic creators, including Nick 
Pitarra, Joe Eisma, Ben McCool, Jason Ciaramella, CP Wilson III, Tyler James, 
and many more! (STK636140) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 256pgs, FC $34.99 
 
CRUMB COMICS 
 
HUP #1—CRUMB COMIX EDITION 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) 
ADULT MATERIAL 
32pgs, B&W $4.95 
 
HUP #2—CRUMB COMIX EDITION 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) 
ADULT MATERIAL 
32pgs, B&W $4.95 
 
DYNAMITE ENTERTAINMENT 
 
SOLAR: MAN OF THE ATOM #1 
(W) Frank Barbiere (A) Joe Bennett 
(CA) Juan Doe 
“This all started with an accident…” AN ALL-NEW CORNER OF THE GOLD KEY 
UNIVERSE! Flooded with experimental radiation that grants him unbelievable 
powers, the brilliant-and-obsessive Dr. Phil Seleski seeks to unlock the secrets of 
the universe, begrudgingly becoming a "hero" along the way. But can a single 
man be trusted with near-limitless abilities? What will this mean to the ones he 
loves? And will his choices lead to utter chaos and destruction? Brilliant writer 



FRANK BARBIERE (Five Ghosts) and JOE BENNETT present the Man Of The 
Atom as you've NEVER imagined! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
SOLAR: MAN OF THE ATOM #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Frank Barbiere (A) Joe Bennett 
(CA) Bob Layton 
A super-special, exclusive Bob Layton cover, only available to comic shop 
subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
SOLAR: MAN OF THE ATOM #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER 
(W) Frank Barbiere (A) Joe Bennett 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! Only with issue #1! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #3 
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak 
(CA) Bart Sears 
As dinosaur carnage spreads across the land, Turok and Andar face an even 
more dangerous enemy — a fangless, scale-less monstrosity that's more 
ruthless than any other creature on the planet. How will Turok face the onslaught 
of this new world of horror? GREG PAK (Batman/Superman) and MIRKO 
COLAK (Conan) bring you an amazing Turok tale you’ve NEVER experienced! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER #3—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Greg Pak (A) Mirko Colak 
(CA) Jae Lee 
A super-special, exclusive Jae (Batman/Superman) Lee cover, only available to 
comic shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #2 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith 
(CA) Gabriel Hardman 
Russell Magnus thought he was a normal man living a normal life…until massive 
robots tore him from his home and thrust him into a world where men are 
controlled by machines! How does he get back to his family? Who is the 
mysterious and deadly Leeja Clane? And why is Magnus so damn good at 
fighting robots? FRED VAN LENTE (GI Joe) and CORY SMITH (Fathom) bring 
mechanized mayhem to the Gold Key Universe! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
MAGNUS: ROBOT FIGHTER #2—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 



(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Cory Smith 
(CA) Jonathan Case 
A super-special, exclusive Jonathan Case cover, only available to comic shop 
subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
FLASH GORDON #1 
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner 
(CA) A: Gabriel Hardman; B: Jonathan Case; C: Declan Shalvey; D: Marc 
Laming 
Flash Gordon never fit in on Earth. But on the bizarre planet MONGO, Flash's 
thirst for thrills and daring danger makes him the perfect weapon against world-
breaking Ming the Merciless and his awful inter-planetary swarms of terror! Can 
the cocksure Man From Earth funnel his overconfidence into saving worlds, or 
will the universe fall to Ming? Don't miss out on THE most exciting ongoing series 
of 2014 by dream team Jeff Parker (Batman '66, Aquaman), Evan "Doc" Shaner 
(Deadpool, Ghostbusters) and Jordie Bellaire (Pretty Deadly, Captain Marvel)! 
COVER A: HARDMAN—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
COVER B: CASE—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
COVER C: SHALVEY—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
COVER D: LAMING—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
FLASH GORDON #1—80TH ANNIVERSARY COVER 
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner (CA) Stephen Mooney 
A special 80th Anniversary Variant by Stephen Mooney only available for Flash 
Gordon #1! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
FLASH GORDON #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner (CA) Ken Haeser 
A super-special, exclusive Ken Haeser “Li’l Flash” cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
FLASH GORDON #1 BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER 
(W) Jeff Parker (A) Evan Shaner 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! Only with issue #1! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
(NEW) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: SIX #1 (OF 5) 
(W) J.T. Krul (A) Igor Vitorino (CA) Jenny Frison, Chris Bolson 
Don't miss this exciting chapter in Battlestar Galactica lore as the early origins of 
Number Six are explored. In developing the next generation of Cylons, getting 
the models to look human was the easy part. But acting human is another story. 
Witness the evolution of Number Six as she learns live, to love, and to hate. 



FC, 32pgs (1 of 5) $3.99 
 
(NEW) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: SIX #1—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
(W) J.T. Krul (A) Igor Vitorino (CA) Photo 
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers 
and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
(NEW) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: SIX #1—BLANK AUTHENTIX COVER 
(W) J.T. Krul (A) Igor Vitorino 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! Only with issue #1! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
(CLASSIC) BATTLESTAR GALACTICA #12 
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Cezar Razek (CA) Livio Ramondelli 
A day in the life aboard Galactica... as seen through the eyes of two of the 
smallest characters aboard: Boxey and his Daggit! What is life like for an 
innocent boy growing up in the strange, dangerous, exciting and often lonely 
world? An unusual and compelling take on life on the Galactica! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA #12—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Dan Abnett (A) Cezar Razek (CA) Ken Haeser  
A super-special, exclusive Ken Haeser “Li’l BSG” cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA ANNUAL 2014 
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Kewber Baal (CA) Kewber Baal 
The origin of the traitorous Baltar is revealed at last!  As portrayed by legendary 
genre actor John Colicos, Baltar from the classic Battlestar is one of the most 
unforgettable and enigmatic characters of the original series.  Who is the man 
that was recruited by the Cylons and helped bring about the destruction of the 
colonies?  What became of him after the final episode of the original Battlestar 
series? These questions and more will be answered in this special annual that 
delves into the decades long mystery of who Baltar was and what turned him into 
the betrayer of mankind. 
FC, 40pgs $4.99 
 
CAPTAIN ACTION CAT: THE TIMESTREAM CATASTROPHE! #1 (OF 4) 
(W) Art Baltazar, Franco, Chris "ZOD" Smits  
(A/CA) Art Baltazar 
THIS is it kids! From the EISNER and HARVEY award winning, New York Times 
best-selling Famous Cartoonists—Art Baltazar & Franco! The crossover EPIC 



event of a lifetime! Finally, CAPTAIN ACTION CAT meets ACTION CAT and the 
characters from AW YEAH COMICS! There is something EVIL out there and 
EVIL CAT is determined to find it! Even if it means searching throughout the 
SILVER AGE to do it! Could this blip on the screen be the one known as 
DOCTOR EVIL CAT?! We bet it is! What will happen when the SILVER AGE and 
the AW YEAH AGE collide! What does this mean to the time-stream? The fate of 
the comic world may change forever! PLUS, a mysterious frozen souvenir from 
the GOLDEN AGE makes a visit! CAPTAIN ACTION CAT is based on the classic 
Action-Figure Adventure-toy CAPTAIN ACTION! Also crossing over with DARK 
HORSE COMICS characters such as GHOST, X, CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT, and 
THE OCCULTIST, this series promises the typical zaniness that the creators of 
TINY TITANS are known for. True story. 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
CAPTAIN ACTION CAT: THE TIMESTREAM CATASTROPHE! #1—BLANK 
AUTHENTIX COVER 
(W) Art Baltazar, Franco, Chris "ZOD" Smits (A) Art Baltazar 
The Blank Authentix Cover features the same great story, but a blank cover that 
you can get your favorite artist to draw! Only with issue #1! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
WARLORD OF MARS #100 
(W) Arvid Nelson, Robert Place Napton, Mark Rahner 
(A) Jose Malaga, Lui Antonio, Jethro Morales 
(CA) Main: Joseph Michael Linsner; V-A: Jay Anacleto; V-B: Fabiano Neves; V-
C: Emanuela Lupacchino,  
Dynamite's Warlord of Mars comic line will hit the 100 issue milestone in April. To 
celebrate we are bringing you THREE stories by the THREE most prolific writers 
of recent Barsoomian history, each starring Barsoom’s greatest calot: WOOLA! 
Beginning with a story by Robert (WARLORD OF MARS: DEJAH THORIS) 
Napton, taking place 400 years before John Carter’s arrival on Barsoom, where a 
young Woola discovers an ancient First Born artifact that isn’t quite what it 
seems. The story continues by Arvid (WARLORD OF MARS) Nelson only to 
have it recovered by the Warlord himself many years later. What happens to the 
good people of Helium as the evil power begins to be unleashed? And what 
could it mean for the rest of Barsoom? Then, in the final chapter by Mark (DEJAH 
THORIS AND THE GREEN MEN OF MARS) Rahner, Woola must do the 
hardest thing of his life: not protect John Carter. The fiercely loyal calot must 
resist his strongest instincts to save Carter from horrifying brutality — or pay an 
infinitely worse price. Includes bonus material! 
MATURE THEMES 
MAIN COVER: LINSNER—FC, 48pgs $7.99 
VARIANT COVER A: ANACLETO—FC, 48pgs $7.99 
VARIANT COVER B: NEVES—FC, 48pgs $7.99 
VARIANT COVER C: LUPACCHIN—FC, 48pgs $7.99 
 



WARLORD OF MARS #100—EXCLUSIVE LUI ANTONIO RISQUÉ VARIANT 
(W) Arvid Nelson, Robert Place Napton, Mark Rahner 
(A) Jose Malaga, Lui Antonio, Jethro Morales (CA) Lui Antonio 
A super-special, exclusive “Lui Antonio” risqué cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 48pgs PI 
 
WARLORD OF MARS #100—EXCLUSIVE NOAH SALONGA RISQUÉ 
VARIANT 
(W) Arvid Nelson, Robert Place Napton, Mark Rahner 
(A) Jose Malaga, Lui Antonio, Jethro Morales (CA) Noah Salonga 
A super-special, exclusive “Noah Salonga” risqué cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 48pgs PI 
 
WARLORD OF MARS #100—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Arvid Nelson, Robert Place Napton, Mark Rahner 
(A) Jose Malaga, Lui Antonio, Jethro Morales (CA) Stephanie Buscema 
A super-special, exclusive Stephanie Buscema cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 48pgs $7.99 
 
WARLORD OF MARS: DEJAH THORIS VOLUME 5: RISE OF THE MACHINE 
MEN TPB 
(W) Robert Place Napton (A) Carlos Rafael, Deborah Carita 
(CA) Paul Renaud 
Having returned from Titan, Dejah reunites with her Grandfather and Father and 
finds that a Criminal Underworld has gotten a foothold in Helium led by the 
enigmatic Mortus’s. In order to discover Mortus true identity and bring down his 
organization, Dejah and a notorious Weapons Master assume different identities 
and infiltrate Barsoom's criminal underworld where they encounter assassins, 
gangsters, and a vile world of corruption and deceit that Dejah never knew 
existed. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $19.99 
 
LEGENDERRY: A STEAMPUNK ADVENTURE #4 (OF 7) 
(W) Bill Willingham (A) Sergio Fernandez Davila 
(CA) Joe Benitez 
“Jungle Tales”—The journey to Landing isn’t half as easy as Magna Spadarossa 
had hoped! From the aftermath of the crash, Magna is saved by the mysterious 
Phantom and whisked away on a jungle adventure, where she must prove to 
herself that she is more than just a damsel in distress. 



FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON 6 #2 
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez 
(CA) Main: Alex Ross; Variant: Ken Maeser 
Steve Austin is back in action with an all new issue of classic bionic adventure!  A 
government conspiracy has led to the closure of the Bionics Program forcing 
Oscar Goldman to reassign his most valuable agents and scramble for options.  
Without Rudy Wells' constant maintenance and upgrades, it's only a matter of 
time before Steve and Jamie's bionic technology runs down and ultimately fails. 
NASA scientists study the otherworldly entity enveloping the Venus Probe while 
a strange alien hybrid takes its first steps on Earth and begins sowing the seeds 
of conquest.  And while Steve faces a dangerous Russian wilderness to uncover 
the secrets of a new Cold War technology, MASKATRON faces off against the 
Seven Million Dollar Man!  Welcome back to the age of bionic action with the 
return of the original Six Million Dollar Man! 
Fans - each cover has its own UPC so you and your retailers can order the 
special cover of your choice! 
MAIN COVER: ROSS—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
VARIANT: HAESER—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: SEASON 6 #2—EXCLUSIVE 
SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) James Kuhoric (A) Juan Antonio Ramirez 
(CA) Photo 
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers 
and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
RED SONJA #10 
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani 
(CA) Main: Jenny Frison; Variant: Allison Sohn 
To save the lives of hundreds of people she's never even met, the She-Devil is 
forced to face the world's deadliest swordsman, the only man whose skill with a 
blade threatens to dwarf Red Sonja's own!   The acclaimed run by writer Gail 
Simone and artist Walter Geovani kicks into even higher gear in this epic duel of 
blood and steel! 
MAIN COVER: FRISON—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
VARIANT COVER: SOHN—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
RED SONJA #10—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Gail Simone (A) Walter Geovani (CA) Stephanie Buscema 
A super-special, exclusive Stephanie Buscema cover, only available to comic 
shop subscribers and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 



RED SONJA AND CUB (ONE-SHOT) 
(W) Jim Zub (A) Jonathan Lau (CA) Jeffery “Chamba” Cruz 
Blood will rain down upon the snowy ground as the She-Devil With A Sword 
battles her way across the Asiatic lands of Khitai. In a land of complex family 
loyalties and death before dishonor, will sharpened steel and the muscle to wield 
it be enough? Find out in this manga style inspired tale by Jim Zub (SAMURAI 
JACK). 
FC, 40pgs $4.99 
 
QUEEN SONJA VOLUME 6: HEAVY IS THE CROWN TPB 
(W) Luke Lieberman (A) Milton Estevam (CA) Lucio Parrillo 
Heavy sits the crown of Emora, as Empress Sonja is a target for plots, schemes, 
and assassinations. Her new enemy is within her walls, wears no flag, and knows 
no mercy. How can she rule when the Wizard Koliostri and his suicidal cult of 
fanatical worshippers terrorize her people? By sending her captains Xander and 
Melea to infiltrate the cult, Sonja may have signed their death warrants. There is 
only one way for this to end — in fire and blood! Collecting issues #26-35 of the 
Queen Sonja series, along with all covers, in one volume. 
SC, 7x10, 248pgs, FC $29.99 
 
THE TWILIGHT ZONE #4 
(W) J. Michael Straczynski (A) Guiu Vilanova 
(CA) Francesco Francavilla 
Trevor Richmond had it all, then lost it all, leaving behind a trail of ruined 
businesses, damaged relationships and criminal charges. He escaped into a new 
identity, free of consequences, only to find someone else living in his old 
identity... someone who is doing a much better job at it than he ever did.  And 
now Trevor wants his life back. The final confrontation between two men fighting 
for one life comes to its fiery conclusion... and only one of them will survive. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
DOC SAVAGE #5 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Bilquis Evely (CA) Alex Ross 
When a group of cultists takes control of an abandoned orbital weapon in 1988, 
threatening to burn whole cities unless their demands are met, the whole world is 
in a state of panic. Fortunately, Doc Savage and his aides are already in orbit 
repairing a communications satellite, and are the only ones who have a chance 
of averting disaster. But it’s a slim chance… 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
MARK WAID’S THE GREEN HORNET #13 
(W) Mark Waid (A) Ronilson Freire (CA) Paolo Rivera 
FINAL ISSUE! The grand finale — and the ultimate victor stands bloodied but 
unbowed! Will it be Britt Reid — or the Green Hornet? 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 



MARK WAID’S THE GREEN HORNET #13—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
(W) Mark Waid (A) Ronilson Freire (CA) Jonathan Lau 
For comic fans that reserve a copy ahead of time with their comic shop, you can 
order an exclusive Jonathan Lau cover! Only available for comic shop 
subscribers, this super-special variant is limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW #25 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Giovanni Timpano 
(CA) Main: Alex Ross; Variant: Dean Motter 
FINAL ISSUE! The Zombie Queen of Chinatown and her undead horde have the 
city in a death’s grip, and the Shadow knows that he cannot defeat them alone. 
Only with the help of his entire network of aides and associates is there a chance 
that he can save the city. 
MAIN COVER: ROSS—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
VARIANT COVER: MOTTER—FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW #25—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Chris Roberson (A) Giovanni Timpano 
(CA) Dennis Calero  
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Dennis Calero cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW NOW #6 (OF 6)  
(W) David Liss (A) Colton Worley 
(CA) Tim Bradstreet 
FINAL ISSUE! New York has been plunged into darkness and chaos looms as 
Khan attempts to restore his youth while his granddaughter seeks to stop the 
Shadow.  This is the moment of truth, as the Shadows plans, at long last reveal, 
begin to unfold, but will it be enough to stop Khan and save New York City?  It’s 
the final chapter of the Shadow’s return! 
FC, 32pgs (6 of 6) $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW NOW #6—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) David Liss (A) Colton Worley 
(CA) Colton Worley  
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Colton Worley cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 



THE SHADOW OVER INNSMOUTH (ONE-SHOT)  
(W) Ron Marz (A) Matthew Dow Smith 
(CA) Matthew Dow Smith 
The fog-shrouded town of Innsmouth holds deep secrets. There are legends of 
inhuman creatures raised from the depths, of supernatural rites and elder gods 
from beyond. When Lamont Cranston and Margo Lane find themselves trapped 
in Innsmouth, terrible truths will surface... truths only the Shadow can know. 
Writer Ron Marz and artist Matthew Dow Smith tell a Shadow story like no other, 
placing the pulp avenger in H.P. Lovecraft's famous setting for a truly inspired 
one-shot that could only be called "The Shadow Over Innsmouth”. 
FC, 40pgs $4.99 
 
THE SHADOW: YEAR ONE #9 (OF 10) 
(W) Matt Wagner (A) Wilfredo Torres 
(CA) A: Matt Wagner; B: Alex Ross; C: Chris Samnee; D: Howard Chaykin 
Bimonthly! In pursuit of his enemy, The Shadow and Margo Lane must uncover 
the mysterious secrets of Chinatown, an area of the city that seems suddenly 
cloaked in a miasma of dread.  As the intrepid Reporter inches ever closer to 
discovering The Shadow’s own secrets, the black-cloaked Master of Darkness 
finally comes face-to-face with his long-time nemesis—Dr. Zorn!  Eisner Award-
winning writer Matt Wagner and artists Wilfredo Torres and Brennan Wagner 
bring this exciting expose of The Shadow’s first adventures closer and closer to 
its thrilling conclusion. 
COVER A: WAGNER—FC, 32pgs (9 of 10) $3.99 
COVER B: ROSS—FC, 32pgs (9 of 10) $3.99 
COVER C: SAMNEE—FC, 32pgs (9 of 10) $3.99 
COVER D: CHAYKIN—FC, 32pgs (9 of 10) $3.99 
 
THE SHADOW: YEAR ONE #9—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
COVER 
(W) Matt Wagner (A/CA) Wilfredo Torres 
For comic fans that reserve a copy ahead of time with their comic shop, you can 
order an exclusive Wilfredo Torres cover!  Only available for comic shop 
subscribers, this super-special variant is limited to initial orders! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE BLACK BAT #11 
(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet (CA) Jae Lee 
Black Bat has managed to toe the line throughout his quest for redemption. But 
when someone close to him dies, will he finally cross that line and become a 
killer? Also, Oliver Snate's mystery guardian angel pulls back the curtain and 
finally reveals himself... propelling this story towards its gut-wrenching 
conclusion. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE BLACK BAT #11—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 



(W) Brian Buccellato (A) Ronan Cliquet (CA) Billy Tan 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive an exclusive Billy Tan cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #6 
(W) Steve Niles (A) Nacho Tenorio (CA) Justin Erickson 
A new adventure awaits Ash in the Dark Wood as he tries to find Evil Sheila and 
the Book of the Dead. But Sheila is too busy trying to resurrect a new undead 
husband to bother with Ash.  
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ASH AND THE ARMY OF DARKNESS #6—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION 
VARIANT 
(W) Steve Niles (A) Nacho Tenorio (CA) Dennis Calero 
For comic fans that signed up ahead of time with their comic shop to reserve this 
issue, you can receive a Dennis Calero exclusive cover! This Super Special 
Subscription Variant is only available for Comic Shop subscribers and limited to 
INITIAL orders ONLY! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
GRIMM #12 
(W) Marc Gaffen and Kyle McVey (A) Rod Rodolfo 
(CA) Lucio Parrillo 
FINAL ISSUE! Death stalks Nick and his loved ones as the Labors of a Grimm 
come to a close!  With the discovery of Silvio's plan to breed an unstoppable 
Wesen tyrant, Nick must stop at nothing to make sure this genetically engineered 
evil doesn't enter this world. 
FC, 40pgs $4.99 
 
GRIMM #12—EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION VARIANT 
(W) Marc Gaffen and Kyle McVey (A) Rod Rodolfo 
(CA) Photo 
A super-special, exclusive photo cover, only available to comic shop subscribers 
and limited to initial orders! 
FC, 40pgs $4.99 
 
VAMPIRELLA VOLUME 5: MOTHERS, SONS, AND A HOLY GHOST TPB 
(W) Brandon Jerwa (A) Heubert Khan Michael, Patrick Berkenkotter 
(CA) Paul Renaud 
Secrets (and blood) are spilled when supernatural heroine Vampirella is drawn 
into an unexpected family reunion! What are the secrets of The Conjuress and 
the man called 



Criswell... and how do they relate to Lilith, Vampirella's estranged mother? But 
bad blood and old grievances are put aside when a deadly coven of witches 
threatens to unravel all time and reality, and Vampirella finds herself stranded 
one hundred years in the future. A vision of things to come forces our heroine to 
make a painful decision, forever altering her fate. Will she survive as a new 
kingdom rises in the land? (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $17.99 
 
BAD ASS #4 (OF 4)  
(W) Herik Hanna (A) Bruno Bessadi (CA) Bruno Bessadi 
FINAL ISSUE! Dead End's epic fight with Black Snake comes to a head— and 
only one will get to leave with theirs intact. Meanwhile, the story of Dead End's 
origin reaches a high point with his first act as a disgruntled vigilante causing him 
to explode onto the scene. Dead End's fate is uncertain at best…but what else 
do you expect from a total bad ass? Don't miss the shocking conclusion to the 
saga of Dead End! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs (4 of 4) $3.99 
 
ROBOTECH/VOLTRON #3 (OF 5)  
(W) Tommy Yune, Bill Spangler 
(A) Elmer Damaso (CA) Tommy Yune 
Bimonthly! Part 3 of 5.  Commander Keith Kogane struggles to find out what 
happened to his Voltron team as Colonel Edwards has top Robotechnologists 
toiling furiously to re-engineer the recovered lions back to into working order, but 
one of them is missing!  A universe away, the SDF-1 puts up a gallant defense of 
the planet Arus, but how long can advanced alien technology hold out against the 
forces of black magic?  In the midst of all this, Khyron the Backstabber brings his 
trademark Zentraedi treachery in his quest to claim the prize of the SDF-1 for 
himself! 
FC, 32pgs (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
GARTH ENNIS’ THE COMPLETE BATTLEFIELDS VOLUME 3 HC 
(W) Garth Ennis (A) Carlos Ezquerra, Russ Braun 
(CA) Garry Leach 
Two riveting tales of war, as only bestselling graphic novelist Garth Ennis can 
deliver! In "The Green Fields Beyond," veteran Sergeant Stiles leads the Tankies 
on the killing fields of Korea during the Chinese spring offensive of 1951. It's 
British steel against massed Communist hordes, as our heroes are cut off and 
outnumbered ten to one! In "The Fall and Rise of Anna Kharkova," the USSR's 
pilot heroine flies straight into trouble as her aircraft is shot down behind German 
lines. Anna faces her worst nightmare as a prisoner of the Nazis, and events are 
set in motion that will see her made an outcast amongst her own people. (C: 0-1-
2) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 184pgs, FC $24.99 



 
SHERLOCK HOLMES: MORIARTY LIVES #3 (OF 5)  
(W) David Liss (A) Daniel Indro, Olavo Costa 
(CA) Francesco Francavilla 
Bimonthly! Driven by a promise to a dying woman and a vow of vengeance, the 
world’s most notorious villain must take on a madman who is as brilliant as he is 
dangerous.  In deep disguise, Moriarty works his way deeper into the trust of his 
new enemy, but even as he forms new alliances and plots new treacheries, his 
own allies begin to move against him.   But when charged with a task too sinister 
to contemplate, Moriarty must find a way to maintain his cover and pursue his 
plot.  It’s mastermind versus mastermind, as the plot thickens! 
FC, 32pgs (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
THE LONE RANGER #25 
(W) Ande Parks (A) Esteve Polls 
(CA) Francesco Francavilla 
FINAL ISSUE! The Lone Ranger and Tonto have sworn to serve justice in a 
harsh, often lawless landscape. Now, this landmark issue answers the question:  
are the most iconic heroes of the Old West really willing to die rather than kill? 
Guns will blaze on the Main Street of a small town, and the ultimate sacrifice will 
be made. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
THE LONE RANGER VOLUME 7: BACK EAST TPB 
(W) Ande Parks (A) Esteve Polls (CA) Francesco Francavilla 
For the first time, the Lone Ranger and Tonto ride off into the sunrise! Crossing 
the Mississippi River, the legendary Western heroes pursue the rogue federal 
agent who betrayed them. Getting satisfaction proves costly, as neither The Lone 
Ranger or Tonto are ready for what may be the deadliest setting they've ever 
faced — the back rooms and hidden agendas of the "civilized" world! (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, FC $19.99 
 
DEATH RAY GRAPHICS 
 
WEAPON BROWN TP 
(W/A/CA) Jason Yungbluth 
Chuck is a cyborg thug stalking the wastelands of a ravaged earth trying to forget 
his past; a past filled with torture, demon pumpkins, and a red-haired girl he will 
never see again. But when a psychotic man-child and his bionic tiger threaten 
humanity's last hope for survival, Chuck must decide if he is a hero — or a 
blockhead. You will learn the answer as well in this riotous lampoon of the funny 
pages set after the Apocalypse! This omnibus collects over ten years of Jason 
Yungbluth's Weapon Brown comic series and includes new stories, pin-ups, 
annotations and more! (STK636227) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 412pgs, B&W $22.99 



 
DIABLO PRODUCTIONS 
 
SANITARIUM #1 
(W) Scott Marcano & Various (A/CA) Juan Romera 
Sanitarium is horror comic that revolves around the bizarre and terrifying back-
stories of patients who have been committed to a eerie insane asylum. Each 
story is introduced by the creepy head of the institution, Dr. Stenson.  "Monsters 
Are Real" tells the story of a young boy struggling to survive not only his abusive 
father, but a mysterious nightmarish entity that appears to be stalking him. Is the 
monster real, or just a figment of the poor lad's tormented imagination? 
(STK636228) 
MATURE THEMES 
40pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
DISNEY PRESS 
 
GAIJIN: AMERICAN PRISONER OF WAR GN 
(W/A/CA) Matt Faulkner 
A visually compelling, historically significant, and boldly illustrated graphic novel 
about a Japanese American boy's internment during World War II. With a white 
mother and a Japanese father, Koji Miyamoto quickly realizes that his home in 
San Francisco is no longer a welcoming one after Pearl Harbor is attacked. And 
once he's sent to an internment camp, he learns that being half white at the camp 
is just as difficult as being half Japanese on the streets of an American city 
during WWII. Koji's story, based on true events, is brought to life by Matt 
Faulkner's cinematic illustrations that reveal Koji struggling to find his place in a 
tumultuous world, one where he is a prisoner of war in his own country. 
(STK634988) 
HC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $19.99 
 
DIGITAL MANGA 
 
OTODAMA: VOICE FROM THE DEAD VOLUME 2 GN 
(W/A) Youka Nitta 
Kaname's gift of extraordinary hearing allows him to pick up strange sounds from 
both the living and the dead. But when furious rain falls hard on the pavement, 
he's brought back to the single, tragic day he and Hide lost the thing they loved 
most. Will the duo ever move past their shared heartache? Otodama brings 
brash, talented men together for cases that hold a frightened city under siege! 
When it's a matter of life and death, a precocious P.I. and a "savant of sound" 
must work in lockstep. Are they up to the challenge? 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (2 of 2) $12.95 
 
DRAWN & QUARTERLY 
 



NEW YORK POSTCARDS: 30 ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE NEW YORKER 
AND BEYOND BY ADRIAN TOMINE 
(A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
Adrian Tomine has forged countless iconic images of New York City in his career 
as an illustrator. A master of conveying an entire story with a single panel, his 
covers for the New Yorker are beloved by New Yorkers and non-New Yorkers 
alike, as much for their frank yet charming portrayal of life in the big city as for 
their flawless design and gorgeous linework. This postcard set celebrates thirty of 
Tomine's most well-known illustrations, and is a loving homage to the city that 
Tomine, a West Coast transplant, has called home for the past eight years. 
(STK634801) (C: 0-0-1) 
4X6, 30pgs, FC $14.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A OPTIC NERVE #12 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
Award-winning Shortcomings cartoonist Adrian Tomine returns to the multiple 
short story format familiar from early issues of the iconic series. These new full-
color stories showcase Tomine's trademark humor and observational skill, 
making Optic Nerve #12 a great entry point for new readers. "A Brief History of 
the Art Form Known as Hortisculpture" deftly manipulates traditional comics 
idioms to tell a story of horticulture, patents, and misunderstood art forms, while 
"Amber Sweet" is a disconcertingly modern tale about a case of mistaken 
identity. (STK445824) 
MATURE THEMES 
40pgs, FC $5.95 
 
O/A OPTIC NERVE #13 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
Optic Nerve #13 features three complete stories, each distinct in their tone and 
visual style. "Go Owls" is a dark comedy about 12-step programs, drug dealing, 
and minor league baseball. "Translated, from the Japanese," illustrates the diary 
of a young Japanese mother, caught between two countries and hovering on the 
precipice of divorce. "Winter, 2012" is an autobiographical glimpse into Tomine's 
home life and his ongoing struggles with the modern world. Tomine channels 
contemporary zeitgeist and vernacular to produce flawlessly designed, 
compellingly readable stories. (STK616398) 
MATURE THEMES 
40pgs, FC $5.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
32 STORIES: SPECIAL BOX SET DEFINITIVE EDITION 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 



Adrian Tomine's first book, 32 Stories, is redesigned in a special box set edition 
that collects his inaugural mini-comics. This onetime printing includes facsimile 
reprints of the seven mini-comics packaged in a slipcase, as well as an additional 
pamphlet containing a new introduction and notes by Tomine. (STK390418) 
(FEB094258) 
MATURE THEMES 
6x9, B&W $19.95 
 
NEW YORK DRAWINGS BY ADRIAN TOMINE HC 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
A collection of illustrations from the New Yorker cover artist and award-winning 
cartoonist, Adrian Tomine. This lavish, beautifully designed volume collects every 
cover, comic, and illustration that he has produced for The New Yorker to date, 
along with an assortment of other rare and uncollected illustrations and sketches 
inspired by the city. Complete with notes and annotations by the author, New 
York Drawings will also feature a new introductory comic focusing on Tomine’s 
experiences as a New York illustrator. (STK472070) (JUL121025) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 176pgs, FC $29.95 
 
SCENES FROM AN IMPENDING MARRIAGE HC (CURRENT PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
At the behest of his soon-to-be wife, Adrian Tomine set out to create a wedding 
favor for their guests that would be funnier and more personal than the typical 
chocolate bars and picture frames. What started out as a simple illustrated card 
soon grew into a full-fledged comic book: a collection of short strips chronicling 
the often absurd process of getting married. A loose, cartoony departure from 
Tomine’s previous work, Scenes From An Impending Marriage is a sweet-
natured, laugh-out-loud skewering of the modern marriage process, including 
hiring a DJ, location scouting, trips to the salon, suit fittings, dance lessons, 
registering for gifts, and managing familial demands. (STK431348) (NOV100902) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 4x6, 56pgs, B&W $9.95 
 
SCRAPBOOK: UNCOLLECTED WORK 1990-2004 TP 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
This essential book includes over a decade of comics and illustrations Adrian 
Tomine, from Pulse to The New Yorker and Esquire, collected together for the 
first time in one sharply-designed book. A large section of Scrapbook is 
dedicated to Tomine's extensive illustration and design work, featuring his best 
material over the years from virtually every major publication in America including 
The New Yorker, Details, Esquire, and the late JFK Jr.-edited George. 
(STK249003) (MAY042591) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 9x12, 204pgs, FC $24.95 
 



SHORTCOMINGS TP (CURRENT PRINTING) 
 (STK390417) (FEB094257) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 104pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
SLEEPWALK & OTHER STORIES TP (CURRENT PRINTING) 
 (STK358345) (JUL073526) 
SC, 7x10, 102pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
SUMMER BLONDE TP 
(W/A/CA) Adrian Tomine 
With a deft and romantic touch, Adrian Tomine portrays the emotional 
ambivalence of drifting, urban twenty-somethings in stunning black and white. 
His stories are appealingly naturalistic, stylishly cinematic, and emotionally rich. 
His fans accuse him of eavesdropping on their most intimate moments, exhibiting 
their insecurities with both forensic detachment and surprising compassion. 
(STK217366) (STAR20186) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 152pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
EC COMICS 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
EC ARCHIVES: FRONTLINE COMBAT VOLUME 1 HC 
(W/A) Various 
Legendary artists Harvey Kurtzman, Wally Wood, Jack Davis, John Severin, and 
Will Elder illustrate these powerful stories written by Kurtzman and Jerry 
DeFuccio. Long considered to be among the best war stories ever written, 
Frontline Combat tells poignant tales of “War and Fighting Men,” reprinted here in 
spectacular full color. This volume recaptures the first six complete issues (24 
stories) of this ground-breaking title, originally published in 1951 and 1952. 
(APR083869) 
HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95 
 
EC ARCHIVES: TWO FISTED TALES 
(W/A) Various 
Writer-artist-editor Harvey Kurtzman teamed with legendary artists Wally Wood, 
Johnny Craig, Jack Davis, Al Feldstein, John Severin, Will Elder, and Dave Berg 
to create these powerful stories of struggle and humanity that are considered to 
be among the best war stories ever told. Volume One reprints the first six 
complete issues of EC's ground-breaking war comic Two-Fisted Tales, originally 
published in 1950 and 1951, while Volume Two reprints issues #7 through #12. 
VOLUME 1 (NOV063594)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95 



VOLUME 2 (JUN073591)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95 
 
EC ARCHIVES: WEIRD SCIENCE 
by Various 
These hardcover volumes collect the first twelve issues of EC's classic science 
fiction comic, Weird Science! Volume reprints issues seven through twelve, while 
Volume Three collects issues #13-18, including works by writers/editors Al 
Feldstein, Bill Gaines, and others, with art by legendary illustrators such as Wally 
Wood, Harvey Kurtzman, Joe Orlando, Jack Kamen, Feldstein, and more! 
VOLUME 2 (DEC063587)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95 
VOLUME 3 (DEC073672)—HC, 8x11, 212pgs, FC $49.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
DYNAMIC FORCES 
 
DEADPOOL! 
 
DEADPOOL #27—WEDDING ISSUE 
Save the date! Marvel Comics would like to formally request the honor of your 
presence at the wedding of Deadpool this April in the pages of the super-sized 
Deadpool #27! Presiding over the ceremony will be Messers Gerry Duggan and 
Brian Posehn with the artistic aesthetics of Mike Hawthorne and Scott Koblish. 
Deadpool's getting married!  Deadpool's getting married!  What?  Deadpool's getting 
married!?!?!?!?!?!?!?  Think it's Jean Grey?  ;-) Let's see who gives away the groom! 
 
DEADPOOL #27—WEDDING ISSUE SIGNED BY CO-CREATOR FABIAN 
NICIEZA 
MSRP: $29.99 
 
DEADPOOL #27—WEDDING ISSUE BONUS PACKAGE 
MSRP: $39.99 
 
DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE #1 
Carnage is on the warpath – moving across country, butchering as he goes! The 
authorities are powerless to stop the symbiote suited psycho’s random killing spree! And 
they have no idea where the blood soaked murderer will end up next! So… how do you 
stop a madman? You bring in another madman! 
 
DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE #1—SIGNED BY CULLEN BUNN 
MSRP: $29.99 
Special Intro Price: $19.91 (The Year Deadpool First Appeared!) 
 
DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE #1—BONUS PACKAGE 
PACKAGE MSRP: $34.99 
 
DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE #1—CGC GRADED 9.8 
MSRP $99.99 



Special Introductory Price: $89.99 
 
DF LIMITED EDITION VARIANT COVERS 
 
LOCKE & KEY #1—DYNAMIC FORCES EXCLUSIVE VARIANT DELUXE 
DUAL PACK 
PROMOTIONAL PACKAGE MSRP: $29.99 
Dynamic Forces worked with IDW Publishing to create not one, but two very special 
variant editions! Available as a paired set for a very limited time only! Allocations may 
occur. 
 
TWILIGHT ZONE #1—DF/FAT JACK’S COMICRYPT LIMITED EDITION 
COVER 
MSRP: $19.99 
Special Intro Price: $10.00 
 
TWILIGHT ZONE #1—DF/FAT JACK’S COMICRYPT ULTRA-LIMITED B&W 
LINE ART EDITION 
MSRP $30.00 
 
CRYPTOZOIC MAN #3—DF/JET PACK COMICS ULTRA LIMITED EDITION 
COVER 
MSRP: $19.99 
Special Intro Price: $14.99 
 
CRYPTOZOIC MAN #4—DF/JET PACK COMICS ULTRA LIMITED EDITION 
COVER 
MSRP: $19.99 
Special Intro Price: $14.99 
 
BLACK SCIENCE #1—DF/MIDTOWN COMICS LIMITED EDITION COVER 
MSRP: $19.99 
 
TUROK #1—DF/MIDTOWN COMICS LIMITED EDITION COVER 
MSRP: $19.99 
Special Intro Price: $10.00 
 
DF SIGNED EDITIONS 
 
MAGNETO #1–SIGNED BY STAN LEE 
MSRP: $499.99 
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $399.99 
 
DAREDEVIL #1–SIGNED BY MARK WAID 
MSRP: $29.99 
SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: $19.64 
 
DAREDEVIL #1—CGC GRADED 9.8 
MSRP $99.99 



SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $89.99 
 
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE #25—SIGNED BY KELLY SUE DECONNICK 
MSRP: $29.99 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $19.63 
 
ELEKTRA #1—SIGNED BY HADEN BLACKMAN 
MSRP: $29.99 
 
ELEKTRA #1—CGC GRADED 9.8 
MSRP $99.99 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $89.99 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA HOMECOMING #1—SIGNED BY FRED VAN LENTE 
MSRP: $29.99 
 
801 MEDIA INC 
 
DOG X CAT VOLUME 4 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (4 of 4) $15.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOG X CAT VOLUME 3 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (3 of 4) $15.95 
 
Project H 
 
DINNER AT THE SHIMOEDAS GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
FETISHISMS: VIRGINS GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 



ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
GODDESS OF THE GLASS VOLUME 2 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W (2 of 3) $17.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GODDESS OF THE GLASS VOLUME 1 GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W (1 of 3) $17.95 
 
OUR LITTLE SECRET GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
SEX TOYS GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 6x8, 200pgs, B&W $17.95 
 
EGMONT UK 
 
THUNDERBIRDS: THE COMIC COLLECTION: 60S & 70S HC 
Featuring original comic artwork from the 1960s and 1970s, this definitive 
collection from the cult classic TV series comes at the cusp of the show's 50th 
anniversary. Devised by Gerry and Sylvia Anderson, the show became famous 
for its marionette puppetry, which Gerry Anderson dubbed "Supermarionation." 
This beautifully presented collection of original 1960s and 1970s Thunderbirds 
comic book stories is packed full of Tracey Island comic adventures which can be 
enjoyed by fans both young and old alike. It includes a special section of cutaway 
images of Thunderbirds vehicles and buildings, facts about the illustrators, and a 
tribute to Gerry Anderson. (STK635421) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 



HC, 8x11, 288pgs, FC $34.95 
 
EROS COMIX 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
EROS VOLUME 18: THE BLONDE COLLECTION PART 2: BONDAGE 
PALACE GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (STAR06986) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC $13.95 
 
EROS VOLUME 51: BOFFY THE VAMPIRE LAYER GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (STAR16336) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 82pgs, PC $14.95 
 
HARDCORE DEMENTIA VOLUME 1 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (STAR13331) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 64pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY: DO YOU WORK HERE? GN 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (FEB111032) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 48pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
EUREKA PRODUCTIONS 
 
GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 21: POE'S TALES OF MYSTERY GN 
(W) Edgar Allan Poe & Various (A) Michael Manning & Various (CA) Michael 
Manning, Tom Pomplun 
Poe's Tales of Mystery features a new full-color comics adaptation of Edgar Allan 
Poe's seminal detective story "The Murders in the Rue Morgue." Also "The Facts 
in the Case of M. Valdemar," "The Man of the Crowd," and ten more stories and 
poems by the creator of the mystery genre. (STK442354) (JUN111121) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $17.95 
 



GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 22: AFRICAN-AMERICAN CLASSICS GN 
(W) Langston Hughes & Various (A) Kyle Baker & Various 
African-American Classics presents 23 stories and poems by America's earliest 
black authors, illustrated by contemporary black artists, including Florence Lewis 
Bentley's "Two Americans," adapted by Alex Simmons and Trevor Von Eeden; 
NAACP founder W.E.B. Du Bois' "On Being Crazy," by Kyle Baker; Langston 
Hughes' "The Negro," by Stan Shaw and Afua Richardson; Zora Neale Hurston's 
short play "Filling Station" by Arie Monroe and Milton Knight, and many more. 
(STK449580) (OCT111097) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $17.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS 
 
THE LOVEBUNGLERS 
by Jaime Hernandez  
$19.99 / HC / 112 pgs / B&W / 8.5 x 11 
Publishers Weeklysays, “Even in a long career of masterpieces, [The Love Bunglers] is 
a revelation.” The suppression of family history and the cumulative effects of these 
secrets are the initial threads that tie together this masterful graphic novel starring 
Hernandez’s longtime heroine, Maggie Chascarillo. Torn from the pages of Love and 
Rockets: New Stories! 
 
COSPLAYERS 
by Dash Shaw 
$4.99 / Comic / 32 pgs / full-color / 6.5 x 10 
Annie and Verti are two teen cosplayers with too much time on their hands. Annie wants 
to act, and Verti wants to be a photographer/filmmaker. Together, they embark on 
making a film starring themselves and featuring an unsuspecting cast of extras they 
record via hidden camera. What could possibly go wrong? A one-shot dose of humor 
and melancholy from the creator of New School, BodyWorld, and The Bottomless Belly 
Button. 
 
UNLOVABLE VOLUME 3 
by Esther Pearl Watson  
$29.99 / HC / 416 pgs / two-color / 5.75 x 5.75 
Matt Groening says, “Unlovable is the great teen comic tragedy of our time!” Adventure 
Timecreator Pen Ward says it’s “a gift of grace from Esther Watson.” It’s the summer of 
’89 and time to shine and grind! School’s out and Tammy Pierce is hella ready to party 
like it’s 1999! Everyone will relate to the timeless obsessions, anxieties, and absurdities 
of Tammy’s adolescence. 
 
BATTER UP, CHARLIE BROWN! 
by Charles M. Schulz  
$9.99 / HC / 64 pgs /two-color / 6 x 6 
This delightful gift book features three complete baseball stories starring good ol’ Charlie 
Brown and his teammates Lucy, Linus, Pigpen, Snoopy, and the rest of the gang. 



Whether it’s at home or on the road, on the mound or off the field, Charlie Brown gives it 
his all in these funny, touching testaments to his indefatigable spirit.  
 
THECOMPLETE PEANUTS: 1991-1992 HC 
by Charles M. Schulz; Introduction by Tom Tomorrow 
$29.99 / HC / 344 pgs / B&W / 8.5 x 7 
Peanuts enters its final decade, and The Complete Peanuts enters its homestretch, with 
material that is perhaps the most neglected of Schulz’s career. Schulz’s cartooning has 
never looked more confident, and his sense of humor never more unrestrained. This 
latest volume includes an introduction by Tom Tomorrow plus scholarly essays about 
this most over-looked period in the Peanuts canon. 
 
EC: JUDGMENT DAY AND OTHER STORIES BY JOE ORLANDO 
by Joe Orlando, Al Feldstein, Ray Bradbury, et al. 
$29.99 / HC / 184 pgs / B&W / 7.25 x 10.25 
The latest in Fantagraphics acclaimed EC series collects 23 of Joe Orlando’s best sci-fi 
stories. Mostly scripted by Al Feldstein and featuring the title story’s anti-racism 
message, which made it one of EC’s most famous stories. This volume also features two 
adaptations of Ray Bradbury science-fiction stories plus all of EC’s “Adam Link” 
adaptations, a series which was later adapted for The Outer Limits TV show featuring 
Leonard Nimoy.  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
3 NEW STORIES 
by Dash Shaw 
$3.99 DEC128262 
Three full-color short stories exploring varied dystopian societies, from a Sherlock 
Holmesstyle investigator who must complete his high school degree to filmed “voluntary” 
nudity to prison camps full of jaded children. 
 
BOTTOMLESS BELLY BUTTON 
by Dash Shaw  
$29.99 MAR083712 
In this atmospheric, nuanced 700+ page comedy-drama, the announcement of a 
planned divorce by Maggie & David Loony sparks a week-long family reunion at the 
dysfunctional family’s creepy (and possibly haunted) beach house. 
 
GOD AND SCIENCE: THE RETURN OF THE TI-GIRLS 
by Jaime Hernandez 
$19.99 MAR121061 
The rollicking superhero romp (which doubles as a genuinely dramatic fable about 
madness, grief, and motherhood) from Love and Rockets: New Storiesis collected in a 
“director’s cut” hardcover with 30 new pages of story. 
 
LOCAS II HC 
by Jaime Hernandez 
$39.99 APR090826 



In this second big hardcover omnibus collection of his ongoing tales of the “Locas,” 
Jaime Hernandez continues telling stories of the complexly intersecting paths of his main 
characters Maggie, Hopey and Ray. 
 
DICKS & DEEDEES 
by Jaime Hernandez 
$18.95 STAR18866 
With a wide-ranging and funky group of stories, this collection shows Jaime at his peak 
as a master storyteller. Includes several Maggie and Hopey stories, plus the Penny 
Century “origin story,” “Bay of Threes.” 
 
THE COMPLETE PEANUTS VOL. 20: 1989-1990 
by Charles M. Schulz  
$29.99 JUN131134 
Peanuts enters its final decade, with material that is perhaps the most overlooked of 
Schulz’s career. Schulz’s cartooning has never looked more confident, and his sense of 
humor never more unrestrained. 
 
THE COMPLETE PEANUTS VOL. 19: 1987-1988 HC 
by Charles M. Schulz  
$28.99 DEC121110 
Flirting and a hockey mishap send Charlie Brown and Snoopy (respectively) to the 
doctor. Plus Spike, Sally, Rerun and the whole gang, and the epochal change from 4 
uniform panels to a variable format. Introduction by Garry Trudeau. 
 
UNLOVABLE VOL. 1 
by Esther Pearl Watson  
$22.99 OCT084160 
From the pages of Bust magazine, the sometimes ordinary, sometimes humiliating, often 
poignant and frequently hilarious exploits of ‘80s teen underdog Tammy Pierce: big hair, 
boogers, boys and other high school pitfalls. 
 
UNLOVABLE VOL. 2 
by Esther Pearl Watson  
22.99 NOV090785 
This second volume of the exploits of ‘80s teen underdog Tammy Pierce picks up where 
the first volume left off (winter break) and finishes Tammy’s tragicomic sophomore year 
of high school in 1985. 
 
UNLOVABLE VOLS. 1 & 2 BOX SET 
by Esther Pearl Watson  
$39.99 OCT101017 
From the pages of Bustmagazine, the sometimes ordinary, sometimes humiliating, often 
poignant and frequently hilarious exploits of ‘80s teen underdog Tammy Pierce. Two 
volumes in a slipcased set, a perfect gift item. 
 
THECOMPLETE PEANUTS VOL. 18: 1985-1986 HC 
by Charles M. Schulz  
$28.99 JUN121134 



Peanuts reaches the middle of the go-go 1980s, a time of hanging out at the mall, 
“punkers” (wait until you see Snoopy with a Mohawk), killer bees, airbags, and Halley’s 
Comet. Introduction by Patton Oswalt. 
 
THECOMPLETE PEANUTS VOL. 17: 1983-1984 HC 
by Charles M. Schulz  
28.99 DEC111082 
Snoopy’s brother Spike takes an increased role; the Peppermint PattyMarcie-Charlie 
Brown love triangle heats up (well, kind of); and more adventures and laughs from this 
lesser-known period. Introduction by Leonard Maltin.  
 
BLACK IMAGES IN THE COMICS 
by Fredrik Strömberg 
$19.99 MAR121058 
An endlessly browsable, fascinating illustrated journey through comics’ history of racial 
portrayals — both good and bad. Now in an expanded softcover edition. 
 
LISTEN, WHITEY 
by Pat Thomas 
$39.99 NOV110995 
A provocative collection of African-American cultural history and a chronicle of a 
sociopolitical movement as documented by its recorded media — speeches, poetry, and 
music — illustrated with record art and other ephemera. 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
FIERY STUDIOS INC 
 
CLOCKWORK GAME GN 
(W/A/CA) Jane Irwin 
In 1769, the court of Empress Maria Theresia witnessed one of that era's most 
amazing feats of engineering: The Turk, a machine that could play chess. 
Clockwork Game retells the story of the automaton’s 85-year career, which 
spanned two continents and included challenges from Napoleon, Charles 
Babbage, and Benjamin Franklin. (STK635961) 
SC, 8x10, 216pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
:01 FIRST SECOND 
 
HIDDEN: A CHILD'S STORY OF THE HOLOCAUST HC GN 
(W) Loic Dauvillier (A/CA) Marc Lizano 
In this gentle, poetic young graphic novel, Dounia, a grandmother, tells her 
granddaughter the story even her son has never heard: how, as a young Jewish 
girl in Paris, she was hidden away from the Nazis by a series of neighbors and 
friends who risked their lives to keep her alive when her parents had been taken 
to concentration camps. The book ends on a tender note, with Dounia and her 
mother rediscovering each other as World War II  ends — and a young girl in 



present-day France becoming closer to her grandmother, who can finally, after all 
those years, tell her story. (STK635278) 
HC, 7x9, 80pgs, FC $16.99 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
THE SILENCE OF OUR FRIENDS GN 
(W) Mark Long, Jim Demonakos (A/CA) Nate Powell 
As the civil rights struggle heats up in Texas, two families — one white, one black 
— find common ground. This semi-autobiographical tale is set in 1967 Texas, 
against the backdrop of the fight for civil rights. A white family from a notoriously 
racist neighborhood in the suburbs and a black family from its poorest ward cross 
Houston's color line, overcoming humiliation, degradation, and violence to win 
the freedom of five black college students unjustly charged with the murder of a 
policeman. (STK455863) (NOV110979) 
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, FC $16.99 
 
GEMSTONE PUBLISHING 
 
BIG! BIG! OVERSTREET PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43 
(W) Richard M. Overstreet (CA) Will Conrad 
Due to retailer and consumer demand, the oversized, spiral bound, "dealer 
edition" workbook version of The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide returned 
last year to great acclaim! This limited edition includes only the pricing sections 
and the lists of top comics. No ads, no articles, nothing but copious amounts of 
pricing and other data. Since 1970, the Guide has been the Bible of comic book 
collectors and dealers alike. With approximately 300,000 comics listed spanning 
the 1500s to the present, it's ready to serve those who are resolute in pursuit of 
great comics. This edition features a Shadowman cover by Will Conrad. 
(STK615423) (APR138337) 
HC, 8x11, 772pgs, B&W $45.00 
 
THE OVERSTREET COMIC BOOK PRICE GUIDE VOLUME 43 
(A)  Various (CA) Andy Kubert 
In addition to being the preeminent source of comic book pricing information for 
more than four decades, The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide features a ton 
of other data as well. With 300,000 prices, all new market reports, celebrations of 
Superman's 75th anniversary, the X-Men's 50th anniversary, The Walking Dead's 
10th anniversary, a look at the work of Overstreet Hall of Fame artist Mac Raboy, 
and more, readers will get a first hand look at what has made the Guide the 
definitive guide for collectors and dealers alike since 1970. Volume 43 is 
available with either a Superman cover by Andy Kubert or an X-Men cover by 
Mike Deodato, Jr.! (STK610480) 
SUPERMAN SC (APR131149)—SC, 6.5x9.25, 1136pgs, PC $29.95 
X-MEN SC (APR131151)—SC, 7x10, 1136pgs, PC $29.95 
X-MEN HC (APR131152)—HC, 7x10, 1136pgs, PC $35.00 



 
THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING VOLUME 1: COMICS SC 
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Joe Jusko 
From the team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide comes the first 
new Overstreet-branded book in more than a decade. How do you collect 
comics? How do you care for them? Grade them? Sell them? How do you turn 
your comics hobby into a job in the industry? Who have been the greatest comic 
creators? The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comics offers answers and 
insights into these questions and more facing new collectors and experienced 
enthusiasts alike. Now available with a new second printing Valiant cover with X-
O Manowar, Ninjak, and Shadowman. (STK475729) 
SPIDER-MAN COVER (SEP121116)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95 
VALIANT COVER (SEP131204)—SC, 7x10, 320pgs, FC $19.95 
 
THE OVERSTREET GUIDE TO COLLECTING VOLUME 2: COMIC & 
ANIMATION ART 
(W) Robert M. Overstreet (A)  Various (CA) Joe Jusko 
The market for original comic art has never been more compelling, and now a 
resurgent animation art market is commanding attention as well. If those areas of 
collecting seem daunting, The Overstreet Guide To Collecting Comic & 
Animation Art is a great place to start. The second book in Overstreet's new 
"How To" series offers the terminology you need to know along with the expertise 
of seasoned collectors and dealers who will help you get to know what to look for 
and how to look for it. Silver Surfer #1 recreation cover by renowned painter Joe 
Jusko. (STK619804) (AUG131333) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $12.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
GEN MANGA ENTERTAINMENT 
 
ANDROID ANGELS GN 
(W/A/CA) Kosuke Kabaya 
Wouldn't it be great to live with the perfect woman or perfect man? Android 
butlers and maids are the future. These short stories are tales from a land 
beyond, where androids not only protect humans, but also live and are intimate 
with them. Android Angels depicts a future world in which consumers can easily 
rent android companions, but only for a three-year span, leading to questions 
about the morality of erasing the memories of artificial humans and what 
happens to human relationships abruptly broken off every three years. 
(STK633002) 
SC, 8x11, 158pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
GRAPHIX 
 
CLEOPATRA IN SPACE BOOK 1: TARGET PRACTICE 



(W/A/CA) Mike Maihack 
When fifteen-year-old Cleopatra (yes, that Cleopatra) finds a mysterious tablet 
that zaps her to the really far future, she learns of an ancient prophecy that says 
she is destined to save the galaxy from the tyrannical rule of the evil Xaius 
Octavian. She enrolls in Yasiro Academy, a high-tech school with classes like 
algebra, biology, and alien languages (which Cleo could do without), and combat 
training (which is more Cleo's style). With help from her teacher Khensu, Cleo 
learns what it takes to be a great leader, while trying to figure out how she's 
going to get her homework done, make friends, avoid detention, and do 
everything else that comes with being the future queen of the universe! 
(STK635274) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $12.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 6x9, 176pgs, FC $22.99 
 
HEAVY METAL MAGAZINE 
 
HEAVY METAL #268 
(W)  Various (CA) Isadore Koliavras 
Heavy Metal leaps into action this April with another fantastic blockbuster! 
Featuring chapter seven of Enki Bilal's "ANIMAL'Z," part two of Marco Turini's 
award-winning "E.V.A.," blood-soaked battles from Stefano Cardoselli, and tons 
more excitement from RG Llarena, Abraham Martinez, Christian Krank, Horacio 
Domingues, Richard Pace, and more! If winter had you "dragon," these terrific 
tales will put the spring back in your step! (STK636009) (C: 0-1-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 8x11, 116pgs, FC $7.95 
 
HERMES PRESS 
 
BUCK ROGERS: THE COMPLETE MURPHY ANDERSON SUNDAYS 1958-59 
HC 
(W/A/CA) Murphy Anderson 
Murphy Anderson was one of the seminal comic book storytellers who defined 
the Silver Age. In addition to his work on the Buck Rogers daily strip, he wrote 
and drew the Sunday version of the feature from 1958 to 1959 creating three 
continuities: "Search for Impervium"; "Supernova Threat"; and "California 
Earthquake Plot." These Sundays have never been reprinted anywhere and now, 
for the first time, are collected in their entirety together. This extra large volume 
collects Anderson's complete work on the Sundays and is supplemented by 
essays, original artwork, and extras. (STK635268) 
HC, 10x13, 96pgs, FC $40.00 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
BUCK ROGERS IN 25TH CENTURY DAILIES VOLUMES 7-8 HC'S 



The saga of Buck Rogers in the 25th Century, the world’s most famous science-
fiction newspaper strip, continues with Hermes Press’ critically acclaimed 
complete reprint of this ground-breaking title. Included in Volume 7 are two more 
years of the strip, from 1938 to 1940, featuring three complete adventures — 
“Overturned World,” “Martian War Threat,” and “Super-Dwarf of Space.” Volume 
8 features three complete adventures ("Forgotten Earth Colony," "Thrown Back 
500 Years," and "Goddess of Stygia") from 1940 to 1941. (STK466835) 
VOLUME 7 (JUN121173)—HC, 9x12, 272pgs, PC $49.99 
VOLUME 8 (APR131158)—HC, 12x9, 272pgs, PC $49.99 
 
BUCK ROGERS IN 25TH CENTURY: THE WESTERN PUBLISHING YEARS 
VOLUME 1 HC 
(W) Paul S. Newman (A) Frank Bolle & Various (CA) George Wilson 
The television tie-in comic books to the cult sci-fi classic Buck Rogers in the 25th 
Century, starring Gil Gerrard, Erin Gray, and Twiki return in a complete 
collection. Buck Rogers in the 25th Century: The Western Publishing Years 
reprints issues #1-8 of the tie-in comic books and the 1964 stand alone Gold Key 
issue; artwork by Frank Bolle, Al McWilliams and Ray Bailey; stories by Paul 
Newman. Fans of the show will finally be able to re-read these adventures in a 
deluxe hardcover collection with tons of extras. (STK517708) (NOV121205) 
HC, 7x10, 224pgs, FC $49.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BUCK ROGERS IN 25TH CENTURY #1-2 
(W/A/CA) Howard Chaykin 
Buck Rogers, the first, best, and original Sci-Fi hero returns with Howard Chaykin 
drawing and writing this action packed incarnation of this iconic title. Buck 
Rogers, former World War I ace is accidentally suspended in time only to awaken 
to new and different earth, 500 years in the future, fragmented by war and ruled 
by an omnipotent force — the Chinese. Now, Buck along with Colonel Wilma 
Deering, begins a new fight, to free the United States! (STK615789) 
ISSUE #1—7x10, 32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.99 
ISSUE #2—7x10, 32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
GRAY MORROW'S ORION TP 
(W/A/CA) Gray Morrow 
Orion is Gray Morrow's sword and sorcery masterpiece about an Errol Flynn-like 
swashbuckling hero who battles evil on a strange and mystical world. Most of 
Orion will be shot directly from Morrow's original hand-colored artwork, and 
reproduced in full-color along with Morrow's Edge of Chaos series, originally 
published by Pacific Comics. Accompanying Orion will be a biographical essay 



by Irving as well as more samples of Morrow's inimitable artwork and storytelling. 
(STK461024) (FEB121063) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 9x12, 160pgs, FC $39.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
HIPPY COMIX INC 
 
FOGEL'S UNDERGROUND COMIX PRICE & GRADING GUIDE 2013 
(W) Dan Fogel, Steven Fox (A) S. S. Crompton, Randy Vogel (CA) R. Crumb, 
Victor Moscoso 
The all-new, expanded, 2013-2014 Edition of Fogel's Underground Price & 
Grading Guide has arrived! The "FUGG" is a mammoth, full-size trade paperback 
of over 500 pages, with updated prices and detailed listings on the hottest and 
newest (or newly discovered) Underground and Adult Comic Books, Graphic 
Novels, Alternatives, Independents, Small Press, and all titles not covered by 
Overstreet's Comic Book Price Guide. (STK615424) 
MATURE THEMES 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #6 (JUN131175) 
SC, 8x11, 512pgs, PC $39.95 
 
HUMAN COMICS 
 
HUMAN #2 
(W) Gabe Smith (A/CA) Ryan Merrill 
Private mercenaries and government agents are hunting down surgically 
enhanced and genetically modified human beings in a future age where biotech 
upgrades have been deemed illegal within society. (STK635963) 
74pgs, B&W $5.99 
 
HUMANOIDS INC 
 
BENITO MAMBO DELUXE HC 
(W/A/CA) Christian Durieux 
Benito is a little boy who dreams of becoming a mambo dancer. His outraged 
millionaire father forbids Benito's dancing destiny and exiles him from the family 
home. On the fantastical journey that follows, young Benito will meet a host of 
quirky characters, and traverse the globe. He will eventually reach the magical 
Kingdom of Matamore where love awaits him! A whimsical, colorful (both literally 
and figuratively) fable that will appeal to fans of Antoine de Saint-Exupéry's 
famous The Little Prince, and Archaia's Return of the Dapper Men. Presented in 
a deluxe oversized edition with cloth spine. (STK635915) NOTE: Not Available in 
the UK or India. 
HC, 10x13, 120pgs, FC $34.95 
 



WHITE LAMA HC 
(W) Alejandro Jodorowsky (A/CA) Georges Bess 
Alexandro Jodorowsky (The Metabarons, The Incal) partners with artist Georges 
Bess (Son Of A Gun) to tell a tale of mystical adventure, martial arts and spiritual 
awakenings. Tibet at the end of the 19th century, when the Grand Lama Mipam 
dies, corruption spreads across the land. Gabriel, the child of white explorers, is 
raised by natives after his parents' deaths, and is soon chosen as the 
reincarnation of the Grand Lama. He will have to learn the sacred ways, and 
defeat his own personal demons, to fend off a great evil and save the country 
from destruction. (STK635931) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 296pgs, FC $39.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
KOMA GN 
(W) Pierre Wazem (A/CA) Frederik Peeters 
Addidas is a bright and quirky young girl who spends most of her time helping 
her widowed father in his job as a chimney sweep in the industrial metropolis 
they live in. When she ventures too far into a chimney, she encounters a bizarre 
new friend. Their meeting will topple the mysterious forces at work! (STK461645) 
(FEB121069) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 280pgs, FC $29.95 
 
MONSIEUR JEAN: SINGLES THEORY HC 
(W/A/CA) Phillippe Dupuy, Charles Berberian 
Monsieur Jean is back in this stand-alone volume, published in English for the 
very first time! At once continuing the adventures of our favorite Parisian 
bachelor and that of his entourage, this beautifully designed two-tone title also 
further explores the dreams and nostalgia that invariably come with adulthood. 
(STK459439) (JAN121160) NOTE: Not Available in the UK or India. 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x10, 136pgs $24.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
IRON CIRCUS COMICS 
 
THE SLEEP OF REASON GN 
(W) Blue, C Delliquanti & Various (A) Ainsley Seago & Various (CA) Michael 
Deforge 
The Sleep of Reason is a 360-page black-and-white anthology of horror comics 
for mature readers. Inspired by likes of Taboo, Uzumaki, and Black Hole, this 
collection is devoid of the familiar by design. There are no garden-variety 
monsters in The Sleep of Reason; no well-worn terrors from film and television. 



This is an anthology of comics that strive to inspire unparalleled dread. 
(STK635970) (C: 1-0-0) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 368pgs, B&W $30.00 
 
KENZER & COMPANY 
 
KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #210 
(W) Jolly Blackburn, Various (A) Jolly Blackburn (CA)  TBD 
This multiple award-winning comic magazine features the hilarious 
misadventures of a group of gamers (the Knights) and their friends, along with 
useful role-playing and other articles for gamers, from a gamer's perspective.  It's 
a slice of (fantasy) life in strips, articles, reviews and features, and a wonderful 
celebration of the gaming culture! (STK636006) 
64pgs, B&W $5.99 
 
KODANSHA COMICS 
 
ANIMAL LAND VOLUME 9 GN 
(W/A/CA) Makoto Raiku 
A quirky adventure manga set in a fantastic animal world with off-beat humor and 
unique art, Animal Land is a heartwarming tale of courage, determination and 
love. Orphaned after her parents were killed by Lynxes, Monoko is the only 
tanuki (raccoon dog) in her village without a family, until she finds a human baby 
in a river. In Animal Land, a world inhabited solely by animals, this human child is 
a mystery. This baby is Monoko's only chance at having a family and she is 
determined to raise the human child as her own. (STK634684) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN VOLUME 12 GN 
(W/A/CA) Isayama Hajime 
Humanity has been devastated by the bizarre, giant humanoids known as the 
Titans. Little is known about where they came from or why they are bent on 
consuming humanity. Seemingly unintelligent, they have roamed the world killing 
off humankind for years. For the past century, what's left of mankind has hidden 
in a giant, three-walled city. People believe their 100-meter-high walls will protect 
them from the Titans, which are 10 to 20 meters tall. But the sudden appearance 
of of an immense Titan is about to change everything. (STK634685) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 200pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
FAIRY TAIL VOLUME 37 GN 
(W/A/CA) Hiro Mashima 
To the surprise of no one, Natsu hasn't really thought through his plan to rescue 
Lucy. Along the way, they face a death trap, a team of magical executioners, and 



another Lucy? Meanwhile, Erza struggles through a three-way free-for-all with 
the world's other two most powerful women wizards! Will the world survive Fairy 
Tail's attempts to save it? (STK634686) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
NO. 6 VOLUME 7 GN 
(W) Atsuko Asano (A/CA) Hinoki Kino 
"I came here to annihilate No. 6." In an underground cavern connected to the 
Correctional Facility, Shion and Rat meet the mysterious Elder, who promises to 
reveal the secrets of No. 6. But it turns out the grotesque origins of the Holy City 
are intertwined with Rat's past. Meanwhile, as No. 6 lurches to life for the 
Holyday, more and more citizens begins to exhibit strange symptoms! 
(STK634688) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or 
the Philippines. 
SC, 200pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
MISSIONS OF LOVE VOLUME 7 GN 
(W/A/CA) Ema Toyama 
Romantic hijinx and sexual tension are rampant in this funny and dramatic shojo 
series. Can a girl blackmail a boy to teach her about love, just so she can write a 
new novel? Yukina is a cold and distant girl, while Shigure appears to be a 
perfect, good-looking guy. But the two of them have a secret, and their 
extraordinary "love" is about to start! Yukina, under the pen name "Yupina," is 
actually a popular cell phone novelist. When she discovers Shigure's devious 
womanizing ways, she blackmails him to complete daring "missions of love" for 
her to write about. Will these missions give them an opportunity to fall in love with 
each other? (STK634687) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, 
Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
SANKAREA VOLUME 6 GN 
(W/A/CA) Mitsuru Hattori 
Boy meets girl, then accidentally turns girl into a zombie when she falls off a cliff 
and disembowels herself. On the brink of death, Chihiro finally confesses his 
love, and Rea, despite being deep into the "turbid period," miraculously regains 
her reason! But their zombie cat Babu continues to grow more vicious, leaving 
Chihiro with a terrible choice to make! (STK634689) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not 
available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
SAY I LOVE YOU VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA) Kanae Hazuki 
Mei Tachibana has no friends — and she doesn't need them! Ever since her 
"friends" betrayed her in elementary school, she's sworn off friendship entirely. 
All it leads to is betrayal and heartbreak, and she's well enough on her own. But 



everything changes when she accidentally roundhouse kicks the most popular 
boy in school! However, Yamato Kurosawa isn't angry in the slightest- in fact, he 
thinks his ordinary life could use an unusual girl like Mei! He won't take no for an 
answer, and soon Mei and Yamato embark on an unwanted friendship that will 
change both of them forever. (STK634693) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
VINLAND SAGA VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA) Makoto Yukimura 
The epic action manga for fans of Game of Thrones. A story of war, royal 
intrigue, suspense and revenge set against the Viking invasions of England. 
Askeladd's band has successfully extracted Prince Cnut and escaped into the 
Anglo-Saxon kingdom of Mercia, where they seize control of a town and hunker 
down to endure the winter snows. But no ice could cool the rage of the terrifying 
Thorkell, whose chance meeting with a survivor of Askeladd's attack will put him 
back on their trail! (STK634690) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, 
Australia, Singapore or the Philippines. 
HC, 6x9, 464pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
XXXHOLIC REI VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA)  Clamp 
The latest chapter in the critically acclaimed xxxHOLiC franchise from manga 
legends CLAMP, creators of Tsubasa and Chobits! The highly anticipated return 
of high school medium Watanuki and the mysterious witch, Yuko, as they take on 
new wishes and new enemies! Beautifully seductive artwork and uniquely 
Japanese depictions of the supernatural will hypnotize CLAMP fans! 
(STK634691) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or 
the Philippines. 
SC, 208pgs, B&W $10.99 
 
LAST GASP 
 
STATUS FACTORY: THE ART OF RON ENGLISH HC 
(W/A/CA) Ron English 
A new collection of iconic art by the master of "popaganda," Ron English. English 
subverts the establishment, using humor as a wake-up call, and renders it in 
meticulous brush strokes. Over 180 images from his paintings, and more than 
100 photographs of English's street art installations, subverted billboards, and 
other public art. (STK635941) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 11x11, 224pgs, FC $39.95 
 
LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP 
 



CHICAGOLAND DETECTIVE AGENCY VOLUME 6: A MIDTERM NIGHT'S 
SCHEME GN 
(W) Trina Robbins (A/CA) Tyler Page 
When a set of magic potions disappear from Luna's locker, the Chicagoland 
Detective Agency takes up the young witch's case.  If Raf, Megan, and Raf's 
talking dog Bradley can handle space aliens, mummies and ghosts, this case will 
be child's play! (STK635397) 
SC, 6x9, 64pgs, B&W $6.95 
 
TAO, THE LITTLE SAMURAI GN'S 
(W) Laurent Richard (A/CA) Nicolas Ryser 
Tao, the Little Samurai - Tao is a master at pulling off jokes and pranks, but he's 
also determined to become a master of martial arts someday! In volume 1, 
Pranks and Attacks!, Tao is studying martial arts at the famous Master Snow's 
school.  But no matter how hard he concentrates on his lessons, mischief gets in 
the way! In volume 2, Ninjas and Knock Outs!, Tao's wandering mind always gets 
him into trouble, especially when he starts having lovey-dovey thoughts about his 
friend Kat! Tao starts pulling bigger, sillier pranks, but will Kat notice him? Then 
in volume 3, Clowns and Dragons!, Tao is in school to be a fearless samurai. 
Join the fun as he tries to prank some bullies and teach kung fu moves to his cat! 
(STK635400) 
#1 PRANKS AND ATTACKS—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $6.95 
#2 NINJAS & KNOCK OUTS—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $6.95 
#3 CLOWNS & DRAGONS—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $6.95 
 
TIB & TUMTUM VOLUME 2: MY AMAZING DINOSAUR GN 
(W)  Grimaldi (A/CA)  Bannister 
Tib is teased in his stone-age tribe for the birthmark on his face. When he meets 
Tumtum the dinosaur, Tib finds a friend who has a birthmark too — and who 
accepts Tib just the way he is. The tribe knows that Tib's friend, Tumtum, is real.  
But not everyone loves the red dinosaur as much as Tib does.  How can Tib 
prove to the tribe that there's more to this dinosaur than meets the eye? 
(STK635394) 
SC, 7x10, 48pgs, FC $7.95 
 
LITTLE EVA INK 
 
MARK TEXEIRA: TEMPEST SKETCHBOOK HC 
(W/A/CA) Mark Texeira 
From master illustrator Mark Texeira, known for Vampirella, Ghost Rider, Moon 
Knight, The Punisher and much more, comes this whirlwind of amazing pieces, 
highlighting the career of this artist who brings fine art  techniques to the world of 
comic book covers and illustration. With a print run of only 1,000 copies, Tempest 
is available in signed and sketch editions! (STK635959) 
SIGNED EDITION—HC, 48pgs, FC $39.99 
SKETCH EDITION—HC, 48pgs, FC $125.00 



 
LOADED BARREL STUDIOS 
 
BRIELLE AND THE HORROR GN 
(W) Jared Barel, Jordan Barel (A/CA) Jared Barel 
Sixteen-year-old Brielle Hicks was born with something evil inside of her. Now, 
as she matures into adulthood The Horror deep within her is rising to the surface. 
Can Brielle learn to control this evil and arise a new kind of hero before it 
unleashes Armageddon? (STK635938) 
SC, 7x11, 200pgs, FC $19.99 
 
MOONSTONE 
 
SHEENA #2 
(W) David De Souza & Various (A) Shawn McCauley (CA) Jake Minor & Various 
Die Hard screenwriter Steven E. de Souza's critically acclaimed reboot of Will 
Eisner's Sheena, Queen of the Jungle comes to Moonstone in this action packed 
series! A man-eater is on the loose, the government bounty is in the thousands, 
and trigger happy hunters are descending on Sheena's private jungle like shark 
fisherman pursuing "Jaws." As the mutilated victims pile up, Sheena knows her 
jaguar companion is innocent, but can she prove her theory that the killer is 
neither man or beast before the intruders end up killing an innocent — or stumble 
upon her own secret role as the leader of Val Verde's spreading revolution? 
(STK635942) 
32pgs, FC $3.99 
 
SHERLOCK HOLMES & KOLCHAK: CRY FOR THUNDER NOVEL HC NOVEL 
(W) Joe Gentile (A/CA) Doug Klauba 
Two of the most unique investigators of all time attempt to untangle the same 
mystery, a century apart from one another! The lawless wild west, the hidden 
world of Victorian London, the present day hell of Hollywood — there, and back 
again — one of the strangest stories never told! The long awaited and greatly 
expanded (with over twice the story) novelization of the critically acclaimed 
crossover graphic novel! (STK635943) 
HC, 6x9, 160pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
BUCKAROO BANZAI VOLUME 1: RETURN OF THE SCREW TP (NEW 
PRINTING) 
(W) Earl Mac Rauch, W. D. Richter (A) Stephen Thompson, Ken Wolak (CA) Lee 
Moder, Dave Dorman 
Reduced Price! Along with his Hong Kong Cavaliers, Banzai must battle more 
than one surprise arch enemy, each with their own motives, but all acting in 
concert to bring Banzai to his knees! All this sandwiched between a couple of 
great rock and roll guitar solos, a few surgical procedures, a crazy gun battle on 
land and air, Buck's one chance for the ultimate revenge, his soul in turmoil, all 
the chicks digging him, engineering synchronicity, pretty toilets, a human pickle, 



and a giant sombrero! A brand new interview with Banzai's creator Mac Rauch! 
(STK635944) 
SC, 7x10, 120pgs, FC $15.95 
 
BUCKAROO BANZAI VOLUME 2: NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO TP 
(W) Earl Mac Rauch (A) Chew Chan, Shawn Van Briesen (CA) Matt Haley 
First time in paperback! Writer Mac Rauch and director WD Richter return to their 
creation with brand new stories! Everyone's favorite adventurer/surgeon/rock star 
is back again just in time to save the world! Get the low down on the events that 
transpired before the movie! See for the first time a good look at Buckaroo's 
beginnings! This volume reprints the 2 issue "Prequel" series, the two-issue 
"H.O.T.H." series, and the "Origin" and "Big Size" issues. (STK635945) 
SC, 7x10, 158pgs, FC $16.95 
 
NBM 
 
FAMILY TIES GN 
(W) Eric Hobbs (A/CA) Noel Tuazon 
Hoping to secure a future for his children, an aging Alaskan crime boss looks to 
retire and divide his empire amongst his three heirs. But when his idealistic son 
refuses the inheritance, the old man disowns him. This turns out to be a fatal 
mistake when he sees his cold-blooded daughters use their new-found power 
and influence against him. Inspired by Shakespeare's classic play King Lear, The 
Godfather meets Shakespearean tragedy in this epic tale of betrayal and loss. 
(STK524362) (C: 0-0-1) 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #1 (JAN131208) 
SC, 6x9, 208pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
THE BROADCAST GN 
(W) Eric Hobbs (A/CA) Noel Tuazon 
On the day of the historic broadcast of The War of the Worlds by Orson Welles 
which triggered panic in many places it sounded so real, a family in the 
countryside fears for its life and also has to deal with strangers and neighbors 
coming in for help. The tension brings to the surface long suppressed emotions 
and conflicts and a violent reckoning in a dark stormy night. (STK421473) 
(JUN101062) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 6x9, 180pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
Eurotica 
 
BARBARIAN CHICKS AND DEMONS VOLUME 6 GN 



For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
SC, 9x11, 48pgs, FC $11.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
BARBARIAN CHICKS AND DEMONS GN'S 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Canada, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Indonesia, & the U.K. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
VOLUME 1 (MAR083700)—SC, 9x11, 48pgs, FC $10.95 
VOLUME 2—SC, 9x11, 48pgs, FC $11.95 
 
NEW ENGLAND COMICS 
 
THE TICK COLOR SERIES: THE COMPLETE WORKS VOLUME 1 TP 
(W/A)  Various 
This volume begins the complete full-color adventures of Ben Edlund's classic 
character, The Tick! Volume 1 contains The Tick in Color #1-6, plus four all-color 
one-shot specials: The Tick’s Incredible Internet Comic, The Tick's Big 
Halloween Special #1, The Tick's Big Red-N-Green Christmas Spectacle #1, and 
Introducing The Tick #1! (STK401842) (AUG091018) 
SC, 256pgs, FC $34.95 
 
NEW PARADIGM STUDIOS, CO. 
 
WATSON AND HOLMES VOLUME 1 TP 
(W) Karl Bollers (A) Rick Leonardi, Larry Stroman (CA) Rick Leonardi 
Collecting the entire first arc of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Dr 
John Watson re-envisioning as African Americans living in New York City's 
famous Harlem district. Watson, an Afghanistan war vet, works in an inner-city 
clinic; Holmes, a local P.I. who takes unusual cases. When one of them ends up 
in Watson's emergency room, the unlikely duo strike up a partnership to find a 
missing girl. Watson & Holmes bump heads along the way as they enter a 
labyrinth of drugs, guns, gangs and a conspiracy that goes higher and deeper 
than they could have imagined. Containing epilogue issue #5 as well as chock 
full of extra material on the evolution of a new classic. (STK625751) 
(OCT131251) 
SC, 7x10, 144pgs, FC $16.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
ONI PRESS 
 



SCOTT PILGRIM VOLUME 5: SCOTT PILGRIM VS. THE UNIVERSE HC 
(W/A/CA) Bryan Lee O'Malley 
The penultimate Scott Pilgrim full color hardcover edition is here! There are many 
questions in Scott Pilgrim's terrible little life. First of all, why did he have to turn twenty-
four? Secondly, why do robots keep trying to kill him? And why is Sex Bob-omb falling 
apart? Why is Ramona acting so weird? And finally, why won't these brilliant and deadly 
Japanese twins leave him alone? Scott Pilgrim will find the answers to these questions... 
or die trying! Featuring exclusive bonus content and previously unpublished extras you 
won't find anywhere else in the Universe! 
HC, 6x9, 192pgs, FC $24.99 
 
ARCHER COE & THE THOUSAND NATURAL SHOCKS SC 
 (W/A/CA) Dan Christensen 
Archer Coe is a performing hypnotist with the stage name “The Mind’s Arrow.” When his 
nightly shows are over, he moonlights as a special consultant for the rich and powerful. 
His latest client is a woman who claims to know him but whom he swears he’s never 
met. Things take a strange turn for the worse when her husband ends up dead, and 
police suspect Archer of not just killing him, but also of being a sinister killer nicknamed 
“The Zipper.” Archer has no memory of any of this, but it’s making him doubt whether or 
not he’s got blood on his hands. Could the master of other people’s minds be losing his 
own? 
SC, 6x9, 152pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
THE BUNKER #3 
(W) Joshua Fialkov (A/CA) Joe Infurnari 
Heidi goes through her journey to find the uncle who abused her, and must decide 
between revenge and justice. What she learns about herself forces her down the path 
her friends are already walking. She knows that she has to help them change the future.  
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
WASTELAND VOLUME 10 TPB 
(W) Antony Johnston (A) Brett Weldele, Sandy Jarrell, Omar Olivera, Sam Kieth 
(CA) Christopher Mitten 
As the hit sci-fi western epic approaches its end, this penultimate volume collects all the 
previously uncollected one-shot issues from the series in one trade paperback! With 
guest art from legendary artist Sam Kieth (SANDMAN) and Eisner award nominee Brett 
Weldele (SURROGATES), plus exciting newcomers Sandy Jarrell and Omar Olivera! 
Get the lowdown on all the remaining stories in WASTELAND, before the series’ 
cataclysmic conclusion! 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 104pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
THE AUTEUR #2 
(W) Rick Spears (A/CA) James Callahan, Luigi Anderson 
Notorious Hollywood producer, Nathan T. Rex aims to punch up the gore on his new 
horror film Presidents Day by hiring a real life serial killer as a “murder consultant”. 
Hijacking the Darwin killer’s legal defense, Rex spins the "trial of the century," into a 
mockery of justice, all in the name of Tinseltown glory! 
MATURE THEMES 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 



 
LETTER 44 #6 
(W) Charles Soule (A/CA) Alberto Jiménez Alburquerque with Guy Major 
The first arc of Letter 44 comes to a close: new life arrives in deep space, the crew of the 
Clarke learn important truths about the reason the aliens have come to our solar system, 
and President Blades teaches his enemies what it truly means to go up against the 
President of the United States. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
WASTELAND #54 
(W) Antony Johnston (A/CA) Christopher Mitten 
FINAL STORY ARC CONTINUES! Michael, Abi, and Thomas explore the mysterious 
shaft — and find more than they could have ever expected! Unearthing the secrets of A-
Ree-Yass-I will take everything they have, but at last the truth will be found… and the 
story of The Big Wet can be told! 
MATURE THEMES 
B&W, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ORION 
 
ASTERIX OMNIBUS VOLUME 9 HC 
(W) Rene Goscinny (A/CA) Albert Uderzo 
The path of true love never did run smooth — especially when the sweethearts' 
fathers have split their town in half. That's the problem for Histrionix and the 
beautiful Melodrama in Asterix and the Great Divide. Asterix and Obelix face a 
dangerous double agent in Asterix and the Black Gold. And it's two Gauls and a 
baby when Asterix and Obelix tare of an abandoned infant — and try to keep it 
out of Roman hands — in Asterix and Son. (STK635420) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States--No U.S. Territories. 
HC, 8x11, 152pgs, FC $27.95 
 
OSSM COMICS 
 
THANIEL #1 
(W) Omar Spahi (A/CA) Terry Huddleston 
Throughout the universe there is one constant; everything dies. Growing up on 
the streets, losing everyone closest to him, Thaniel knows this harsh reality all 
too well. Born with a mysterious power that he's struggling to control, Thaniel 
begins to wonder if those he loves are gone because of him. (STK635992) 
MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, B&W (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
THANIEL #2 
(W) Omar Spahi (A/CA) Terry Huddleston 
After discovering the person behind the drug trafficking in his city, Thaniel's 
forced to use his power against someone he cares about. Every decision he's 
made, every tragedy he's faced was only a precursor of what's to come. 
Delivering others from evil comes at a price. (STK635996) 



MATURE THEMES 
32pgs, B&W (2 of 4) $3.99 
 
PANINI UK LTD 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE CRUEL SEA GN 
(W) Gareth Roberts & Various (A) Mike Collins, John Ross 
By popular demand! An outstanding volume of comic strips collecting the 
complete adventures of the ninth Doctor (played on TV by Christopher Eccleston) 
and Rose Tyler (Billie Piper) from the pages of Doctor Who Magazine. Featuring 
five complete stories from the acclaimed writers of the Doctor Who television 
series Gareth Roberts and Robert Shearman, and also by Doctor Who Magazine 
writer Scott Gray, this volume includes a wealth of exclusive, brand-new material 
revealing how the strips were created, featuring contributions and commentary 
from the writers and artists. (STK635045) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 8x11, 132pgs, FC $19.99 
 
PAPERCUTZ 
 
ANNOYING ORANGE VOLUME 5: TRANSFARMERS FRUIT PROCESSORS 
IN DISGUISE 
(W) Scott Shaw, Mike Kazaleh (A) Scott Shaw, Mark Kazaleh  
(CA) Scott Shaw, Mike Kazaleh 
A family of gigantic aliens from outer space has invaded our planet. Their 
mission? Harvest all of Earth's fruit! Annoying Orange and his produce pals from 
Daneboe's Supermarket must to try and stop these monsters: Blendorr, a titanic 
living juicer; his colossal wife Juolie-Annn, a sentient slicing device; and their 
only-slightly-less-gargantuan son, Rronko, a mysterious gizmo of a thousand 
uses! If our band of fruitastic heroes can't pull off Orange's annoying defense 
plans, they'll be fed into the galactic juicers! (STK635977) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
HARDCOVER—SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99 
 
ARIOL VOLUME 4: A BEAUTIFUL COW SC 
(W) Emmanual Guibert (A/CA) Marc Boutavant 
Petula is a beautiful cow who smells nice, has pretty hair, and makes Ariol 
tremble when she's around. And even though Ariol's story so far is almost 400 
pages long, he still hasn't worked up the courage to tell Petula that he loves her! 
Instead, he keeps accidentally saying all the wrong things every time she turns 
around to talk to him in class. Valiant Ariol is finally ready to make his move. Will 
he soar like Thunder Horse or plummet like, well, like Ariol? With charming 
artwork and hilarious vignettes, Ariol is the perfect series for anyone who started 
off life as a kid! (STK635979) (C: 0-0-1) 
SC, 7x8, 124pgs, FC $12.99 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 



 
ARIOL VOLUME 3: HAPPY AS A PIG SC 
(W) Emmanual Guibert (A/CA) Marc Boutavant 
Ariol is a donkey and his best friend Ramono is a pig. One is blue with long ears 
and big glasses, the other is pink with a snout like a light socket. They may not 
be similar, but they are friends. This third volume continues Ariol's adventures at 
home and at school, but also gives us a closer look at his life with his best friend, 
Ramono. (STK623354) (SEP131268) 
SC, 5.5x7.75, 124pgs, FC $12.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
DINOSAURS VOLUME 2: BITE OF THE ALLOSAURUS HC 
(W) Arnaud Plumeri (A/CA)  Bloz 
When you're a dinosaur, there's only one thing to fear: the dinosaurs that are 
bigger than you! In the latest chapter of this thunderously funny series we find 
out how the giants among giants lived millions of years ago. How do the jaws of a 
T.Rex measure up to those of a shark or a lion? How could an Allosaurus eat as 
much as it did without getting sick? What happens when an Albertosaurus takes 
on a Carnotaurus? Bite of the Allosaurus is a snarling, bone-crunching look at the 
biggest beasts that ever lived! (STK635983) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x9, 56pgs, FC $10.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DINOSAURS VOLUME 1: IN THE BEGINNING... HC 
(W) Arnaud Plumeri (A/CA)  Bloz 
Think you know everything there is to know about dinosaurs? Think again! In this 
brand new series, kid dinos show us what their lives were like in short, funny, 
teeth-gnashing bursts of prehistoric mayhem. Dinosaurs is your guided tour 
through the rough-and-tumble world of the mightiest beasts to ever walk the 
earth! (STK628598) 
HC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $10.99 
 
DISNEY FAIRIES VOLUME 14: TINKER BELL AND BLAZE 
(W) Tea Orsi, Carlo Panero (A/CA) Marina Braggio, Manuela Razzi 
Tinker Bell is Pixie Hollow's best tinker and she's always on the lookout for new 
lost objects that she can turn into amazing, magical inventions! But when Tink 
goes on a scavenger hunt at the beach, she forgets to invite her firefly friend 
Blaze. Can these two repair their friendship, or will Blaze leave Pixie Hollow 
forever? Plus: eleven more exciting tales of faith, trust, and pixie dust! 
(STK635976) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
HARDCOVER—HC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99 
 
THE GARFIELD SHOW VOLUME 3: LONG LOST LYMAN 



(W) Jim Davis, Cedric Michiels (A/CA)  Ellipsanime/Dargaud Media 
This is the story Garfield fans have been waiting for! Years ago, Lyman left his 
dog Odie with Jon and was never seen again. When Jon learns that Lyman may 
have disappeared while searching for a mythical beast in a distant jungle, Jon, 
Garfield, and Odie set out to find him. It's a journey decades in the making in this 
historic Garfield graphic novel! (STK635968) (C: 0-0-1) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
HARDCOVER—SC, 7x9, 64pgs, FC $11.99 
 
THEA STILTON VOLUME 3: THE TREASURE OF THE VIKING SHIP HC 
(W/A/CA) Thea Stilton 
Colette, Violet, Pamela, Nicky, and Paulina are working on a historical restoration 
when they learn about an ancient Viking vessel that sank off the shore of Whale 
Island. Rumor has it that the ship is full of treasure, and what's worse, some 
shadowy figure is plotting to steal it! If Mouseford's best investigative journalists 
can't crack this case, Whale Island will lose one of its most important cultural 
artifacts before it's even found. (STK635980) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, 56pgs, FC $9.99 
 
Super Genius 
 
WWE #5 
(W) Mick Foley (A/CA) Alitha Martinez 
"Haze of Glory," Part 1 of 4. Monday Night Raw is chaos.The WWE 
Championship is missing. Announce tables are destroyed. John Cena is 
handcuffed to Mark Henry. Ring ropes are snapped in half. Three Superstars are 
to blame — CM Punk, Daniel Bryan, and Rey Mysterio. The problem is, none of 
them remember a thing! Now they must retrace their steps over the past few 
hours to uncover how they could possibly be responsible for such wanton 
damage and save their jobs with Triple H and the McMahons. (STK635985) 
28pgs, FC $3.99 
 
PERFECT SQUARE 
 
HELLO KITTY: SURPRISE! SC 
(W/A) Jacob Chabot, Ian McGinty, Jorge Monlongo, Anastassia Neisltova 
What’s that? Who’s there? It’s a surprise! Expect the unexpected! A day at the 
beach is more than just fun in the sun. A mysterious egg holds a tiny secret. 
Mama and Papa have a few secrets of their own. And a quiet afternoon with a 
good book is more enchanting than Hello Kitty ever could have imagined! 
Plus, prepare to be amazed by Anastassia Neislotova’s tales of wonder! Age 
Rating: A 
SC, 6x8, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
 
UGLYDOLL: MY HERO? SC 



(W/A) Sun-Min Kim, David Horvath, DEVILROBOTS, Theo Ellsworth, Phillip 
Jacobson, MAD BARBARIANS, Ian McGinty, Junko Mizuno, Travis Nichols 
Do you need a hero? So do we. We want to help, we really do. But after all the 
suiting up, choosing powers, assembling a super team and rescuing cats from 
trees, there's no time for pie. And we really like pie. So maybe we're not cut out 
for saving the world. Don't you agree, Ice-Bat? Oh, wait, he's off defending the 
Uglyverse. We'll ask him when he's done. Right after we finish dessert. Hey! It's a 
bird, it's a plane, it's Mad Barbarians, DVRB, Theo Ellsworth and Junko Mizuno! 
Age Rating: A 
SC, 7x9, 80pgs, FC $7.99 
 
BEN 10 OMNIVERSE: PARALLEL PARADOX GN 
(W) Joel Enos (A) Alan Brown 
An attempt to catch a thief who’s stealing tech from the inhabitants of Undertown 
puts Ben and Rook face-to-face with someone from their past whose very 
existence could mean the end of the world as we know it. To save the universe 
(again), Ben will have to make one of the hardest decisions of his life. Can he do 
it before the parallel paradox unravels the very thread of history itself?! Age 
Rating: A 
SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
 
MAX STEELE: HAYWIRE GN 
(W) Tom Pinchuk (A) Jan Wijngaard 
Max Steel: The ultimate turbocharged teen hero with a secret! Maxwell McGrath 
is just your average 16-year-old boy…until he starts experiencing uncontrollable 
Turbo Energy! To control this superpower, he must merge with a know-it-all alien 
ultralink named Steel. Together this unlikely duo will battle to save the earth as 
the ultimate turbocharged superhero—MAX STEEL! A shadowy new villain hits 
Earth with a super computer virus that takes down technology and creates 
communications chaos. Can Max figure out how to get things back online—
without using his usual techno-tricks to do it?! Age Rating: A 
SC, 6x9, 64pgs, FC $7.99 
 
POKÉMON BLACK AND WHITE VOLUME 15 GN 
(W) Hidenori Kusaka (A) Satoshi Yamamoto 
"How can Black convince a group of bitter Pokemon to trust people again? And 
how can Trainer Alder convince Team Plasma leader N that the Pokemon 
League exemplifies the powerful bond between Pokemon and their trainers? 
Then, it's Black and White - together again! Now how will our friends rescue the 
kidnapped Gym Leaders...? Plus, meet Cobalion, Virizion, Terrakion, Twineedle, 
Megahor and... Serperior and Samurott?! Not to mention the new rougher and 
tougher Gigi?!" Age Rating: A 
SC, 5x7, 80pgs, B&W $7.99 
 
POP! GOES THE ICON 
 



SAN HANNIBAL #1 
(W) Dan Schkade (A) J D Faith (CA) Dan Schkade 
In this neo noir mystery, small-time private investigator, Ira Avery, searchs for the 
missing photojournalist, Savannah Loy. The seeminly simple case soon reveals 
itself to be much bigger than Avery had expected and he finds himself risking 
like, limb, and sanity to uncover the secret of San Hannibal, California and the 
secret that has caused his mark to fall off the face of the Earth. (STK636100) 
24pgs (1 of 5) $2.99 
 
PS ARTBOOKS 
 
ACG CLASSICS ADVENTURES INTO THE UNKNOWN SIGNED SLIPCASE 
EDITION COLL PACK 
(W) Barry Forshaw & Various (A) Glenn Chadbourne 
A gaggle of gruesome gore designed to blow brainpans and bowels alike. These 
were the days when anything went in comicbooks, no holds barred — except for 
strangleholds, of course! Four glorious volumes at a crazy reduced price and 
comprising issues 1 through 20 of the world's very first anthology comicbook, 
plus a free copy of PS's showcase magazine featuring samples of all that's good 
in the freakout world of four-color mayhem! (STK635707) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $169.99 
 
ACG COLLECTED WORKS: FORBIDDEN WORLDS VOLUME 6 SLIPCASE 
EDITION 
(W) Peter Crowther (A) Ken Bald & Various 
Another bevy of far-out freakiness from the kid sister mag of ACG's 
groundbreaking Adventures Into The Unknown, featuring more tales exploring 
the supernatural collected togther from issues #33-39 of the classic Forbidden 
Worlds. With this volume, we see the introduction of the Code! (STK635713) (C: 
0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99 
 
ACG CLASSICS COLLECTOR PACK: FORBIDDEN WORLDS 
(W) Stan Nicholls & Various (A) Edward Miller 
Forbidden? Heck, these are worlds you wouldn't even want to venture into! And 
as PS moves forward even farther into the ACG pre-Code firmament, here we go 
collecting together the first 25 issues, featuring four sumptuous slipcased 
volumes, one signature sheet (for Volume One) and four introductions from folks 
who know their spooky stuff! These classic anthologies, available now at a 
knock-down price, will thrill you today as much as when they were first published! 
(STK635704) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $129.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS: BLACK CAT MYSTERY VOLUME 4 SLIPCASE ED 
(A) Rudy Palais & Various 



Collecting issues #48-53 (February to December 1954), volume 4 of Black Cat 
Mystery features a special introduction from David Tosh and profiles one of the 
genre's leading artists, Manny Stallman, plus examples of his original artwork. 
(STK635714) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, 256pgs, FC $119.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS: CHAMBER OF CHILLS COLLECTOR PACK 
(W) Joe Hill & Various 
Yes, the very first book in PS's classic reprint line was always going to be a 
collector's dream, particularly with an introduction from Joe "Horns" Hill! And 
numbers 3 and 4 are heading the same wya! So here's the chance to jump on 
and grab yourself a genuine piece of comic book history! (STK635705) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, FC $89.99 
 
HARVEY HORRORS COLLECTOR PACK: WITCHES TALES SOFTEE 
SLIPCASE EDITION 
(A) Al Avison & Various 
Dare you read these eerie tales of the supernatural from this forgotten classic? 
Hey, no: scratch that. Dare you not read 'em?! All 28 issues of Harvey's 
notorious Witches Tales, in five beautiful paperback editions in a gorgeous 
illustrated slipcase! Go get some money, kids cos it's 1953 again, and horror 
comics are horrible once more! Ah, bliss! (STK635716) (C: 0-0-1) 
5 book set, SC, 7x10x4, 1200pgs, FC $109.99 
 
ROY THOMAS PRESENTS BRIEFER'S FRANKENSTEIN: 1947 SLIPCASE 
(W) Don Glut, Dick Briefer 
Dick Briefer's Frankenstein for Prize Comics is widely regarded as being 
America's first ongoing horror series. Indeed, it was Briefer's work that probably 
caused the creature to be actually named as Frankenstein instead of the 
nameless monstrosity from Shelley's novel. Splitting the stories between two 
stools — humor and horror — Briefer's tales are absorbing and unsettling in 
equal parts. Some of the humorous material has already been reprinted, though 
not necessarily in order nor in total. Until now! Collects issues #6-10, published 
January/February to November/December 1947. (STK635730) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $64.99 
 
ROY THOMAS PRESENTS COLLECTOR PACK: PLANET COMICS 
(W) Carmen Infantino & Various 
More "out of this world" yarns from the heroes (and heroines!) of the spaceways 
that appeared from Fiction House over a thirteen-year period ending in 1953. 
They're all here — Flint Baker, Reef Ryan, The Space Rangers, Gale Allen, Star 
Pirate, Mysta of the Moon, Norge Benson plus many more. Jump on board the 
Planet ship and let's set course for the farthest reaches of the galaxy — and 
phooey to dilithium crystals! — plus you get a paperback edition of PS's sampler, 
Showcase. (STK635700) (C: 0-0-1) 
HC, 7x10, FC $89.99 



 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
ROY THOMAS PRESENTS: PHANTOM LADY COLLECTED WORKS 
VOLUME 1 HC 
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Matt Baker, Carmine Infantino (CA) Matt Baker 
Phantom Lady, one of the legendary characters of Quality Comics, returns in this 
collected edition, limited to just 1700 copies worldwide! Reprinting Phantom Lady 
stories from Police Comic #1-23 and Phantom Lady #13-15, this full-color 
hardcover is limited to just 1,700 copies worldwide. (STK518313) (OCT121176) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $47.99 
 
ROY THOMAS PRESENTS: PHANTOM LADY COLLECTED WORKS 
VOLUME 2 HC 
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Matt Baker, Carmine Infantino (CA) Matt Baker 
More mouthwatering adventures from one of comicdom's first femmes fatales! 
Collects stories from June 1948 to July 1955 — Fox Feature Publication's 
Phantom Lady issues #18-23 and All Top Comics issues #8-17, plus Farrell 
Publication's Phantom Lady issues #1-4 and Wonder Boy issues #17-18. 
Foreword by Roy Thomas. (STK521779) (DEC121212) 
HC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $47.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ROY THOMAS PRESENTS: CLASSIC PHANTOM LADY TP BOXED SET 
(W) Roy Thomas (A) Matt Baker, Carmine Infantino (CA) Matt Baker 
She was not only the scourge of wrongdoers but also the nemesis of a good 
night's sleep for all red-blooded teenagers way back in the far-out fifties! With her 
modern-day counterpart now residing in the DC Universe, these classic Phantom 
Lady tales from a half a century ago are guaranteed to set pulses racing. This 
volume collects Police Comic #1-23 (Quality), Phantom Lady #13-15 (Fox 
Features), Phantom Lady #18-23 (Fox Features), All Top Comics #8-17, 
Phantom Lady #1-4 (Farrell), and Wonder Boy #17-18. (STK617925) 
(JUL131248) 
SC, 7x10, 648pgs, FC $79.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
REBELLION / 2000AD 
 
2000 AD APRIL 2014 PACK 
More barnstorming SF thrills from the UK's Eisner-nominated anthology! The 
secrets of Justice Department's mysterious Section 7 are revealed in Judge 
Dredd: Mega-City Confidential; then the future lawman tackles of rash of spree 
shootings in Shooters Night; Celtic barbarian Slaine crosses the causeway to the 
terrifying isle of Monadh in A Simple Killing; the body count rises in sci-fi revenge 



thriller Outlier; hitmen Sinister Dexter take on an apocalypse cult in Gun Shy; and 
Atalia Jaegir must protect a family from a rampaging strigoi in Jaegir. 
(STK635956) 
Magazine pack, 32pgs, PC $26.25 
 
JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #347 
More action and adventure in the future-shocked world of Judge Dredd! Psi-
Judge Anderson comes under a malign psychic influence in Dead End by Alan 
Grant and Michael Dowling; private investigator Galen DeMarco discovers the 
truth behind the murderous creature preying on citizens in The Whisper by Mike 
Carroll and Steve Yeowell; Judge Dredd is targeted by one of his most lethal foes 
yet in Rad to the Bone by T.C. Eglington and Boo Cook; and Demon Nic is 
caught in a war between the human and demon worlds, courtesy of Paul Grist! In 
addition, in the bagged graphic novel this month, meet Judge Judy Janus, rising 
star of Psi-Division, by Grant Morrison, Mark Millar and Paul Johnson! 
(STK635957) 
Magazine (w/ Graphic Novel), 128pgs, PC $12.25 
 
DEVLIN WAUGH: SWIMMING IN BLOOD TP 
(W) John Smith (A) Sean Phillips & Various 
In Judge Dredd's world, where psychic phenomena are commonplace, and 
horrors from beyond the imagination can invade our reality at any time, one man 
stands against the terror — freelance Vatican operative, athlete, aesthete and 
bon vivant Devlin Waugh, whose talent for fisticuffs is matched only by his 
penchant for vicious tongue-lashings! When the Vatican's pre-cognitive telepaths 
detect a future problem in the high-tech underwater prison of Aquatraz, Devlin is 
sent to investigate. But when he discovers the truth, will he turn out to have bitten 
off more than he can chew? (STK635969) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 288pgs, FC $33.99 
 
RO-BUSTERS: THE DISASTER SQUADS OF DISTINCTION TP 
(W) Pat Mills, Alan Moore (A) Dave Gibbons, Bryan Talbot 
By the end of the 22nd century, robots are a commodity that man can’t live 
without. Like all technology, newer and better models are constantly being 
unveiled, making their predecessors obsolete. Enter Ro-Jaws and Hammerstein 
— an environmental droid with an attitude and a battle-weary war-bot. Both were 
ready for the scrap-heap until Howard Quartz, the billionaire brain in a robot 
body, bought them both so they could join his international rescue squad. Now 
the durable duo are plunged into the kind of disastrous situations no human 
being could ever survive, knowing full well that failure would lead to them being 
dismantled by the psychotic battle tank Mek-Quake! (STK635972) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Not available in the U.K. (May Purchase from U.K. Vendor) 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, FC $14.99 
 
RED 5 COMICS 



 
BAD DREAMS #1 
(W/A/CA) Gary Winnick 
From the co-creator of Lucasfilm's Maniac Mansion comes a lavishly illustrated 
twisted tale of whimsy, bouncing off classic fairy tale tradition. When Mother 
Night goes missing, everyone slowly loses their minds from a lack of sleep. An 
odd band of dreamworld misfits must band together to find her. (STK635974) 
32pgs, FC (1 of 5) $3.50 
 
HAUNTED #1 
(W) Scott Chitwood (A/CA) Danny Luckert 
When the barrier between our world and the spiritual realm is torn down, the 
entire earth becomes haunted.  Now a lone survivor may hold the key to closing 
the barrier, but first she must run a gauntlet of ghosts in the most haunted city in 
the world.  Featured on Free Comic Book Day 2014. (STK635981) 
32pgs, FC (1 of 4) $3.50 
 
RED GIANT ENTERTAINMENT 
 
ANA ALEXANDER'S PORCELAIN #1 
(W) Ana Alexander, Benny Powell (A) Kim Lang, Youjun Yang (CA) Kim Lang 
Set in the near future, the world's best assassin, Agent Porcelain, wasn't born, 
she was grown in a lab. At least that's what her creators claim. But if that's true, 
why does this supposedly soulless creation have dreams? It all starts here! 
Action actress and model, Ana Alexander, of Femme Fatales and Chemistry 
fame, creates, writes, and stars as the hero in this brand new series. 
(STK635982) 
28pgs, FC $3.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ROBOY RED GN 
(W/A/CA) John Gallagher, Rich Faber 
The all-ages tale of a runaway theme park robot — atomic robot adventure! 
When a corporate magnate takes over the Roboyland theme park, they want to 
use Roboy's circuitry for weapons. Soon, Robot and his friends Dara and Tuck 
are on the run! (STK457851) 
SC, 6x9, 96pgs, FC $14.95 
 
SELFMADEHERO 
 
THE BOXER: THE TRUE STORY OF HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR HARRY HAFT 
GN 
(W/A/CA) Reinhard Kleist 
Poland, 1941. Sixteen-year-old Harry Haft is sent to Auschwitz. When he is 
forced to fight against other inmates for the amusement of the SS officers, Haft 



shows extraordinary strength and courage, and a determination to survive. As 
the Soviet Army advances in April 1945, he makes a daring escape from the 
Nazis. After negotiating the turmoil of post-War Poland, Haft immigrates to the 
United States and establishes himself as a professional prizefighter, remaining 
undefeated until he faces heavy-weight champion Rocky Marciano in 1949. In 
The Boxer, Reinhard Kleist reveals another side to the steely Harry Haft — a 
man struggling to escape the memories of the fiancée he left behind in Poland. 
This is a powerful and moving graphic novel about love and the will to survive. 
(STK635156) 
SC, 7x10, 200pgs, B&W $22.95 
 
THE CIGAR THAT FELL IN LOVE WITH A PIPE GN 
(W) David Camus (A/CA) Nick Abadzis 
On the eve of the release of his latest movie, The Lady From Shanghai, Orson 
Welles receives a gift: An admirer has sent him a box of cigars. Rich and full 
bodied, they are the finest he's ever tasted. But then, these are no ordinary 
cigars: They've been assembled by the most famous cigar roller in Cuba, 
Conchita Marquez. It is an exquisite gift, though one not appreciated by Welles's 
wife, Rita Hayworth. As he smokes these most coveted of cigars, he daydreams 
about the plump genius Conchita Marquez, whose story of triumph, despair, and 
love unfolds within the pages of this stunning and imaginative graphic novel. 
(STK635149) 
HC, 6x9, 128pgs, FC $22.95 
 
SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT LLC 
 
ALICE IN THE COUNTRY OF HEARTS: LOVE LABYRINTH OF THORNS GN 
(W)  Quinrose (A/CA) Aoi Kurihara 
Explore the stormy romance between Alice and the grim Clockmaker! Seven 
Seas is pleased to present Alice in the Country of Hearts: Love Labyrinth of 
Thorns, a one-shot volume that focuses on the fan-favorite character, Julius the 
Clockmaker. As this manga is an alternate retelling of the “hearts” storyline, it can 
be read independently of the original Alice in the Country of Hearts series. Love 
Labyrinth of Thorns chronicles the further adventures of Alice as she goes 
deeper down the rabbit hole. Unwillingly drawn into the Country of Hearts, Alice 
decides to make the Clocktower her home. However, the volatile relationship 
between Alice and Julius the Clockmaker does not make her stay easy. And just 
when she thinks she’s had enough, other players who vie for Alice’s heart enter 
the picture: the dream demon Nightmare, and the dashing Ace of Hearts. Who 
will Alice choose? Like the other New York Times best-selling books in 
the Alice in the Country of Clover series, this new volume is an oversized edition 
that features impressive artwork and color pin-ups. (STK634790) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x8, 192pgs, B&W $13.99 
 
DRAGONAR ACADEMY VOLUME 2 GN 



(W) Shiki Mizuchi (A/CA)  Ran 
Dragons were never this sexy! For fans of magic schools, fantastical creatures, 
and harem comedies comes Dragonar Academy, an all-new manga series about 
a boy who is trying to tame an unruly — and very pretty — dragon. Learning to 
ride and tame dragons comes easy to most students at Ansarivan Dragonar 
Academy — except for first-year student Ash Blake, who is known by his fellow 
classmates as the “number one problem child.” Poor Ash is the laughing stock at 
school because, despite his unfashionably large star-shaped brand that marks 
him as a future dragon master, he has nothing to show for it. His dragon has 
never appeared. Until now, that is. One fateful day, Ash’s dragon awakes in full 
glory, but appears different than any dragon ever seen before—in the form of a 
beautiful girl! What’s worse, Ash soon discovers that this new dragon has attitude 
to spare, as she promptly informs him that she is the master, and he, the servant. 
Ash’s problems with dragon riding have only just begun! Dragonar Academy, 
which originated as a popular light novel series in Japan, is a growing franchise 
that is sure to appeal to fans of comedic fantasies like Zero’s Familiar and The 
Sacred Blacksmith. Each volume is delightfully illustrated and includes color 
inserts. (STK634785) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, PC $12.99 
 
KANOKON COLLECTED EDITION VOLUME 4 GN 
(W) Katsumi Nishino (A/CA) Rin Yamaki 
The 528-page conclusion to the foxiest manga series ever! For fans of Inukami! 
comes an all-new harem comedy manga about a teenage boy and his romantic 
misadventures with a feisty fox girl and a wily wolf girl! Kanokon orginated as an 
award-winning light novel series in Japan and was then adapted into a popular 
anime and manga series. This omnibus edition contains volumes 7-9 of the 
Kanokon manga series, published for the first time in North America! Innocent 
country boy Oyamada Kouta transfers to a big city high school in his freshman 
year, and from day one, his life enters a world of crazy. First, a beautiful second-
year student named Chizuru professes her love to him, then reveals that she is in 
fact a fox spirit. Frisky and flirty, she suggestively teases naive Kouta in front of 
his classmates, embarrassing him to no end. If that wasn’t enough, a gorgeous 
wolf spirit named Nozomu suddenly transfers to Kouta’s class and decides she 
wants the hapless country boy for herself. As fox girl and wolf girl vie for his 
heart, does Kouta have any say in this? (STK634800) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 352pgs, B&W $20.99 
 
MAYO CHICKI VOLUME 6 GN 
(W) Hajime Asano (A/CA)  Neet 
For fans of wacky gender-benders like Kashimashi, rollicking harem comedies 
like Inukami, and over-the-top high school romances like Toradora, comes an all 
new zany manga series: Mayo Chiki! Kinjiro Sakamachi is a "normal" seventeen-
year-old boy who happens to suffer from an abnormal fear of women, otherwise 
known as gynophobia. His phobia, which surfaces as an occassional nosebleed, 



has been kept more or less under control... until now. A fateful visit to the school 
bathroom turns Kinjiro’s world upside down, as he discovers the dashing and 
popular Konoe Subaru is actually a girl?! What’s worse, the principal’s cruel and 
domineering daughter, Kanade Suzutsuki, has every reason to keep this secret 
from leaking out, and makes it her life’s work to torment Kinjiro, while attempting 
to cure his gynophobia. Is Kanade simply sadistic or does she really want to help 
Kinjiro overcome his fears? It makes no difference to poor Kinjiro, because his 
life has just become a living hell! (STK634786) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
MONSTER MUSUME VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA)  Okayado 
Monsters in mini-skirts! Monster Musume is an all-new manga series that 
presents the classic harem comedy with a fantastical twist: the female cast of 
characters that tempts our male hero is comprised of exotic and enticing 
supernatural creatures like lamias, centaurs and harpies! Three years ago, the 
world learned that harpies, centaurs, catgirls, and all manners of fabulous 
creatures are not merely fiction; they are flesh and blood — not to mention scale, 
feather, horn, and fang. Thanks to the "Cultural Exchange Between Species Act," 
these once-mythical creatures have assimilated into society, or at least, they’re 
trying.When a hapless human teenager named Kurusu Kimihito is inducted as a 
"volunteer" into the government exchange program, his world is turned upside 
down. A snake-like lamia named Miia comes to live with him, and it is Kurusu’s 
job to take care of her and make sure she integrates into his everyday life. 
Unfortunately for Kurusu, Miia is undeniably sexy, and the law against 
interspecies breeding is very strict. Even worse, when a ravishing centaur girl 
and a flirtatious harpy move in, what’s a  full-blooded teenage human with raging 
hormones to do?! (STK634787) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
MY BOYFRIEND IS A VAMPIRE COLLECTED EDITION VOLUME 7 GN 
(W/A/CA) Han Yu-Rang 
Being beautiful is never easy, especially if you’re an eighteen-year-old boy like 
Ryu who is constantly mistaken for a girl because of his delicate good looks. Ryu 
is, in fact, anything but delicate. He is the ringleader of a group of tough kids in 
an all boy’s school, and he’s quick to beat the living daylights out of anyone who 
even hints that he resembles a girl. If that wasn’t hard enough for a regular 
teenage guy to cope with, his life is about to take a shocking turn for the worse. 
When Ryu stumbles upon strange happenings in the forest, he gets sucked into 
a world of vampire intrigue and sinister romance that he never knew existed. And 
he learns that there are worse things than being turned into a vampire: being 
turned into a girl?! Collects Volumes 13-14 of the series. (STK634788) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 320pgs, B&W $17.99 



 
ZERO'S FAMILIAR: CHEVALIER VOLUME 1 GN 
(W) Noboru Yamaguchi (A/CA) Yukari Higa 
Zero’s Familiar: Chevalier is a four-volume sequel series to the popular Zero’s 
Familiar manga series about a headstrong witch girl and her quarrelsome 
relationship with her teenage manservant! Summoned by mistake to the 
wonderful world of Halkeginia by the bumbling witch Louise “the Zero,” Saito’s 
role as Louise’s familiar has had its share of ups and downs. At first an unwilling 
servant, Saito gradually develops feelings for his headstrong mistress Louise, 
and she, too, has begun to reciprocate. But life keeps getting in the way of a 
possibly budding relationship. Now, Louise and her friends are embroiled in a 
full-scale war, and must defend the land of Tristain at all costs. Can Saito prove 
himself in battle to Louise, and win her heart once and for all? (STK634789) (C: 
0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 175pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
 
SUBLIME 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A SLEEPING MOON VOLUMES 1 & 2 GNS 
(W/A/CA) Kano Miyamoto 
In order to solve the mystery of a rumored curse that brings early death to the 
male descendants in his lineage, Akihiko Sakaki goes back to stay in his family's 
ancestral home. One night, he experiences a time slip that lands him 100 years 
in the past! There he meets Eitaro, a student from the Meiji Period who is also 
trying to solve the same mystery. Bridging the gap between the past and the 
present, the two men traverse time and space as they work together to unravel 
the family's secret. Age Rating: M (STK528129) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
MATURE THEMES 
VOL. 1 (MAR131287)—SC, 5x7, 186pgs, FC $12.99 
VOL. 1 (JUL131277)—SC, 5x7, 186pgs, FC $12.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
CRIMSON SPELL VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A) Ayano Yamane 
Prince Vald continues his journey with the sorcerer Halvi, seeking a means to 
break the curse that causes him to transform into a demon at night. But enemies 
looking to take the power of Vald’s cursed sword for themselves bewitch Halvi in 
an attempt to make him fight the young prince! Forced to the brink, Halvi makes 
a crucial choice. Age Rating: M 
SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $12.99 



 
TITAN BOOKS 
 
BURNE HOGARTH'S TARZAN VOLUME 1: TARZAN IN THE CITY OF GOLD 
HC 
(W) Don Garden (A/CA) Burne Hogarth 
This is the first of four exclusive volumes that will collect all of Burne Hogarth's 
Tarzan newspaper strips. Beginning with the adventures "Tarzan in the City of 
Gold" and continuing with "Tarzan and the Boers," Hogarth and writer Don 
Garden hit the ground running, and produced some of the most acclaimed stories 
ever to appear in the pages of newspapers worldwide. Volume one contains 
Hogarth's conclusion of "City of Gold" and five complete other stories. Full-color 
restorations of the newspaper strips, reproduced in the oversized full-page format 
made popular by current collections of Prince Valiant and Popeye the Sailor! 
Includes historical articles from Scott Tracy Griffin, author of Tarzan: The 
Centennial Celebration. (STK635092) 
HC, 9x12, 168pgs, FC $39.95 
 
TITAN COMICS 
 
DEATH SENTENCE HC 
(W) Monty Nero (A/CA) Michael Dowling 
The sell-out critical hit of sex, death and superpowers gets a deluxe hardcover 
collection! What would you do with superpowers — and six months to live? That's 
the dilemma facing three people who've contracted the G+ Virus, an infectious 
agent that gives you incredible powers — before killing you! What will struggling 
graphic designer Verity, failing indie guitarist Weasel, and roguish media 
personality Monty do in the time that remains? Fade away — or go out in a blaze 
of glory? And if they choose to kick back... will there be anything left of the world 
when they're through? From the streets of London to the North Atlantic; from 
intimate betrayals to the death of thousands, from muses lost and futures thrown 
away to the fall of society — Death Sentence is the jaw-dropping next step in 
superpowered storytelling! Funny, fearless and frightening, packed with shocks, 
dialogue you can't stop quoting, and the character finds of a generation — don't 
miss this unforgettable comics debut! (STK635482) 
HC, 7x10, 192pgs, FC $22.99 
 
DOCTOR GRORDBORT PRESENTS: TRIUMPH HC 
(W/A/CA) Greg Broadmore 
Prepare yourself for tales of Triumph! Since the first word was inscribed onto 
parchment, man has searched for tomes that lift the lid on the inner machinations 
of the human condition and reveal truths about humanity and its place in the 
universe — there are books that teach, books that inspire and books that offer a 
glimpse into our very souls. Triumph, on the other hand, is full of violence, bad 
language, interplanetary racism and a little sprinkling of smut… but you get what 
you pay for. (STK635481) 



HC, 9x12, 56pgs, FC $19.99 
 
MONSTER HIGH MAGAZINE #7 
Join the coolest ghouls in school for a fangtastic new issue — packed with sneak 
peeks, totally clawsome fashions and all the latest news from the halls of 
Monster High! (STK635479) NOTE: Not available in the U.K. (May Purchase 
from U.K. Vendor) 
Magazine, 36pgs, FC $4.99 
 
ORDINARY #1 
(W) Rob Williams (A/CA)  D'Israeli 
What if everyone woke up with superpowers — and it was the worst thing in the 
world? When a strange plague gives every human being on the planet special 
powers, it’s seen as the next step in human evolution. But hope quickly turns to 
terror, as every war, terrorist attack, every crime, every simple street argument 
escalates a truly horrific point. The world is tearing itself apart — every trouble 
spot becomes a monstrous war zone and nuclear Armageddon looms. The 
plague must be cured if humankind is to survive. The key lies in the blood of the 
only human being who didn't get powers when the plague hit: A downtrodden, 
recently divorced New York plumber named Michael Fisher. The most ordinary 
man alive has suddenly become the most extraordinary person on Planet Earth. 
Giant baseball players, grannies aging in reverse, a talking Grizzly bear. That’s 
nothing out of the Ordinary! (STK635480) 
32pgs, FC (1 of 3) $3.99 
 
TOOL PUBLICATIONS 
 
WESTWARD #7 
(W/A/CA) Ken Krekeler 
With the loss of its chairman, the corporation of Westward Enterprises has been 
dealt a critical blow. Penelope West is missing, her fate unkown. The mansion is 
in complete disarray after a terrorist attack from the Civil League of AntiWorship. 
And the only suspect the police have in custody is a manifold called Victor West, 
charged with vandalism, assault, and murder in the first degree. (STK634780) 
24pgs, B&W $3.50 
 
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS 
 
MARTIN LUTHER KING AND THE MONTGOMERY STORY ONE-SHOT 
(W) Alfred Hassler, Benton Resnik (A/CA) Benton Resnik 
Nearly sixty years after its creation, a little-known landmark of comic book history 
returns! This 16-page comic is a simple but revolutionary account of the 1955 
Montgomery Bus Boycott, in which Rosa Parks, Dr. King, and 50,000 others 
used the power of nonviolence to battle segregation on city buses — and win. 
First published in December 1957 by the Fellowship of Reconciliation, it went 
unnoticed by the mainstream comic book industry but spread like wildfire among 



civil rights groups, churches, and schools, helping to mobilize a generation to join 
the global fight for equality — nonviolently. Personally endorsed by Martin Luther 
King, Jr. himself, over time this comic book has reached beyond his time and 
place to inspire activists in Latin America, South Africa, Vietnam, Egypt, and 
beyond... as well as inspiring March, the new graphic novel trilogy by 
Congressman John Lewis, Andrew Aydin, and Nate Powell. This new fully-
authorized reprint edition is published by the Fellowship of Reconciliation in 
partnership with Top Shelf Productions. All proceeds go to F.O.R.'s work 
promoting nonviolence around the world. (STK634245) 
16pgs, FC $5.00 
 
BLANKETS GN (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Craig Thompson 
From the artist of MARCH, SWALLOW ME WHOLE is a love story carried by 
rolling fog, terminal illness, hallucination, apophenia, insect armies, secrets held, 
unshakeable faith, and the search for a master pattern to make sense of one's 
unraveling. Two adolescent stepsiblings hold together amidst schizophrenia, 
obsessive compulsive disorder, family breakdown, animal telepathy, misguided 
love, and the tiniest nugget of hope that the heart, that sanity, that order itself will 
take shape again. (STK211041) 
BLANKETS (STAR19060)—SC, 7x8, 592pgs, B&W $29.95 
BLANKETS (JUN111245)—HC, 7x8, 592pgs, B&W $39.95 
 
FROM HELL TP (NEW PRINTING) 
(W) Alan Moore (A/CA) Eddie Campbell 
From Hell is the story of Jack the Ripper, perhaps the most infamous man in the 
annals of murder. Detailing the events leading up to the Whitechapel killings and 
the cover-up that followed, From Hell is a meditation on the mind of a madman 
whose savagery and violence gave birth to the 20th century. The serialized story, 
presented in its entirety in this volume, has garnered widespread attention from 
critics and scholars, and has been adapted into a major motion picture from 
Twentieth Century Fox starring Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Often 
regarded as one of the most significant graphic novels ever published, From Hell 
combines meticulous research with educated speculation, resulting in a 
masterpiece of historical fiction both compelling and terrifying. This new edition, 
which has been completely re-mastered, is certainly the finest edition of the book 
produced to date. (STK235919) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x10, 560pgs, B&W $35.00 
 
SWALLOW ME WHOLE HC (NEW PRINTING) 
(W/A/CA) Nate Powell 
Swallow Me Whole is a love story carried by rolling fog, terminal illness, 
hallucination, apophenia, insect armies, secrets held, unshakeable faith, and the 
search for a master pattern to make sense of one’s unraveling. In his most 
ambitious book to date, Nate Powell quietly explores the dark corners of 



adolescence — not the clichéd melodramatic outbursts of rebellion, but the 
countless tiny moments of madness, the vague relief of medication, and mixed 
blessing of family ties. As the story unfolds, two stepsiblings hold together amidst 
schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder, family breakdown, animal 
telepathy, misguided love, and the tiniest hope that everything will someday 
make sense. Deliberately paced, delicately drawn, and drenched in shadows, 
Swallow Me Whole is a landmark achievement for Nate Powell and a suburban 
ghost story that will haunt readers long after its final pages. (STK369308) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 7x9, 216pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
ANY EMPIRE HC 
(W/A/CA) Nate Powell 
Nate Powell, hailed by the London Times as "a writer-artist of genius," is back. 
His new book, Any Empire, is a vivid examination of war and violence, and their 
trickle-down effects on middle America. First, a group of small-town kids find 
themselves bound together by geography, boredom, and a string of mysterious 
turtle mutilations. Years later, with Army tanks rolling through the streets of their 
hometown, these young adults are forced to confront painful questions of 
privilege, duty, betrayal, and courage. Any Empire recalls aimless summers of 
Nancy Drew and GI Joe, treehouses and army surplus stores... but when fantasy 
starts to bleed into reality, whose mission will be accomplished? (STK442325) 
(MAY111196) 
HC, 7x10, 304pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
GOD IS DISAPPOINTED IN YOU HC 
(W) Mark Russell (A/CA) Shannon Wheeler 
God Is Disappointed in You is for people who would like to read the Bible...if it 
would just cut to the chase. Stripped of its arcane language and interminable 
passages, every book of the Bible is condensed down to its core message, in no 
more than a few pages each. Written by Mark Russell with cartoons by New 
Yorker cartoonist Shannon Wheeler, God Is Disappointed in You is a frequently 
hilarious, often shocking, but always accurate retelling of the Bible, including the 
parts selectively left out by Sunday School teachers and church sermons. 
Irreverent yet faithful, this book is a must-read for anyone who wants to see past 
the fog of religious agendas and cultural debates to discover what the Bible really 
says. (STK612747) (FEB138154) 
HC, 5x8, 192pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
MARCH BOOK ONE GN 
(W) John Lewis, Andrew Aydin (A/CA) Nate Powell 
As seen on The Colbert Report and CNN, this is the first graphic novel from a 
sitting member of Congress, Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient, and 
American icon. John Lewis rose from humble beginnings to become a national 



leader of the civil rights movement. This is his story, from an Alabama farm to the 
March on Washington and beyond, co-written by Andrew Aydin and brought to 
astonishing life by Nate Powell in a graphic novel trilogy. With a back cover blurb 
by President Bill Clinton! (STK529383) (JUN131298) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
MONSTER ON THE HILL GN 
(W/A/CA) Rob Harrell 
In a fantastical 1860s England, every quiet little township is terrorized by a 
ferocious monster — much to the townsfolk's delight! Each town's unique 
monster is a source of local pride, not to mention tourism. Each town, that is... 
except for one. Unfortunately for the people of Stoker-on-Avon, their monster isn't 
quite as impressive. In fact, he's a little down in the dumps. Can the morose 
Rayburn get a monstrous makeover and become a proper horror? It's up to the 
eccentric Dr. Charles Wilkie and plucky street urchin Timothy to get him up to 
snuff, before a greater threat turns the whole town to kindling. (STK530296) 
(MAY131277) 
SC, 7x9, 192pgs, FC $19.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
TOR BOOKS 
 
ROBERT JORDAN'S THE EYE OF THE WORLD VOLUME 2 TP 
(W) Chuck Dixon, Robert Jordan (A/CA) Andie Tong 
The second volume of the magnificent New York Times best-selling graphic 
novel adaptation of Robert Jordan’s The Eye of the World, in trade paperback! 
With the full cooperation of the Jordan estate, The Eye of the World has been 
turned into a stunning comic book series. Volume One of The Eye of the World 
was published by Tor in the Fall of 2011 and was a New York Times best-seller. 
In Volume 2, Rand al’Thor, Egwene al’Vere, and their friends flee their home 
village in the company of Moiraine and her Warder, Lan Mandragoran. Pursued 
by their enemies, the group seeks sanctuary in Baerlon. Rand’s nightmares grow 
darker. Moiraine takes Egwene under her wing. Lan warns them to trust no one, 
but should that distrust extend to Lan and Moiraine as well?  The Eye of the 
World Volume Two collects six issues of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time: 
The Eye of the World comic book, published by Dynamite Entertainment. 
(STK634992) 
SC, 7x10, 176pgs, FC $15.99 
 
TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
MATT BAKER: THE ART OF GLAMOUR HC 
(W) Jim Amash (A) Matt Baker 



In the early 1940s, Matt Baker became of one the earliest African-American 
comic book artists. But it wasn’t the color of his skin which made him such a 
significant figure in the history of the medium. Imagine Dave Stevens or Adam 
Hughes working in the ’40s, drawing a new story every month, and you’ll have a 
good idea of Matt Baker’s place in the industry throughout his career. Yet few of 
today’s comic book fans know of the artist or his work, because he died in 1959 
at the young age of 38, just as the Silver Age of Comics was bringing in a new 
generation of readers. (STK434132) (JUN121310) 
HC, 8x11, 192pgs, PC $39.95 
 
MODERN MASTERS VOLUME 20: KYLE BAKER SC 
(W) Eric Nolen Weathington (A/CA) Kyle Baker 
Kyle Baker may well be the funniest man in comics. But he does "serious" too — 
and you can't get much more serious than Nat Turner. His work has appeared in 
such diverse publications as The New York Times, Esquire, Rolling Stone, and 
MAD. This book presents a career-spanning interview and discussion of his 
creative process, plus plenty of rare and unseen art, including an 8-page color 
section, and a gallery of commissioned work. (STK369314) (SEP084305) 
SC, 120pgs, PC $14.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
UNCIVILIZED BOOKS 
 
PASCIN GN 
(W) Joann Sfar, Edward Gauvin (A/CA) Joann Sfar 
Pascin, a biography of the noted Jewish modernist painter (Julius Mordecai 
Pincas, known as Pascin, March 31, 1885-June 5, 1930), is Joann Sfar's most 
personal and important work. Pascin is portrayed by Sfar both as a kindred spirit 
and an aesthetic revolutionary struggling to redefine an art form. Sfar revels in 
the artist's celebration of all things corporeal in the world of art. Created in a 
direct and immediate drawing style, Sfar focuses more on the artist's personal 
and sexual life than on his art, and brings Pascin to life as the ultimate bohemian. 
(STK619937) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #8 (AUG131468) 
HC, 7x10, 240pgs, B&W $24.95 
 
TRUTH IS FRAGMENTARY: TRAVELOGUES & DIARIES GN 
(W/A/CA) Gabrielle Bell 
For an impoverished cartoonist, I do an awful lot of international traveling. Raw, 
bare-boned, scathingly funny dispatches from the renowned comic diarist 
Gabrielle Bell, with biting cultural commentary mixed with her signature 
introspective, self-deprecating humor, and surreal digressions — from car-driving 
bears, through Zombie Apocalypses, to cute babies, and... more bears! — as she 
visits France, Sweden, Switzerland, Norway, Colombia, back to Brooklyn, and 



finally landing in upstate New York. In Travelogues, Gabrielle Bell proves she 
can be... funny! (STK635164) (C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 6x9, 160pgs, FC $19.99 
 
UDON ENTERTAINMENT 
 
RAGE OF BAHAMUT: OFFICIAL ART WORKS SC 
(W/A/CA) CyGames 
Featuring unmatched artwork of heroes, heroines, demons, and gods, Rage of 
Bahamut has taken the mobile world by storm to become the world’s most 
popular mobile card battle game! Rage of Bahamut: Official Art Works includes 
some of the best artwork from the epic card game, plus exclusive interviews with 
the game’s artists. 
SC, 8x12, 144pgs, FC $39.99 
 
MIKUCOLOR: KEI'S HATSUNE MIKU ILLUSTRATION WORKS SC 
(W/A/CA) KEI 
Collecting the artwork of official Vocaloid character illustrator, KEI! Mikucolor 
collects KEI’s dazzling illustrations of your favorite Vocaloids like Luka, Rin and 
Len, and of course the supreme musical idol herself — Hatsune Miku! Included 
are magazine and book illustrations, DVD covers, rare pin-ups, exclusive new 
artwork, and much more! 
SC, 8x12, 128pgs, FC $39.99 
 
GURREN LAGANN ART WORKS SC 
(W/A/CA) Gainax 
Bust through the heavens with your soul, Gurren Lagann! Featuring buxom 
babes, brutal beastmen, and mountainous mecha as only GAINAX can deliver, 
Gurren Lagann is a non-stop roller coaster of all-out anime action! Gurren 
Lagann Art Works collects the dynamic imagery of this landmark series, including 
DVD covers, magazine artwork, poster images, promotional illustrations, and 
more!  
SC, 8x12, 136pgs, FC $39.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
EVANGELION CHRONICLE ILLUSTRATIONS SC 
(SEP121215) 
SC, 10x13, 136pgs, FC $39.99 
 
R.O.D. READ OR DIE OFFICIAL ARCHIVE SC 
(OCT121223) 
SC, 8x12, 128pgs, FC $39.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 



VALIANT ENTERTAINMENT 
 
SHADOWMAN: END TIMES #1 (OF 3) 
(W) Peter Milligan (A) Roberto De La Torre 
(CA) Giuseppe Camuncoli, Jeff Dekal, David Mack 
The end times are now! Master storyteller Peter Milligan is pushing 
Shadowman to the edge – but can Jack Boniface survive the plunge? Jack 
thought he'd finally fixed his life — and the source of his dark power. But when a 
figure from the past emerges with a troubling revelation about his destiny, the 
new Shadowman will plummet into an abyss far darker than any demon. Make 
no mistake — doom is coming for Shadowman…and it all begins right here in the 
first of three oversized issues! 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 3) $3.99 
 
UNITY #6 
(W) Matt Kindt (A) CAFU 
(CA) Clayton Crain, Raul Allen, Michael Walsh, CAFU 
Drawn into the WEBNET! Unity is anything but unified as the team fractures 
and must start from scratch. But they'd better hurry because a new threat is 
looming…and Ninjak must tackle a viral epidemic that has been lying in wait for 
generations. A sickness is spreading across the land and only the doctor has the 
cure… Dr. Silk! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
X-O MANOWAR #24 
(W) Robert Venditti (A) Diego Bernard 
(CA) Diego Bernard, Clayton Henry 
PRELUDE TO ARMOR HUNTERS: PART 2! Who — or what — is the man 
called MALGAM? Aric of Dacia, a fifth-century warrior bonded to alien armor 
and transplanted to the modern day, is now the most important weapon in the 
arsenal of M.E.R.O., the top-secret American intelligence organization that 
monitors extraterrestrial life on Earth. In order to protect his people, Aric must 
undergo dangerous missions in space, but nothing can prepare him for the 
stunning secret that awaits him in the stars. The march toward X-O Manowar #25 
— and the coming of the ARMOR HUNTERS — continues here in an essential 
prelude to the Valiant Universe event of 2014! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
QUANTUM AND WOODY #9 
(W) James Asmus (A) Kano 
(CA) Tom Fowler, Tom Raney, Kano 
ALL-NEW ARC! START READING HERE! The world's worst superhero team 
welcomes fan favorite artist Kano (Swamp Thing, Gotham Central) aboard 
to stop the latest scourge on the streets – ROBOTS! Eric needs to know he 
can trust Woody — and that means Woody needs to get a job, open a bank 
account, sign up for a library card, and do all the things a responsible adult does. 



But when a new gang of rogue mad-scientist super-criminals launch a wave of 
ROBO-CRIME, will Woody stop them…or join them? Plus – the return of 
EDISON'S RADICAL ACQUISITIONS?! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
X-O MANOWAR VOLUME 5: AT WAR WITH UNITY TPB 
(W) Robert Venditti (A) Cary Nord, Vicente Cifuentes, Diego Bernard 
(CA) Clayton Crain 
X-O Manwar — locked in battle with Valiant's all-star superteam, Unity! X-O 
Manowar finally has it all, and his people finally have a land they can call home… 
but threats from all sides now threaten to destroy the man inside the armor, Aric 
of Dacia, and the peace he has struggled to secure. While unrest stirs and Aric’s 
camp threatens to rebel against him, the most dangerous strike force ever 
assembled — Unity — have joined forces with the Harbinger Foundation’s Toyo 
Harada to achieve but one goal: destroy X-O Manowar before his actions push in 
western civilization to the brink of all-out nuclear annihilation. 
Collecting X-O MANOWAR #19-22 by New York Times best-selling writer Robert 
Venditti (Green Lantern) and acclaimed artists Cary Nord (Conan), Vincente 
Cifuentes (Batgirl), and Diego Bernard (Eternal Warrior), prepare yourself for an 
all-new story arc of the epicenter of the year’s biggest comics event that will X-O 
Manowar — and the Valiant Universe with him — forever changed. 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, FC $14.99 
 
ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #19 
(W) Fred Van Lente (A) Pere Perez 
(CA) Lewis LaRosa, Jorge Molina, Michael Walsh 
"MISSION IMPROBABLE": PART 3 (of 4)—Archer & Armstrong elbow in on 
Bloodshot's home turf! Bloodshot and H.A.R.D. Corps have captured Obadiah 
Archer and jailed him within their secret compound – but have they trapped 
Archer or has Archer trapped them? Attacked from within, and with a fighting-
mad Armstrong ready to break down the doors, Project Rising Spirit is learning 
the hard way that breaking up Valiant's premier team of conspiracy busters is 
tough to do!  
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
BLOODSHOT AND H.A.R.D. CORPS #21 
(W) Christos Gage, Joshua Dysart (A) Tom Raney  
(CA) Lewis LaRosa, Jorge Molina, Tom Fowler 
MISSION: IMPROBABLE—FINALE! Bloodshot! Archer! H.A.R.D. Corps! 
Armstrong! It all comes down to this! "Mission: Improbable" rockets into its 
explosive climax as four world-shattering forces collide! Will Bloodshot re-capture 
Archer for Project Rising Spirit…or is a double-cross in the works?! Will H.A.R.D. 
Corps figure out how you kill an immortal like Armstrong…or are they going 
home in body bags? Only one thing's for certain…it doesn't matter who loses — 
you win! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 



 
HARBINGER #22 
(W) Joshua Dysart (A) Clayton Henry 
(CA) Michael Walsh, Zachary Montoya, Barry Kitson  
ALL-NEW ARC! DEATH OF A RENEGADE – PART 1 (of 3)! Peter Stanchek 
and his wayward team of teenage Renegades thought they had found freedom. 
They thought they could get their old lives back. They thought they could bring 
down Toyo Harada and the Harbinger Foundation. They were wrong. And now 
one of them will die. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
ETERNAL WARRIOR #8 
(W) Greg Pak (A) Robert Gill (CA) Lewis LaRosa 
Is the Eternal Warrior finally out of time? Every moment in the centuries-long 
life of Gilad Anni-Padda has led to this moment. Far removed from the modern 
day, standing resolute at the last tattered edge of the civilization, the Eternal 
Emperor of 4001 A.D. is about to make the hardest choice of all — and two 
thousand years of Valiant heroes will feel the fallout. Don't miss a moment as the 
very first vision of Valiant's all-new future timeline reaches a milestone turning 
point! 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
VALIANT MASTERS: H.A.R.D. CORPS VOL. 1—SEARCH AND DESTROY HC 
(W) Jim Shooter, David Lapham, David Michilenie, Bob Layton 
(A) David Lapham, Mike Leeke, Benard Chang (CA) Jim Lee 
Collected for the very first time – the debut adventures of the H.A.R.D. 
Corps in the original Valiant Universe, from legendary creators Jim Shooter 
(Secret Wars), David Lapham (Stray Bullets), David Michelinie (Amazing 
Spider-Man), Bernard Chang (Green Lantern Corps) and more!  
The most important technological breakthrough of the century might also be its 
most dangerous. After years of trial and error, multinational conglomerate Omen 
Enterprises has finally perfected a cybernetic brain implant that will change the 
face of modern warfare forever. With a legion of ex-soldiers at their disposal, 
Omen is building the private army of the future — a squadron of enhanced 
commandos that calls itself the H.A.R.D. Corps! But even with the powers of 
flight, telekinesis, and mind control at their command, not everyone is willing to 
volunteer for service…but Omen has ways of making you fight for a paycheck. 
Collecting HARBINGER (1992) #10-11 and H.A.R.D. CORPS (1993) #1-6 for the 
first time anywhere, VALIANT MASTERS: H.A.R.D. CORPS VOL. 1—SEARCH 
AND DESTROY also comes complete with process art, sketches and more rarely 
seen back-up material from the depths of the Valiant vault! 
HC, 7x10, 200pgs, FC $39.99 
 
ARCHER & ARMSTRONG DELUXE EDITION BOOK ONE HC 
(W) Fred Van Lente,  
(A) Clayton Henry, Emanuela Lupacchino, Pere Perez, and Alvaro Martinez 



(CA) Andrew Robinson 
At last — an oversized deluxe hardcover collecting the complete first year 
of Archer & Armstrong by New York Times best-selling writer Fred Van 
Lente (Amazing Spider-Man, Marvel Zombies)! Join one of the most 
acclaimed adventures in comics as naive teenage assassin Obadiah Archer and 
the fun-loving, hard-drinking immortal called Armstrong unite to stop a plot ten 
thousand years in the making! From the lost temples of ancient Sumeria to 
modern day Wall Street, Area 51, and beyond, Valiant's conspiracy-smashing 
adventurers are going on a globe-trotting quest to bring the down the unholy 
coalition of cultists known as the Sect – and stop each of history's most notorious 
conspiracies from remaking the world in their own insane image. Collecting 
ARCHER & ARMSTRONG #0-13, the Archer & Amstrong Deluxe Editon 
oversized hardcover also comes jam-packed with more than 20+ pages of bonus 
features, including covers, character designs, and process art by Neal Adams, 
David Aja, Juan Doe, Tom Fowler, Clayton Henry, Emanuela Lupacchino and 
many more! 
HC, 8x11, 368pgs, FC $39.99 
 
VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS 
 
FRAZETTA:THE DEFINITIVE REFERENCE (NEW PRINTINGS) 
(W) James Bond, David Winiewicz (A/CA) Frank Frazetta 
Back in print! The greatest fantasy artist of all time, Frazetta has amazed 
generations. Frazetta: The Definitive Reference, collects essays and illustrations 
in a one-of-a-kind volume tracing the entire arc of Frazetta's career with 400 
images. From EC comics to Tarzan and John Carter of Mars book covers to his 
major movie posters and his revolutionary Conan paintings, Frazetta overflows 
with fantastic images, and the most complete index ever compiled! Available in 
Softcover and Hardcover editions. (STK372326) 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 8x11, 208pgs, PC $29.95 
HARDCOVER—HC, 8x11, 200pgs, PC $39.95 
 
STARS OF THE MONTH 
 
THE ALLURING ART OF MARGARET BRUNDAGE 
(W) Stephen D. Korshak, J. David Spurlock (A/CA) Margaret Brundage 
Margaret Brundage changed the look of Fantasy, Science-Fiction, and Horror 
with her alluring sensationalistic covers for the legendary pulp magazine, Weird 
Tales. She was the first female cover artist of the pulp era and the first to paint 
Conan! Decades before the gothic fetish craze, her provocative paintings 
featuring semi-nude young women bearing whips, became a major controversy. 
This is the first book devoted to this noted artist. Available in Softcover and 
Hardcover, both editions feature big, 9" x 12" lavish illustrated, full-color pages 
with art and text. (STK475701) 
SOFTCOVER (SEP121230)—SC, 8x11, 134pgs, FC $24.95 
HARDCOVER (AUG121385)—HC, 8.5x11, 134pgs, FC $39.95 



 
********************************************************************** 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE ALLURING ART OF MARGARET BRUNDAGE—DELUXE 
SLIPCASED EDITION 
(W) Stephen D. Korshak, J. David Spurlock (A/CA) Margaret Brundage 
The Deluxe Slipcased Edition of The Alluring Art of Margaret Brundage features 
an extra 16 page art folio not included in the standard hardcover! (STK473732) 
HC, 8.5x11, 150pgs, FC $69.95 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
VERSO 
 
BOHEMIANS GN 
(W) Paul Buhle, David Berger (A) Spain Rodriguez & Various 
The nineteenth-century countercultures that came to define the bohemian 
lifestyle spanned both sides of the Atlantic, ranging from Walt Whitman to 
Josephine Baker, and from Gertrude Stein to Thelonius Monk. Bohemians is the 
graphic history of this movement and its illustrious figures, recovering the utopian 
ideas behind millennial communities, and covering the rise of Greenwich Village, 
the multiracial and radical jazz world, and West Coast and Midwest bohemians, 
among other scenes. Drawn by an all-star cast of comics artists, including rising 
figures like Sabrina Jones, Lance Tooks, and Summer McClinton, alongside 
established artists like Peter Kuper and Spain Rodriguez, Bohemians is a broad 
and entertaining account of the rebel impulse in American cultural history. 
(STK634681) 
SC, 7x10, 304pgs, B&W $16.95 
 
VERTICAL INC 
 
CARDFIGHT!! VANGUARD VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA) Akira Itou 
In this opening arch, teen loner Aichi enters the world of Vanguard, introducing 
him to 
new friends and, eventually, new and intense rivals! From the makers of the Yu-
Gi-Oh! TCG comes Cardfight!! Vanguard the manga that inspired the hit 
Vanguard TCG. In similar fashion to Yu-Gi-Oh! and Magic: The Gathering, the 
teenage cast of Cardfight!! Vanguard play a high-fantasy themed card game 
initially for kicks, and eventually the stakes grow much higher. The first printing of 
each volume of Vanguard will come with an exclusive RARE Level trading card! 
(STK634703) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Australia, Singapore or the 
Philippines. 
SOFTCOVER—SC, 5x7, 220pgs, B&W $10.95 



SPECIAL ED BOXED SET—Boxed Set, SC, 5x7, 220pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
FLOWERS OF EVIL VOLUME 9 GN 
(W/A/CA) Shuzo Oshimi 
One of the top ten manga in Japan today comes to the US. From the editors of 
Love Hina and Negima! Neo, comes a new age romance comedy of rural teens 
and classic french poetry! Lonely bookish teen struggles to find his identity 
through Charles Baudelaire's poetry, until two girls, a bully and the class beauty, 
help him realize true love and real friendship. (STK634674) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 220pgs, B&W $10.95 
 
KNIGHTS OF SIDONIA VOLUME 8 GN 
(W/A/CA) Tsutomu Nihei 
One of the manga world's most intriguing artists returns with a science fiction 
tour-de-force which combines post-apocalyptic action, modern sci-fi video game 
tropes, and a traditional Japanese aesthetic in The Knights of Sidonia. In his 
follow up to the hit Biomega series, Tsutomu Nihei tackles the world of hard 
science-fiction by creating a modern space comedy inspired by the genre's hits 
from his youth. Nagate Tanikaze was a homeless teen living in the depths of a 
space colony with a thing for simulation games and stealing rice. Now he is the 
lead fighter pilot protecting said space colony from a race of shape-shifting space 
giants! (STK634675) 
SC, 184pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
WHAT DID YOU EAT YESTERDAY? VOLUME 1 GN 
(W/A/CA) Fumi Yoshinaga 
From the Award-Winning author, Fumi Yoshinaga, comes a casual romance 
between two 40-year-old men and the many meals they share together. A hard-
working middle-aged gay couple in Tokyo come to enjoy the finer moments of life 
through food. After long days at work, either in the law firm or the hair salon, 
Shiro and Kenji will always have down time together by the dinner table, where 
they can discuss their troubles, hash out their feelings and enjoy delicately 
prepared home cooked meals! (STK634678) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 200pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
WOLFSMUND VOLUME 4 GN 
(W/A/CA) Mitsuhisa Kuji 
The tale of William Tell has never been rendered as beautifully as in Mitsuhisa 
Kuji's stunning debut work Wolfsmund, where a fortified way-station torments the 
Swiss district of Uri murdering all who stand against it, until William and his son 
attempt to defy it. The Swiss Confederation tries to topple the sadistic tyrant in 
charge of a fortress called the Wolfsmund in Mitsuhisa Kuji's debut fantasy 
comic. It is the 14th Century and as the Swiss begin to initiate their movements 
toward independence a fortress in the Alps known as the Wolfsmund continues 



to strike fear amongst the German and Italian communities that dare threaten 
Hapsburg (Austrian) rule! (STK634676) 
SC, 260pgs, B&W $12.95 
 
VIZ MEDIA 
 
Studio Ghibli Library 
 
THE ART OF THE WIND RISES HC 
(W/A) Hayao Miyazaki 
The Wind Rises is Miyazaki’s love letter to the power of flight and the 
imagination, an examination of the rise of Japan’s military might in the years 
leading up to the Second World War, and a call for worldwide peace and 
harmony in the face of destruction. This book captures the art of the film, from 
conception to production, and features in-depth interviews with the filmmakers. 
HC, 9x11, 224pgs, FC $34.99 
 
STILL AVAILABLE 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
THE ART OF SPIRITED AWAY HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 
The Art of Spirited Away collects color illustrations of Spirited Away (Sen to 
Chihiro no Kamikakushi) for the first time in an English edition! This book 
includes paintings and designs from the new animated film from the director of 
Kiki's Delivery Service and Princess Mononoke. Large-size, softcover coffee-
table book featuring artwork from the renowned animated film, Spirited Away, 
directed by Hayao Miyazaki. Features color stills, sketches, storyboards, and 
illustrations used to envision the rich fantasy world of the film. Also includes a 
complete English-language script. 
SC, 240pg, FC (STK191633) (STAR17806) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
HC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $34.95 
 
THE ART OF PORCO ROSSO HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 
This book is a collection of concept sketches, background art, cell art, and digital 
data that tell the story of Porco Rosso, an animated film conceived, scripted, and 
directed by Hayao Miyazaki. (STK267679) (DEC042965) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available worldwide. 
HC, 8x11, 208pgs, FC $34.99 
 
THE ART OF HOWL’S MOVING CASTLE HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 



Based on the novel by British author Diana Wynne Jones, internationally renown 
director Hayao Miyazaki brings to life a fantastical time in 19th century Europe 
when science and magic defined the popular zeitgeist. Already a smash success 
in Japan, Howl’s Moving Castle finally comes to U.S. theatres this spring. To 
coincide with its Stateside release, VIZ is proud to present The Art of Howl’s 
Moving Castle, a hardbound, prestige format book which acts as an essential 
companion to the film. A generous collection of concept sketches, fully rendered 
character and background drawings, paintings and cell images, The Art of Howl’s 
Moving Castle brings the movie into your library. Along with the stunning visuals, 
the book also presents interviews and comments with the production staff, 
including key points directly from the director. A Rating (STK278204) 
(APR053256) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
SC, 8x11, 200pgs, FC $34.99 
 
THE ART OF MY NEIGHBOR TOTORO HC 
(W) Hayao Miyazaki (A/CA) Nobuhiro Watsuki 
A generous collection of concept sketches, fully rendered character and 
background drawings, paintings and cell images! Meet the well-loved animation’s 
principal characters and read interviews and comments with the production staff. 
Rating: None 
 (STK288687) (AUG053298) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
HC, 8x11, 176pgs, FC $29.99 
 
THE ART OF KIKI’S DELIVERY SERVICE HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 
A 13-year old girl sets off on a journey to become a witch. In the process, she 
learns how to be a woman. Based on the movie of the same name, this prestige 
format, lavishly illustrated hard-bound book gives fans a rare glimpse into the 
creative process of Academy Award-winning director Hayo Miyazaki. 
(STK634930) (OCT138325) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
HC, 8x11, 208pgs, FC $34.99 
 
THE ART OF NAUSICAA VALLEY OF THE VALLEY OF THE WIND HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 
Original watercolor illustrations used as concept sketches for both the manga 
and film versions of Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind. This full-color, over-
sized, hardcover book also includes Miyazaki's earliest sketches that eventually 
became the basis for some of the most beloved anime movies of the past 20 
years. Rating: None (STK349468) (AUG074094) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
worldwide. 
HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC $34.99 
 
THE ART OF PONYO HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 
NEW IN HARDCOVER! (NOV131891) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
HC, 7x10, 208pgs, FC $34.99 



 
 
THE ART OF THE SECRET WORLD OF ARRIETTY HC 
(W/A/CA) Hiromasa Yonebayashi 
Co-founded by the legendary filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki, Studio Ghibli films have 
enthralled and enchanted audiences across the world. The Art of series gives 
fans the opportunity to follow their favorite film from initial concept to the silver 
screen, thanks to hundreds of sketches, concept drawings, and animation cels, 
plus in-depth interviews with the creators. (STK453404) (OCT111261) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available worldwide. 
HC, 9x12, 100pgs, FC $34.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TURNING POINT: 1997-2008 HC 
(W/A) Hayao Miyazaki 
In the mid-1990s, filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki moved from success to success as 
his work found an audience outside of Japan. His animated films of the era, 
including Princess Mononoke, Howl’s Moving Castle, and Ponyo, were 
internationally lauded, and Miyazaki won an Academy Award in 2003 for his 
popular and critical hit Spirited Away. Follow Miyazaki as his vision matures, as 
cinema-lovers worldwide embrace his creations, and as critics such as Roger 
Ebert take up the cause of animation and Miyazaki’s films. In a legendary career, 
these crucial years represent the turning point. 
HC, 6x9, 400pgs, B&W $29.99 
 
STARTING POINT: 1979-1996 SC 
(W/A) Hayao Miyazaki 
In the first two decades of his career, filmmaker Hayao Miyazaki laid the 
groundwork for his legendary movies. Starting Point is a collection of essays, 
interviews, and memoirs that go back to the roots of Miyazaki's childhood, the 
formulation of his theories of animation, and the founding of Studio Ghibli. Before 
directing such acclaimed films as Spirited Away, Miyazaki was just another 
salaried animator, but with a vision of his own. Follow him as he takes his first 
steps on the road to success, experience his frustrations with the manga and 
animation industries that often suffocate creativity, and realize the importance of 
bringing the childhood dreams of the world to life. Starting Point: 1979-1996 is 
not just a chronicle of the life of a man whose own dreams have come true, it is a 
tribute to the power of the moving image. 
SC, 6x9, 462pgs, B&W $16.99 
 
STILL AVAILABLE 
 
STARTING POINT: 1979-1996 HC 
(W/A/CA) Hayao Miyazaki 



A hefty compilation of essays (both pictorial and prose), notes, concept sketches 
and interviews by (and with) Hayao Miyazaki. Arguably the most respected 
animation director in the world, Miyazaki is the genius behind "Howl's Moving 
Castle," Princess Mononoke" and the Academy Award-winning film, "Spirited 
Away." (STK394696) (APR091045) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
SC, 6x9, 500pgs, B&W $29.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
Shonen Jump 
 
NARUTO VOLUME 65 GN 
(W/A) Masashi Kishimoto 
As the battle against Obito and Madara continues to heat up, Sasuke has 
Orochimaru revive the previous four Hokage! In order to learn the truth, Sasuke 
will listen to First Hokage Hashirama's tale of how the village was founded. But 
what will Sasuke's next move be once he gets what he wants?! Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
BLEACH VOLUME 60 GN 
(W/A) Tite Kubo 
As the rain falls in Karakura Town, Isshin faces off against a mysterious Black 
Hollow. But when a familiar face joins the fight, Isshin will need all the help he 
can get. Ichigo’s dark past is revealed, but can he recover from the shock of 
finally learning the truth?! Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
TORIKO VOL. 21 GN 
(W/A) Mitsutoshi Shimabukuro 
To capture the elusive Bubble Fruit, Toriko and Komatsu undergo intense 
training at Chowlin Temple. Toriko struggles to quiet his rumbling stomach and 
show gratitude for food, but soon a bigger challenge arises - Gourmet Corp. 
sends sinister new agents to crush the temple. Can Toriko master Honoring the 
Food in time to save it? Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
SHONEN JUMP PACK 2014 ISSUE 2 
Includes a 3-Month Digital Subscription! Weekly Shonen Jump is bridging the 
gap between print and digital! Get 100+-pages of manga including Naruto, 
Bleach, One Piece, Yu-Gi-Oh!, and more! Includes a code for a 3-month weekly 
digital subscription, plus and ultra-rare Weekly Shonen Jump exclusive Yu-Gi-
Oh! promotional card and more! 
SC, 7x10, 112pgs, B&W $19.99 
 
DRAGON BALL FULL-COLOR VOLUME 2 GN 
(W/A) Akira Toriyama 



While Goku races toward Earth along the million-kilometer Serpent Road, the 
world’s mightiest martial artists make their last stand against alien invaders 
determined to wipe out the human race! Piccolo, Gohan, Kuririn, Tenshinhan and 
Chaozu struggle five-to-one against Nappa, only to find their opponent’s power is 
greater than they ever dreamed. Their last chance is Goku… but can he get 
there in time? Age Rating: A 
SC, 6x10, 248pgs, FC $19.99 
 
HUNTER X HUNTER VOLUME 32 GN 
(W/A) Yoshihiro Togashi 
As the Hunter elections reach the moment of decision, Killua closes in on the 
hospital where Gon lies in a coma. Can he and his terrifyingly powerful sister 
Alluka reach Gon in time? If they do, Gon will have a chance to fulfill the dream 
that drove him to become a Hunter in the first place: reuniting with his father, 
Ging! Age Rating: T+ 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
NURA: RISE OF THE YOKAI CLAN VOLUME 20 GN 
(W/A) Hiroshi Shiibashi 
Thanks to rumors, all of Tokyo is terrified of Rikuo and wants him dead! But 
Rikuo’s got other problems too. In Shibuya, a yokai is turning human girls into 
monsters, and he’s got a special spell in store for Rikuo when he tries to stop 
him. Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A NURA: RISE OF THE YOKAI CLAN GN 
(W/A/CA) Hiroshi Shiibashi 
While the day belongs to humans, the night belongs to yokai, supernatural 
creatures that thrive on human fear. Caught between these worlds is Rikuo Nura. 
He's three-quarters human, but his grandfather is none other than Nurarihyon, 
the supreme commander of the Nura clan, a powerful yokai consortium. 
(STK431197) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available worldwide. 
VOL. 1 (NOV101062)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
VOL. 2 (JAN111366)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
VOL. 3 (MAR111324)—SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
Shonen Sunday 
 
CASE CLOSED! VOLUME 50 GN 
(W/A) Gosho Aoyama 
A reporter is found dead just before an interview with the Junior Detective 
League. Conan is determined to close the case…but with his teacher watching, 



he has to do it without letting on that he’s smarter than the average first grader! 
Then flash back to one of Jimmy’s first cases! When a death takes place at a ski 
resort, everyone believes a legendary ghost has struck again. But two middle 
schoolers think otherwise: young Jimmy Kudo and young Harley Hartwell! Which 
boy genius will solve the mystery first? Age Rating: T+ 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
ITSUWARIBITO VOLUME 11 GN 
(W/A) Yuuki Iinuma 
Still seeking the Kokonotsu treasures, Utsuho arrives in Sasaka, a country with a 
peculiarly troubled history that turns out to have involved one of his companions. 
Meanwhile, Kuroha seizes a moment to share some personal history, revealing 
what's really behind her rivalry with Utsuho to find the Kokonotsu! Age Rating: T+ 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
MAGI: THE LABYRINTH OF MAGIC VOLUME 5 GN 
(W/A) Shinobu  Ohtaka 
Aladdin has found Alibaba at last, but Alibaba has changed and perhaps for the 
worse. In the city of Balbadd, the Fog Troop, a gang of thieves, struggles against 
a corrupt government. The leader of the Fog Troop, Cassim, was Alibaba's 
childhood friend and has pressured him into becoming the figurehead of the 
gang. Aladdin and Morgiana hope to rescue him with the help of King Sinbad, but 
powerful forces stand against them, including another Magi... Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
Shojo Beat 
 
DAWN OF THE ARCANA VOLUME 12 GN 
(W/A) Rei Toma 
Princess Nakaba of Senan and Prince Caesar of Belquat only married each other 
for the sake of peace between their two warring countries, yet the two develop 
feelings for each other while political forces threaten to tear their world apart. 
With Caesar’s departure to Belquat, the couple separates. Meanwhile, Nakaba 
manages to take control of Senan as ruler! But once Caesar’s father, King 
Guran, decides to break the peace treaty and invade Senan, what will Caesar do 
when he’s caught between his father and the woman he loves? Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 184pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
HAPPY MARRIAGE?! VOLUME 5 GN 
(W/A) Maki Enjoji 
Chiwa Takanashi has married a total stranger — company president Hokuto 
Mamiya — to get her father out of debt. Rather than having her husband 
continue to support her feckless father, Chiwa accepts a job at Shinjo Sakuraba’s 
startup without telling Hokuto. Will Chiwa and Hokuto’s newfound wedded bliss 
last now that she’s working alongside her crush from college? Age Rating: M 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 



 
SWEET REIN VOLUME 2 GN 
(W/A) Sakura Tsukuba 
Kurumi and Kaito have remained together for a year, but a Dark Santa appears, 
intent on breaking the two apart. Kurumi and Kaito’s rein is severed, and the 
Dark Santa takes control of Kaito. Can Kurumi manage to get Kaito back, even 
when she’s still unsure if he’s truly happy as her servant? Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 208pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
HANA-KIMI 3-IN-1 EDITION VOLUME 8 GN 
(W/A) Hisaya Nakajo 
Mizuki and Sano are now a couple in private, but she fears what will happen 
when he discovers that she’s not a boy. Meanwhile, the dorm leaders have 
learned there is a girl living among them at Osaka High, and they are determined 
to find out who it is! Age Rating: T+ 
SC, 5x7, 560pgs, B&W $14.99 
 
LIBRARY WARS: LOVE & WAR VOLUME 11 GN 
(W/A) Kiiro Yumi 
Fighting censorship at her hometown art museum, Iku Kasahara and her fellow 
Library Forces team members are involved in a fierce skirmish in which several 
ranking officers are severely injured. The damage is far reaching, causing a rift in 
the Library Forces management that makes Iku question her place in the 
organization. In the midst of this controversy, Iku’s relationship with her direct 
supervisor, Dojo, grows more intimate when a long-discussed tea-date begins to 
sound more like a romantic liaison! Age Rating: T+ 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
VOICE OVER!: SEIYU ACADEMY, VOL. 4 
(W/A) Maki Minami 
After days of grueling training at Yamada’s special voice acting retreat, Hime can 
finally bring forth her prince voice! Now she’s ready to start her next job as a 
recurring character in an exciting new anime. But her first day on the set doesn’t 
go as she’d hoped. Why do her costars and the producers seem to hate her 
when they just met her?! Age Rating: T 
SC, 5x7, 192pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
VIZ Media 
 
DEADMAN WONDERLAND VOLUME 2 GN 
(W/A) Jinsei Kataoka, Kazuma Kondou 
Falsely accused of murdering his classmates and sentenced to death in 
Deadman Wonderland, Ganta begins to learn more about life inside the prison 
walls. Upon hearing that the Red Man, the strange being that killed his friends, is 
in the G Ward, Ganta heads there seeking answers - and revenge. Instead he 
finds a mysterious man who calls him &”Woodpecker.” Age Rating: T+ 



SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
SUNNY VOLUME 3 HC 
(W/A) Taiyo Matsumoto 
What is Sunny? Sunny is a car. Sunny is a car you take on a drive with your 
mind. It takes you to the place of your dreams. Sunny is the story of beating the 
odds, in the ways that count. It’s the brand-new masterwork from Eisner Award-
winner Taiyo Matsumoto, one of Japan’s most innovative and acclaimed manga 
artists. Age Rating: T 
HC, 6x8, 216pgs, B&W $22.99 
 
AFTERSCHOOL CHARISMA VOLUME 9 GN 
(W/A) Kumiko Suekane 
St. Kleio Academy is a very exclusive school: all of the students are clones of 
famous historical figures such as Beethoven, Queen Elizabeth I, Napoleon, 
Mozart, and Freud. All of them, that is, except for Shiro Kamiya. As Shiro 
struggles to adapt to this unusual campus, St. Kleio’s first graduate, a clone of 
John F. Kennedy, is killed. Are the clones doomed to repeat the fate of their 
genetic progenitors, or can they create their own destinies? And how does a 
normal boy like Shiro fit in? Age Rating: T 
SC, 6x8, 208pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
DOROHEDORO VOLUME 12 GN 
(W/A) Q Hayashida 
En's murder sends his gang into chaos as Shin and Noi attempt to locate his 
killer's whereabouts. Meanwhile, Nikaido and Kawajiri explore her magical 
abilities and how they might relate to the search for Caiman. And the Cross-Eyes 
continue their quest to see their boss - unaware of his role in En's death, or that 
their path is taking them straight into danger themselves. A bloody battle royale 
awaits. Age Rating: M 
SC, 6x8, 176pgs, B&W $12.99 
 
Haikasoru 
 
BATTLE ROYALE: REMASTERED HC 
(W/A) Koushun Takami 
Koushun Takami's notorious high-octane thriller envisions a nightmare scenario: 
a class of junior high school students is taken to a deserted island where, as part 
of a ruthless authoritarian program, they are provided arms and forced to kill until 
only one survivor is left standing. Criticized as violent exploitation when ?rst 
published in Japan - where it became a runaway best seller - Battle Royale is a 
Lord of the Flies for the 21st century, a potent allegory of what it means to be 
young and (barely) alive in a dog-eat-dog world. 
HC, 5x8, 600pgs, PC $16.99 
 
BATTLE ROYALE SLAM BOOK SC 



(W) Various 
The cult phenomenon Battle Royale has been lauded as a masterpiece and 
decried as exploitative gore, but it’s always remained in the public 
consciousness. This collection of essays by some of the best science fiction, 
horror, and thriller writers working today explore the depth, details, and 
controversies surrounding Battle Royale in an intelligent, accessible fashion. 
SC, 5x8, 320pgs, B&W $15.99 
 
YEN PRESS 
 
BUNNY DROP VOLUME 10 GN 
(W/A/CA) Yumi Unita 
A middle-aged bachelor adopts a little girl when she is rejected by the rest of his 
family. As Rin and Daikichi embark on a new kind of life together, this collection 
of vignettes takes a trip down memory lane: Snapshots of Daikichi's chaotic life 
immediately after taking in Rin, his evolution from bachelor to parent, and his 
growing understanding of his duties not only to Rin, but also to his parents. 
Kouki's childhood with Rin, his time as a young delinquent, and the story behind 
his scar. Masako's struggles with the decision to give up her child, and her fateful 
meeting with her future husband. Like looking through an old photo album, these 
unique stories of the unlikely pair of Rin and Daikichi and their friends and family 
are colored into exquisite detail in this final volume of Bunny Drop! (STK634753) 
(C: 0-1-0) 
SC, 224pgs, B&W $14.00 
 
HIGURASHI WHEN THEY CRY VOLUME 25—FESTIVAL ACCOMPANYING 
ARC PART 4 GN 
(W)  Ryukishi07 (A/CA) Karin Suzuragi 
A sleepy town in rural Japan turns grisly in this chilling horror series, a New York 
Times manga bestseller! At last, after countless failures, Rika has exposed 
Takano's mad plot to destroy the village of Hinamizawa for the sake of her and 
her grandfather's research. Barricading herself in Irie Clinic, Takano draws her 
allies in close even as Rika and her friends organize a siege outside the facility. 
Takano's cleverness has allowed her to elude capture in every other world. Will 
Rika find a way to defeat her would-be murderer and reclaim her life beyond the 
Cotton Drifting? This final confrontation will decide everything in the dramatic 
conclusion of Higurashi When They Cry! (STK634754) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
SC, 400pgs, B&W $18.99 
 
I'M NOT POPULAR VOLUME 3 GN 
(W/A/CA) Nico Tanigawa 
In this surprise, runaway bestseller, a high school first-year realizes that her 
dreams of popularity may be out of reach — and it can't be her own fault, can it?! 
Mokocchi's second semester of high school has only just begun, but already it's 
taken a turn for the worst, as the dreaded tradition of seat changing lands her 



smack-dab in the middle of the cool kids' action. As if dealing with their not-so-
subtle barbs wasn't bad enough, this time in the school year is overflowing with 
social events, including the most notorious and legendary of them all: the cultural 
festival! How will poor Mokocchi survive?! (STK634755) 
SC, 144pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
INU X BOKU SS VOLUME 3 TP 
(W/A/CA) Cocoa Fujiwara 
At the exclusive and mysterious Maison de Ayakashi, each elite tenant is 
protected by an elite supernatural Secret Service agent of their very own! The 
residents of Ayakashi Hall decide to make a time capsule and bury it on the 
grounds, so everyone writes letters to their "future selves" to be included within. 
As Ririchiyo composes her letter, she reflects on her time with Soushi, realizing 
how much she has grown with the fox at her side. But when those heartfelt 
feelings are accidentally delivered not to her future self but to Soushi, Ririchiyo's 
budding social skills will be put to the test! Is she ready for a face-to-face 
confession of her true feelings?! (STK634756) 
SC, 192pgs, B&W $11.99 
 
UMINEKO WHEN THEY CRY VOLUME 6—BANQUET OF THE GOLDEN 
WITCH PART 2 GN 
(W)  Ryukishi07 (A/CA) Kei Natsumi 
A  closed-circle mystery from the creator of the New York Times best-selling 
Higurashi When They Cry! Determined to secure a place of respect within the 
Ushiromiya family, Eva stretches her wits to their limit and successfully solves 
Beatrice's riddle! There is more than enough gold in the family fortune to ease 
everyone's financial woes, but Eva has no intention of sharing her findings with 
her siblings. Eva has claimed more than Beatrice's gold-she has claimed also the 
role of "Beatrice the Golden Witch" for herself! And there are still nine nights that 
each demand a sacrifice to be carried out... (STK634758) 
SC, 544pgs, B&W $22.00 
 
SPICE AND WOLF VOLUME 11 NOVEL 
(W) Isuna Hasekura (A/CA) Keito Koume 
A disgruntled goddess joins a traveling merchant in the tenth installment of the 
prose series that inspired the New York Times bestselling manga! As with the 
first Side Colors volume, Side Colors II departs once more from Lawrence and 
Holo's travels north, taking the reader off the beaten path to explore three 
exquisite side stories. Remember, it's not so much about the destination, as it is 
the journey... (STK634757) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 6x8, 240pgs, B&W $12.00 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: AINCRAD NOVEL 
(W/A/CA) Reki Kawahara 



Read the novel that started it all! In the year 2022, gamers rejoice as Sword Art 
Online — a VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Game) like no other — opens its virtual doors, allowing players to take 
full advantage of the ultimate in gaming technology: NerveGear, a system that 
allows users to completely immerse themselves in the game world by 
manipulating their brain waves to create a wholly realistic gaming experience. 
But when the game goes live, the elation of the players quickly turns to horror as 
they discover that, for all its amazing features, SAO is missing one of the most 
basic functions of any MMORPG-a log-out button. Now trapped in the virtual 
world of Aincrad, their bodies held captive by NerveGear in the real world, users 
are issued a chilling ultimatum: conquer all one hundred floors of Aincrad to 
regain your freedom. But in the warped world of SAO, "game over" means 
certain death-both virtual and real... (STK634759) 
SC, 5x7, 200pgs, B&W $13.00 
 
Z2 COMICS 
 
ESCAPO HC 
(W/A/CA) Paul Pope 
From the mind of three-time Eisner Award-winner Paul Pope comes Escapo! Like 
a feverish mash-up of Fellini films, Heavy Metal magazine, and classic Jack Kirby 
comics, Escapo tells the tale of a circus escape artist extraordinaire, who can 
escape from any situation — even from Death himself! However, there is one 
force even more powerful than the Reaper which Escapo must face. A meditation 
on life, love, and mortality, Escapo is not to be missed! Originally published in 
1999 and long out of print, the new Z2 edition of Escapo is fully colored and 
redesigned in the French BD format, featuring 50+ pages of bonus content. 
Included here is the rare two-page alternate ending, only seen in the French 
edition, as well as a new ten-page story and added pin-ups and sketchbook 
content by Paul Pope. (STK633003) 
HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC $24.99 
 
FEAR, MY DEAR: A BILLY DOGMA EXPERIENCE HC 
(W/A/CA) Dean Haspiel 
Hardboiled romance has gone galactic in Emmy Award-winning artist Dean 
Haspiel's Fear, My Dear: A Billy Dogma Experience. Super-powered paramours, 
Billy Dogma and Jane Legit's pathological War of Woo unearths the chaos of a 
cosmic deity and Billy uncovers the psychedelic horror of an eighth "deadly sin" 
when he travels to the heart of his mind to face the truth of his past... and his 
future. Remastered from the original webcomics series, Billy Dogma is "the last 
romantic antihero," a passionate bruiser head-over-heels for his knock-em-dead 
dame. Created in 1995, Billy Dogma is Dean Haspiel's ongoing love letter to the 
insanity of love. (STK633004) 
HC, 8x8, 160pgs, FC $19.99 
 
ZENESCOPE ENTERTAINMENT 



 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
INFERNO: AGE OF DARKNESS ONE-SHOT 
(W) Ralph Tedesco (A) Sami Kivela 
(CA) A: Drew Edward Johnson; B: Emilio Laiso; C: Tina Valentino; D: Pasquale 
Qualano 
The Age of Darkness is coming and the players are choosing sides between the 
evil army of the Dark Horde and the forces of good. The ruler of Inferno, Lucifer 
has stayed out of the affairs of the Horde and its enemies. But now the time has 
come to choose a side or risk being crushed in the impending war. Using her 
loyal servant Mercy Dante, she is out to prove to the Dark One and his Queen 
that whichever side she chooses, she is no one to be taken lightly. 
FC, 48pgs $5.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES #96 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Antonio Bifulco  
(CA) A: Emilio Laiso; B: Marat Mychaels; C: Renato Rei 
Sela and Baba Yaga are forced to put aside their differences and join forces 
against Koschei the Deathless. Will their combined power be enough to defeat 
this minion of the Dark Queen, or will both fall to an evil that feeds off of their 
attacks? 
FC, 32pgs $2.99 
 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: CODE RED #5 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Joel Ojeda  
(CA) A: Drew Edward Johnson; B: Talent Caldwell; C: Mike Krome; D: Felipe 
Massafera 
Red Riding Hood vs. the Dark Horde! Surrounded and hopelessly outgunned, 
Red puts it all on the line as she throws down with the vindictive Ivory. Can she 
save the all-powerful Cyclops’ Eye from falling into the wrong hands, or will she 
meet the fate of all of the people she has failed to save? 
FC, 32pgs (5 of 5) $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
NEVERLAND: AGE OF DARKNESS #2 (OF 5) 
(W) Dan Wickline (A) Luca Claretti 
(CA) A: Anthony Spay; B: Marat Mychaels; C: Johnny Desjardins 
After escaping the Dark Horde ambush in Manhattan by using a portal to 
Neverland, Cross and Wendy reteam with their old alley Tinker Belle. They soon 
discover that the Horde has been launching attacks on civilian targets in a 
campaign of terror. As they prepare to stop the latest attack, little do they know 
they are walking into the nest of one of the Horde’s deadliest commanders. 
FC, 32pgs (2 of 5) $2.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 



WONDERLAND: CLASH OF QUEENS #3 (OF 5) 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) Manuel Preitano  
(CA) A: Vincenzo Cucca; B: Elias Chatzoudis; C: Michael Dooney; D: Richard 
Ortiz (Connecting Cover) 
A new and powerful being has made its presence known in the realm of 
Wonderland and nothing will ever be the same. The seductive Trickster has 
begun manipulating the Queens for her own devious means. Means that will lead 
to her acquiring the most powerful weapon in the realm of Dreams… Death’s 
Ebony Blade.  
FC, 32pgs (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
WONDERLAND: ASYLUM #4 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Tony Brescini 
(CA) A: David Nakayama; B: Christopher Cote; C: Chris Ehnot; D: Vinz el 
Tabanas 
It’s all been leading toward this. The Madder Hatter has led an epic assault 
against Violet Liddle… but little does Hatter know that Violet has a twisted trick 
up her sleeve. As the truth of the Asylum is revealed, Violet Liddle will face her 
final fate. 
FC, 32pgs (4 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: WONDERLAND #22 
(W) Raven Gregory (A) JG Miranda  
(CA) A: Sheldon Goh; B: Andrea Errico; C: Paolo Pantalen 
SHATTERED REFLECTIONS: Part Two—As Calie’s search to defeat 
Wonderland continues, she finds herself faced with god-like entities who will set 
her on the path that will shake all of the realms to their cores. But when Hazel is 
chosen to become to the new Mad Alice of Wonderland will Calie rise to face this 
new challenge, or fall victim to a madness that threatens to consume them all? 
The countdown to WONDERLAND #25, the special anniversary issue, continues. 
FC, 32pgs $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: HELSING #1 (OF 4) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Salvador Velazquez  
(CA) A: Mike S. Miller; B: Marat Mychaels; C: Mike Lilly; D: Nei Ruffino 
Liesel Van Helsing’s life is shaken up when a mysterious package shows up at 
her door… an old journal written by her father, the famed Abraham Van Helsing. 
Desperate to find out who sent her the book, she discovers a clue to the mystery 
person’s identity within the pages of her father’s writing, which leads her on a 
voyage to Europe. What Helsing doesn’t know is that her journey is being 
manipulated by her father’s greatest nemesis of all time… the oldest and most 
powerful vampire on Earth. 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 4) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 



GODSTORM: HERCULES PAYNE #1 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) AC Osorio  
(CA) A: Harvey Tolibao; B: Alfredo Reyes; C: Vincenzo Cucca; D: Jason Johnson 
Andre Payne grew up on the mean streets of south central LA, where he learned 
early on that only the toughest survive. And survival meant joining one of the 
ruthless gangs that control the streets. Andre never knew his father, but when his 
life of guns and crime catch up with him, his dad finally shows up. And Andre’s 
about to realize the shocking truth that he’s the modern incarnation of the 
demigod, Hercules and his father is the powerful Zeus! Zenescope re-imagines 
yet another age-old tale for a new generation of readers! Don’t miss the first 
issue of the series that introduces the Grimm Universe’s greatest new hero! 
FC, 32pgs (1 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: ASCENSION #3 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Butch Mapa 
(CA) A: Richard Ortiz; B: Eric J; C: Giuseppe Cafaro 
Death has struck the Grimm Universe, and nothing will ever be the same. As the 
Being continues his culling, Sela and Van Helsing scramble to find a way to stop 
him and the New Keepers. Things go awry, though, when Jackie loses control of 
her powers and Julian reveals his true loyalties. A battle for the fate of the world 
is coming, and not everyone will make it out alive… when the Being ascends. 
FC, 32pgs (3 of 5) $3.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS 
ROBYN HOOD: LEGEND #2 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Larry Watts  
(CA) A: Emilio Laiso; B: Stjepan Sejic; C: Ivan Nunes 
Robyn has returned to Myst with a group of uneasy allies, but she finds the realm 
much different than when she left it. Nottingham is being lorded over by the 
villainous Sheriff, and there doesn’t seem to be a way to pierce his defenses. 
With nowhere else to look, Robyn turns to Avella for help… but will her old 
nemesis offer her answers, or a brand new problem? 
FC, 32pgs (2 of 5) $2.99 
 
CLAYBURN MOORE'S B.A.R. MAID #5 (OF 5) 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Jacob Bear  
(CA) A: Ivan Nunes; B: Pasquale Qualano; C: Franchesco! 
Cassidy leads the final showdown between the rebels and the Japanese Imperial 
Army. As the secret weapon the Japanese have been working on is finally 
uncovered, our heroes find themselves in a dilemma that they cannot possibly 
escape. 
FC, 32pgs (5 of 5) $3.50 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: TALES FROM OZ VOLUME 1 TPB 
(W) Dan Wickline, Meredith Finch, Jeff Massey, Shane McKenzie 
(A) Various (CA) Marat Mychaels 



The realm of Oz is filled with mysterious and magical people and creatures. Now, 
the most infamous OZ characters to appear in Zenescope dark and daring re-
imagining of the Oz mythos star in their own solo. The mesmerizing and 
frightening origins of the Tin Man, The Scarecrow, Thorne the lion, and a wolf 
named Toto are collected together in this epic trade paperback. 
SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC $15.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES PRESENTS: QUEST TPB 
(W) Pat Shand (A) Sergio Osuna (CA) Anthony Spay 
A rogue princess named Aisling teams up with Blake, a fallen Wonderland knight, 
and Bolder, a dwarf banished from his home, in order to protect the realm of Myst 
from the dark shadows of its past. Journey with this ragtag team of disgraced 
warriors as they fight for redemption in a world that has forgotten them. 
SC, 7x10, 168pgs, FC $15.99 
 
BOOKS SECTION 
 
ANIME 
 
ANIME: A COMPLETE OVERVIEW OF THE ARTFORM SC 
(W) Michelle Le Blanc, Colin Odell 
This guide to anime offers an overview of the art form, looking at its development 
in Japan and its export to other cultures. It includes a history of Japanese 
animation from early examples to the relaunch of animation as a viable 
commercial entity and its enormous rise in popularity after World War II. The 
difference between manga and anime is explained, and a brief history of manga 
is offered, including its development from traditional art form (woodblock prints) 
to massive commercial success with millions of readers in Japan and worldwide. 
Odell and Le Blanc also consider anime style and genres, its market and 
importance in Japanese culture, and its perception in the West, including 
controversy, such as criticisms of sex and violence in anime that affect other 
national markets, including the UK (notably Urotsukidoji) and the U.S. 
(STK634980) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 5x8, 160pgs, B&W $24.95 
 
ANIME EXPLOSION! THE WHAT? WHY? & WOW! OF JAPANESE 
ANIMATION SC (REVISED) 
(W) Patrick Drazen 
For fans, culture watchers, and perplexed outsiders, this expanded edition offers 
an engaging tour of the anime megaverse, from older artistic traditions to the 
works of modern creators like Hayao Miyazaki, Katsuhiro Otomo, Satoshi Kon, 
and CLAMP. Examined are all of anime's major themes, styles, and conventions, 
plus the familiar tropes of giant robots, samurai, furry beasts, high school 
heroines, and gay/girl/fanboy love. Concluding are fifteen essays on favorite 
anime, including Evangelion, Escaflowne, Sailor Moon, Patlabor, and Fullmetal 
Alchemist. (STK635837) (C: 0-1-1) 



SC, 6x9, 360pgs $45.00 
 
ART BOOKS 
 
THE ART OF JOHN  HARRIS: BEYOND THE HORIZON HC 
World-renowned visionary artist John Harris' unique concept paintings capture 
the Universe on a massive scale, from epic landscapes and towering cities to 
vast alien vistas. This new collection focuses on his futuristic art as well as his 
striking book covers for esteemed SF authors, including Arthur C. Clarke, Orson 
Scott Card, John Scalzi, Ben Bova, Jack McDevitt, Frederik Pohl and many 
more! It's an up-to-date portfolio charting John Harris' detailed landscapes, 
space-scapes and more! (STK635076) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 9x12, 160pgs, FC $34.95 
 
NEW ART FANTASTIX #1: DIRTY WORKS—THE ART OF LORENZO 
SPERLONGA SC (EURO-EDITION) 
(W/A/CA) Lorenzo Sperlonga 
The visions of illustrator Lorenzo Sperlonga are enjoyed the world over, and this 
massive collection shows why. In this German "Euro-Edition" of Dirty Works, a 
completely uncensored and eye-opening presentation is made, which includes 
his finest paintings and intricate step-by-step tutorials. Text is in both German 
and English, and the production and printing is spectacular. Oversized format. 
(STK635072) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 9x12, 104pgs, FC $19.95 
 
THE PALEOART OF JULIUS CSOTONYI HC 
This is the first book to celebrate the art of Julius Csotonyi. Csotonyi won the 
Lazendorf PaleoArt prize for his dinosaur artwork in 2010. An artist and scientist, 
he has produced work for numerous publications, including National Geographic, 
and museum exhibits, working largely in the digital medium. With progressives 
and pieces exclusive to the book, this is a must for dinosaur and art fans alike! 
(STK635077) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 11x10, 156pgs, FC $34.95 
 
SKETCHBOOK: CASSEGRAIN #2 
(W/A/CA) Didier Cassegrain 
With their Sketchbooks collection, Comix Buro invites you to look through the 
drawing books of some of Europe's best comics and illustration artists. You will 
discover in these sketchbooks the multiple facets of Didier Cassegrain;s artistic 
skills through new illustrations, rough sketches, paintings, storyboards, eerie 
creatures and you will be amazed by the extent and reach of each artist’s skills 
set! French Language. (STK635443) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 



SKETCHBOOK: MEYNET #1 
(W/A/CA) Felix Meynet 
Félix Meynet lives in the beautiful mountains of Chablais, France, between Mont-
Blanc and Lake Geneva. Therefore, one can imagine what his favorite themes 
are: mountains, adventures and... pin-ups! Throughout this sketchbook, Meynet 
shares what he loves through fresh and sparkling drawings. You'll find elegant 
pin-ups dressed with fine lingerie or traditional costumes, Western scenes, 
historical comics, and other pleasures as good as the finest chocolate! French 
Language. (STK635447) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
SKETCHBOOK: PONZIO #1 
(W/A/CA) Jean-Michel Ponzio 
Jean-Michel Ponzio was born in 1967 in Rognac. After studying communication, 
he made short films in 3D and sets for advertising and film (Batman & Robin, 
Fight Club, Heaven). In 2001, he signed his first illustrations for publications I 
read, before turning to the comics. In 2004, he released his first album published 
by Sun, written by Laurent Genefort news. He then published the comic 
adaptation of the sci-fi novel, The Eye of Purgatory, published by Carabas. Later, 
his collaboration with Richard Marazano reinforces his reputation as an ultra-
realistic designer. He continues to design parallel universes for advertising and 
movies alike. French Language. (STK635444) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
SKETCHBOOK: PRESING #1 
(W/A/CA) Bill Presing 
Influenced by early comics and video games, Bill Presing became an illustrator 
and comics creator before even graduating from the Joe Kubert School of 
Cartoon and Graphic Art. He later moved to Pixar, where he turned his talents 
toward animation as well as storyboarding, and drew parallel pin-ups and other 
pretty girls that he published in his blog. Then he decided to indulge in his 
sketchbook. Between sketches of nudes, drawings from the end of the table, and 
other tributes, he now reveals many facets of his work still unknown! French 
Language. (STK635470) (C: 0-0-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 7x9, 48pgs, FC $30.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE ART OF BRIAN ROOD TP 
Br ian Rood's interests are as varied as the tools he uses to create his amazing 
artwork. Equally adept with airbrush, arcylic paints, colored pencils and pastels, 
Rood's multi-media approach to illustration has rendered a multitude of iconic 



subject matter. Rood's fondness for the alluring pose of a willing model makes 
this book a true winner. (STK211040) 
MATURE THEMES 
SC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $14.95 
 
ART BOOKS - PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
PENTHOUSE HOTTEST GIRLS SINCE1969 
Celebrating 45 years of publication, a compilation of some of the most beautiful 
women ever to grace the pages of this iconic magazine! Visually stunning and full 
of the erotic images one would expect only from Penthouse, this book will excite 
and tantalize millions of fans around the world. In 2004 Rolling Stone declared 
Penthouse "The greatest Adult magazine in history." From humble beginnings as 
a project started to fund an art collection, Penthouse eventually became one of 
the world's most notorious publications, creating a new style of men's magazine. 
Originally published in the U.S. in 1969 by Bob Guccione, the magazine helped 
lead the shift in sexual perception during the 1970s. By giving readers the type of 
erotic content they craved, Guccione and his brazen approach helped it reach a 
monthly circulation of 4 million. Today, Penthouse is a leading lifestyle brand, 
symbolizing the aspirations and desires of the new generation. (STK634987) (C: 
0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
HC, 8x11, 320pgs, FC $50.00 
 
CARTOONS 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: FIREFLY & ILLUSTRATED BOOK SET 
A Hasbro staple for 30 years, the My Little Pony franchise has experienced 
resurgence with the popular TV series, My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic, and a 
brand new animated film. A perfect property for the mini line, the kit will feature 
the retro artwork from the '80s, appealing to both women who grew up with their 
favorite ponies and the new generation of fans. The Kit includes:  Firefly mini-
pony with rooted hair, Star-shaped mini-brush, and 32-page mini-book with full-
color illustrations! (STK635052) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x4x2, 16pgs, FC $9.95 
 
TRANSFORMERS: LIGHT-UP OPTIMUS PRIME BUST & BOOK SET 
When the alien robots known as the Transformers burst onto the market in 1984, 
these "Robots in Disguise" revolutionized the way boys played with action figures 
and introduced some of the most iconic characters in boys' entertainment, 
including Optimus Prime and Megatron. Since Transformers first hit shelves, they 
have inspired a classic cartoon series, one of the best-selling comic book series 
in history, apparel, video games, and one of the highest-grossing feature film 
franchises in entertainment. The brand only continues to get hotter as it 
celebrates its 30th birthday in 2014. The officially licensed kit includes: Optimus 
Prime Mini-Bust with light-up eyes and sound, and a 48-page full-color mini-book 



with quotes and images from the classic 1980s animation. (STK635041) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Not available in Japan. 
Kit (w/Figurine), SC, 3x4x2, 16pgs, FC $12.95 
 
COLLECTING AND COLLECTIBLES 
 
CAPTURING ARCHETYPES: 20 YEARS OF SIDESHOW COLLECTIBLES 
ART HC 
FIRST TIME IN PREVIEWS! A deluxe gallery of Sideshow Collectibles' best 
work, Capturing Archetypes: The Art of Sideshow Collectibles showcases the 
stunning creations produced by one of the world's premier manufacturers of 
collectible figures and statues. Featuring iconic and universally beloved 
characters from franchises such as Star Wars, DC Comics, Marvel Comics, G.I. 
Joe, and Indiana Jones, this collection celebrates Sideshow's astonishing ability 
to capture the essence of archetypal characters in its phenomenal art pieces. A 
must-have collectible in its own right, this elegant book is the artistic culmination 
of Sideshow's incredible ambition and undeniable skill. With a removable acetate 
belly band over a debossed cover, Capturing Archetypes will delight pop culture 
enthusiasts and dedicated collectors alike. (STK633937) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 9x12, 216pgs, FC $50.00 
 
COMICS 
 
KOMIKS: COMIC ART IN RUSSIA SC 
(W) José Alaniz (A)  Various 
This first study in any language to trace the evolution of Russian comics from 
Soviet bête noire to post-Perestroika art form focuses on a whole range of 
creators and creations, iconographers and present-day artists — from those who 
led the fight underground to those carrying the torch in the open today. 
(STK634949) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 6x9, 280pgs, PC $30.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: THE ROAD TO WOODBURY MMPB 
(W) Jay Bonansinga, Robert Kirkman (A)  Various 
This riveting sequel to Rise of the Governor delves into Philip Blake's ascension 
as the leader of Woodbury. But it won't be easy. There are those within this 
walled-off city who don't trust Philip or his motives — or the strange scratching 
sounds that come from his apartment. But Philip Blake is determined to turn 
Woodbury into a haven from the post-apocalyptic nightmare surrounding 
Woodbury, and he'll do whatever necessary to make sure that his vision sees 
fruition. Even if that means killing the people currently in charge. (STK634950) 
MMPB, 6x8, 352pgs, B&W $7.99 
 
WIDE AWAKE IN SLUMBERLAND HC 
(W) Katherine Roeder (A/CA) Winsor McCay 



Cartoonist Winsor McCay (1869-1934) is rightfully celebrated for the skillful 
draftmanship and inventive design sense he displayed in the comic strips Little 
Nemo in Slumberland and Dreams of the Rarebit Fiend. McCay crafted 
narratives of anticipation, abundance, and unfulfilled longing. This book explores 
McCay's interest in dream imagery in relation to the larger preoccupation with 
fantasy that dominated the popular culture of early twentieth-century urban 
America. McCay's role as a pioneer of early comics has been documented; yet, 
no existing study approaches him and his work from an art historical perspective, 
giving close readings of individual artworks while situating his output within the 
larger visual culture and the rise of modernism. From circus posters and 
vaudeville skits to department store window displays and amusement park rides, 
McCay found fantastical inspiration in New York City's burgeoning entertainment 
and retail districts. Wide Awake in Slumberland connects McCay's work to 
relevant children's literature, advertising, architecture, and motion pictures in 
order to demonstrate the artist's sophisticated blending and remixing of multiple 
forms from mass culture. Studying this interconnection in McCay's work and, by 
extension, the work of other early twentieth-century cartoonists, Roeder traces 
the web of relationships connecting fantasy, leisure, and consumption. Readings 
of McCay's drawings and the eighty-one black and white and color illustrations 
reveal a man who was both a ready participant and an incisive critic of the rising 
culture of fantasy and consumerism. (STK634944) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 8x11, 240pgs, PC $60.00 
 
WONDER WOMAN UNBOUND: THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD'S MOST 
FAMOUS HEROINE SC 
(W) Tim Hanley 
With her golden lasso and her bullet-deflecting bracelets, Wonder Woman is a 
beloved icon of female strength in a world of male superheroes. But this close 
look at her history portrays a complicated heroine who is more than just a female 
Superman. The original Wonder Woman was ahead of her time, advocating 
female superiority and the benefits of matriarchy in the 1940s. At the same time, 
her creator filled the comics with titillating bondage imagery, and Wonder Woman 
was tied up as often as she saved the world. In the 1950s, Wonder Woman 
begrudgingly continued her superheroic mission, wishing she could settle down 
with her boyfriend instead, all while continually hinting at hidden lesbian leanings. 
While other female characters stepped forward as women's lib took off in the late 
1960s, Wonder Woman fell backwards, losing her superpowers and flitting from 
man to man. Ms. Magazine and Lynda Carter restored Wonder Woman's feminist 
strength in the 1970s, turning her into a powerful symbol as her checkered past 
was quickly forgotten. Exploring this lost history as well as her modern 
incarnations adds new dimensions to the world's most beloved female character, 
and Wonder Woman Unbound delves into her comic book and its spin-offs as 
well as the myriad motivations of her creators to showcase the peculiar journey 
that led to Wonder Woman's iconic status. (STK634958) 
SC, 6x9, 304pgs, B&W $18.95 
 



X-MEN: AN ORIGIN STORY HC (YOUNG READERS) 
(W) Richard Thomas (A/CA) Pat Oliffe 
ALL-NEW, UPDATED ART! A 48-page hardcover storybook that re-tells the 
uncanny origin of Professor Xavier and his team of mutant Super Heroes — The 
X-Men! Professor Charles Xavier has always been different. Charles is a mutant, 
and possesses miraculous powers of mind control. But Charles has a dream for 
humans and mutants to live together in peace. And so he has formed the X-Men, 
an extraordinary band of men and women including Cyclops, Wolverine, and 
Storm, to rid the world of violence against man or mutant. (STK634951) (C: 0-1-
1) 
HC, 8x11, 48pgs, FC $9.99 
 
DISNEY/ PIXAR 
 
THE ART OF DISNEY GOLDEN BOOKS HC 
A nostalgic trip down memory lane of beloved childhood treasures! Walt Disney 
once wisely said, "There is more treasure in books than in all pirates' loot on 
Treasure Island and at the bottom of the Spanish Main . . . and best of all, you 
can enjoy these riches every day of your life." No doubt Walt was referring to the 
intangible wealth of opportunities for learning and imagining inherent in the act of 
reading, but when one considers the vibrant art and gilded spines of the Disney 
Golden Books, Walt's pronouncement takes on a parallel meaning. For perhaps 
no other children's books are as cherished and collected — as though they were 
doubloons and jewels — than the Disney Golden Books. The Art of the Disney 
Golden Books celebrates a legacy that has now thrived for more than eighty 
years and continues to influence new generations of artists and filmmakers. 
Through interviews with contemporary animators who recall tracing the 
characters in their childhood Disney Golden Books, paintings by artists who 
influenced and inspired the Disney Golden Book illustrations, and a generous 
complement of Golden Book artwork — much of which was thought to have been 
lost until very recently — the rich tradition of the series is explored in this vibrant 
volume! (STK634952) (C: 0-1-1) 
HC, 160pgs, FC $35.00 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE WHEEL OF ICE MMPB 
(W) Stephen Baxter 
The Wheel. A ring of ice and metal turning around a moon of Saturn, home to a 
mining colony plagued by equipment failures and chaos. Children tell stories of 
mysterious creatures glimpsed on board. Once on the Wheel, the Doctor and his 
companions, Jamie and Zoe, are suspected by some as saboteurs. And they 
soon find themselves caught in a mystery that could destroy the Wheel — and kill 
them all... (STK634960) (C: 0-1-0) 
MMPB, 5x7, 304pgs, B&W $7.99 
 



TIMELESS ADVENTURES: HOW DOCTOR WHO CONQUERED TV 
(EXPANDED EDITION) 
(W) Brian J. Robb 
An expanded edition of the critical history of Doctor Who covering the series' 50 
years, from creation to triumphant reboot! Opening with an in-depth account of 
the creation of the series in the early 1960s, each decade of the show is tackled 
through a unique political and pop cultural historical viewpoint, exploring the links 
between contemporary Britain and the stories Doctor Who told, and how such 
links kept the show popular with a mass television audience. This book reveals 
how Doctor Who is at its strongest when it reflects the political and cultural 
concerns of a mass audience (the 1960s, 1970s, and 21st Century), and at its 
weakest when catering to a narrow fan-based audience (as in the 1980s). 
Chapters range from discussions on the cultural and political relevance of Doctor 
Who monsters like the Daleks (based on lingering wartime fears) and the 
Cybermen (1960s spare part replacement surgery), through to themes like 
energy and the environment in the 1970s (Doctor Who stories tackled big real-life 
themes in a fantasy format and so connected with a mass audience). The book 
also addresses the cancellation of the show in the late 1980s (following the 
series becoming increasing self-obsessed) and the ways in which a narrowly-
focused dedicated fandom contributed to the show's demise and yet was also 
instrumental in its regeneration for the 21st century under Russell T. Davies, and 
analyzes the new series to reveal what has made it so popular, reflecting real 
world issues like consumerism and dieting. (STK634959) (C: 0-1-1) 
SC, 5x8, 256pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE COMPANION CHRONICLES—THE WAR TO END ALL 
WARS AUDIO CD 
(W) Simon Guerrier (CA) Tom Webster 
A brand new adventure for the First Doctor, as told by his companion, Steven, as 
performed by Peter Purves, with Alice Haig as Sida! Years after giving up 
travelling in the TARDIS, Steven Taylor is the deposed king of a distant world. 
From the confines of his cell, he shares his story with a young girl called Sida. 
And one story in particular — a visit to a whole world at war, which will mark 
Steven for life… An all-new story with specially composed music and cinematic 
sound design. (STK635065) (C: 0-1-0) 
Audio, 5x5 $14.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE EVIL ONE AUDIO CD 
(W) Nicholas Briggs (CA) Anthony Lamb 
A new adventure in time and space for the Fourth Doctor and Leela (starring 
Tom Baker and Louise Jameson), with Michael Keating, and Geoffrey Beevers 
as The Master! The TARDIS lands in the cargo hold of luxury space cruiser the 
Moray Rose. The crew and passengers are missing. The agents of Inter-Galaxy 
Insurance are determined to find out what’s happened and the shadowy 
Interplanetary Police Inspector Efendi is showing a very particular interest. 
Caught up in all this, the Doctor and Leela find themselves facing a horde of 



metal mantis-like aliens. But throughout it all, Leela is haunted by terrible 
nightmares and the dawning realization that everything she knows about her life 
is a lie! An all-new audio drama performed by a full cast with specially composed 
music and cinematic sound design. (STK635071) (C: 0-1-0) 
Audio CDs, 5x5 $18.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: MOONFLESH AUDIO CD 
(W) Mark Morris (CA) Damien May 
A new adventure in time and space for the Fifth Doctor and Nyssa (starring Peter 
Davison and Sarah Sutton), with Tim Bentinck and Hugh Fraser! One wouldn't 
normally expect to find elephants, gorillas and rhinoceroses roaming free in 
Suffolk in the year 1911. One wouldn't normally expect to find an 
extradimensional police box at the same time/space location either. Two aliens, 
named the Doctor and Nyssa, exit said box, only to find themselves pursued by a 
hungry lioness – for they've landed in the private hunting grounds of the famous 
explorer Nathaniel Whitlock, who's brought together a motley group of friends 
and acquaintances for a weekend's shooting. But one of Whitlock's guests isn't 
all they seem. One of them wants the secrets of the Moonflesh, the mystic 
mineral looked after by Whitlock's retainer, a Native American known as Silver 
Crow. Because the Moonflesh is reputed to have the power to call down spirits 
from another realm… and soon, the hunters will become the hunted! 
(STK635068) (C: 0-1-0) 
Audio, 5x5 $24.99 
 
FANTASY/SCI-FI 
 
ALIENS: RECENT ENCOUNTERS SC 
(W) Elizabeth Bear & Various 
Under the countless billions of stars in the universe, what forms will alien life 
take? How will they live? And what will happen when we meet them? Aliens: 
Recent Encounters collects answers to these questions from some of today's 
best science fiction writers. From first encounters to life alongside aliens — and 
stories of the aliens' own lives — here are many futures: violent and peaceful, 
star-spanning and personal. Only one thing is certain: alien life will defy our 
expectations. (STK528085) 
SC, 6x9, 384pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
CONSERVATION OF SHADOWS 
(W) Yoon Ha Lee 
There is no such thing as conservation of shadows. When light destroys 
shadows, darkness does not gain in density elsewhere. When shadows steal 
over earth and across the sky, darkness is not diluted. Featuring an Introduction 
by Aliette De Bodard, Conservation of Shadows features a selection of short 
stories from Yoon Ha Lee. (STK523995) 
SC, 6x9, 288pgs $15.95 
 



SPACE OPERA ANTHOLOGY SC 
(W) Elizabeth Bear & Various 
More than five-hundred pages, over one-quarter of a million words... Space 
Opera spans a vast range of epic interstellar adventure stories told against a 
limitless cosmos filled with exotic aliens, heroic characters, and incredible 
settings. A truly stellar compilation of tales from one of the defining streams of 
science fiction, old and new, written by a supernova of genre talent (STK617826) 
SC, 6x9, 576pgs, B&W $19.95 
 
FICTION - YOUNG READERS 
 
JIM CURIOUS: VOYAGE TO HEART OF THE SEA 3-D HC 
(W/A/CA) Matthias Picard 
Jim Curious portrays the fantastical story of a young boy and his thrilling trip to 
the bottom of the sea in an old-fashioned diving suit. But there are no words 
telling his tale-only intricately illustrated images in exceptional 3-D. On his 
journey, Jim initially passes the garbage tossed into the waters by land-dwellers, 
but soon he goes deeper and deeper, immersing himself in the wonders of the 
waters. He encounters sea creatures large and small, a sunken pirate ship, and 
even the remnant of what seems to be Atlantis, before coming upon a mysterious 
force at the bottom that turns everything on its head. Comes with 2 pairs of 3-D 
glasses! (STK635116) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 9x13, 52pgs, PC $19.95 
 
HOW-TO 
 
GO: A KIDD'S GUIDE TO GRAPHIC DESIGN HC 
(W/A/CA) Chip Kidd 
From one of the most renowned graphic designers in the world, this oversized 
compendium celebrates, through the use of fonts, design, and color, what 
graphic design is, how it is a part of our everyday world, and how everyone 
makes decisions about design every day. Kids love to express themselves, and 
are designers by nature — whether making posters for school, deciding what to 
hang in their rooms, or creating personalized notebook covers. GO, by the 
award-winning graphic designer Chip Kidd, is a stunning introduction to the ways 
in which a designer communicates his or her ideas to the world. It's written and 
designed just for those curious kids (not to mention their savvy parents) who 
want to learn the secret of how to make things dynamic and interesting. Chip 
Kidd explains not just the elements of design — including form, line, color, scale, 
typography, and more — but most important, how to use those elements in 
creative ways. The book ends with ten projects, including an invitation to share 
your designs at GoTheBook.com. (STK634962) NOTE: This item may be 
available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty 
shops. 
SC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC $17.95 
 



HUMOR 
 
JEFFREY BROWN: KIDS ARE WEIRD—OBSERVATIONS FROM 
PARENTHOOD HC 
(W/A/CA) Jeffrey Brown 
As he's shown in his previous hugely popular books, Jeffrey Brown has a real gift 
for finding humor in quirky yet universal truths. Now the bestselling author of 
Darth Vader and Son and Vader's Little Princess brings his witty comic 
observations to terrestrial parenting in this perceptive book celebrating the more 
surreal moments of raising a child. In charming colorful panels, Brown wryly 
illustrates his fiveyear- old son's take on the world around him, from watching TV 
("Elton John looks pretty in that shirt") to playing with toys ("This truck can 
survive on very little water") to odd requests ("Don't feel happy at me"), capturing 
the sweetly weird times that mothers and fathers everywhere experience with 
their own curious, pure-minded kids. (STK634963) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 7x7, 108pgs, FC $14.95 
 
LEGO 
 
MINIFIGURE CUSTOMIZATION: POPULATE YOUR WORLD! SC (NEW 
PRINTING) 
(W) Jared K. Burks 
NEW PRINTING! Minifigure Customization: Populate Your World! shows you the 
wide range of techniques you can use to alter the lovable LEGO Minifigure into 
any character you can imagine! BrickJournal columnist and author Jared K. 
Burks has created thousands of custom minifigs over the last 13 years, and this 
full-color book assembles his knowledge into a series of step-by-step tutorials on 
decal design and application, color alteration, custom part modification and 
creation, plus tips on minifigure displays and digital photography to capture your 
custom figures in the best light-all the way through complete custom figure 
creation! Essential tools are identified, plus there's a tips and tricks section, and a 
gallery of some of the best custom figures ever created! Don't live inside the box-
populate your world with any alien, superhero, historical, action, horror, or 
science-fiction figure you can "just imagine"! (STK630059) 
SC, 8x11, 80pgs, FC $10.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MINIFIGURE CUSTOMIZATION 2: WHY LIVE IN THE BOX? SC 
MC2 takes an advanced look at the hobby, introducing more complex techniques 
to alter the lovable LEGO minifigure, and building on the techniques introduced in 
the first book. It features tutorials on virtual customization; designing decals and 
advanced decal application; custom part modification and creation, including 3-D 
printing; advanced painting techniques; lighting figures with LEDs or EL wire; tips 
on minifigure displays; and digital photography tips to capture your custom 
figures in the best light. (STK614982) 



SC, 8x11, 80pgs, FC $10.95 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
THE ART OF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION HC 
(W) Ramin Zahed 
Founded in 1994 by Steven Spielberg, Jeffrey Katzenberg, and David Geffen, 
DreamWorks Animation instantly became a world-renowned animation studio 
with blockbuster franchises including Shrek, Madagascar, and Kung Fu Panda. 
Though its earliest films, such as The Prince of Egypt, feature traditional hand-
drawn cel animation, DreamWorks soon forayed into claymation with Chicken 
Run and Wallace & Gromit, and pioneered advanced computer animation with 
films such as Antz, Shark Tale, and How to Train Your Dragon. Brimming with 
concept art, preproduction designs, and char-acter sketches, DreamWorks 
Animation marks the studio's 20th anniversary and offers unprecedented behind-
the-scenes access into its archives. An introduction by DreamWorks co-founder 
Katzenberg provides insider perspective on the studio's most popular films, as 
does running commentary from artists and direc-tors on all of DreamWorks' 30 
films to date. (STK635147) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 10x12, 400pgs, PC $50.00 
 
EIJI TSUBURAYA: MASTER OF MONSTERS SC 
(W) August Ragone (CA)  Photo 
Now in Paperback! Behind-the-scenes hero to anyone who's thrilled by giant 
monsters duking it out over Tokyo, Eiji Tsuburaya was the visual effects 
mastermind behind Godzilla, Ultraman, and numerous Japanese science fiction 
movies and TV shows beloved around the world. The first book on this legendary 
film figure in English, this highly visual biography surveys his fascinating life and 
career, featuring hundreds of film stills, posters, concept art, and delightful on-set 
photos of Tsuburaya prompting monsters to crush landmark buildings. A must-
have for fans, this towering tribute also profiles Tsuburaya's film collaborators, 
details his key films and shows, and spotlights the enduring popularity of the 
characters he helped create. (STK634985) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 8x11, 208pgs, PC $29.95 
 
GODZILLA: THE ART OF DESTRUCTION  HC 
(W) Mark Cotta Vaz 
Published to coincide with the release of Warner Bros. and Legendary's Godzilla 
(directed by Gareth Edwards), Godzilla: The Art of Destruction is a visually 
stunning book that delves into the making of the movie and showcases its 
incredible production art! Presenting an extraordinary new vision for the beloved 
character through a dynamic selection of concept illustrations, sketches, 
storyboards, and other preproduction materials, Godzilla: The Art of Destruction 
will be the definitive book on one of the most anticipated films of 2014! Also 
featuring interviews with the director and key crew and cast members, the book 



will tell the complete story of the making of Godzilla from concept to final frames! 
(STK634961) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 11x10, 156pgs, FC $45.00 
 
SOAP: INSIDE STORY OF THE SITCOM THAT BROKE ALL THE RULES SC 
For the first time ever, Soap: The Inside Story of the Sitcom that Broke all the 
Rules takes you behind the scenes of the making of this classic show, from the 
producers' battles with network censors over an earlier series to the creation of 
enduring story lines such as the death of Peter Campbell and Corinne and Tim's 
devil baby. Based on interviews with nearly 30 members of the cast and crew, 
including creator Susan Harris, Katherine Helmond (Jessica) and directors Jay 
Sandrich and JD Lobue, Soap: The Inside Story… offers an extensive 
examination of every episode, and may even finally answer the question of what 
really led to the series' premature demise. (STK635478) NOTE: This item may 
be available through other retail outlets before shipping to comic book specialty 
shops. 
SC, 7x10, 456pgs, B&W $29.95 
 
PULP HEROES 
 
DOC SAVAGE DOUBLE NOVEL #74 
(W) Lester Dent & Various (A) Paul Orban (CA) Emery Clarke 
The pulp era's greatest superhero returns in two startling novels by W. Ryerson 
Johnson, Lester Dent and William Bogart writing as "Kenneth Robeson." First, 
The Man of Bronze and Patricia Savage are confronted by "The Motion Menace," 
an invisible threat that renders modern weaponry obsolete! Then, in "Fire and 
Ice," a Canadian distress signal leads Doc Savage to a beautiful woman, a 
mysterious strongbox and a hidden secret society. BONUS: a Golden Age 
classic from the pages of Doc Savage Comics. This instant collector's item leads 
off with the classic 1937 color pulp cover by Emery Clarke and also includes all 
the original interior illustrations by Paul Orban plus historical commentary by Will 
Murray, author of thirteen Doc Savage novels. (STK635495) 
SC, 7x10, 128pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
SHADOW DOUBLE NOVEL #83 
(W) Maxwell Grant & Various (A) Earl Mayan, Edd Cartier (CA) Graves Gladney, 
George Rozen 
The Master of Darkness journeys from his Manhattan environs to prove that 
"crime does not pay" in two thrilling pulp novels by Walter B. Gibson writing as 
"Maxwell Grant." The Shadow reverts to his true identity of Kent Allard to bring a 
fugitive financier to justice.  "Spy Ring." Then, The Shadow teams with the real 
Lamont Cranston to unmask a criminal mastermind who has organized the 
Florida underworld into a criminal hurricane! This deluxe pulp reprint showcases 
the original color pulp covers by George Rozen and Graves Gladney, the classic 
interior illustrations by Edd Cartier and Earl Mayan and historical commentary by 
Will Murray and Anthony Tollin. (STK635496) 



SC, 7x10, 112pgs, B&W $14.95 
 
THE SHADOW: FORESHADOWING BATMAN SUPER PACK—WITH 
SHADOW ANNUAL #1 
(W) Maxwell Grant & Various (A) Tom Lovell & Various 
Commemorating the 75th anniversary of Batman's 1939 debut, Sanctum Books 
collects the groundbreaking pulp novels that inspired the Caped Crusader's 
Golden Age in a 528-page multipack, with a new foreword by legendary Batman 
scripter Dennis O'Neil, exclusive new bonus art prints and brand-new The 
Shadow Annual #1. This instant collector's item leads off with "Partners of Peril," 
the legendary 1936 thriller that was adapted as the debut Batman story in 
Detective Comics #27, and "Lingo" which introduced The Shadow's yellow 
boomerang, the forerunner of the Bat-a-rang! The Shadow combats a malevolent 
clown in "Death's Harlequin," a predecessor of The Joker's venom in "The 
Laughing Corpse," and in "Voodoo Trail" wages a battle to the death with Dr. 
Mocquino, who inspired Batman's first archfoe, Doctor Death! "The Devil Master" 
foreshadows Bill Finger and Bob Kane's use of giant props, while "The Shadow's 
Rival" was echoed in the 1953 Batman classic, "The Crime Predictor." PLUS: 
The Shadow Annual #1 reprinting for the first time "The Crime Crypt" and "The 
Green Terror." Special Bonus Collector's Items include high-quality art prints of 
George Rozen's knockout "Voodoo Trail" painting, Jerome Rozen's rendition of 
"Partners of Peril" and the legendary Tom Lovell art that was "swiped" by Bob 
Kane in Detective Comics #27. This instant collector's item showcases all eight 
color pulp covers and the original interior illustrations by Tom Lovell, Edd Cartier 
and Paul Orban, with historical commentary by popular culture historians 
Anthony Tollin and Will Murray. (STK635497) (C: 0-1-0) 
5 vol pack, SC, 7x10, 528pgs, B&W $39.95 
 
ROMANTIC INTRIGUE 
 
GOLDEN URCHIN FICTION MMPB 
(W) Peter O'donnell, Madeline Brent 
Modesty Blaise creator Peter O'Donnell writing as "Madeleine Brent"! Mitji lived 
with the Aboriginal tribe for as long as she could remember, but with her white 
skin, thin nose, and red hair, she does not look like the rest of the tribe. As she 
nears womanhood, her oddness has made her an outcast and she must leave 
her people. She goes on a walkabout, in search of the walypalya, the tribe with 
red hair and white skin like her own, who had come from the great waters-
perhaps they would receive her kindly and let her stay with them. On her 
wanderings she comes upon a white man, lying half-dead in the blazing heat, 
and nurses him back to health. Together they made their way to his home. 
There, Mitji becomes known as Meg and comes to understand that she was 
herself one of the walypalya. There are new dangers amongst this tribe and Meg 
must confront the terrors of a long sea voyage before she can find happiness on 
the other side of the world. Only the knowledge gained from her Aboriginal tribe 
can guarantee her survival and that of her friends. (STK635439) 



SC, 5x8, 380pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
MERLIN'S KEEP FICTION MMPB 
(W) Peter O'donnell, Madeline Brent 
Modesty Blaise creator Peter O'Donnell writing as "Madeleine Brent"! Jani, the 
strange and lovely heroine, has been brought up in a remote region of the 
Himalayas in Tibet by a runaway English soldier. Both Jani's past and that of her 
soldier protector are shrouded in a mystery that grows ever deeper for Jani when 
the foreign demon on a black horse comes from the south to take her away to a 
new and frightening world-a London orphanage. Later, when she moves on and 
finds the Woman in Red, Jani becomes one of the family in a Hampshire 
household. And it is here that her past is gradually uncovered. She becomes 
locked in a macabre struggle, long prophesied by the High Lama of her Tibetan 
youth, against the strange and terrifying powers of the Silver Man. (STK635437) 
SC, 5x8, 368pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
MOONRAKER'S BRIDE FICTION MMPB 
(W) Peter O'donnell, Madeline Brent 
Modesty Blaise creator Peter O'Donnell writing as "Madeleine Brent"! Born in a 
mission in China, Lucy Waring now finds herself with 15 small children to feed. 
How she tackles this task gets her thrown into the grim prison of Chengfu, where 
she meets a man about to die. He asks her a cryptic riddle, and its mystery 
echoes through all that befalls Lucy in the months that follow, even when she is 
brought to England, trying to make a new life with the Gresham family. Unused to 
English ways, she is constantly in disgrace and is soon involved in the long and 
bitter feud between the Greshams and the family who live across the valley in the 
house called Moonrakers. In England Lucy discovers danger, romance, 
heartache, and mystery as strange events lead her to doubt her own senses. It is 
only when Lucy returns to China that she finds the answers to the mysteries of 
her past. It is there, at the moment when all seems lost, that she finally finds 
where her heart belongs. (STK635433) 
SC, 5x8, 354pgs, B&W $15.95 
 
STAR TREK 
 
THE KLINGON ART OF WAR HC 
(W) Keith R. A. DeCandido 
Klingons fight, but they do not merely fight. For Klingons, battle is a dance, a way 
of living with dignity and purpose. This is central to the concept at the heart of the 
warrior culture: honor. The Klingon Art of War lays out the principles of the 
Klingon code that animates their entire culture. Each chapter introduces another 
part of the Klingon ethic and explores the ways it informs Klingon life, behavior, 
and history. Each chapter also celebrates famous Klingons, warships, and 
battles, and the role they've played in advancing the Klingon Empire. Passed 
down from the time of Kahless, ten precepts have shaped Klingon culture and 
indoctrinated Klingons in the Way of the Warrior. With this new translation, 



people from all walks of life-and all worlds-can harness the ancient Klingon 
wisdom and learn to embody courage, discipline, and honor. (STK635386) (C: 0-
1-0) 
HC, 7x10, 160pgs, FC $25.99 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS LEGO: A VISUAL DICTIONARY HC (UPDATED & EXPANDED) 
DK now brings you a fully revised and updated edition of the #1 New York Times 
bestseller, LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary! Complete with 48 additional 
pages and updated throughout to show all of the new sets and innovations from 
LEGO Star Wars, LEGO Star Wars: The Visual Dictionary provides detailed and 
annotated photography giving insight into the characters, locations, creatures, 
and spacecraft of the LEGO galaxy far, far away. Young Padawans will learn the 
ins and outs about their favorite vehicles, weapons, and minifigures such as 
Anakin, Yoda, Luke Skywalker, and Darth Vader. Fans of all ages will learn about 
every LEGO Star Wars set released while exploring the updated cross sections 
that expose the inner workings of larger-piece sets such as the Death Star or 
Millennium Falcon. The updated "Beyond the Bricks" chapter goes behind-the-
scenes to take a look at how LEGO sets are made, new models, plus fun fan 
creations. Of course this book would not be complete without an exclusive LEGO 
Star Wars minifigure, which is sure to impress even the most dedicated collector. 
(STK635185) (C: 0-1-0) 
HC, 11x12, 144pgs, FC $21.99 
 
MAGAZINES SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
EAGLEMOSS COLLECTIONS 
 
DC BATMAN AUTOMOBILIA FIGURINE COLLECTION MAGAZINE 
The Batman Automobilia Collectionis a bi-weekly series offering Batman fans 
and model car enthusiasts alike the chance to collect the most iconic vehicles to 
have ever been driven by Batman, featuring Batmobiles from the hit TV shows, 
the blockbusting fi lms and 70 years of comics! New models are available every 
month and each model is accompanied by an exclusive collector’s magazine. 
(STK636463) (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#32: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #64—Magazine, 16pgs, FC
 $20.00 
#33: CLASSIC TV BATGIRL BIKE—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $20.00 
 
STAR TREK STARSHIPS FIGURINE COLLECTION MAGAZINE 
This incredible collection of STAR TREK models includes all the most significant 
ships from the five STAR TREK television series. Every ship has been 
painstakingly recreated in die-cast and high quality ABS materials then hand 
painted with an incredible level of detail. The collection features a full range of 



Federation and alien vessels including seven incarnations of the Enterprise, all 
the major Klingon vessels including the Bird-of-Prey, Dominion, Borg and 
Romulan ships. (STK636469) (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#19: U.S.S. STARGAZER—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $20.00 
#20: KLINGON V'ORCHA CLASS—Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC
 $20.00 
 
DC SUPERHERO CHESS FIGURINE COLLECTION MAGAZINE 
The DC Chess Collection continues with the Justice League chess set which 
offers the comic fan and chess enthusiast alike the chance to collect fantastic 
and unique chess pieces, vivid representations of some of DC’s greatest 
characters. Each character is superbly rendered, cast from a specially formulated 
metallised resin and painted by expert model-makers. Each chess piece is 
accompanied by a fascinating 16-page magazine featuring superb DC Comic 
artwork plus vital chess tips for players of all levels. Continue your Justice 
League  collection with (#57) Atrocitus (Black Bishop) and (#58) Cyborg (White 
Rook). (STK636477)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#57: ATROCITUS (BLACK BISHOP)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
#58: CYBORG (WHITE ROOK)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
 
MARVEL CHESS FIGURINE COLLECTION MAGAZINE 
The Marvel Chess Collection is a new bi-weekly series offering the comic fan and 
chess lover alike the chance to collect a unique chess set, featuring some of the 
greatest and most loved Marvel characters. The first set in the Marvel Chess 
Collection consists of the greatest heroes and villains from across the Marvel 
Universe. Will Spider-Man survive against Venom? Can Captain America 
overcome the villainous Red Skull? Or will the forces of evil defeat the 
assembled heroes? With the Marvel Chess Collection the battle is in your hands! 
Continue your collection with (#07) Red Skull (Black King) and (#08) Thor (White 
Bishop). (STK636486)  (Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
#7: RED SKULL (BLACK KING)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
#8: THOR (WHITE BISHOP)—Magazine, 16pgs, FC $16.00 
 
MARVEL FACT FILES SPECIAL #3: CAPTAIN AMERICA WITH FIGURINE 
Having appeared in comics since the second world war and with two blockbuster 
movie franchises now under his belt, Captain America is one Marvel’s oldest and 
most enduring characters. The next Marvel Fact Files Special celebrates Captain 
America’s exceptional career with a 134mm, highly detailed, hand painted model 
of the Sentinel of Liberty. Complete with a 20-page magazine featuring the 
publication history of Steve Rogers, the Captain America special acts as an 
additional chapter to your Marvel Fact Files Collection. (STK636508)  
(Eaglemoss Publications Ltd) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine (w/Figurine), 16pgs, FC $32.00 
 
MAGAZINES SECTION 
 



ART BOOKS 
 
HI-FRUCTOSE MAGAZINE QUARTERLY #31 
Hi-Fructose New Contemporary Art quarterly magazine focuses squarely on art, 
transcending genre and trend and assuring readers thorough coverage and 
content that is informative and original. Hi-Fructose showcases an amalgamation 
of new contemporary, emerging as well distinguished artists, with a spotlight on 
awe inspiring spectacles from round the world. Hi-Fructose's beautiful layouts 
feature in-depth articles and interviews with cutting edge artists and creators. 
Also included is our special featured-artist sketchbook insert printed on richly 
textured sketchbook pages. Edited by artists Annie Owens and Attaboy. 
(STK635934)  (Atta Boy) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 130pgs, FC $7.95 
 
ILLUSTRATION MAGAZINE #45 
(W/A)  Various 
In this Issue of Illustration, we feature the spectacular art of Mead Schaeffer, 
perhaps best known for his many covers for the Saturday Evening Post and other 
illustrations for prominent books and magazines of the '30s and '40s. Rare 
photographs, tear sheets and original artworks are shown. Our second feature 
concerns the work of Michael Dolas (also on the cover), a noted slick magazine 
illustrator during the 1940s and '50s. Many rarely seen original paintings are 
showcased. Book reviews, exhibitions and events, and more round out the issue. 
(STK635936)  (Illustration Magazine) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, SC, 80pgs, FC $15.00 
 
ILLUSTRATORS MAGAZINE #6 
Illustrators, the new art quarterly devoted to the best  illustration published in the 
world! In this issue: The Romantic Art of Walter Wyles; The Adrenalised Art of 
Graham Coton; The Satirical Art of Dave Gaskill; and The Travel Poster Art of 
Laurence Fish. Illustrators quarterly builds into an essential library of the finest 
illustrators published in the world. Illustrators guides you through the stories 
behind the artists with features written by some of the leading auuthorities on this 
important art form. Truly fabulous artwork abounds in every issue, with much of 
the art taken from scans of the original work! (STK636050)  (Book Palace) (C: 0-
1-2) 
Magazine, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $24.99 
 
JUXTAPOZ #160 
Presenting a gallery of underground artists who influence much of the graphics, 
fashion, and new art seen today, Juxtapoz gives readers the latest in modern art 
worldwide! Each issue features interviews and reviews of artists, as well as 
photos from galleries and exhibits, rare sketches, portfolios, and full-color layouts 
of painters and cartoonists and their works. (STK635882)  (High Speed 
Productions) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, FC $5.99 



 
COMICS 
 
ALTER EGO #125 
Alter Ego #125 telegraphs everything you ever wanted to know about Lee Harris 
— the artist/creator of the Golden Age Detective Comics super-hero Air Wave — 
as revealed by son Jonathan Levey to interviewer Richard J. Arndt! There’s 
plenty of rarely-seen 1940s art treasures — including Lando, The Flame, Green 
Falcon, and mysterious, unpublished art of an alternate version of DC's 
Tarantula! Plus more of Amy Kiste Nyberg's "Seal of Approval" expose on the 
Comics Code, and artist Sal Amendola tells the story of ACBA (Academy of 
Comic Book Arts), the 1970s comics-pro organization, with plenty of photos and 
art! Plus: Fawcett Collectors of America, Michael T. Gilbert lurking in "Mr. 
Monster’s Comic Crypt", Bill Schelly, and more! Edited by Roy Thomas. 
(STK636018)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
COMIC BOOK CREATOR #5 
Comic Book Creator #5 gets cooking with our "All This, and Denis' Kitchen Sink, 
Too" number! We talk with the creator of many hats — cartoonist, publisher, 
author, CBLDF firebrand, and art agent (and world-renowned Nancy and Li'l 
Abner collector) — to discuss his friendships with Harvey Kurtzman, R. Crumb, 
Will Eisner, and many more; never mind his achievements as legendary 
underground comix publisher at Kitchen Sink Press. Plus, we examine the 
supreme artistry of John Romita, Jr.; Bill Everett's final splash; delve into the 
nefarious backroom dealings of Stolen Comic Book Art; and ascend The Gods of 
Mt. Olympus, a '70s gem by Johnny Achziger, Joe Staton and John Workman; 
and, natch, we throw Hembeck into the pot to spice things up in our flavor-filled 
fifth ish! Edited by Jon B. Cooke. (STK636021)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-
1-1) 
Magazine, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
COMIC HEROES MAGAZINE #23 
Comic Heroes Magazine — now in it's new bigger and better 164-page format — 
is better than ever! This issue is dedicated to the anniversaries of Batman and 
Wonder Woman. With features galore, top creator interviews, comic strips and in 
depth reviews, Comic Heroes is the place to be for up to date comic news! 
(STK636058)  (Future Publishing) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine (w/Novelties), 8x11, 164pgs, FC $20.00 
 
COMIC SHOP NEWS #1398-1402 & FCBD 2014 SPECIAL 
Comic Shop News is comics' weekly newsletter. Each issue is full-color, 8-12 
pages in length, and features CSNsider, news, and interviews. CSN has a 
complete monthly checklist (complete with PREVIEWS order numbers), plus 
exclusive CSN Hot Picks, "Fab Firsts," and a monthly checklist of all the first 
issues for the month! Also offered this month is the CSN Free Comic Book Day 



2014 Special, showcasing the annual day of Free comics for all! (STK635885)  
(Comic Shop News Inc) 
#1398—Tabloid PI  
#1399—Tabloid PI  
#1400—Tabloid PI  
#1401—Tabloid PI  
#1402—Tabloid PI  
FCBD 2014 SPECIAL—Tabloid PI  
 
COMICS REVUE PRESENTS #28 
The latest issue of Comics Revue Presents features Rick O’Shay by Stan Lynde. 
Color features include: The Phantom by Wilson McCoy, Flash Gordon by Mac 
Raboy, Gasoline Alley by Dick Moores, Tarzan by Russ Manning, Alley Oop by 
V. T. Hamlin, Steve Canyon by Milton Caniff, and Casey Ruggles by Warren 
Tufts. Plus the following stories in black and white: Tarzan by John Celardo, 
Krazy Kat by George Herriman, Buz Sawyer by Roy Crane, Sir Bagby by R&B 
Hackney, Rick O'Shay by Stan Lynde, and Modesty Blaise by Romer. 
(STK635928)  (Manuscript Press) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, 128pgs, PC $19.95 
 
DRAW! #28 
Draw! #28, the professional “how-to” magazine on comics and animation, returns 
with a headliner spotlight on Xeric Foundation winner Farel Dalrymple (Pop Gun 
War, Meathaus, Society of Illustrators Gold Medalist). Dalrymple discusses the 
process behind his work and the upcoming second volume of his highly 
anticipated series, Pop Gun War. Then, from Beware! the Batman and Clone 
Wars, to Transformers Prime and more, Draw! interviews top director and 
storyboard/comics artist Dave Bullock! Bullock discusses his animation work and 
covers for DC Comics, Valiant, and his upcoming comic project, The Savage 
Blade of King Ronok! Plus, regular columnist Jerry Ordway draws on his years of 
experience to show readers the Ord-way of creating comics; Jamar Nicholas 
reviews the latest art supplies; and we present the latest installment of Comic Art 
Bootcamp by Bret Blevins and Draw! editor Mike Manley! NOTE: May contain 
nudity for figure-drawing instruction — suggested for Mature Readers Only. 
(STK636023)  (Twomorrows Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
Magazine, 84pgs, FC $8.95 
 
JACK KIRBY COLLECTOR #63 
Jack Kirby Collector #63 takes you back inside the creation of the Marvel 
Universe with the late Mark Alexander, author of issue #58’s Lee & Kirby: The 
Wonder Years! Mark worked tirelessly on a lengthy Lee/Kirby essay entitled “A 
Universe A’Borning” before his passing, and we proudly present it here! There’s 
also a Kirby interview, Mark Evanier and our other regular columnists, a look at 
key late-1970s events in Kirby’s life and career, Stan Lee script pages, unseen 
Kirby pencils and unused art from Thor, Nick Fury, Hulk and Fantastic Four, plus 



galleries of Eternals, Black Panther, and more, all behind a wraparound cover 
inked by Mike Royer! Edited by John Morrow. (STK636048)  (Twomorrows 
Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 104pgs, FC $10.95 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO MAGAZINE #472 
Doctor Who Magazine is the official publication of the smash-hit, award-winning 
BBC TV series, Doctor Who — the best-loved drama series in the UK! Packed 
with exclusive photos and interviews, issue #472 of DWM looks forward to the 
new series starring Peter Capaldi as the Twelfth Doctor and Jenna Coleman as 
Clara Oswald; the comic strip continues; showrunner Steven Moffat answers 
more readers' questions; "The Fact of Fiction" puts another story under the 
microscope; all the latest books,audios and DVDs are previewed and reviewed; 
plus in-depth interviews and features, all the very latest news, prize-winning 
competitions and much, much more! (STK636055)  (Panini Publishing Ltd) (C: 0-
1-2) 
Magazine, 8x11, 84pgs, FC $9.99 
 
HORROR 
 
DIABOLIQUE #20 
Continuing the exploration of familial ties in our previous issue, Diabolique #20 
delves into one of the most crucial staples of horror cinema: the family unit. From 
Norman and "Mother" Bates to the Sawyers, to the Torrances, to the Manson 
family and everyone in between, dysfunctional families have comprised countless 
classics, and have spawned atypical conceptions of what it means to be "family" 
in a new era. All this and more, including an interview with Ti West on his 
acclaimed new film, The Sacrament, round out this fresh look at a crucial trope of 
horror culture! (STK635975)  (Horror Unlimited) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 60pgs, FC $9.98 
 
FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND #273 
Giant Spiders, Blobs, and Aliens... oh, my! The era of the drive-in movie brought 
cinemas an army of movies dedicated to giant things (humans, insects, Jell-O), 
space aliens, and cheap scares. While many of the films were quickly produced 
to cash in on the post-atomic hysteria or the pulp Sci-Fi boom, these wonderful 
B-movies combined with the culture and setting of the classic Drive-In to define 
what would be a golden age in cinema. One of TVs longest running genre shows, 
Supernatural, has gained a legion of followers by combining pop culture 
sensibilities with old school monster movies. All this and more, featuring a "Drive-
In" cover by Sanjulian! (STK635987)  (Movieland Classics Llc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 80pgs, FC $9.99 
 
FANGORIA #336 



Fangoria is one of horror fandom's longest running magazines, each issue 
bringing gorehounds the latest news and information about the films and TV 
series that they can expect to haunt their local cineplex and living rooms in the 
near future! Plus reviews, interviews, on-the-set reports, and more! (STK635893)  
(Starlog Group Inc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, FC $10.99 
 
RUE MORGUE MAGAZINE #146 
Rue Morgue Magazine is North America's original publication for horror in print 
and entertainment! Get exclusive interviews with horror favorites and check out 
the regular columns as well, all which will fill you with a frightful amount of horror 
knowledge! (STK635894)  (Marrs Media Inc) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 70pgs, FC $9.95 
 
SCREAM MAGAZINE #23 
In this latest issue of Scream, the full-color horror entertainment magazine, the 
team have a world exclusive with actor Stephan Smith Collins about his role as 
the evil Pinead in Hellraiser: Revelations. There's also interviews with Hollywood 
director James Wan about his latest ghost horror, The Conjuring, and Theo 
Crane discusses his role as Tiny in The Walking Dead. There is also a 
retrospective look back at the Hammer classic The Curse of Frankenstein; an 
exclusive preview of 2014's Zombie Killers: Elephant's Graveyard; the Elm Street 
movie franchise examined; horror books, comics, games, DVDs/Blu-rays, 
reviews, news, competitions and much, much more! (STK636057)  (Screen 
Power Publishing) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
Magazine, 8x11, FC $8.99 
 
HOW-TO 
 
SCI-FI & FANTASY MODELLER #33 
Volume 33 of Sci-fi & Fantasy Modeller delivers one hundred color pages of 
essential reading and superb images to genre modellers! Volume 33's lively line-
up of exclusive step-by-step features, builds, and superb photography reports on 
all that's new and exciting in mainstream and garage kit releases, unearths 
classic FX miniatures, reveals creepy creature kits, offers skill-expanding 
modelling techniques and more, including: Batwing Against Lit Moon diorama; 
New Battlestar Galactica Viper diorama project; Captain Cardboard's huge 15" 
diameter 2001 Aries 1B shuttle; Captain Scarlet original Martian Excursion 
Vehicle filming miniature tracked down and renovated; U.S.S. Defiant re-release; 
Mastering Sci-Fi Painting Masks technique; New-look Enterprise Bridge kit build, 
Converting the BIG Forbidden Planet C-57D kit, and much, much more! 
(STK636053)  (Happy Medium Press) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, 100pgs, FC $27.99 
 
INTERNATIONAL 



 
GOTHIC & LOLITA BIBLE #50 
Gothic Lolita, or "GothLoli," is a costuming craze popular among Japanese 
teenagers and young women which emphasizes Victorian-style girl's clothing, 
often imitating the look of Victorian porcelain dolls. Packed with full-color 
photographs and imagery, this guide features many variations of the Gothic Lolita 
style, as well as original design patterns and reference material to craft your own 
costumes. (STK635910)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Malaysia. 
Magazine, 129pgs, FC $35.00 
 
HOBBY JAPAN MAY 2014 
Hobby Japan, the key source for model kit building and customizing in Japan, 
has a new look and a larger format! Plus, the monthly "How to Build..." feature, 
which shows readers how to build and customize the latest and greatest Gundam 
kits from Bandai! Japanese Text. (STK635900)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and 
Malaysia. 
Magazine, 400pgs, PC $16.60 
 
MEGAMI MAY 2014 
Megami is the best Japanese anime magazine for tons of free giveaways, as well 
as full-color artwork and posters! Includes telephone cards, punch-out "character 
stands," stickers, and much more! Japanese Text. (STK635904)  (Tohan 
Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, 
Hong Kong, and Malaysia. 
Magazine, 174pgs, PC $16.60 
 
NEWTYPE MAY 2014 
Newtype is the top source for all your anime and manga needs! It features all of 
the latest news on anime, manga, music, and games. Includes toy and model 
reviews, interviews with directors and actors, and columns by industry experts. 
Japanese Text. (STK635908)  (Tohan Corporation) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Japan, China, Taiwan, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Malaysia. 
Magazine, FC $16.00 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
FILMFAX #137 
Filmfax #137 include an exclusive behind-the-scenes look at the "lost" 1937 
German space adventure film, The Launch of Spaceship 1! Also in this issue, 
exclusive interviews with: MAD Magazine and '50s and '60s Men's Magazine 
cover artist, Mort Kunstler; MAD humorist Frank Jacobs; 1960s TV actress 
Lindsay Bloom (Part 2); and Eaton SF & Fantasy Collection curator, Melissa 
Conway. Plus: The films of Cameron Mitchell, from Flight to Mars to The Tool 
Box Murders; The Robot Report (A Comprehensive History of Robots in the 



Cinema); a look at Richard Dix in the Whistler films, and much, much more! 
(STK635913)  (Filmfax) (C: 0-1-2) 
Magazine, B&W $9.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE WALKING DEAD MAGAZINE #6—NEW YORK COMIC CON 
EXCLUSIVE COVER 
New York Comic-Con Exclusive Charlie Adlard Cover! Issue #6 of The Walking 
Dead: The Official Magazine sported an exclusive Charlie Adlard cover at this 
year's New York Comic-Con. If you weren't able to make it to the Big Apple in 
October for the convention, you can still add this special edition to your 
collection! (STK628756)  (Titan) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
Magazine, 8x11, 100pgs, FC $9.99 
 
POP CULTURE & MUSIC 
 
LOCUS MAGAZINE #639 
Locus is the science-fiction and fantasy community's journal of record, with news 
and reviews on new and upcoming releases, as well as articles and columns by 
well-known authors. (STK635909)  (Locus Magazine) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, 8x11, B&W $7.50 
 
GIRLS AND CORPSES MAGAZINE #21 
Get ready to enroll in our Collegiate Girls and Corpses Spring Break Issue! The 
Semester has commenced at Alpha Beta Die and what could be better than hot 
sexy sorority girls canoodling with cold rotting fraternity corpses in their dorm 
rooms? Introducing blond bombshell Ivy Ferguson and sexy G&C alum Lynn 
Pops in a "Graduation Dead" cemetery spread. This issue also features: Eli 
Roth's The Green Inferno; Sorority Pillow Fights; Mascots The Kill; a co-ed who 
drinks gallons of blood for breakfast; Zombie Boy; Hazing Rituals Gone Deadly; 
The United Necro College Fund; Meet 'big corpse on campus' at The University 
of Embalming; Meet Mrs Manson; and The Voluptuous Horror of Karen Black.  
We also revisit killer college horror film clas-sicks: The Dorm That Dripped Blood, 
The House on Sorority Row, Final Exam, Splatter University and Graduation 
Day. More death metal bands including the insane Ukraine band, Semargi! Also 
more Amateur Corpses, more Last Laughs and Corpses College Cuties. So, 
cram for this exam into the lighter side of death and order this amazing issue... 
before you flunk out! Professor Corpsy gives this issue an A+++! (STK635919)  
(Rhine Ent) (C: 0-1-1) 
MATURE THEMES 
Magazine, 80pgs, FC $8.95 
 
STAR WARS 
 



STAR WARS INSIDER #149 
General Grievous takes center stage in issue #149 as we look at the life and 
times of the sinister Separatist! Best-selling Star Wars author John Jackson 
Miller nominates five amazing Expanded Universe characters, and we investigate 
how Al Williamson and Carlos Garzon shaped the world of Star Wars comics! 
Get the latest, exclusive news from the making of Star Wars: Rebels and Star 
Wars Episode VII! Plus all the hottest books, comics, and collectibles coming 
your way! Available in Newsstand and Previews Exclusive cover editions. 
(STK636004)  (Titan) (C: 0-1-1) 
NEWSSTAND—Magazine, 84pgs, FC $7.99 
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE—Magazine, 84pgs, FC $7.99 
 
TRADING CARDS SECTION 
 
SPORTS CARDS 
 
TOPPS COMPANY 
 
TOPPS 2014 BASEBALL SERIES 2 CARDS BOX 
The Future is NOW! Topps continues to celebrate the wealth of young talent in 
MLB with their 2014 Topps Baseball Series 2! Featuring 330 new base cards, 
this follow-up series features more rookies, as well as the Parallels (multiple color 
levels and rarities), Autographs, Inserts, and Relic cards that drive collectors wild! 
Every Hobby case is guaranteed to include a Commemorative Relic or a Jumbo 
Relic ("Trajectory" or "Own the Game" Relics), and every Jumbo Box is 
guaranteed a Commemorative Relic or Jumbo Relic! Standard Boxes include 36 
ten-card packs per box. Jumbo Packs include 48 cards plus one "Red Hot Foil" 
parallel and one "Future is Now" card. (STK634798) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PACK—Pack $1.99 
JUMBO PACK $14.99 
 
TOPPS 2014 ALLEN & GINTER'S BASEBALL CARDS BOX 
The 2014 edition of Topps' Allen & Ginter Baseball series will feature Mini Metal 
Parallel Cards, Pop Star Relics Cards (10 different book cards featuring a relic 
and a pop-up book-style image of a player), "The Amateur Osteologist Skeleton 
Relic Cards" (actual Animal skeleton relics, 1/1), and Box-Loader Mini-Packs 
(including Deadly Predators, Explorers, Great Artists, and more!) featuring an 
excluisve Parallel! You'll find three of the following in every Hobby box: 
Autographs, Relics, Cut Signatures, or Allen & Ginter Originals, or Rip Cards — 1 
per Hobby case! (STK634410) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pack $4.99 
 
BOWMAN 2014 PLATINUM BASEBALL CARDS BOX 



Bowman Platinum is a Prospector's "Midsummer Night's Dream"! This year's 
edition will be filled with Autographed Refractors and Autographed Refractor 
Relics or larger-than-life prospects from the 2014 class. There will be a new 
"Platinum Cut Autographed Refractor Relic" to chase this year. Bowman is also 
introducing a new, "Toolsy Die-cut", with unique die-cuts to represent all of the 
five differen baseball tools, with a 5-Tool parallel that will be the ultimate chase 
card! Every box will include two (2) autographed "Prospect Refractors" and one 
(1) "Refractor Autographed Relic". Plus, multiple levels and rarities of "Autograph 
Prospects", "Autographed Relics", Inserts, and a base set in multiple parallel 
levels featuring MLB's top Veterans and Rookies for 2014 on Rainbow Foil 
board! 5 cards per pack. 20 Packs per box. (STK634931) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pack $6.99 
 
BOWMAN 2014 INCEPTION BASEBALL CARDS BOX 
Bowman Inception Baseball is back for 2014, to follow up on its strong debut! 
With its epic design and elite checklist of prospects and rookies, Inception 
Baseball is one of the most anticipated baseball releases of the year! This year's 
edition will feature sharp new Autograph sets such as the "Inceptioned" flagship 
Bowman design, Letter Nameplate Book Cards, and SiriusXM All-Star Futures 
Game Patch cards! Inception Baseball is loaded with four on-card autographs 
and one autograph relic per box, plus Prospect Autographs, Rookie Autographs, 
Autographed Relics, and Inserts. One (1) Pack per Box. Eight (8) boxes per 
case. (STK633565) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Box $99.99 
 
BOWMAN 2014 FOOTBALL CARDS BOX 
Bowman 2014 Football is the Home of the Rookie Card! Bowman Football 
delivers the first NFL Rookie Cards of the season, and showcases Chrome 
Refractor Rookie Autographs signed directly on-card! The deep Rookie Checklist 
highlights 110 Rookie Base Cards and up to 80 Rookie Autograph subjects! Each 
Hobby box is guaranteed to contain four (4) on-card Chrome Rookie Autographs 
plus one (1) Veteran Relic Card! Also look for more Rookie Chrome Refractor 
Autographs, Relic Cards, Rookie and Veteran Rainbow Foil and Paper Cards, 
Die-Cuts, Minis, and more! 25 Cards per pack. 10 Packs per Box. (STK634428) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Pack $11.99 
 
NON-SPORTS CARDS 
 
CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
THE WALKING DEAD TV SEASON 3 PART 2 CARDS BOX 



Catch up with The Walking Dead's exciting 3rd season with this new set of 
trading cards based on AMC's hit television series! The 90-card base set follows 
Rick Grimes and company as they struggle to survive within the confines of the 
abandoned prison, and deal with the constant threat of walkers and the people of 
Woodbury and their charismatic leader, The Governor! Look for chase sets 
featuring Woodbury and The Governor, along with authentic Autographs, Relics, 
and hand-drawn Sketch cards. 5 Cards per Pack. 24 Packs per Box. Also 
available is an official Collector's Album binder, including an exclusive Card 
available nowhere else! (STK635093) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TRADING CARDS—Pack $3.50 
BINDER—Album $30.00 
 
RITTENHOUSE ARCHIVES 
 
MARVEL UNIVERSE 2014 CARDS BOX 
One (1) Color Sketch Card in Every Box! The Marvel Universe Trading Cards 
series for 2014 will feature a new batch of heroes and villains — one per box! 
Artists include John Romita, Sr., Mark Texeira, Mick Glebe, Matt Glebe, Turso 
Llanetta, Warren Martineck, Lak Lim, Rhiannon Owens, Jose Carlos Sanchez, 
Alcione Silva, Eric McConnell, and over 100 more! The 90-card base set will also 
be available in three levels of parallels and rarity. Also look for bonus sets like 
"Artist Draft", "Marvel's Greatest Battles", "Heroes & Villains", "Shadowbox", and 
"Avengers Origins". Also available is an exclusive custom-designed album to 
store the entire collection — including a bonus promo card available nowhere 
else! 5 Cards per Pack. 24 Packs per Box. (STK634246) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PACK—Pack $4.99 
ALBUM $25.00 
 
TOPPS COMPANY 
 
STAR WARS CHROME: PERSPECTIVES CARDS BOX 
Star Wars Chrome: Perspectives explores the viewpoints of the Rebel Alliance 
andthe Empire as they battle one another for control of the Galaxy. 100 base 
cards profile the characters of the Rebel Alliance and the Empire, with 50 cards 
dedicated to each side, plus 10-card insert sets featuring Rebel Wanted Posters, 
Empire Priority Targets, Rebel Training Cards, and Rebel and Empire 
Propaganda! You'll also find five (5) levels of chase cards, from Refractors (1 
ppk), Prism Refractors (#'d to 199), X-Factor (#'d to 99), Gold Refractors (#'d to 
50), and Superfractors (#'d to 1)! Also look for Chrome Helmet Medallions (1 per 
Box!), Chrome Sketch Cards, Chrome On-Card Autographs, Printing Plates, and 
more! Each pack contains four (4) Base Cards, plus one (1) Base Refractor and 
one (1) Insert. 24 Packs per box. (STK635580) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pack $3.99 



 
APPAREL SECTION 
PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE APPAREL 
 
DEADPOOL: "QUESTION MARK" PX RED T-SHIRT 
Deadpool has a question for you with this red t-shirt! (STK635602) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
DEADPOOL: POP TEXT PX SNAP BACK CAP 
Deadpool cap. (STK635751) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BLACK PANTHER PX BLACKBERRY HEATHER T-SHIRT 
The Black Panther strikes on this heather blackberry t-shirt! (STK615662) (C: 1-
1-1) 
SM-XXL—T-Shirt $17.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
ZENESCOPE'S OZ: "EMERALD CITY" PX CHARCOAL T-SHIRT 
Based on Zenescope's OZ series, get ready to follow the yellow brick road with 
this charcoal t-shirt! (STK635665) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "GALLIFREY STANDS" PX BLACK T-SHIRT 
Three Doctors are determined to save Gallifrey with this black Doctor Who t-shirt! 
(STK635800) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: DARYL DIXON PX BLACK T-SHIRT 
Daryl Dixon faces down the undead on this Walking Dead t-shirt! (STK636276) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
DOCTOR STRANGE PX NAVY HEATHER T-SHIRT 
The Sorceror Supreme channels his immense powers on this navy t-shirt! 
(STK635717) (C: 1-1-1) 
SM-XXL—T-Shirt $17.99 



 
CAPTAIN MARVEL PX BLACK HEATHER T-SHIRT 
Captain Marvel leads the charge on this black t-shirt! (STK635723) (C: 1-1-1) 
SM-XXL—T-Shirt $17.99 
 
MARVEL HEROES: "TWELVE UP" PX CHARCOAL HEATHER T-SHIRT 
Twelve Marvel Comics heroes are brought together on this charcoal t-shirt! 
(STK635560) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
DC COMICS: HARLEY QUINN "DIAMONDS" PX WHITE T-SHIRT 
Harley Quinn strikes a pose on this white t-shirt! (STK635642) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
THUNDERBOLTS PX BLACK T-SHIRT 
Marvel Comics' team of reprobates and anti-heroes are brought together on this 
black t-shirt! (STK635607) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME: "GUNTER" LARGE PRINT PX BLACK T-SHIRT 
Gunter from Adventure Time stars on this black t-shirt! (STK635628) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
STAR WARS: "RAY OF HOPE" PX RED T-SHIRT 
Somewhere within Darth Vader there shines a brief ray of hope on this red t-shirt! 
(STK635565) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
APPAREL SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
GRAPHITTI DESIGNS 
 
HARLEY QUINN: LOVES T-SHIRT 
WONDER WOMAN: TRANSFORM T-SHIRT 
CATWOMAN: MOON T-SHIRT 
O/A WONDER WOMAN: FACE II T-SHIRT 
O/A WONDER WOMAN LOGO T-SHIRT 
O/A HARLEY QUINN II: MAD LOVE T-SHIRT 



O/A CATWOMAN: F.O.E. T-SHIRT 
DC’s finest take center stage this month with these three new shirt designs.  HQ: 
Loves T-Shirt features the art of Amanda Conner screenprinted in full-color on a 
black 100% cotton tee.  Catwoman: Moon with art by Dave Steven, is imprinted 
in color on a Natural-color shirt.  Last but definitely not least, is the new Wonder 
Woman: Transform shirt that features a full-color imprint on a White 100% cotton 
shirt.  Gotta’ love’em! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
BATMAN 52 LOGO T-SHIRT 
O/A BATMAN LOGO T-SHIRT 
O/A BATMAN ‘66 SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
The Batman legacy continues on the new Batman 52 Logo T-Shirt.  Features the 
new 52 logo screenprinted in color on a Charcoal Heather, 100% cotton shirt.  
The mark of the Dark Knight! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
BATMAN: PEARLS T-SHIRT 
O/A BATMAN INFINITY SYMBOL T-SHIRT 
O/A JOKER: BATS T-SHIRT 
Marc Sylvestri captures a life-changing memory from the life of young Bruce 
Wayne on the new Batman: Pearls T-Shirt.  Features Marc’s art screenprint on a 
Black 100% cotton, heavyweight tee.  The Batman never forgets! NOW 
AVAILABLE for sale in Canada and U.K. 
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
UMINGA TRIO T-SHIRT 
DC’s core characters share the spotlight this month on the new Uminga Trio T-
Shirt. Features art by Uminga screenprinted in full-color on a Graphite-grey 100% 
cotton shirt.  A great spin on the DC classics. NOW AVAILABLE for sale in 
Canada and U.K.    
M-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
XXL—T-Shirt $21.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A SANDMAN: MOONGLOW T-SHIRT 
O/A SANDMAN: THE WAKE T-SHIRT 
O/A SANDMAN I T-SHIRT 
O/A DEATH I HOODIE 
Three classic Sandman shirt along with one great heavweight, 10 oz., 90% 
cotton/10% poly hoodie. Sandman is back! NOW AVAILABLE for sale in Canada 
and U.K. 



L-XL—Hoodie $41.95 
L-XL—T-Shirt $18.95 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
MIGHTY FINE SECTION 
 
STAR WARS: “ARTOO SPEAKS” HEATHER GREY T-SHIRT 
R2-D2 has a few things to say on this gray t-shirt! (STK636580-85) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 
MARVEL: “NOVA CORPS” NAVY T-SHIRT 
Join the Nova Corps with this blue t-shirt! (STK636565-69) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
T Shirt SRP: $18.99 
 
MARVEL: “LOKI USES KNEEL” GREEN T-SHIRT 
Loki goes 8-bit on this green t-shirt! (STK637076-80) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "CRUSADERS GO" OLIVE T-SHIRT 
The Ponies are having fun on this olive green t-shirt! (STK636558, 561-64) (C: 0-
1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 
MARVEL: HAWKEYE "BECAUSE BOOMERANGS" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Find out what makes Hawkeye so cool with this black t-shirt! (STK637071-75) (C: 
0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "BEST PONY" BEANIE 
Keep your head warm this winter with this Derpy Hooves beanie! (STK636608) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Beanie $26.99 
 
MARVEL: THANOS "COSMIC CUBE" PURPLE T-SHIRT 
Gloat like Thanos with this purple t-shirt! (STK636570-74) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 



TRANSFORMERS: "VITRUVIAN PRIME" IVORY T-SHIRT 
Leonardo da Vinci's little-known sketch of Optimus Prime is featured on this ivory 
t-shirt! (STK636586-90) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T Shirt $20.99 
 
MAD ENGINE SECTION 
 
WOLVERINE: “RISING CLAW” WHITE T-SHIRT 
The Far East beckons to Wolverine with this white t-shirt! (STK635592-96) (C: 0-
1-0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
X-MEN: “DOMINION” SILVER T-SHIRT 
Magneto threatens the X-Men on this silver t-shirt that features vintage Jim Lee 
artwork! (STK635582-86) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
DEADPOOL: “STRIPE POOL” BLACK T-SHIRT 
Deadpool is a dangerous man on this black t-shirt! (STK635587-91) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
SPIDER-MAN: “SIMPLE WEBHEAD” BLACK T-SHIRT 
Spider-Man's costume becomes a stylish glyph on this black t-shirt! (STK635576-
81) (C: 0-1-0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
CAPT AMERICA II: “FREEDOMS CALLS” RED/BLACK DIP DYE T-SHIRT 
Captain America fights for freedom on this black t-shirt! (STK635571-75) (C: 0-1-
0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $23.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $25.99 
 
STAR WARS: “SET TO STUN” WHITE T-SHIRT 
Princess Leia will knock you out with this white t-shirt! (STK635597-601) (C: 0-1-
0) 
S-XL—T-Shirt $16.99 
XXL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
APPAREL SECTION 
 
GEEK CHIC BOUTIQUE 



 
STAR TREK: "INSIGNIA" V-NECK BLUE T-SHIRT 
Beam down to Rigel IV with this Star Trek uniform t-shirt! (STK635694)  (2489) 
(C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (6835)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
STAR TREK: "KHAN" T-SHIRT 
Yours is the superior intellect with this Star Trek t-shirt! (STK635690)  (2489) (C: 
0-1-0) 
SM-XL (6934)—T-Shirt $25.99 
 
STAR WARS: "JAINA SOLO" T-SHIRT 
Jaina Solo is the greatest Jedi of them all on this stylish t-shirt! (STK635686)  
(2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $22.99 
 
STAR TREK: "I AM STAR TREK" JRS. T-SHIRT 
Board Captain Picard's Enterprise with these Star Trek: The Next Generation 
uniform t-shirts! (STK635612)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
RED—SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
YELLOW—SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
BLUE—SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
BIG BANG THEORY: "I'M NOT INSANE" JRS. T-SHIRT 
When people question your sanity, point to this Big Bang Theory t-shirt! 
(STK635777)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (BTJS2663)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
HELLO KITTY: "SUGAR RUSH" COTTON CANVAS SATCHEL 
Carry your things in this My Little Pony handbag! (STK636375)  
(7745/HX10370022) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories. 
Handbag $16.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: "RAINBOW DASH" PLUSH BACKPACK 
Strap Rainbow Dash to your back and carry your books and papers to school 
with this plush backpack! (STK636376)  (7745/FS10369256) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
No countries actually denied. 
Backpack $19.99 
 
HELLO KITTY: PLUSH HEAD BACKPACK 
Strap Hello Kitty's head to your back with this plush backpack! (STK636377)  
(7745/KV3083016) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Backpack $16.99 
 



BRAVEST WARRIORS: "I AM CATBUG!" JRS. T-SHIRT 
Bravest Warriors t-shirt. (STK636271)  (5145) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL—T-Shirt $18.99 
 
BRAVEST WARRIORS: "CATBUG EYES" LEGGINGS 
Bravest Warriors leggings. (STK636267)  (5145) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States and Canada. 
SM-XL—Leggings $32.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "50 YEARS, 11 DOCTORS" JRS. T-SHIRT 
Doctor Who celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 2013, and this black t-shirt 
celebrates the eleven actors who have portrayed the Doctor! (STK635781)  
(4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
SM-XL (DWJS2397)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "REGENERATION NAMES" JRS. T-SHIRT 
The names of all thirteen actors to portray the Doctor — from William Hartnell 
through John Hurt to Peter Capaldi — are used to spell out the word 
"Regeneration" on this blue t-shirt! (STK636159)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (BTS-RGT-001LS)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO ARGYLE OVER-THE-KNEE SOCKS 
Wear the socks that Amy Pond or Clara Oswald would with these Doctor Who 
Over the Knee Socks! Choose from Dalek Argyle and TARDIS Argyle styles. 
(STK619058)  (2033) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and 
Canada. 
DALEK ARGYLE (DRW-196)—Socks $14.00 
TARDIS ARGYLE (DRW-195)—Socks $14.00 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: "LOOK LIKE I'M DOING" JRS. T-SHIRT 
Daryl Dixon stars on this black Walking Dead t-shirt! (STK635659)  (559) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (09-444-216)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: "TATTOO" V-NECK T-SHIRT 
Battlestar Galactica t-shirt. (STK635698)  (2489) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (5002)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
BIG BANG THEORY: "I'M NOT INSANE" T-SHIRT 



When people question your sanity, point to this Big Bang Theory t-shirt and prove 
them otherwise! (STK635772)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (BTAS2663)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (BTAS2663)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "REGENERATION NAMES" T-SHIRT 
The names of all thirteen actors to portray the Doctor — from William Hartnell 
through John Hurt to Peter Capaldi — are used to spell out the word 
"Regeneration" on this blue t-shirt! (STK636150)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XXL (BTS-RGT-001S)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "50 YEARS, 11 DOCTORS" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Doctor Who celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 2013, and this black t-shirt 
celebrates the eleven actors who have portrayed the Doctor! (STK635785)  
(4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
SM-XL (DWAS2397)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (DWAS2397)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO KNEE-HIGH SOCKS 
Keep your feet warm with these Doctor Who knee-high socks! (STK636336)  
(2033) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
FOURTH DOCTOR SCARF (DRW-70)—Socks $12.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO FLYING TARDIS MENS SOCKS 
With all of time and space at your disposal, wear the socks that a Time Lord 
would wear with these Doctor Who Men's Socks! Choose from Dalek or TARDIS 
styles. (STK519036)  (2033/DRW-17) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada.$12.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: "LOOK LIKE I'M DOING" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Daryl Dixon stars on this black Walking Dead t-shirt! (STK635653)  (559) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (09-301-301)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (09-305-301)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: "DARYL WINGS" CREW SOCKS 
Walking Dead socks. (STK636338)  (2033/PL-9579) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States and Canada. 
Socks $10.00 
 



THE WALKING DEAD: "DEAD INSIDE" / " WALKER BAIT" CREW SOCKS 2-
PACK 
Walking Dead socks. (STK636340)  (2033/PL-9459) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States and Canada. 
Socks $12.00 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "TARDIS EXTERIOR" BOXERS 
Doctor Who boxers. (STK636347)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 
SM-XL (DW0030-95)—Boxers $14.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "EXPLODING TARDIS" BOXERS 
Doctor Who boxers. (STK636343)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 
SM-XL (DW0026-95)—Boxers $14.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "THE TIME OF THE DOCTOR" GREY T-SHIRT 
Matt Smith's final adventure as the Doctor is commemorated on this gray t-shirt! 
(STK636145)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XXL (BTS-TOTD-001S)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
IRON MAN: "IRON & THE MAN" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Take Iron Man apart with this black t-shirt! (STK635805)  (2999) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XXL (T100-9IMAN)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
ROBOCOP: "I HEART DETROIT" LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP HOODIE 
Robocop hoodie. (STK635729)  (2435) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-LG—Zip Hoodie $42.95 
XXL—Zip Hoodie $49.95 
 
DC COMICS BATMAN: "NA BATMAN" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Batman is mathematical with this cute black t-shirt! (STK635647)  (559) (C: 1-1-
0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (48-301-903)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (48-305-903)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
BATMAN '66: "HAHA" BOXERS WITH CAPE 
Batman boxers. (STK636351)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 
SM-XL (WB0188-95)—Boxers $14.99 
 
BATMAN '66: "SAME BAT-TIME, SAME BAT-CHANNEL" GLOW-IN-THE-
DARK BOXERS 



Batman boxers. (STK636362)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 
SM-XL (WB0177-95)—Boxers $14.99 
 
BATMAN '66: "JOKER" BOXERS 
Batman boxers. (STK636357)  (2018) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States and Canada. 
SM-XL (WB0183-95)—Boxers $14.99 
 
JUDGE DREDD: "UNDERBELLY COMIC" T-SHIRT 
Based on the comic sequel to the Dredd film, this black t-shirt stars Judge Dredd! 
(STK636139)  (893) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XXL (TAD-JDU-001S)—T-Shirt $19.99 
 
SPIDER-MAN: "OH YOU!" RED T-SHIRT 
Spider-Man and Venom star on this red t-shirt! (STK635810)  (2999) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XXL (T100-9SOHY)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
TMNT: "BAND OF BROTHERS" NATURAL T-SHIRT 
The Turtles are all for one and one for all on this t-shirt! (STK635815)  (2999) (C: 
1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XXL (T100-9TBAN)—T-Shirt $23.99 
 
PATHFINDER: "CARD GAME" NAVY T-SHIRT 
Pathfinder t-shirt. (STK635760)  (4729) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
MED-XL (29004-M)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL-XXXL (29004-2XL)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A PATHFINDER: "CORE" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Pathfinder t-shirt. (STK621114)  (4729) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
MED-XL (29000-M)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL-XXXL (29000-2XL)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
O/A PATHFINDER: "GOBLINS LINEUP" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Pathfinder t-shirt. (STK623959)  (4729) (C: 0-1-1) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
MED-XL (29002-M)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL-XXL (29002-2XL) $20.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 



ANCHORMAN: "SEE HOW GOOD I LOOK?" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Stay classy, San Diego! (STK635820)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (ACAS2026)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (ACAS2026)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
AMORY WARS: "DEADFACE AL THE KILLER" T-SHIRT 
Amory Wars t-shirt. (STK635679)  (2802) (C: 0-1-0) 
SM-XL (CAC-0166 S)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (CAC-0166 2XL)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
ROCKY: "MIGHTY MICK'S GYM" LIGHTWEIGHT ZIP HOODIE 
Rocky hoodie. (STK635738)  (2435) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL—Zip Hoodie $42.95 
XXL—Zip Hoodie $49.95 
 
TED: "I'M ON DRUGS" BLACK T-SHIRT 
Ted t-shirt. (STK635795)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
MATURE THEMES 
SM-XL (TZAS2051)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (TZAS2051)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
ARCHER: ISIS LOGO T-SHIRT 
Archer t-shirt. (STK635767)  (4866) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (ARAS2002)—T-Shirt $19.99 
XXL (ARAS2002)—T-Shirt $21.99 
 
FIREFLY JAYNE KNIT BEANIE 
Firefly beanie. (STK636103)  (4866/AMLP342BNFE) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories.$21.99 
 
TMNT SNAP BACK CAPS 
Baseball cap. (STK635753)  (1344) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
RAPHAEL (SUBLIMATED FRONT) (80043611)—Baseball Cap $26.99 
SHREDDER (SUBLIMATED FRONT) (80043621)—Baseball Cap $26.99 
COWABUNGA! PIZZA (80043615)—Baseball Cap $28.99 
 
BATMAN POP TEXT SNAP BACK CAP 
Baseball cap. (STK635744)  (1344/80010139) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 



SUPERMAN POP TEXT SNAP BACK CAP 
Baseball cap. (STK635749)  (1344/80010147) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
SPIDER-MAN POP TEXT SNAP BACK CAP 
Baseball cap. (STK635748)  (1344/80010146) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA POP TEXT SNAP BACK CAP 
Baseball cap. (STK635746)  (1344/80010140) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Baseball Cap $25.99 
 
TOYS SECTION 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
DIAMOND SELECT TOYS 
 
JAY & SILENT BOB MINIMATES JESUS & MOOBY 2-PACK 
A Diamond Select Toys release! The deities of the View Askewniverse have 
revealed themselves! As seen in many of Kevin Smith's New Jersey films, 
dashboard icon Jesus Christ and fast-food mascot Mooby the Golden Calf are 
the two newest Minimates in the Jay & Silent Bob line. Packaged together on a 
blister card, each Minimate mini-figure stands 2 inches tall with 14 points of 
articulation, and features interchangeable parts. Designed and Sculpted by Art 
Asylum!  
Two-Pack $9.99  
 
JAY & SILENT BOB MOOBY VINYL BANK 
A Diamond Select Toys release! Who's a friend to the king of all the monkeys? 
Who's a pal to the duck who won't fly south? It's Mooby the Golden Calf! This 
fast-food mascot turned children's entertainment fixture is now a 9-inch vinyl 
bank! With a slot on his back and an access door underneath, Mooby will keep 
your spare change safe inside his profit center! 
Bank $22.99  
 
KILL BILL MINIMATES: HOUSE OF BLUE LEAVES 10TH ANNIVERSARY 
BOX SET 
A Diamond Select Toys release! It's been ten years since Quentin Tarantino put 
his own stamp on the martial arts revenge movie, and now the two-part epic is 
the newest line of Minimates mini-figures! The first box set, based on the fight at 
the House of Blue Leaves, includes The Bride, O-Ren Ishii, Gogo Yubari and 
Sofie Fatale. Each 2-inch Minimates mini-figure features interchangeable parts 



and accessories, and all four come packaged on a blister card. Designed and 
sculpted by Art Asylum! 
Four-Pack $19.99 
 
SIN CITY SELECT SERIES 1 PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE ACTION FIGURES  
A Diamond Select Toys release! A Previews Exclusive! Walk down the right 
back alley in Sin City and you can find anything, but you don't need to live in Sin 
City to get high-quality Select action figures of the movie's main cast! The first 
series of 7-inch-scale, fully poseable figures from DST includes Marv, Hartigan 
and Nancy, all based on their appearances in the 2005 feature film. Each figure 
comes packaged with a deluxe display base and accessories in the famous 
Select display packaging, complete with spine reference artwork. Sculpted by 
Jean St. Jean!  
MARV—Figure $24.99  
HARTIGAN—Figure $24.99  
NANCY—Figure $24.99  
 
ALIENS MINIMATES: ALIENS VS. MARINES ARMY DUMP 
A Diamond Select Toys release! The action-packed sci-fi movie by James 
Cameron is now an action-packed line of Minimates! This countertop display of 
12 individually boxed Minimates includes dropship pilot Spunkmeyer, Colonial 
Marine Wierzbowski and civilian consultant Carter Burke, plus nine Xenomorphs 
in three different varieties! Each Minimate mini-figure stands 2 inches tall with 14 
points of articulation, and features interchangeable parts and accessories. 
Exclusively at comic shops! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum!  
Minimate $5.99 Ea. 
 
BATMAN TV LOGO METAL BOTTLE OPENER 
A Diamond Select Toys release! NaNaNaNaNaNaNaNa BATMAN! After a long 
day of fighting crime and a long night of doing the Bat-tusi, Batman needs to cool 
off with a frosty beverage. And now you can party like a superhero with this solid 
metal bottle opener in the shape of the iconic Batman TV show logo! This 4-inch 
opener comes packaged in a collector case with a full-color wrap. Designed by 
Barry Bradfield!   
Bottle Opener $18.00 
 
MARVEL SELECT: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2 ACTION FIGURE 
A Diamond Select Toys release! The Amazing Spider-Man is back in an all-new 
big-screen adventure, and he's also back in the hit Marvel Select line! This 7-
inch-scale figure depicts Spidey in his brand-new costume, and features 16 
points of articulation. Comes packaged in display-ready Select packaging with 
spine reference artwork. Designed and sculpted by Gentle Giant! 
Figure $24.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 



O/A MARVEL SELECT ELEKTRA ACTION FIGURE 
A Diamond Select Toys release! One of Marvel's most popular female characters 
is back from the dead! Inspired by artist Greg Horn's covers for Elektra, the 
assassin and Thunderbolt comes with multiple arms, legs and weapons to allow 
her to strike a variety of dynamic poses atop her castle turret base. Figure comes 
packaged in display-ready Select packaging, with spine reference artwork. 
Sculpted by Steve Kiwus! 
Figure $24.99 
 
O/A MARVEL SELECT: WHAT IF? CAPTAIN AMERICA FIGURE 
A Diamond Select Toys release! During the epic superhuman Civil War, rivals 
Captain America and Iron Man fought each other tooth and nail. But what if they 
had worked together? This 7-inch-scale Marvel Select figure depicts Captain 
America as he appears on the cover of What If? Civil War #1, wearing a suit of 
armor designed for him by Tony Stark himself. Cap features 16 points of 
articulation and includes a deluxe "blast-off"" display base as well as a removable 
silver stand. Figure comes packaged in display-ready Select packaging, with 
spine reference artwork.  
Figure $24.99 
 
O/A STARE TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES BLACK HANDLE PHASER 
A Diamond Select Release! An Art Asylum Sculpt! DST and Art Asylum bring you 
this replica Phaser, painstakingly accurate to the originals seen on the classic 
Star Trek. Featuring a black handle and "Try Me" window box, fans are sure to 
"beam" this unique piece into their collections! With sounds taken directly from 
the series, here's one Phaser fans will set to overload! Includes authentic action 
lights and sounds and adjustable power settings. (STK292899) Available Now!  
(4667/17522) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Roleplay Replica $40.00 
 
STAR TREK: KLINGON BIRD OF PREY ELECTRONIC STARSHIP 
A Diamond Select Release! DST's continuing mission: to bring you cool new 
electronic Star Trek ships! The Klingon Bird of Prey, as seen in multiple feature 
films, is their first non-Enterprise ship in the line, and will be the must-have item 
to complete any Trek fan's fleet! Packaged in a "Try Me" window box so 
customers can test its movie-accurate lights and sounds, the Bird of Prey 
measures 12 inches long by 19 inches wide and comes with a display stand. 
(STK469993) Available Now!  (4667) (JUN121771) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No 
countries actually denied. 
Starship $70.00 
 
O/A STAR TREK LEGACY MINIMATES SERIES 1 
A Diamond Select Release! Designed and Sculpted by Art Asylum! Star Trek 
Minimates return! With the U.S.S. Enterprise having gotten the Minimates 
treatment, DST has brought back Star Trek Minimates with a full assortment from 
across two TV shows and two movies! The first series of two-packs includes Star 



Trek II Capt. Kirk and Khan, First Contact Capt. Picard and Borg Queen, Season 
7 Capt. Sisko and Jem Hadar and Capt. Archer and Xindi from Enterprise! Each 
Minimate stands 2 inches tall with 14 points of articulation and a variety of 
removable and interchangeable parts and accessories. All of these Minimates 
will only be available on the specialty market, so order boldly! (STK527559) 
Available Now!  (4667) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico 
Two-Pack $9.99 
 
STAR TREK III: KLINGON DISRUPTOR ROLEPLAY REPLICA 
A Diamond Select Release! At long last, DST adds a new item to their Star Trek 
role-play series! From the company that gave you screen-accurate phasers and 
communicators and tricorders comes the Klingon empire's most popular 
accessory: the disruptor! This legendary weapon comes with electronic lights and 
sounds, for the complete role-play experience. (STK517791) Available Now!  
(4667) (JUL128072) (C: 0-1-0) 
Roleplay Replica $60.00 
 
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES COMMUNICATOR ROLEPLAY 
REPLICA 
A Diamond Select Release! Two to beam up! Get ready for the ultimate Star Trek 
adventure with this original series Communicator!  With sound effects and clips 
from the ground-breaking classic series, each of these limited collectibles 
features a pop-open design and deluxe window-box packaging.  Don’t be caught 
on your next away mission without one of these handy life-savers! (STK353587) 
Available Now!  (4667/17703) (OCT074331) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries 
actually denied. 
Roleplay Replica $40.00 
 
STAR TREK: U.S.S. ENTERPRISE-B ELECTRONIC STARSHIP 
A Diamond Select Release! Designed by Art Asylum! The long wait is over! The 
Enterprise B is finally ready to leave drydock! One of the most fan-requested Star 
Trek ships, the Excelsior-class starship is finally on its way as an electronic ship 
replica from Diamond Select! Packaged in a "Try Me" window box so customers 
can test its movie-accurate lights and sounds, the Enterprise B measures 16 
inches long and comes with a display stand. (STK474426) Available Now!  
(4667) (AUG121760) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Starship $60.00 
 
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES U.S.S. ENTERPRISE NCC-1701 HD 
ELECTRONIC STARSHIP 
A Diamond Select Release!  The U.S.S. Enterprise has seen more than her 
share of interstellar adventures over the years and now the all-new High 
Definition ship can be yours!  Featuring a design based on the digitally-
remastered Star Trek television series, this sixteen-inch starship sports additional 
details now visible on the classic U.S.S. Enterprise NCC-1701!  Each ship 



includes light and sound effects plus a removable display stand. (STK396695) 
Available Now!  (4667/17804) (SEP088080) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: No countries 
actually denied. 
Starship $60.00 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
TOYS SECTION 
 
ADVENTURE TIME 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ADVENTURE TIME PLUSHES 
Finn and Jake adventure in the Land of Ooo in the hit series Adventure Time, 
and now they can have adventures with you with these new Adventure Time 
Plush! Jake has had a little too much to eat, but that won't keep him from 
adventure! Meanwhile, Finn is ready for bed in his pajamas! Then Jake uses 
stretching powers to make himself very long, and Finn has turned Lumpy! 
(STK517395) Available Now!  (1969) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available in the United 
States, Canada, and Asia. 
FAT JAKE (14223)—Plush PI  
FINN IN PAJAMAS (14224)—Plush PI  
LONG JAKE (JUN131810) (14228)—Plush PI  
LUMPY FINN (JUN131820) (14227)—Plush PI  
 
ANIMATION 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES SUPER DEFORMED PLUSH 
KEYCHAINS 
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles are ready to look after keys with Comic 
Images' new 5" super-deformed plush keychains of Leonardo, Michaelangelo, 
Donatello, and Raphael! Cowabunga, dude! (STK636439) Scheduled to ship in 
April 2014.  (59) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 
Plush $11.99 
 
TEEN TITANS GO! 5-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
Based on the fan-favorite animated series Teen Titans Go!, these five inch action 
figures of Robin and Cyborg are based on their animated counterparts. Blister 
card packaging. (STK634507) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1969/92400) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
MAX STEEL BASIC ACTION FIGURES 
In the hit animated action series Max Steel, teenage Max and alien Steel 
discover that together they make a formidable team, able to harness their power 



and protect the world from fearsome villains. Kids can unlock their own inner 
hero with this cool assortment of six-inch basic character figures that celebrate 
the new adventures and best of Max Steel! Each comes with an UltraLink and a 
weapon associated with their character! Seven cool new figures in this 
assortment explore Max's new adventures and come in speed, stealth and scuba 
modes. Get Tur-Bow Strike Max, Scuba Assault Max Steel, Arctic Attack Max 
Steel, and ruthless bounty hunter Dual Force Ven Ghan, Claw Blast Dredd, and 
Mutant Beast Extroyer. (STK634736) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(744/Y9507) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
COMIC BOOK HEROES 
 
AXE COP: WEXTER & AXE COP 4-INCH SCALE ACTION FIGURE BOX SET 
He’s the best crime fighter the world has ever known thanks to his trusty axe, his 
pet T-rex, Wexter (with maching gun hands!) and a group of crime-fighting 
partners unlike any you’ve ever seen! Axe Cop is the internet comic sensation 
based on a story a five year-old boy narrated to his 29-year-old brother, who 
happens to be an illustrator. What began as a simple tale became an award-
winning comic, and now makes the leap to super cool collectible with Axe Cop 4-
Inch Scale Figures Wexter & Axe Cop Box Set! The figures feature up to five 
points of articulation. Each set is individually boxed in a display friendly window 
box. (STK635163) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (4830/79005) (C: 0-1-2) 
Box set $32.99 
 
GRIMM FAIRY TALES: QUEEN OF HEARTS ACTION FIGURE 
The CS Moore Studio and Zenescope Entertainment present the third stunner in 
the Grimm Fairy Tales action figure line with the beautiful but menacing Queen of 
Hearts! Sculpted by Clayburn Moore, the Queen of Hearts captivates with her 
slick black and red dress, complete with heart-shaped collar. This 6" tall beauty 
features multiple points of articulation and includes a scepter and base. Blister 
card packaging. (STK528627) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6783) (C: 0-1-1) 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in case lots. Please check with your retailer 
for availability. 
RES. from Previews Vol. XXIII #3 (MAR131930) 
Figure $19.99 
 
DC HEROES 
 
DC MULTIVERSE 4-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
DC Comics' characters have been stars of the silver screen for over thirty years, 
and Mattel celebrates the cinematic legacy of Batman, Superman, and the rest 
with their new 4" DC Multiverse action figures! Collectors will be able to get 
figures of Batman from Tim Burton's 1989 film in either masked or unmasked 
version, The Penguin from 1992's Batman Returns, and or General Zod from 



1980's Superman II. Each figure features a detailed sculpt and comes with 
accessories. Blister card packaging. (STK634086) Scheduled to ship in May 
2014.  (744) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
BATMAN (1989 MOVIE VERSION) (BHD31)—Figure $14.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATMAN UNLIMITED 6-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
Explore the history of Batman with Mattel's Batman Unlimited Action Figures 
which feature a variety of characters in their different incarnations from the 
Golden Age through film and video games to the present day! Fans can choose 
from the Vampire Batman from Batman: Red Rain or the version from Frank 
Miller's acclaimed graphic novel The Dark Knight Returns. Each Batman stands 
6" tall, and includes a display stand and mini-collector poster. Blister card 
packaging. (STK518236) Available Now!  (744/Y3145) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, Europe, and the U.K. 
Figure $21.99 
 
O/A DC UNLIMITED 6-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
DC Comics' characters have starred in comic books and video games, and 
Mattle celebrates both with the DC Unlimited Action Figures. These 6" tall figures 
are the only place to get such highly-detailed and articulated figures, and they 
can be posed in countless ways. Fans can choose from three figures based on 
the Injustice: Gods Among Us video game — Gunmetal Batman, The Joker, or 
Superman — and two figures from the pages of "the New 52" — Aquaman or 
Darkseid. Blister card packaging. (STK615421) Available Now!  (744/BJB02) (C: 
1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, Europe, and the U.K. 
Figure $21.99 
 
DC COMICS/UGLYDOLL 11-INCH PLUSHES 
David Horvath and Sun-Min Kim's Uglydolls are ready for fight crime with three 
new plushes that see them dressed up as their favorite DC Comics heroes! Tray 
is an Amazon Princess as Wonder Woman, Ice-Bat is dressed up as Batman in a 
purple and pink costume, and Wedgehead is his partner-in-crime as Robin! Each 
plush stands 11" tall. (STK634935) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(587/4040420) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $20.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MINI-MEZITZ BATMAN '66: BATMOBILE WITH BATMAN & ROBIN MINI-
FIGURES 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Atomic batteries to power! Turbines to speed! Race 
into the streets of Gotham City with Batman and Robin thanks to the Mini Mez-Itz 



Batmobile from the 1966 Batman television series! This set includes the 
Batmobile and 2" Mini Mez-Itz figures of Batman and Robin as they appeared in 
the classic television series. (STK617370) Available Now!  (4830/37950) (C: 1-
1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, 
Australia, and the U.K.$32.99 
 
O/A HOT WHEELS CULT CLASSICS: THE DARK KNIGHT RISES 1/43-
SCALE BATPOD DIE-CAST 
This motorcycle-ATV hybrid was custom made for The Dark Knight, fitted for 
ultimate protection with grappling hooks, cannons, and machine guns. Equipped 
with a rotating saddle, the Batpod can maneuver under low clearances and 
physically elongate itself. Designed without handlebars, Batman steers with his 
shoulders, thus freeing up his hands to fight crime more effectively. This 1/43-
scale Hot Wheels Cult Classics: The Dark Knight Rises 1/43-Scale Batpod 
Diecast recreates this two-wheeled vehicle in stunning detail! (STK462007) 
Available Now!  (744/X5496) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-Cast $65.99 
 
O/A BATMAN RETRO 8-INCH ACTION FIGURES SERIES 1 
Figures Toy Company presents the first series in their new line of "World's 
Greatest Heroes!" featuring classic Batman characters! Each new 8-inch action 
figure is an exact replica of its original '70s counterpart, right down to the cloth 
clothing and retro-styling. With 16 points of articulation, you can pose them in any 
heroic position! Choose from: Batman, Robin, The Joker, or The Riddler. Each 
figure comes in a reusable plastic protective case with full-color backing card. 
(STK613511) Available Now!  (1996) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Figure PI  
 
DESIGNER TOYS 
 
MINI 10-DOH! FIGURES (DIY SERIES) 
From Squid Kids Ink. Tired of pealing off labels? Here's your blank 10-Doh! 
canvas to do with as you please. No eye deco to paint over, but each figure 
comes with 5 different sets of labels to apply in cases of extreme laziness. These 
3 1/2" tall figures comes in Gray, White, Black, Gold, and Glow-in-Dark, giving 
you the chance to create an entire series of cartridges of your liking! 
(STK636315) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856/SQKD0123) (C: 0-1-1) 
Mini Figure $10.00 
 
COLOR INK: THE DIY ART PERIODICAL: VOLUME 21 
(A)  Various (CA)  Shag 
From the Brothers Washburn. Color Ink Book Volume 21  features covers and 
works by Shag (Josh Agle). This volume also features works by Jenn & Tony Bot 
(the Bots), Jim Mahfood (Food One), Jon Chase, Jon Paul Kaiser (JPK), Luchuk, 



Sugar Fueled, and Todd Marrone. This magazine has multiple covers and will be 
shipped at randomly from available stock. (STK636314) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (6856) (C: 0-1-1) 
Magazine, SC, 100pgs, B&W $10.00 
 
FUTURAMA SERIES TWO MINI FIGURES 
From Kidrobot. Kidrobot heads back to the 31st century with Futurama Series 2! 
Relive your favorite scenes with 12 fan favorite characters from the Matt 
Groening show. Each 3" vinyl figure is blind packed and ready for action. 
Welcome to the world of tomorrow! (STK635484) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (7580/TKLCG005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Mini Figure $9.99 
 
MONSTO-FU: MUMMY TO-FU MINI FIGURE 
(A)  Devilrobots 
From Devilrobots. The To-Fu characters are back, this time as some of the most 
famous monsters of cinema and pop culture with the three new Monsto-Fu 
figures! Mummy To-Fu rises from his sarcophagus in Egypt, Dracula To-Fu 
wants to drink your blood, and the Franken To-Fu is alive, alive! Each of these 
designer figures stand 2" tall. (STK636322) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(6856/MULT0050) (C: 0-1-1) 
Mini-Figure $7.90 
 
THE SILLY FUN ADVENTURES OF MIKO & COLA 
(W/A/CA) Gus Fink 
From Gus Fink. This mini graphic novel is written and illustrated by creator Gus 
Fink. It's 38 pages of just what it says: "silly fun adventures!"  From riding a 
unicorn to escape an angry pickle to getting eating by a mud monster so much 
thrills and giggles are sure to happen in this fun book about 2 best friend kittens 
Miko and Cola! (STK636320) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(6856/FINK0005) (C: 0-1-1) 
Graphic Novel, SC, 38pgs, B&W $10.00 
 
MIKO & COLA 7" PLUSHES 
(A) Gus Fink 
From Gus Fink. From the iPad app and graphic novel The Silly Fun Adventures 
of Miko and Cola comes these 7" soft sculpture plush toys! Miko is the best friend 
of Cola, and she loves the Stars, cotton candy and Punk rock! Cola is Miko's best 
friend, and he loves the moon, milkshakes, and 3D movies. You can bend their 
arms and proudly display either wherever you want to see a cutey kitten staring 
back at you! (STK636318) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856) (C: 0-1-1) 
MIKO (FINK0003)—Plush $20.00 
COLA (FINK0002)—Plush $20.00 
 
SCANTRON PLUSH 
(A) Gus Fink 



From Gus Fink. Scantron is the first shiny, cuddly soft sculpture Robot! His arms 
bend to your amusement and everything on his is metallic besides his lovely red 
lips! An Original Gus Fink creation sure to be loved by kids and adults alike! 
(STK636321) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856/FINK0004) (C: 0-1-1) 
Plush $20.00 
 
RELATIVELY HIP HAPPY LABBIT PLUSH 
(A) Frank Kozik 
From Kidrobot. Frank Kozik's Happy Labbit has turned hipster with the Relatively 
Hip Happy Labbit Plush. These plush bunnies sport mustaches, beards, glasses, 
and more, looking like they belong in Brooklyn or Portland. With ten different 
styles to find and collect, you'll never know which one you'll get! Mystery box 
packaging. (STK636303) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (7580/TKLBP006) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Plush $4.99 
 
HAPPY LABBIT MINI FIGURES 
(A) Frank Kozik 
From Kidrobot. If you like blowing bubbles, eating ice cream, or have a thing for 
swashbuckling buns, you’ll love these merry mustachioed mammals. Frank 
Kozik’s Happy Labbit Mini Figures are here, with 18 spanking new designs that 
know how to do it all — drink from straw cups, blow gnarly bubbles, and eat hot 
dogs in two bites. Collect one, or the whole mini vinyl crew. (STK636304) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (7580/T12LR008) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Indonesia. 
Mini Figure $4.99 
 
MAD'S MODERN HERO VINYL FIGURE (GREY EDITION) 
(A)  Mad 
From Mad Toy Design. After many years of development, MAD's "Modern Hero" 
character is finally available as an original sculpt. Having been a longtime staple 
in MAD's collection of characters, the Modern hero has appeared on many 
platform designs, custom figures, prints, and more! Each figure stands 6" high 
(with the hat on) and is loaded with articulation. Figure comes with a variety of 
accessories (magnetic top hat, 2 sets of hands, a switchblade, and poseable 
"Mouth") and is all packaged in a deluxe box with foam insert keeping it all safe. 
(STK636316) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856/MADT0008) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl Figure $65.00 
 
OMFG! SERIES THREE MINI FIGURES 
(A) Bill MacKay & Various 
From October Toys. OMFG! (Outlandish Mini Figure Guys) Series 3 consists of 
five PVC collectible mini figures measuring approximately 2" each, in blister on 
card, including: Pugnacious designed by Bill MacKay and sculpted by George 
Gaspar; Barbarianaut designed and sculpted by Charles Marsh; Dr. Decay 
designed by Jonathan Wojcik and sculpted by George Gaspar; Fruit Punch 



designed by Scott Tolleson and sculpted by George Gaspar; and TenCan 
concept by Richard Brown, designed by Nikolos Sardos, and sculpted by Bryan 
Fulk. With the help of fans and a successful Kickstarter campaign, October Toys 
is proud to present five more awesome mini figures in the OMFG family! 
(STK636312) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856/OCTO0033) (C: 0-1-1) 
Mini Figure $10.00 
 
SHRYMPEE VINYL FIGURE (OLDTIME EDITION) 
(A) David Chung 
From 3DRetro. Designed by David Chung (The Chung!!) For ages now, 
Shrympees have been regarded as a delicacy sent from the gods that only 
royalty had the privilege of eating. To be handled or consumed by those who 
were unworthy was considered a crime punishable by death. Today, thousands 
of Shyrmpees have been plucked from the oceans and conveniently packaged 
so that You too can have a taste of its magnificent meat. Eat like a king and 
enjoy the taste of Shrympees in a variety of exciting flavors! Available now is the 
Oldtime Edition. Get them now before they become extinct! 3 inch standing from 
head to tail. Vinyl. Packed in Styrofoam cup nestled in noodles (paper noodled of 
course). (STK636311) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (6856/3DRT0032) (C: 
0-1-1) 
Vinyl Figure $15.00 
 
UNICORNO: BLACK NEON LARGE VINYL FIGURE 
(A) Simone Legno 
Simone Legno's fan-favorite Unicorno is now available as a 5" tall black neon 
vinyl figure! If you love tokidoki, this figure belongs in your collection. 
(STK635964) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1351/TDTYBNLGUNCO) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Not available in Europe. 
Vinyl Figure $15.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A UNICORNO: STELLINA LARGE VINYL FIGURE 
(A) Simone Legno 
Star-spangled Unicorno, Stellina, is now a 5" vinyl figure, featuring her 
multicolored mane and star markings! Window box packaging. (STK628684) 
Available Now!  (1351/TDTYSTLGUNCO) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in 
Europe. 
Figure $15.95 
 
O/A TOKIDOKI CACTUS FRIENDS POLPETTINA VINYL FIG 
(A) Simone Legno 
The Cactus Friends are a brand new line of cute characters from “tokidoki,” the 
art brand that is taking the world by storm. The newest Cactus Friend, Polpettina 
(which means "little meatball" in Italian) is fellow Cactus Friend Bastardino's 



lovely canine girlfriend, and measures 2” tall. (STK333819) Available Now!  
(1351/TDTYPOLPPK2PNKN) (C: 1-1-2)$11.95 
 
O/A TOKIDOKI UNICORNO SERIES 2 MINI-FIGURES 
The Unicornos were once 10 little ponies that were out trotting and wandered into 
a magic waterfall. Passing through the waterfall, the ponies transformed into 
unicorns and found a hidden magical kingdom. The Unicornos live between the 
magic kingdom and our world. There are 10 unicorno mini figures in total, 8 
regular figures including: Bellina, Dolce, Metallo, Mooka, Peperino, Pogo, Ritmo, 
and Stellina along with 2 chase figures: Fumo, and Prima Donna. (STK520860) 
Available Now!  (1351/TDTYUNCO2) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Europe. 
Mini-Figure $7.95 
 
GAME OF THRONES 
 
GAME OF THRONES: DIRE WOLF CUB PLUSHES 
Six direwolf cubs were discovered at the start of HBO's Game of Thrones. The 
breakout product of this year's San Diego Comic Con, now you can own a 
direwolf of your own with Factory Entertainment's new plushes! Choose from 
Ghost (Jon Snow's albino direwolf), Grey Wind (Robb Stark's direwolf), or 
Summer (Bran Stark's direwolf). Each plush stands 9" tall. (STK634768) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1570/408350) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush PI  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GAME OF THRONES: HOUSE SIGIL THROW PILLOWS 
Based on HBO's hit series Game of Thrones, these House Sigil Throw Pillows 
are exquisitely crafted in the shape of a heraldic shield using velveteen textured 
fabric and ultra-soft interior filling, while featuring the sigil and motto for houses 
Lannister, Stark, or Targaryen. The pillows measure 22" x 15" x 6" and are 
perfect for your home, dorm room, or on those long road trips down the King's 
Road. (STK615062) Available Now!  (1570/408504) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pillow PI  
 
GIRL'S BRANDS 
 
LITTLEST PET SHOP PET MINI-FIGURES 
Say hello to the newest addition to your Littlest Pet Shop collection! Which big-
eyed, bobble-headed pet will you find inside? That’s all part of the fun. Bring 
them along on your adventures, and you’ll be best friends in no time! Blind bag 
packaging. (STK635950) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
WAVE 1 (A62450750)—Pack $2.99 



WAVE 2 (A62450751)—Pack $2.99 
 
HANNA BARBERA 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A CAPTAIN CAVEMAN 10-INCH PLUSH WITH SOUND 
From Zoofy International. "Unga bunga!" Have some mysteries that need 
solving? He's your man! Captain Caveman is on the case as this 10" plush of the 
heroic main character of Hanna-Barbera's popular cartoon television show 
Captain Caveman and the Teen Angels, Flintstone Kids, and beyond. Fans and 
collectors of Hanna-Barbera and Captain Caveman won't want to miss out on this 
plush! Ages 4 and up. (STK522880) Available Now!  (1969/71084) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush PI  
 
HANNA BARBERA: CAPTAIN CAVEMAN 3-INCH ACTION FIGURE 
Hanna-Barbera's Captain Caveman joins their 3" action figure line in style, 
complete with his club! (STK634506) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1969/71010) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
MARVEL HEROES 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE WINTER SOLIDER INFINITY LEGENDS ACTION 
FIGURES 
Collect your favorite Captain America figures in this Legends assortment. Great 
6" scale with high articulation and deco. The popular Build-a-Figure feature 
continues in 2014. Assortment of 5 figures in 2 waves. (STK635870) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (309/A62180001) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $29.99 
 
CAPTAIN AMERICA: SUPER SOLDIER GEAR ACTION FIGURES 
These 3 3/4" Captain America figures feature great articulation and deco from the 
new movie, with a great feature-play accessory. Weapons fire projectiles or have 
feature motion that is compatible with the rail system on Super Soldier Helmet 
and Converting Dart Shield. Assortment of 6 figures in 2 waves. (STK635874) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A68130001) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $14.49 
 
AVENGERS 6-INCH ALL STAR ACTION FIGURES 
Some of your favorite Avengers are ready for action as 6" tall figures in Hasbro's 
Avengers All-Stars line! Captain America, the Hulk, Iron Man, and Spider-Man 



feature larger-scale sculpts and come with accessories. Avengers assemble! 
Blister card packaging. (STK635864) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(309/A76340000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $6.99 
 
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE ACTION FIGURES 
Based on the Disney XD series Avengers Assemble, the Avengers Assemble 
Action Figures bring your favorite characters from the series into your collection 
or playtime! These 3 3/4" tall figures recreate Earth's Mightiest Heroes! Choose 
from All-Star Iron Man, All-Star Hulk, All-Star Captain America, All-Star Thor, Iron 
Man, or Hawkeye. Blister card packaging. (STK635866) Scheduled to ship in 
April 2014.  (309/A44320002) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $8.99 
 
AVENGERS SUPER HERO MASHERS 6-INCH ACTION FIGURES 
Make your own Marvel mash-up with these customizable figures! All parts are 
removable so you can swap parts from other Super Hero Mashers figures! 
Choose from Captain America, Doctor Doom, Hawkeye, or Spider-Man (Classic). 
Collect your favorite character, or collect them all to create the ultimate hero or 
nemesis for your super-hero adventures! (STK635953) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (309/A68250000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.$14.99 
 
AVENGERS SUPER HERO MASHERS 6-INCH ELECTRONIC FIGURES 
Empower your Super Hero Mashers figures with these special electronic versions 
of some of Marvel Comics' greatest heroes! Like other Super Hero Mashers 
figures, Iron Man and Wolverine feature swappable parts so you can move them 
to another figure, but these figures feature electronic parts with light and sound! 
(STK635955) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A68400000) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $32.99 
 
AVENGERS SUPER HERO MASHERS BATTLE PACKS 
Your Avengers Super Hero Mashers do battle with these new 2-figure battle 
packs! The Super Hero Mashers are figures with removable and swappable parts 
so you can customize your figures and create the ultimate hero or villain! Choose 
from Spider-Man/Doctor Octopus or Thor/Loki battle packs! (STK635962) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A81590000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Battle pack $39.99 
 
AVENGERS SUPER HERO MASHERS BATTLE UPGRADES 
Give your Super Hero Masher figures a power boost with the Battle Upgrade 
packs! These figures of the Hulk, Iron Patriot, and Thor also come with additional 



parts so that you can make these figures as powerful as you can imagine! 
(STK635954) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A68330000) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $22.99 
 
AVENGERS SUPER HERO MASHERS FIGURE/VEHICLE PACKS 
The Super Hero Mashers charge into battle with these figure and vehicle packs! 
Choose from Captain America or Iron Man. (STK635960) Scheduled to ship in 
April 2014.  (309/A80140000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $32.99 
 
HULK: AGENTS OF SMASH: SHAKE N' SMASH FIGURE 
From the hit animated series Hulk: Agent of SMASH comes this amazing figure 
of the Hulk himself! Shake him, and watch him unleash his smash power! 
(STK635865) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A63080000) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $32.99 
 
MR. POTATO HEAD: MARVEL'S SPIDER-MAN 
Spider-Man is the next Marvel Comics hero to be transformed into a Mr. Potato 
Head! This spud has the proportional strength and agility of a spider, and his 
parts are removable and can be mix-and-matched with other Mr. Potato Heads! 
(STK634726) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1349/2575) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $20.00 
 
MINECRAFT 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MINECRAFT: BABY ANIMAL 7-INCH PLUSHES 
Minecraft fans will find adorable and soft huggable Baby Animal versions of the 
Wolf, Mooshroom, Pig, and Sheep with these new 7" plushes! (STK617483) 
Available Now!  (1969/16525) (C: 0-1-0) 
Plush PI  
 
O/A MINECRAFT: CORE 7-INCH PLUSHES 
If you love Minecraft, add these cute and cuddly 7" plushes of the Creeper or the 
Enderman to your life! (STK617479) Available Now!  (1969/16520) (C: 0-1-0) 
Plush PI  
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
POWER RANGERS LEGENDARY MEGAZORD NIPPON EDITION 



Celebrate twenty years of Power Rangers with this special limited Japanese 
edition of the Legendary Megazord! This figure features five morphable Zords 
and it comes in Japanese-labeled closed box packaging. (STK634535) 
Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/96935) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $79.99 
 
POWER RANGERS LEGACY MEGAZORD 
The Green Ranger's Dragonzord from the original Mighty Morphin Power 
Rangers is made partly of die-cast materials and can combine with Legacy 
Mighty Morphin 1st Megazord to create a series accurate combination. 
(STK634534) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/96845) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $79.99 
 
POWER RANGERS LEGACY DRAGON DAGGER 
The Green Ranger's Dragon Dagger from the original Mighty Morphin Power 
Rangers is made partly of die-cast material and features lights and sounds from 
the original series. (STK634531) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (9036/96840) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Roleplay $79.99 
 
TONNER AVATAR DOLLS 
Robert Tonner recreates the world of Pandora from James Cameron's 
blockbuster film Avatar with two new collector dolls! Neytiri and Jake both 
resemble their Pandoran counterparts with hand-painted head sculpts, painted 
eyes, and saran hair. Each doll stands 22" tall and comes in a special collector 
box. (STK634986) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (4061) (C: 0-1-1) 
NEYTIRI (T13AVDD01)—Doll M$799.99 
JAKE SULLY (T13AVDD02)—Doll M$799.99 
 
CHILD'S PLAY: CHUCKY STYLIZED ROTO ACTION FIGURE 
"We're friends to the end!" Of course, with Chucky as your friend, the end comes 
must sooner than you ever expected. Chucky, the homicidal doll that contains the 
spirit of Charles Lee Ray, a serial killer better known as "The Lakeshore 
Strangler," is the latest perturbed plaything to be produced by Mezco Toys. 
Mezco's award-winning designers have created an all-new sculpture in an all-
new scale that not only captures the look of Chucky, but the very essence of his 
menace. Every detail has been recreated, from his coveralls to the imprint of the 
soles on his sneakers. This is Chucky at his most iconic — and most evil! 
(STK635860) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (4830/78100) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $19.99 
 
BARBIE: THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE DOLLS 



The Quarter Quell is approaching! Inspired by the popular characters in the 
second installment of the Hunger Games trilogy, this assortment features dolls 
dressed for the Hunger Games, a televised competition where teenage 
contestants play for their lives. Dolls include Katniss Everdeen and her fellow 
Tributes: partner Peeta Mellark and Effie Trinket, the colorful District 12 escort. 
The dolls appear as characters do in the Hunger Games: Catching Fire film with 
matching costumes and accessories. (STK634914) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (744/Y9391) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll PI  
 
FAST & FURIOUS 6: DODGE CHARGER DAYTONA 1/18-SCALE CAR 
Based on the hit film The Fast and the Furious 6, Dom's Dodge Charger has 
been recreated by Greenlight Toys as a detailed 1/18-scale die-cast! The most 
recognizable car from the film series, this recreation belongs in the collection of 
every fan. (STK634771) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1449/19003) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-cast $64.99 
 
FAST & FURIOUS: '95 TOYOTA SUPRA MK IV 1/43-SCALE CAR 
Driven by Brian (portrayed by the late Paul Weller) in the original Fast and the 
Furious, the Toyota Supra Mk. IV joins Greenlight's line of detailed die-casts in 
the 1/43-scale. Fans of the series will want to add this die-cast to their 
collections. (STK634770) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1449/86202) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-cast $19.99 
 
ALIENS: HUDSON VS. BROWN WARRIOR 7-INCH ACTION FIGURE 2-PACK 
This special edition 2-pack features an all new version of Hudson, sporting a 
brand new aggressive combat headsculpt, helmet, and headset along with pulse 
rifle, motion detector, shoulder lamp, welding torch and more. The Aliens Warrior 
includes an exclusive battle damaged torso reflecting the rifle blast damage it 
takes in combat with Hudson. Both figures feature over 30 points of articulation 
and are unique to this set and available nowhere else. (STK634558) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (6338/51397) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
2-pack $39.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A HOT WHEELS CULT CLASSICS: GHOSTBUSTERS ECTO-1A 1/43-
SCALE DIE-CAST 
The Ecto-1 is the legendary vehicle that the Ghostbusters used to travel 
throughout the city busting ghosts. The vehicle used for the Ecto-1 was a 1959 
Cadillac professional ambulance, built by the Miller-Meteor company and 
converted by Universal Studios. Get ready to relive an incredible experience 



thanks to this 1/43-scale die-cast recreation of the Ghostbusters' famous car! 
(STK462006) Available Now!  (744/X5495) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-Cast $79.99 
 
O/A ANCHORMAN: RON BURGUNDY 13-INCH TALKING FIGURE 
Ron Burgundy, the legendary San Diego newscaster and part of the KVWN 
Channel 4 News Team, wants to share insight from his epic career with this new 
13" action figure! With its embedded sound chip, this figure will tell you that "It's 
kind of a big deal" and other words of wisdom as only Ron Burgundy can! 
(STK626027) Available Now!  (7568/132) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, U.S. Territories, Australia, & New Zealand. 
Figure $49.99 
 
O/A ANCHORMAN: BATTLE READY RON BURGUNDY 8-INCH FIGURE 
Here's a classy, Retro-Style 8-inch action figure depicting San Diego's Channel 4 
News Team leader, Ron Burgundy (Will Ferrell)! Armed with a table leg and a 
face etched in primal rage, Ron Burgundy comes dressed in a custom-tailored 
suit and is ready to battle any rival news team, whether it be in a back alley or 
vacant lot... at least until the cops show up. Blister Card Packaging. 
(STK628987) Available Now!  (7568/131) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, U.S. Territories, Australia, & New Zealand. 
Figure $24.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY 
 
MY LITTLE PONY FIGURES 
Feel the Rainbow Power with this new line-up of My Little Pony: Friendship Is 
Magic figures! Whether your favorite pony is Pinkie Pie, Rarity, Fluttershy, 
Rainbow Dash, Twilight Sparkle, or Applejack, you will find your pony in this 
collection of figures along with a comb! Blister card packaging. (STK635933) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A23607255) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $6.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: RAINBOW DASH FLIP & WHIRL FIGURE 
Rainbow Dash will flip and whirl with this special My Little Pony: Friendship Is 
Magic figure! Set her down, and she will flip over! (STK635935) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (309/A59057220) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $34.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY MINIS 
Build your collection of ponies with these My Little Pony miniature 3-packs! 
Choose from the "Groovin' Hooves" pack with Lyra Heartstrings, Oceania 
Melody, and Lyrical Lilac; Pinkie Pie, Snipsy Snap, and Snailsquirm; or 



Fluttershy, Thunderlane, and Muffins. (STK635929) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (309/A02667831) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $11.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: RARITY FASHION PONY 
My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic's Rarity is ready for her makeover with this 
special fashion pony doll that comes complete with bows and a comb! 
(STK635948) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/24985722A) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Doll $20.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: EQUESTRIA GIRLS — RAINBOW ROCKS DOLLS 
The girls of My Little Pony: Equestria Girls are ready to take the stage! Decked 
out as rockers, Twilight Sparkle and Pinkie Pie come with costumes, music gear, 
and microphones. (STK635946) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(309/A66830000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Dolls $34.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: PINKIE PIE 11-INCH PLUSH 
Pinkie Pie is beloved for her cute, quirky character and random, fourth wall-
breaking jokes. She expresses her lively personality through the happy pinks of 
the soft microfiber fabric, the party balloons embroidered on her flanks as her 
cutie mark, and her poofy, curly mane and tail. She stands about 10 1/2" tall from 
hoof to crest of mane and wears a cheery look, as her Pinkie sense tells her that 
she's soon going to meet a new friend. (STK634928) Scheduled to ship in March 
2014.  (1467) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Plush $24.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MY LITTLE PONY: TWILIGHT SPARKLE 11-INCH PLUSH 
Twilight Sparkle stands about 11" tall from head to hoof and is made from a soft 
and colorful minky fabric. Her eyes, mouth, and other features are added using 
detailed embroidery. From her vibrant violet and magenta mane and light 
lavender body, her endearing smile and adorable cutie mark, this huggable 
Twilight Sparkle is ready to make new friends to cuddle with! (STK626508) 
Available Now!  (1467) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $24.95 
 
PULP HEROES 
 
DOMINO LADY 1:6 SCALE FIGURE 



From Executive Replicas and Phicen. Executive Replicas and Phicen are proud 
to present the first ever 1:6-scale figure of this sultry masked heroine known as 
The Domino Lady. Created by "Lars Anderson", The Domino Lady is a masked 
pulp heroine first appearing in a 1936 issue of Saucy Romantic Adventures. The 
Domino Lady is really University of California, Berkeley-educated socialite Ellen 
Patrick. When her father, District Attorney Owen Patrick, is murdered she puts on 
a domino mask to avenge him. Armed with .45 pistols, a syringe full of "knock-
out" serum, and her beauty, the Domino Lady charms, outwits, and allures her 
adversaries. (STK636317) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6856/GOHE0038) 
(C: 0-1-2) 
Vinyl Figure $150.00 
 
RACING 
 
NASCAR 2014 1/24-SCALE DIE-CASTS 
Get ready for the NASCAR season with Lionel's new 1/24-scale die-casts for 
2014! These detailed die-casts accurate recreate the paint schemes and 
sponsorships of some of the top cars and drivers on the circuit. Choose from 
Jimmie Johnson's Lowe's Chevrolet SS, Dale Earnhardt Jr.'s National Guard 
Chevrolet SS, Jeff Gordon's AARP/Drive to End Hunger Chevrolet SS, Kevin 
Harvick's Budweiser Chevrolet SS, Kasey Kahne's Pepsi Max Chevrolet SS, Matt 
Kenseth's Dollar General Toyota Camry, Brad Keselowski's Miller Lite Ford 
Fusion, Danica Patrick's GoDaddy.com Chevrolet SS, or Tony Stewart's Bass 
Pro Shops Chevrolet SS. Add these to your collection, or just your favorite driver, 
and race to victory! (STK634727) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2141/C484821LWJJ) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-Cast $64.95 
 
NASCAR 2014 1/64-SCALE DIE-CASTS 
The NASCAR drivers are back for 2014, and Lionel recreates their cars, 
complete with paint schemes and sponsorships, for their new 1/64-scale die-
casts for 2014! These detailed die-casts accurate recreate the paint schemes 
and sponsorships of some of the top cars and drivers on the circuit. Choose from 
Jimmie Johnson's Lowe's Chevrolet SS, Dale Earnhardt Jr.'s National Guard 
Chevrolet SS, Jeff Gordon's AARP/Drive to End Hunger Chevrolet SS, Kevin 
Harvick's Budweiser Chevrolet SS, Kasey Kahne's Pepsi Max Chevrolet SS, Matt 
Kenseth's Dollar General Toyota Camry, Brad Keselowski's Miller Lite Ford 
Fusion, Danica Patrick's GoDaddy.com Chevrolet SS, or Tony Stewart's Bass 
Pro Shops Chevrolet SS. Add these to your collection, or just your favorite driver, 
and race to victory! (STK634728) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2141/C484865LWJJ) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Die-Cast $7.49 
 
STAR TREK 



 
STAR TREK: TRIBBLE MAMA PLUSH 
Twins? Triplets? Quadruplets? No one can likely outdo the hardy, furry tribble 
(Polygeminus Grex) from Iota Geminorum IV. Featured in the original Star Trek, 
the soft, furry creature, whose sole purpose is to eat and reproduce, is now 
available in a family way. QMx is thrilled to offer Mama Tribble with a litter of 10 
babies. Five-inch Mama has extra-long, gray fur with a slight sheen. She carries 
10 little ones that also sport long fur in a variety of colors: brown, dark gray and 
white. Each Mama comes in a special container that features Nursery Tips and is 
designed to keep it safe and out of reach of pesky Klingons. (STK635512) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (7814/STR0048) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $14.95 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS KENNER-INSPIRED: BESPIN HAN SOLO JUMBO ACTION 
FIGURE 
A Gentle Giant Release! Just like they were when you were a kid, only bigger! 
Gentle Giant is proud to bring you the latest addition to the exciting line of vintage 
Kenner-inspired Star Wars action figure reproductions with the release of the 
classic Han Solo in Bespin outfit! Digitally scanned from a mint 3 3/4" Kenner 
original and reproduced at a jumbo size, no detail has been overlooked. Injection 
molded and made of durable plastics, this jumbo figure includes a faithfully 
reproduced blue Bespin blaster and comes fully articulated. (STK635859) 
Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80418) (C: 1-1-2) 
Figure $80.00 
 
TRANSFORMERS 
 
TRANSFORMERS GENERATIONS DELUXE ACTION FIGURE (201402) 
Fans and collectors of the Transformers will want to go back in time with the 
Transformers Generations Deluxe Action Figures. Drawn from the quarter-
century history of the franchise, these figures will take fans a journey into the 
shrouded prehistory of the metallic world of Cybertron and into the far future! 
Choose from Tankor, Crosscut, or Rattrap. Blister card packaging. (STK635906) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/37986079E) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $19.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS GENERATIONS DELUXE ACTION FIGURES (SERIES 
201403) 
The Transformers Generations Deluxe figures feature characters and designs 
from throughout the history of the Transformers brand, including the 
"Cybertronian" style as seen in the hit video game Transformers: Fall of 
Cybertron from Activision. Characters include Waspinator, Scoop, Arcee, and 



Chromia. Blister card packaging. (STK635899) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(309/37986079F) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $19.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS BATTLE MASTERS 2-PACKS 
The Transformers do battle with Hasbro's new Transformers Battle Masters 
figures! These figures can be controlled with two interchangeable game 
controllers. Lock your figure into the controller, and the figures are ready for Fight 
Night. Then, complete your game with the iPad/iPhone app. The starter two-pack 
includes figures of Optimus Prime ("The Diesel Destroyer") and Megatron ("The 
Calamity of Humanity"). Use this set and get started with your Battle Masters 
collection! (STK635884) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (309/A66640000) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
2-pack $37.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS BATTLE MASTERS AUTOBOT FIGURES 
Add new brawlers to your Transformers Battle Masters collection with these 
figures of Prowl and Bumblebee! Use these with the controllers that come in the 
2-pack and use their special moves! (STK635892) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (309/A65790000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $22.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS BATTLE MASTERS DECEPTICON FIGURES 
Megatron summons new fighters to his side with these special Decepticon 
figures for the Transformers Battle Masters! Add Starscream or Barricade to your 
line-up, and use them with the starter set's controllers! (STK635897) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (309/A65820000) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $22.99 
 
UGLYDOLLS 
 
UGLYDOLL COMIC SERIES 14-INCH PLUSHES 
Collect your favorite Uglydoll characters from the pages of the Uglydoll comic 
books with these new 14" plushes! These plushes introduce Ugly Horse to the 
line, and the plushes have a western theme and accessories! (STK634938) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (587/4040907) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $20.00 
 
UGLYDOLL FRUITIE BACKPACK PLUSH CLIPS 
Fruit is a trend these days, and David Horvath and Sun-Min Kim's Uglydolls are 
not immune! These plush Uglydolls have a fruit style, like Orange, Strawberry, 
Blueberry, and Grape, and they have durable metal clips. (STK634934) 



Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (587/4040416) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Backpack clip $9.00 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
BIOSHOCK INFINITE: SKY-HOOK PROP REPLICA 
The Bioshock Infinite Sky-Hook is the main weapon and mode of transportation 
in the Bioshock Infinite game. This life size 1:1 prop replica is exactly how the 
Sky-Hook would look in the real world. The Sky-Hook measures over 22" in 
length and is nearly 11" tall, it features motorized action that causes the gears 
and 3 hooks to spin when the trigger is squeezed. (STK634556) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (6338/44935) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Replica PI  
 
DIABLO III: EL'DRUIN, THE SWORD OF JUSTICE PROP REPLICA 
Only the righteous can wield this superb prop replica from Blizzard 
Entertainment’s Diablo III — El’Druin, the Sword of Justice! (STK634632) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6338/44676) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Replica $69.99 
 
DIABLO III: DIABLO, LORD OF TERROR DELUXE ACTION FIGURE 
Since 1996, a name has been whispered — the name of the living nightmare that 
even demons dread. The terror that can never die. That name is Diablo: the 
namesake of Blizzard Entertainment’s best-selling action RPG series, and now a 
deluxe action figure from NECA! (STK634629) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(6338/44675) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $29.99 
 
PORTAL: SENTRY 8-INCH DO-IT-YOURSELF VINYL FIGURE 
Create perfectly camouflaged security for any environment with this customizable 
Portal 2 Sentry Turret vinyl figure! Each 8" figure is an irresistible blank canvas, 
waiting for you to make it a one-of-a-kind creation. Comes with one permanent 
black marker. (STK634625) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6338/45329) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $19.99 
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: CARE PACKAGE TROOP PACKS 
Build your Mega Bloks Call of Duty forces with the new character sets! The 
Alpine Rangers, SEAL Team, Desert Troopers, and Zombies Horde sets each 
come with multiple figures, weapons, and a constructible base. (STK634809) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1305/06814V) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 



Construction Set PI  
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: CHOPPER STRIKE SET 
The light attack helicopter of the Chopper Strike is used in support and transport 
of ground troops, unleashing a sudden lightning strike meant to overwhelm 
enemy forces with multiple weapons systems. The light attack helicopter is a 
buildable helicopter gunship with rotating blades, and realistic miniguns and 
rocket pods hanging from its stub-wing pylons. Frank Woods and one other Spec 
Ops trooper possess extreme poseability for any combat scenario, and highly 
detailed, authentic interchangeable accessories and weapons that allow for 
mission-specific customization. (STK634811) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1305/06814V) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Construction Set PI  
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: HEAVY ARMOR OUTPOST SET 
The main battle tank of the Heavy Armor Outpost is a direct fire, heavy armored 
vehicle that is nearly unstoppable in combat. The battle tank comes with a heavy 
machine gun and main cannon on a large rotating turret, and tracks that really 
spin. The buildable improvised outpost and the camouflage mesh canopy can 
attach to the heavy tank to offer protection for your troops. Captain John Price 
and a team of two other special ops troopers possess extreme poseability, and 
highly detailed, authentic interchangeable accessories and weapons that allow 
for mission-specific customization. (STK634815) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(1305/06822U) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and 
U.S. Territories. 
Construction Set PI  
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: DOME BATTLEGROUND SET 
Master Sergeant Sandman and two other specials ops troops move in to secure 
the Dome Battleground. With two levels to search and secure, the Dome 
Battleground is a buildable location that displays iconic features like the massive 
rotating domed satellite dish, sniper points, and the red capture flag. The 
buildable drone is very detailed and comes with a rotating propeller engine. 
Master Sergeant Sandman and a team of two other special ops troopers possess 
extreme poseability for any combat scenario, and highly detailed, authentic 
interchangeable accessories and weapons that allow for mission-specific 
customization. (STK634814) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1305/06818U) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.PI  
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: LIGHT ARMOR FIREBASE SET 
The Combat Utility Transport in the Light Armor Firebase is a military vehicle 
meant for fast ground transport and support of infantry in hazardous situations. 
The buildable Combat Utility Transport comes with a rotating machine gun turret, 
removeable mesh side caging and all-terrain tires that really spin. The buildable 
firebase and the camouflage mesh canopy can attach to the Combat Utility 



Transport to offer protection for your troops. Alex Mason and his team of two 
other Special Forces troopers possess extreme poseability for any combat 
scenario, and highly detailed, authentic interchangeable accessories and 
weapons that allow for mission-specific customization. (STK634813) Scheduled 
to ship in April 2014.  (1305/06817U) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Construction Set PI  
 
MEGA BLOKS CALL OF DUTY: ZOMBIE TRANZIT FARM SET 
The shambling undead march ceaselessly about the Zombies TranZit Farm. The 
TranZit Farm includes a spinning windmill, breakaway boards, opening and 
closing barn doors, even buildable lava. Included are farm-based accessories to 
use as makeshift weapons, and action-reaction areas to fool the zombies with 
like the bale drop. All four zombies are extremely detailed, and are perfect for 
anyone’s assault against the forces of the undead. over 10 highly detailed 
accessories and weapons that include shovel, pick, barrels, sandbags, wooden 
planks, and more! (STK634812) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1305/06828U) 
(C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories.PI  
 
KIRBY 6-INCH PLUSHES 
Based on Nintendo's beloved Kirby games, these plushes recreate the pink puff 
ball from Dream Land. Each plush captures Kirby in a different costume or with a 
different accessory. Choose from Knight Kirby, Angel Kirby, Jester Kirby, Chief 
Kirby, Pounder Kirby, Chef Kirby, Animal Kirby, Ninja Kirby, Umbrella Kirby, 
Cutter Kirby, or Fighter Kirby. (STK635110) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(2720/1317) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Europe. 
Plush $15.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A LEGEND OF ZELDA: LINK 8-INCH PLUSH 
Link, the hero of Nintendo's best-selling Legend of Zelda games, can join you on 
your own adventures with this adorable 8" plush! (STK618603) Available Now!  
(2720/1283) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Europe. 
Plush $14.99 
 
O/A SUPER MARIO BROS. PLUSHES 
Fans have loved the characters of Nintendo's Super Mario Bros. games for thirty 
years, and now these characters can enter your as cute and cuddly plushes! 
Choose from Mario (8" tall), Luigi (9" tall), Bowser (10" tall), or the Coin Box (5" 
tall). Whomever is your favorite Mario character, you're sure to find a plush that 
fits your style! (STK624928) Available Now!  (2720) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Not 
available in Europe. 
MARIO (1214)—Plush $14.99 
LUIGI (1216) $14.99 
BOWSER (1224) $34.99 



COIN BOX (1262) $15.99 
 
SANRIO X STREET FIGHTER PLUSHES 
The next series of the popular Sanrio x Street Fighter plushes is here! This next 
series includes Hello Kitty as Dhalsim, Zangief, and E. Honda. Each plush stands 
about 10" tall and is dressed in specially designed Street Fighter costumes. 
Collect them all! (STK635485) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (4522/12090) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Plush $25.00 
 
WALKING DEAD 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE WALKING DEAD COMIC SERIES 2 ACTION FIGURES 
Based on Robert Kirkman's best-selling comic book, these figures recreate the 
characters that fans love! The Governor features 28 points of articulation and 
includes a kitchen knife, pistol and alternate mutilated head & right arm. The 
Governor's Daughter Zombie (Penny) features 12 points of articulation and 
includes a bucket of fresh body parts (severed leg, severed foot, severed hand, 
intestines, heart & Rick's severed hand) and a fish tank with trophy heads. 
Michonne's Pet Zombie, Mike, comes with 17 points of articulation, neck collar 
and chain, tear off arms and jaw, and push in/pull out intestines. Glenn in full riot 
gear come with 28 points of articulation and is equipped with two pistols, riot 
shield, baton, gas can and removable helmet with flip-up visor. (STK611321) 
Available Now!  (8348/14440) (C: 0-1-0) 
Figure PI  
 
YUMMY WORLD 
 
YUMMY WORLD KEYCHAINS 
(A) Heidi Kenney 
From Kidrobot. Some of your favorite foods will carry your keys with these 
delightful enamel keychains created by Heidi Kenney! The keychains each come 
with a combo zipper pull/keychain attachment. (STK636305) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (7580/TKYMG001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Keychain $4.99 
 
YUMMY WORLD 4" SMALL PLUSH 
(A) Heidi Kenney 
From Kidrobot. Featuring 6 different delectably fuzzy designs, these Yummy 
World Plushes each come with a sewn-in elastic loop makes them ideal for 
hanging anywhere, giving easy access to fresh baked love. (STK636306) 
Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (7580/TKYMG002) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Indonesia. 
Plush $4.99 



 
YUMMY WORLD 10" MEDIUM PLUSH 
(A) Heidi Kenney 
From Kidrobot. With signature "googley" eyes and a dashed smile, YUMMY 
brings life to baked goods, fruits, vegetables, and beyond. YUMMY is a reminder 
that life is sweet, salty, and most of all, delicious. Each plush is 10 inches, 
featuring embroidered details, signature googley eyes and dashing smile. 
(STK636307) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  (7580/TKYMG003) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in case lots. Please check with your retailer 
for availability. NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Plush $9.99 
 
YUMMY WORLD 16" LARGE PLUSH 
(A) Heidi Kenney 
From Kidrobot. YUMMY is a reminder that life is sweet, salty, and most of all, 
delicious. Sixteen inches of lick your face fuzzy fun featuring embroidered details, 
signature googley eyes and dashing smile. (STK636309) Scheduled to ship in 
March 2014.  (7580/TKYMG004) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in 
case lots. Please check with your retailer for availability. NOTE: Not available in 
Indonesia. 
Plush $24.99 
 
YUMMY WORLD 24" EXTRA LARGE PLUSH 
(A) Heidi Kenney 
From Kidrobot. Even bigger, the YUMMY Extra Large Plush really hits the spot 
when what you need is comfort! (STK636310) Scheduled to ship in March 2014.  
(7580/TKYMG005) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in case lots. 
Please check with your retailer for availability. NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Plush $39.99 
 
ZOMBIES! 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ZOMBIES VS. ZOMBIE HUNTERS PLASTIC FIGURES IN A BAG 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! They've "zombified" a classic! The bags of little plastic 
soldiers or cowboys and Indians from days of yore have been around for almost 
a hundred years, but never like this. SWAT teams and HAZMAT units face off 
against ravenous zombies in a bag of 35 plastic figures that lets anyone create 
their own zombie war! (STK470089) Available Now!  (6903) 
Figures $7.99 
 
O/A RADIOACTIVE ZOMBIE CONTAINMENT UNIT PLASTIC FIGURES 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Just like the ones seen in the classic zombie movies of 
the '80's, these industrial drums are filled with disgusting (non-toxic) slime, with 
one of five different zombies inside. Everything — the drum, the slime, and the 



zombies themselves — glows in the dark! Don't open these drums, or you'll let 
loose a ravenous horde of walking, radioactive, brain-eating cadavers! 
(STK470097) Available Now!  (6903) 
Figure $2.99 
 
STATUES & MODELS SECTION 
 
FANTASY 
 
FANTASY FIGURE GALLERY: LADY DRAGON 1:6 SCALE STATUE 
From Yamato USA! Through Asian mists the ancient, winged serpent did stir; 
wrapping its coils protectively around his Mistress to guard against any that 
would dare to dishonor her virtue. "Lady Dragon" is the first in a line of statues 
built around the impressive artwork of Wei Ho. Lovingly sculpted and available in 
1/6 scale resin, "Lady Dragon" comes with full castoff abilities. This figurine is 
sure to captivate and deliriously serve as a centerpiece for any collection. 
(STK634955) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (4368/350496) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $199.99 
 
FANTASY FIGURE GALLERY: SPACE HOST GIRL 1:6-SCALE RESIN 
STATUE 
From Yamato USA! Based on the artwork of Erick Sosa, "Space Host Girl" is a 
sci-fi melding of a beautiful female astronaut and the arm of an ancient alien 
being known as The Patriarch. They have joined together to save each other's 
lives, and fight for truth and justice throughout the galaxy! Standing 14" tall, the 
lovely "Space Host Girl" sports a massive alien left arm, and a detailed, 
numbered base and matching numbered certificate of authenticity. (STK634810) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (4368/350441) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $249.99 
 
THE HOBBIT 
 
THE HOBBIT: LEGOLAS MINI-BUST 
Basd on his appearance in The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug, the dramatic 
Legolas Mini-Bust depicts the feared Elven warrior holding up the severed head 
of a vanquished orc who had answered his last question. Digitally sculpted by the 
master artisans at Gentle Giant Ltd. using photo reference direct from the set of 
the film, the Legolas Mini-Bust boasta an unparalled level of detail and fidelity, 
from the pattern and style of his armor to the engravings on his sword, no detail 
is overlooked! Measures nearly 8" tall. Boxed. (STK635831) Scheduled to ship in 
December 2014.  (5498/80394) (C: 0-1-2) 
Mini-Bust $75.00 
 
MARVEL HEROES 



 
GENTLE GIANT MARVEL ZOMBIES: VENOM MINI-BUST 
Gentle Giant Ltd. is proud to bring us their next release in their exciting new 
Marvel Zombies Villains Series, Venom! Sculpted by the master artisans at 
Gentle Giant Ltd. and cast in high-quality polystone, this disgustingly detailed, 
hand-painted limited edition mini-bust come individually numbered with a 
matching certificate of authenticity. (STK635830) Scheduled to ship in December 
2014.  (5498/80383) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Mini-Bust $80.00 
 
GENTLE GIANT CAPTAIN AMERICA "STEALTH" 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
Straight off the screen from 2014's Captain America: The Winter Soldier, comes 
the Captain himself! Boldy depicted in the specialized S.H.I.E.L.D.-issue Stealth 
Armor featured in the film, the statue is based on the actual digital scan of actor 
Chris Evans, his costumes and props, making it the most authentic and screen-
accurate collectible available! Each limited edition hand-painted piece is 
rendered in high-quality polystone and comes individually numbered with a 
matching certificate of authenticity. A perfect piece to their Black Widow Statue, 
the 18"-scale Captain America: The Winter Soldier Statue is a must-have for fans 
and collectors alike! (STK635828) Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  
(5498/80392) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Statue $399.00 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ANCHORMAN RON BURGUNDY 7-INCH RESIN BUST 
From Will Ferrell's hit film, Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy, comes the 
most awesome mini-bust you could own: Ron Burgundy himself, immortalized in 
a faux bronze style! (STK625670) Available Now!  (7568/133) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, U.S. Territories, Australia, & New 
Zealand. 
Mini-Bust $29.99 
 
O/A FORBIDDEN PLANET: C57-D FLYING SAUCER 1/144-SCALE MODEL 
KIT 
Commanded by J.J. Adams, the United Planets Cruiser C57-D journeys to the 
mysterious world of Altair IV in the legendary science-fiction film Forbidden 
Planet. Round 2 recreates this iconic flying saucer with their 1/144-scale model 
kit of the iconic movie ship. This model is an all-new design based on prop 
research, and it features parts of either a landed or a flying pose, complete with 
opening and closing landing ramps. When finished, the C-57D measures 12" in 



diameter and 3 1/4" tall. (STK516079) Available Now!  (7170/POL89512) (C: 1-
1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit $39.99 
 
O/A FORBIDDEN PLANET: ROBBY THE ROBOT "POSTER EDITION" 1/12-
SCALE MODEL KIT 
Robby the Robot, the legendary automaton from the classic film, Forbidden 
Planet, is brought to life as this model kit from Round 2! The Forbidden Planet: 
Robby the Robot Movie Poster Model Kit depicts the robot as he appeared on 
the film's iconic poster, carrying the limp form of Altaira across the landscape of 
Altair IV. The 8" tall Robby includes a stylized rock base and retro-future 
cardboard backdrop. Aseembly and painting required. (STK516081) Available 
Now!  (7170/POL89312) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit $39.99 
 
O/A FORBIDDEN PLANET: ROBBY THE ROBOT MODEL KIT 
The classic film, Forbidden Planet, has been one of science-fiction's defining 
moments for fifty years, and this spring the memorable robot from the film, Robby 
the Robot, will thrill modelers the world over with this detailed model kit! With 
over 50 injection-molded parts, a painting guide, and easy snap-fit construction, 
the iconic robot will stand over 8" tall when completed. Some assembly required. 
(STK385597) Available Now!  (7170/POL810) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit $19.99 
 
SERENITY/FIREFLY 
 
O/A FIREFLY LITTLE DAMN HEROES: SHEPHERD BOOK MAQUETTE 
QMx has captured the contradicting sides of Derrial Book as this 4 1/2" hand-
cast, hand-painted maquette. The wry Shepherd holds a Bible in one hand and a 
shotgun behind his back — fully prepared for what might lie ahead. The Little 
Damn Heroes: Shepherd Book Maquette comes with a sleek black stand and is 
offered in a numbered, limited edition of 1,000 statues and comes with a 
Certificate of Authenticity. (STK471170) Available Now!  (7814) (C: 0-1-1) 
SHEPHERD BOOK (FFY0170)—Statue $39.95 
 
O/A FIREFLY LITTLE DAMN HEROES: WASH ANIMATED MAQUETTE 
Remember, Dinosaurs Rule "This Land..." Decked out in his favorite Hawaiian 
shirt, Hoban "Wash" Washburn remains at the ready to pilot Serenity through the 
stars, but not before just a little down time with his favorite toys! Standing 4 1/2" 
tall, the figure's richly detailed resin captures the child-like wonder and sense of 
utter joy that make Wash one of the most beloved characters from Joss 
Whedon's Firefly. The maquette includes the two removable dinosaurs along with 
a swath of sandy beach complete with graceful palm trees. Limited to 2,000 



pieces worldwide. (STK433886) Available Now!  (7814/FFY0102) (C: 1-1-1) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $39.95 
 
STAR TREK 
 
O/A STAR TREK: U.S.S. ENTERPRISE 1701-D 1/1400-SCALE "CLEAR 
EDITION" MODEL KIT 
 Fifth in a line of starships bearing the name U.S.S. Enterprise, the Enterprise-D 
is over 2,100 feet long and large enough to carry 1,012 people, mainly crew and 
their families. This large 1:1400-scale model kit of the ship comes complete with 
all new aztecing decals along with the regular marking decals. This special 
release of the kit is molded in clear styrene for modelers who want to add lights 
to their build-up. Kit is approximately 18” long when fully assembled. 
(STK416900) Available Now!  (7170/AMT656) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit $59.99 
 
O/A STAR TREK CLASSIC: U.S.S. ENTERPRISE "2ND EDITION" MODEL KIT 
WITH TIN 
In 1966, a unique television series premiered, featuring the adventures of 
Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock and crew aboard the fantastic starship, the U.S.S. 
Enterprise. Nothing like it had been seen on television before — Star Trek was 
the first serious sci-fi television series and launched a franchise that has spanned 
over 40 years. Round 2 follows up the instant sell-out of the 2008 Collectors Tin 
with a second edition, featuring a green color scheme. Also new to this release, 
the kit's parts are molded in blue plastic, reminiscent of the kit's earliest release 
in the '60s. The Classic Enterprise kit is 18” long when fully assembled. 
(STK405103) Available Now!  (7170/AMT640) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit (w/Tin) $44.99 
 
O/A STAR TREK CLASSIC: K-7 SPACE STATION MODEL KIT 
Somewhere along the Federation/Klingon frontier, near the disputed world 
Sherman's Planet, Space Station K-7 floats in the cosmic night. Seen originally in 
the second season Star Trek episode, "The Trouble with Tribbles," Space Station 
K-7 can now join your collection with this model kit from Round 2. Some 
assembly required. (STK409546) Available Now!  (7170/AMT644) (C: 1-1-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Model Kit $24.99 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS: WEDGE ANTILLES MINI-BUST 
One of the unsung heroes ofthe Rebel Alliance, Wedge Antilles has the 
distinction of being the only Rebel pilot to survive the attacks on both Death 



Stars. He also fought alongside Luke Skywalker as a member of the legendary 
Rogue Squadron at the Battle of Hoth. Digitally sculpted by the master artisans at 
Gentle Giant Ltd., the Wedge Antilles Mini-Bust depicts the renowned pilot in his 
signature flight suit and helmet, while wielding a Blaster. Crafted using the 
highest-quality polystone, each hand-painted limited edition mini-bust come 
individually numbered with a matching certificate of authenticity. (STK635829) 
Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  (5498/80390) (C: 0-1-2) 
Mini-Bust $80.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A STAR WARS: THE CLONE WARS—GENERAL GREVIOUS' 
STARFIGHTER SNAPTITE KIT 
Some of your favorite starfighters from the Prequel Trilogy are yours to build with 
these easy to assmeble SnapTite model kits, featuring pre-colored molded 
pieces that require no glue or paint. Choose from General Grievous' Starfighter, 
Republic Attack Shuttle, or Magnaguard Fighter! (STK432307) Available Now!  
(89) (C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
GENERAL GREVIOUS' STARFIGHTER (851869)—Model Kit $13.99 
REPUBLIC ATTACK SHUTTLE (851870)—Model Kit $14.99 
MAGNAGUARD FIGHTER (851866)—Model Kit $11.99 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
STREET FIGHTER: BALROG 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
Pop Culture Shock Collectibles proudly presents Balrog as the next in their 
superb series of Street Fighter 1/4-scale mixed media statues! The hot-tempered 
pugilist stands approximately 17" tall and is sure to win the fight purse with his 
expertly crafted details and real cloth clothing. It includes a hand-tailored fabric 
costume and a certificate of authenticity. (STK635055) Scheduled to ship in July 
2014.  (7539/BALROG001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $340.00 
 
MASS EFFECT 3: GETH PULSE RIFLE FULL SCALE REPLICA 
Tri-Force proudly presents the offically licensed Mass Effect 3: Geth Pulse Rifle 
Full Scale Replica! Masterfully sculpted and painted by the artisans at Tri-Force, 
the end result is one of the most authentic representations of this video game 
weapon available! Intricately crafted and cast in polystone, this hand-finished and 
hand-painted replica measures 33" in length and weighs 20 pounds! Outfitted 
with working LED effects, this authentic piece of video gaming history is limited to 
500 pieces worldwide. (STK634941) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1214) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Replica $975.00 
 



WALKING DEAD 
 
THE WALKING DEAD (TV): DARYL DIXON 1/4-SCALE STATUE 
Straight from the screen to your shelf, Gentle Giant Ltd. is proud to bring you the 
dramatic Daryl Dixon Statue! This handsome and intricate statue has been 
digitally sculpted and cold-cast using only the highest-qaulity polystone. From 
Daryl's signature sleeveless tee to his deadly crossbow, no detail has been 
overlooked! As an added bonus, the statue also includes a removable cloth 
poncho, giving you the choice of display options. A limited edition collectible, 
each hand-painted statue comes individually numbered and includes a matching 
certificate of authenticity. (STK635827) Scheduled to ship in December 2014.  
(5498/80373) (C: 1-1-1) 
Statue $450.00 
 
IMPORT TOYS 
PREMIER VENDORS 
 
KOTOBUKIYA 
 
MARVEL COMICS JUGGERNAUT -DANGER ROOM SESSION- FINE ART 
STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  Kotobukiya’s amazing X-Men Danger Room 
Sessions Fine Art Statue series is back!  We’ve seen a variety of mutant heroes 
and even Magneto battling the holographic dangers in the X-Men training facility, 
and the latest character to come crashing in is the JUGGERNAUT!  Cain Marko 
was a bully as a child and had destiny forced upon him when he met his step-
brother Charles Xavier.  The two would later serve together in the US Army in 
Korea where Marko found an ancient temple devoted to the demon Cyttorak.  
Finding a giant ruby and reading a magical inscription, the man was mystically 
transformed into the powerful, unstoppable Juggernaut!  Cain has spent most of 
his career as a villain, but (although not a mutant) has also served heroically 
alongside the X-Men; it was during those times that he had access to the Danger 
Room.  Ever since the early days of Marvel Comics’ mutant adventures, “X” 
teams have trained together in the ultra high tech facility known as the Danger 
Room, equipped with state of the art adaptive combat and athletics routines that 
challenge each participant in unique ways.  The training facility has been 
featured prominently in X-Men comics over the years, as well as in various 
cartoons and the third X-Men film. 
An immense mass of muscle and fury rivalling even the Hulk, the Juggernaut 
crashes across the simulated Danger Room battlefield destroying everything in 
his way.  Marko wears his iconic classic costume, a unique outfit consisting of a 
brown sleeveless jumpsuit with a purple belt and boots.  Matching brown bands 
wrap his arms and hands, while on his head he wears the immediately 
recognizable Juggernaut helmet!  The beefy villain has one huge foot planted in 
front of the other, bending forward at the waist with a fist raised in defiance of his 
opposition.  Every muscle and sinew covering the Juggernaut’s beyond ripped 



body is sculpted to perfection, along with his costume stretched taught over it.  
Meanwhile, the look on Marko’s face through his helmet perfectly captures the 
character’s rage and ferocity! 
Sculpted by Danger Room veteran Erick Sosa, Juggernaut stands a massive 11 
inches tall in 1/6th scale along with the other “Sessions” members like Psylocke, 
Wolverine, Colossus, and Cyclops.  Also like them, Cain Marko stands on a 
unique Danger Room holographic environment; this one replicates the X-
Mansion itself complete with the smashed seal of Charles Xavier’s Institute 
ground beneath his feet.  Whether you’re collecting the Danger Room Sessions 
statues or are a fan of Juggernaut, this Fine Art Statue is the definitive 
representation of the character! 
Statue $279.99 / Available in AUGUST 
 
METAL GEAR SOLID 4 GUNS OF THE PATRIOTS ~ METAL GEAR RAY 
PLASTIC MODEL KIT 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! Coming to you directly from Metal Gear Solid 
4 Guns of the Patriots comes Kotobukiya’s latest model kit from the series, 
METAL GEAR RAY!  The first Metal Gear Solid game was released on 
PlayStation in 1998 and featured stealth action as directed by Hideo Kojima.  A 
massive commercial success, “MGS” has gone on to include sequels and stories 
told through several other media.  Some of the coolest things about the series 
are the Metal Gears themselves, walking tanks equipped with heavy weaponry.  
Designed by Yoji Shinkawa, RAY is unique in that it has no nuclear armaments 
and is instead designed to combat other Gears (especially the variety of REX 
knockoffs created after Shadow Moses).  The new model kit, produced under the 
supervision of Shinkawa himself, perfectly captures the mecha’s iconic 
appearance with its somewhat humanoid bipedal shape for enhanced 
maneuverability and hunting prowess.  Designed for combat on land and at sea 
the RAY hides missile launchers, Gatling guns, and its signature water jet cutter 
under its sleek form, which you can assemble with the kit’s 700 individual pieces.  
The completed kit features multiple points of articulation for posing options and is 
compatible with Kotobukiya’s Flying Base Neo and other modeling support goods 
bases (sold separately).  Standing nearly 8 ½ inches tall (1/100 scale), the Gear 
was sculpted by Katsuhiko Hori and even comes with mini figure characters like 
Solid Snake!  Your other Gears had better watch out, because RAY is the perfect 
addition to your Metal Gear Solid collection. 
Model Kit $89.99 / Available in MAY 
 
SHINING ARK ~ SAKUYA -MODE: SERAPHIM- ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! The lovely ladies of the “Shining” series from 
SEGA have made for an incredible line of Ani*Statues, and now Kotobukiya is 
proud to present the first from the latest game Shining Ark.  The debut release is 
a new mode for one of the most popular main characters from the series, 
SAKUYA -MODE: SERAPHIM-!  The warrior has appeared in multiple forms 
before including cerulean and crimson, but this new incarnation elevates her to a 
beautiful angelic appearance based on the work of artist Tony Taka.  The 



Seraphim Sakuya stands balanced on one leg with her angel-like wings spread 
out behind her while she draws her bow and prepares to fire a heart-tipped 
arrow!  She wears an ethereal multi-part gown that shows off the amazing 
sculpting work you’ve come to expect from the Shining series of Ani*Statues, and 
the details from the fringes and clothing textures all the way to the feathers on 
her wings are perfect.  Meanwhile, Sakuya’s dark hair provides a striking 
counterpoint to the soft coloring of her outfit, wings, and weapon, and her face 
reveals the character’s concentration as she draws a bead on her target. Sakuya 
-Mode: Seraphim- stands 13 inches tall on a beautiful custom display base.  
Sakuya looks great on her own and even better alongside other Ani*Statues from 
the Shining series like Panis Angelicus. 
Statue $159.99 / Available in JUNE 
 
HORIZON IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE ~ TOMO ASAMA ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! The recently started lineup of Ani*Statues 
continues from Horizon in the Middle of Nowhere, a light novel series and anime 
about a feudal Japan in the far future.  Next up after Futayo Honda is the Shinto 
priestess and expert archer TOMO ASAMA!  Presented in a beautifully painted 
pink and red outfit, Tomo stands ready to fire an arrow with near-deadly 
accuracy, illustrating why she has earned the nickname “Sniper Priestess.”  
Everything about her shows off her focus on her shot from the unique balancing 
elements in her dress to her powerful pose and the serious expression on her 
face as she sights her arrow with Konoha (her artificial left eye).  In contrast to 
the huge weapons she wields, Tomo herself seems soft and delicate in her 
skintight suit.  Sculpted by Hirotoshi Nakamura, the Sniper Priestess measures 
over 14 ½ inches (1/8 scale) to the top of her mighty bow!  Display Tomo 
alongside Futayo Honda in your Horizon in the Middle of Nowhere collection! 
Statue $169.99 / Available in JUNE 
 
PRINCE OF TENNIS II KURANOSUKE SHIRAISHI ARTFXJ STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! Next up in the ARTFXJ line of statues (a bold 
new expansion designed “to bring classic Japanese characters to their fans 
worldwide”) is another star athlete from the popular Japanese sports 
anime/manga series sequel Prince of Tennis II: KURANOSUKE SHIRAISHI!  
Getting ready to serve at the start of his next exciting match, the captain of 
Shitenhoji steadies his racket with one hand while he clutches the ball in the 
other.  The embodiment of “Perfect Tennis,” Kuranosuke wears his iconic green, 
yellow, and white uniform, and you can see the incredible attention to detail in the 
sculpt as the clothing creases and moves around his body in motion.  Accurate 
down to the last detail, the team captain even wears the signature wrappings on 
his left arm that hide his secret weapon!  Standing just under 8 ½ inches tall (1/8 
scale) Kuranosuke was sculpted by Tatsuya Hattori.  Whether you display him 
alone or facing off against other previously released Prince of Tennis ARTFXJ 
statues from Kotobukiya this Shitenhoji champ will inspire you to greatness! 
Statue $69.99 / Available in JUNE 
 



LOVE LIVE! SCHOOL IDOL PROJECT ~ KOTORI MINAMI -NATSUIRO EGAO 
DE 1,2, JUMP! VER.- ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  It’s never been a better time to be a fan of 
the Love Live! franchise of manga, music, anime, and games as Kotobukiya 
presents more Ani*Statues of the girls of Otonokizaka Academy.  Honoka 
Kosaka started it off, and following swiftly on the heels of Umi Sonoda is the next 
singer and daughter of the Academy’s chairwoman KOTORI MINAMI!  While she 
may be the choreographer and wardrobe supervisor for the group, here Kotori 
shows off her usual silly side as she’s caught in a playful moment splashing in 
the water.  The fun-loving girl is almost ready for the beach, and you can see her 
colorful swimsuit under her short overalls-like top and matching skirt.  Kotori has 
a fun pose with her knees together and feet spread apart while she gives you a 
huge smile and blows you a kiss with both hands.  The singer’s outfit and long 
flowing hair are highly detailed, and there are great little accents like the 
decoration in her hair.  Sculpted by Masato Abe, Kotori stands over 8 ½ inches 
tall (1/8 scale) on a water splash base that matches the other girls.  Gather the 
ladies of Love Live! and have your own beach party! 
Statue $79.99 / Available in JULY 
 
LOVE LIVE! SCHOOL IDOL PROJECT ~ UMI SONODA -NATSUIRO EGAO 
DE 1,2, JUMP! VER.- ANI*STATUE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! It’s time to sing along with the girls of 
Otonokizaka Academy as Kotobukiya presents more Ani*Statue from the Love 
Live! franchise of manga, music, anime, and games.  After the initial release of 
Honoka Kosaka comes the shy lyricist UMI SONODA!  A girl with traditional 
hobbies like archery, calligraphy, and dance, Umi joins her fellow classmates for 
a day at the beach and looks great in her purple bikini with bows, frills, and a 
beautiful transparent skirt.  Skipping through the shallow water, the singer and 
songwriter is frozen in time balanced one foot.  Meanwhile she holds back her 
long purple flowing hair with one hand while the other gives you a shy wave.  
ATOMIC-BOM suzu did a fantastic job with Umi’s sculpt, and you can see all of 
the great attention to detail in her textured clothing, hair, and of course her 
perfectly rendered face.  The girl stands over 8 ½ inches tall (1/8 scale) on a 
translucent water splash base.  Gather the ladies of Love Live! and have your 
own beach party! 
Statue $79.99 / Available in JUNE 
 
TOARU KAGAKU NO RAILGUN S ~ MIKOTO MISAKA CU-POCHE FIGURE 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  For the newest member of the lineup of Cu-
Poche figures, we turn to the popular Toaru Majutsu No Index spinoff Toaru 
Kagaku No Railgun S and the littlest version of the heroic electromaster MIKOTO 
MISAKA!  Poseable and fun, each Cu-Poche figure features multiple points of 
articulation and magnets in its feet for extra stability on the included base.  The 
Academy City esper wears her traditional white shirt, tan vest, and dark blue 
pleated skirt along with white socks and sturdy brown shoes.  Mikoto even comes 
with lots of interchangeable parts and accessories like a sword and teddy bear, 



and multiple facial expressions capture her different moods!  Sculpted by Haruhi 
Murakami, the tiny esper stands just under 4 ½ inches and has 14 points of 
articulation for great posing and display options.  With a cute “deformed” style 
Mikoto is small and portable, yet features a high degree of poseability and 
customization for fun on the go!  
Figure $39.99 / Available in June 
 
ARMORED TROOPER VOTOMS SCOPEDOG TURBO CUSTOM D-STYLE 
PLASTIC MODEL KIT 
A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import! A KOTOBUKIYA Japanese import!  “D-Style” 
is Kotobukiya’s plastic model kit series featuring various mecha rearranged into 
stylized miniature versions allowing you to collect your favorite robots in a high 
quality compact scale with solid construction and an unbeatable price.  Up next in 
the fun series is the first addition from the classic anime Armored Trooper 
VOTOMS, the popular Gilgamesh Confederation AT SCOPEDOG TURBO 
CUSTOM!  The unique take on the mass-produced humanoid combat vehicle 
known as VOTOMS (Vertical One-man Tank for Offense & Maneuvers), the D-
Style Scopedog is a cute new twist on the famous design that packs all of the 
familiar elements and heavy weapons into a 4 ½ inch tall package.  Consisting of 
120 pieces made from pre-colored plastic featuring the mecha’s iconic colors and 
easy snap-fit assembly, this kit is great for model builders of any experience 
level.  Multiple points of articulation, an opening cockpit and pilot figure, and 
more provide the Scopedog with a huge range of posing and display options.  
Don’t miss out on this great new representation of the classic anime walking 
tank! 
Model Kit $34.99 / Available in MAY 
 
IMPORT TOYS & MODELS SECTION 
 
GODZILLA 
 
TOHO 12" SERIES: MOTHRA VINYL FIGURE ("LARVAL" 1961 VERSION) 
From Bandai, Plex Co.,Ltd. & X Plus Co.,Ltd. Mothra (1961) introduced film 
audiences to the giant, menacing moth Mothra. Beginning life in a larval stage, 
the size of this giant larva is 180 meters. The larva heads toward Tokyo Tower in 
order to rescue the tiny twin sisters and encases itself within a giant silk cocoon. 
This recreation of Mothra’s larval stage measures 2 3/4” tall and 12 1/2” long. 
(STK635109) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (4878/411-P3LM04D) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Vinyl Figure $90.00 
 
MONSTER HEAVEN: GODZILLA 1955 SOFUBI (FROM "GODZILLA RAIDS 
AGAIN") 
From Marmit. The version of Godzilla from the 1955 Godzilla Raids Again is 
recreated as a soft vinyl Sofubi figure that measures 6 1/4" tall. (STK635826) 



Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1918) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $59.99 
 
VINYL PARADISE: GODZILLA 2000 "MILLENIUM" SOFUBI 
From Marmit. The Millennium version of Godzilla from Godzilla 2000 is strangely 
cute as this 8 5/8" tall soft vinyl Sofubi figure! (STK635824) Scheduled to ship in 
May 2014.  (1918) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $69.99 
 
GODZILLA: "KAIJU DOUBLE TEAM" CARDINAL T-SHIRT 
Mothra and Godzilla are a dangerous duo on this cardinal red t-shirt! 
(STK635703) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6663) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
SM-XL (2361.31)—T-Shirt $18.99 
XXL (2361.31)—T-Shirt $20.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GODZILLA TALKING KEYCHAIN 
Features the terrifying calls of Godzilla, Mothra, Baby Godzilla, and King 
Ghidorah! (STK353495) Available Now!  (4231/09133) (C: 0-1-0) 
Keychain (TOY 09133) $12.99 
 
O/A MOTHRA VS. GODZILLA TOHO REMASTERED DVD 
From Classic Media!  When a greedy developer drains a part of the ocean near 
Tokyo to build luxury condos, he unearths a mysterious giant egg, and 
inadvertently disrupts Godzilla's slumber! As the rampaging monster stomps 
amok through Tokyo again, Mothra resurfaces to protect her offspring! This DVD 
contains both remastered editions of the original Japanese-language version and 
the re-edited U.S. version of the 1964 Toho Kaiju classic, Mothra Vs. The Thing. 
Approximate running time: 177 minutes. (STK343274) Available Now!  
(1708/ANDCL685679DD) (C: 0-0-1) 
DVD $6.99 
 
TOHO 12" SERIES: GODZILLA 2003 VINYL FIGURE (FROM "GODZILLA: 
TOKYO S.O.S.") 
From Bandai, Plex Co.,Ltd. & X Plus Co.,Ltd. After fighting with Mechagodzilla 
and descending deep into the sea in Godzilla Against Mechagodzilla, Godzilla 
has indomitably risen with a big scar on its chest! Sinking the U.S.S.nuclear 
submarine on its way, Godzilla reaches Japan to face a furious battle with 
Mechagodzilla again. Based on the kaiju's appearance in Godzilla: Tokyo S.O.S., 
Godzilla stands 12 1/2" tall and measures 19 1/4" long. (STK635108) Scheduled 
to ship in July 2014.  (4878/411-P3SG04D) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 



Vinyl Figure $160.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GODZILLA: KAIJU WARS BOARD GAME 
In Godzilla: Kaiju World Wars, players pick a monster and a scenario, stomping 
over terrain and destroying buildings on their warpath — all while fending off 
aggressive military attacks, bombs, traps and, of course, other kaiju! 
(STK437978) Available Now!  (4231/09013) (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: Not available in 
Germany. 
Board Game (TOY 09013) $69.99 
 
O/A GODZILLA STOMP! CARD GAME 
Oh no, there goes Tokyo! In Godzilla: Stomp!, players pick from Godzilla, Mecha-
Godzilla, Mothra, Battra, or Destroyah, and compete to smash as much of the 
city as possible. Players choose the ferocity of their attacks from round to round 
to rack up as much destruction as possible — attack early to smash a single 
building, or go on a rampage to destroy several at once! Lay waste to the high-
value skyscraper, or hope to get a collection of power plants! This lightweight 
card game is ideal for Godzilla gaming on the go where 2-5 players can play a 
speedy game of monster mayhem anytime, anyplace! (STK436470) Available 
Now!  (4231/09015) (C: 0-1-0) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 
Card Games (TOY 09015) $11.99 
 
O/A GODZILLA FEET PLUSH SLIPPERS 
Now you can knock down buildings (small ones) and walk on cars (small ones) 
with you very own pair of 13" x 9" authentic, limited edition Godzilla Feet plush 
slippers, attractively sewn in green lizard skin. One-size-fits-Average. 
(STK318378) Available Now!  (4231/09131) 
Slippers $39.99 
 
GODZILLA 2014 FINGER PUPPETS BLIND MYSTERY BOX 
From Huckleberry Toys! Stage your own monster ramps with this finger puppets 
of Godzilla and his kaiju friends! 20 figures per display. Blind mystery box 
packaging. (STK636399) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (7340/01500) (C: 1-1-
1) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Finger Puppet $2.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A GODZILLA 6-INCH COLLECTIBLE FIGURES 
From Bandai America! Tear up Tokyo with these soft vinyl, semi-articulated, 6" 
figures of Burning Godzilla, Mecha-Godzilla '74, or the all-new King Caesar! 
Open tray packaging. (STK612457) Available Now!  (9036/91880) (JAN138369) 
(C: 1-1-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 



Figure $12.99 
 
O/A GODZILLA 11-INCH COLLECTIBLE FIGURES 
From Bandai America! Stomp through the city with 11" soft vinyl figures of 
Godzilla (Final Wars vers.) or Mecha-Godzilla, each possessing multiple points of 
articulation. Open tray packaging. (STK612454) Available Now!  (9036/96790) 
(JAN138370) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $29.99 
 
O/A MY FIRST GODZILLA PLUSH 
From Toy Vault! Always wanted to introduce your children to the King of the 
Monsters, but feared for their safety? The artists at Toy Vault certainly 
understand, that's why they have made the soft and huggable My First Godzilla. 
Made from soft, child-friendly fabrics and safety-checked for ages 3 and up, My 
First Godzilla is perfect for fans young and old. (STK611567) Available Now!  
(4231/09016) (C: 0-1-0) 
Plush (TOY 09016) $29.99 
 
O/A GODZILLA PLUSHES 
From Toy Vault! Who would have ever thought that the kaiju could be cute, 
cuddly, and kid safe? Well, the artisans at Toy Vault did, and three of the 
greatest monsters of Japanese cinema can be yours in soft plush versions! 
Godzilla stands an impressive 12" tall, the crustacean Ebirah stands 11" tall, and 
the monstrous Gabara towers over them both at nearly 2 feet tall! (STK213360) 
Available Now!  (4231) (C: 0-1-0) 
GODZILLA (GZ002)—Plush $24.95 
EBIRAH (09143)—Plush $34.99 
GABARA (09144)—Plush $34.99 
 
O/A GODZILLA MINI-PLUSH 
A Specialty Market Exclusive! This small Godzilla plush is an accurate rendition 
of the original Japanese Godzilla. Licensed and approved by Toho Studios, he 
would look good almost anywhere, and is a true classic monster! Loose with 
hang tag. (STK234114) Available Now!  (4231/09010) (C: 0-1-0) 
Plush (TOY 09010) $11.95 
 
TREASURES OF AKIHABARA 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN CAPSULE Q 02 CAPSULE TOYS 
From Kaiyodo X Happinet! The heroes and horrors of the blockbuster s-f action-
drama come to vivid life with this new series of detailed capsule toys! Collect 
them all! (STK634418) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (2975) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Capsule Toy $7.00 
 



GINTAMA GINSANS BEACON WITH RUBBER MASCOTS 
From Megahouse. From Hijikata's "Mind your Manners" to Okita's "Silence", 
these keychains offer hilarious takes on Gintama's many warning signs! Each 
two-sided keychain is just over 2-1/2" tall and comes in blind-box packaging. 
Collect all 6! (STK634969) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1903/816536) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Keychain $7.99 
 
BERSERK: GOLDEN AGE ARC — CASCA FIGMA 
From Good Smile Company. The brave Unit Commander of the Band of the 
Hawk. From the series of anime films Berserk: Golden Age Arc comes a figma of 
the only woman in the Band of the Hawk — Casca! Using the smooth yet 
posable joints of figma, you can act out a variety of different scenes with Casca. 
A flexible plastic is used for important areas, allowing proportions to be kept 
without compromising posability. She comes with both her standard expression 
and a valiant shouting expression for combat scenes. The longsword she uses 
as her primary weapon is included, and her cape can be attached and removed. 
An alternate head part allows you to show her wearing her helmet, and an 
articulated figma stand allows for a variety of poses to be taken. (STK634297) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571368443649) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $64.99 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: ASUNA "PRIVATE" PVC FIGURE 
From Griffon! From the anime Sword Art Online comes a 1/8th scale figure of the 
Knights of the Blood sub-leader, Asuna! The heroine of the hit anime is caught in 
an intimate moment as a delightful figure measuring approximately 4" tall. 
(STK635064) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (1812/SA08) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $129.99 
 
JC.COM: MUSE OF RANGE MURATA PVC FIGURE 
(A) Range Murata 
From Alter. From acclaimed manga artist Range Murata (Blue Submarine No. 6, 
Last Exile) comes his cover girl from Shueisha's JC.Com Vol. 9. This beautiful 
PVC statue stands approximately 10" tall. (STK636046) Scheduled to ship in 
August 2014.  (3145/4560228203585) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $169.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MASKED RIDER NO.1 RAH DX VER 3.0 
From MEDICOM Toy. Based on his debut appearance, Medicom's Masked Rider 
No.1 RAH Deluxe Version 3.0 Figure faithfully reproduces Masked Rider as a 12" 
action figure! The figure's articulated body allows him to assume his signature 



stances and finishing moves, and also gives him a realistic body line. The figure 
comes with additional pairs of gloves and a figure stand. (STK528492) Available 
Now!  (4239/MEDRAH349) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories.$244.99 
 
O/A ONE PIECE P.O.P. (PORTRAIT OF PIRATES): NAMI EX MODEL PVC 
FIGURE 
From MegaHouse! To fulfill her dream of charting the dangerous sea current 
known as the Grand Line, Nami ran away to see with Monkey D. Luffy and the 
Straw Hat Pirates in the blockbuster manga and anime series One Piece. This 
stunningly attractive young woman took a position as the navigator of Luffy's 
ship, and now she can navigate her way into your figure collection with 
MegaHouse's One Piece P.O.P. (Portrait of Pirates): Nami EX Model PVC 
Figure, which can be posed and customized with additional pieces. Window box 
packaging. (STK466748) Available Now!  (1903/71352) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $99.99 
 
RACING MIKU "2013 VERSION" 1/8-SCALE PVC FIGURE 
From Good Smile Racing! The fastest songstress on the racing circuit, Racing 
Miku 2013 version! GSR&Studie with TeamUKYO took part in the GT300 class 
races of one Japan's most well known motor races, the Super GT 2013, and they 
finished the season in third place! The main mascot character for the team is of 
course Racing Miku, who has been sculpted in a 1/8th scale for fans of both Miku 
and the racing team to enjoy. Racing Miku 2013 was illustrated by saitom with 
costume design by Mari Shimazaki — both of their unique touches have been 
preserved on the figure to bring a high quality design and sculpt that fans will be 
proud to own! (STK634964) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  
(6817/4560392859144) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $139.99 
 
ANIME 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: LEVI FIGMA 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. "I promise you, I will drive the Titans to 
extinction!" From the anime Attack on Titan comes a figma of mankind's 
strongest soldier, Levi! Using the smooth yet posable joints of figma, you can act 
out a variety of different scenes. Three expressions are included: His standard 
face, an expression with clenched teeth ready for combat and a cold-hearted 
expression perfect for Levi. His dual blades are included for combat scenes, 
along with his Vertical Maneuvering Equipment and effects parts. Special hand 
parts to display Levi holding the blades in his trademark reverse grip are also 
included. The hooks connected to a wire that shoot out from the equipment are 
also included, along with his Scouting Legion mantle and an articulated figma 
stand. (STK636104) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4545784063132) 



(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Figure $74.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN: COLOSSUS TITAN SOFT VINYL FIGURE 
From Empty. This frightening Colossus Titan from Attack on Titan may stand 
roughly 8" tall, but he packs all of the gruesome detail found in the original 
creature from the horrifying anime! (STK634623) Scheduled to ship in June 
2014.  (3145/4582466652536) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $89.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN MASCOT KEYCHAINS 
From Empty. This keychain of the fearsome Colossus Titan from the hit anime 
Attack on Titan features a mascot-style dangler that measures 2" tall! Choose 
from Blue, Green, Ivory, Luminous, Pink, or Yellow. (STK634624) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (3145/4582466653380) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Keychain $9.49 
 
FANTASISTA DOLL: SASARA PVC FIGURE 
From Phat!/Good Smile Company. Sateto... prepared for Iikashira? From the TV 
anime Fantasista Doll, out of the girl of five that appeared from the card, doll-
size-fits-all type leader "Sasara" appears in 1/8-scale with three-dimensional hair 
and rock, posing with a sense of movement with her rapier. The magnificent 
pedestal with its effect of a light swirling makes this a must-see! (STK634287) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817/4560308574390) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $124.99 
 
GIRLS UND PANZER: MIHO NISHIZUMI FIGMA 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. "I've finally found it! My way of the 
tank!" From the anime series Girls und Panzer comes a figma of the Ankou 
Team's commander, Miho Nishizumi! Using the smooth yet posable joints of 
figma, you can act out a variety of different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for 
important areas, allowing proportions to be kept without compromising posability. 
She comes with a gentle smiling expression, a slightly worried expression and a 
shouting expression. Optional parts include her microphone, binoculars, and 
alternate hair parts wearing a headset. A commander's seat and tank cupola, as 
well as an articulated figma stand, are also included. (STK634487) Scheduled to 
ship in June 2014.  (6817/4545784063118) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $59.99 
 
GIRLS UND PANZER: YUKARI AKIYAMA FIGMA 



From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. "Woohoo! This is great!!" From the 
anime series Girls und Panzer comes a figma of Yukari Akiyama from the Ankou 
Team! Using the smooth yet posable joints of figma, you can act out a variety of 
different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for important areas, allowing 
proportions to be kept without compromising posability. She comes with a gentle 
smiling expression, an excited expression and an embarrassed expression. 
Optional parts include a tank shell, gloves, and alternate messed up hair parts. A 
loader's seat and tank battery are also included, as is an articulated figma stand. 
(STK636051) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817/4545784063125) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $69.99 
 
HAGANAI NEXT: YOZORA "CAT COSTUME" PVC FIGURE 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. From the comedy series Haganai 
NEXT comes two new figure of the series' characters — dressed as cats! Series 
heroine Yozora Mikaduki wears a dark red leotard with kitty ears and a tail, while 
Sena Kashiwazaki wears a cute pink leotard with kitty ears and a tail. Both are 
sculpted in a lovely 1/7-scale in a cute cat pose for fans to enjoy! (STK634342) 
Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
YOZORA (4545784041710)—PVC Figure $124.99 
SENA (4545784041727)—PVC Figure $124.99 
 
IDOLMASTER 2: TAKANE "BRILLIANT STAGE" PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse. From the Idolmaster series, one of the performers who seeks 
fame joins the "Brilliant Stage" line of PVC figures. At just over 8 1/2" tall, Takane 
is ready to take the stage in a fetching outfit with her silver hair flowing behind 
her! (STK634976) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1903/815614) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $124.99 
 
MAGICAL GIRL LYRICAL NANOHA: NANOHA TAKAMACHI "EXCELION 
MODE" REAL ACTION HERO 
From Medicom Toy. This Real Action hero (RAH) figure of Nanoha features 3 
kinds of expressions and 2 interchangeable forelocks, a removable jacket, effect 
parts to transform her to excelion mode, new parts for her legs and body to 
facilitate smooth movement, and a movable figure stand! (STK634248) 
Scheduled to ship in October 2014.  (4239/MEDRAH652) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia. 
Figure $359.99 
 
MAGI: THE LABYRINTH OF MAGIC — MORGIANA GEM PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse. Based on the legendary Arabian Nights, Magi: The Labyrinth 
of Magic follows the adventures of Aladdin as he explores the world — and 
uncovers his destiny — in the company of his friends. The red-headed, red-eyed 
Morgiana is recreated in this gorgeous figure, which stands approximately 8" tall! 



(STK634970) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (1903/815478) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $124.99 
 
NAKAIMO PVC FIGURES 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. In the anime series Kono Naka ni Hitori, 
Imouto ga Iru! (Nakaimo — My Sister is Among Them! in English), Shoujo 
transfers to a private school where he tries to secretly bond with his long-lost 
sister. Good Smile recreates three of the characters from the series — first year 
student council vice president Rinka Kunitachi, cosplay cafe waitress Mei 
Sagara, and student council president Mana Tendou — in 1/8-scale at roughly 7 
1/2" tall. Collect all three, then display them together as a treat for any fan of the 
series! (STK634306) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (6817) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
RINKA KUNITACHI (4571245294418)—PVC Figure $129.99 
MEI SAGARA (4571245294432)—PVC Figure $134.99 
MANA TENDOU (4571245294425)—PVC Figure $134.99 
 
SAMURAI GIRLS: SEN TOKUGAWA 1/8-SCALE PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. The graceful and elegant samurai 
princess! From the anime series Hyakka Ryouran: Samurai Bride comes a 1/8-
scale figure of the Buou School Council Vice-President, Sen Tokugawa! She is 
posed with her skirt rolled up as she lifts her shirt, inviting onlookers to get closer 
with a sexy pose. Bring her home and enjoy her impressive bust and full thighs 
whenever you please — nobody will be able to resist the allure of the confident 
Sen! (STK634966) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817/4562357653927) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $144.99 
 
SOUL EATER: MAKA ALBARN P.P.P. PVC FIGURE 
From Medicom Toy. Introducing Medicom Toy's new scale PVC line: Perfect 
Posing Products! Weapon meister Maka Albarn, who is marked by twin tail and 
black suit, is faithfully reproduced as this painted, 1/8th-scale PVC figure, 
brandishing her scythe partner "Soul Eater"! Displaying both cuteness and 
courage in her face, every part is sculpted in extreme detail, from her huge 
scythe, to her faithfully reproduced coat and hair, to the smooth and powerful 
lines of her line. Sculpted and paint-mastered by Hiroshi from Sakura Zensen, 
who have previously created fan-favorite collectibles! (STK636515) Scheduled to 
ship in September 2014.  (4239/4530956510019) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available 
in Asia. 
PVC Figure $119.99 
 
STRIKE WITCHES 2: LYNETTE BISHOP PVC FIGURE 
From Alter. In an alternate history where World War II is an alien invasion and 
human witches turn into airplanes to fight them, the Strike Witches are 
humanity's last line of defense. Measuring approximately 9", this 1/8-scale figure 



of the sharpshooting witch from the 501st Joint Fighter Wing is shown in a 
dynamic action pose! (STK634957) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  
(3145/4560228203462) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $139.99 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: SILICA PVC FIGURE 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. The Beastmaster, "Dragon Tamer Silica"! 
From the popular anime series Sword Art Online comes a figure of the 
Beastmaster, Silica! She is posed holding a dagger in her one hand with her 
tamed Feathery Dragon, "Pina" clinging to her other arm. Pina herself is placed 
in a dynamic pose that really brings the figure together! Be sure to display them 
together with the previously announced Asuna figure to bring out even more of 
the SAO world! (STK634344) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(6817/4571245294555) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $139.99 
 
SWORD ART ONLINE: SUGUHA KIRIGAYA PVC FIGURE 
From Penguin Parade/Good Smile Company. The gentle little sister, always 
thinking of her brother. From the anime series Sword Art Online comes a 1/8-
scale figure of the main character's younger sister, Suguha Kirigaya! She has a 
loving expression and innocent appearance which is contrasted by the rather 
sexy outfit and pose she is posed in. Her loose pajamas show off her impressive 
bust and style — ready to capture your heart! (STK634965) Scheduled to ship in 
July 2014.  (6817/4562357653989) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $144.99 
 
CLASSIC ANIME 
 
GETTER ROBO DYNAMIC CHANGE FIGURES 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. Transformable Getter Machines from the 
classic Getter Robo! From the classic super robot series Getter Robo comes a 
set of the Getter Machines that can all transform just like in the series! The red 
Eagle, the white Jaguar and the yellow Boar are all included, and can be 
combined together to recreate Getter-1, Getter-2 and Getter-3! They're small 
enough to fit in the palm of your hand, but still fitted with loads of joints for all 
kinds of unique poses! (STK634489) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(6817/4571245295026) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $139.99 
 
GETTER ROBO G: DYNAMIC CHANGE FIGURES 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. The long awaited transformable robots 
from the Getter Robo sequel! From the classic super robot series Getter Robo G 



comes a set of transformable Getter Robos similar to those previously released 
from the first season! The set includes Dragon, Liger and Poseidon and each can 
be transformed and connected together to form "Star Dragon", "Star Arrow" and 
"Star Poseidon"! They're small enough to fit in the palm of your hand, but still 
amazingly detailed and easily transformable! A must-have for all Getter Robo 
fans! (STK634488) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817/4571245295019) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $139.99 
 
GRANZORT MUSHA METAL VARIABLE ACTION FIGURE 
From Megahouse. The latest addition from the fan-favorite anime Ryu Knight 
stands 5 1/2" tall and features all of the versatility that the variable action figure 
line is renowned for! (STK634978) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1903/816529) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $124.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BRAVE-GOUKIN 40: GRENDIZER FIGURE 
From CM's Corporation! The Grendizer body stands approximately 8" tall, while 
Supeiza measures approximately 15" wide, including the wing! Features include 
generous articulation for a wide range of motion; a Spin Saucer with two different 
shapes and a drill emerges from the saucer; Screw Crusher punch action; a 
small Duke Fleed figure in cockpit; and more! (STK616247) Available Now!  
(2016/4571159654674) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Figure $399.99 
 
DC HEROES 
 
DC COMICS VARIANT PLAY ARTS ~KAI~ ACTION FIGURES WAVE 4 
From Square Enix. Befitting of his characteristic as the super hero of all things 
aquatic, Aquaman's beautifully streamlined body and paintwork of scale-
embellished gold and metallic green show off his submarine powers. Aquaman's 
weapon, his trident, is recreated in great detail as well, boasting a substantial 
size and strength. The artificial left hand, possessing the powers of the Lady of 
the Lake, can be interchanged; and with additional water effect parts, you can 
recreate dynamic action scenes. The 10 5/8" tall figure includes display stand 
and interchangeable hand parts. (STK635616) Scheduled to ship in August 
2014.  (1089/662248814445) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Figure $99.99 
 
DC HEROES SOFUBI FIGURES WAVE 2 
From Bear Model/Medicom Toy! The new DC Comics soft vinyl project continues 
with two new figures, these ones from the pages of Superman! Superman and 



his twisted clone Bizarro feature master molds from Bear Model and paint 
designs by Frenzy for a new look for these classic characters. These figures 
stand 9 3/4" tall and come with a header package inside an American toy box 
package to remind you of the old days! (STK636083) Scheduled to ship in July 
2014.  (4239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
SUPERMAN—Soft Vinyl $79.99 
BIZARRO—Soft Vinyl $79.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO FIGURINE COLLECTION #13: DALEK SUPREME 
From Eaglemoss/Underground Toys! Celebrate 50 years of the Doctor and his 
greatest monsters with a unique figurine collection based on the world's longest-
running Sci-Fi television series! Cast in a specially formulated metallic resin and 
painted by hand, every figurine in the collection is sculpted with incredible care 
and attention to detail. This sculpt is refined in consultation with the BBC's Doctor 
Who team before it is finally approved. The factory scales the digital files to 
exactly 1:21-scale and uses them to make precision tools. Continue your 
collection with the the Dalek Supreme from "The Stolen Earth" (#13). 
(STK635988) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01356) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $20.00 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE OTHER DOCTOR FROM "THE DAY OF THE DOCTOR" 
5-INCH FIGURE 
From Underground Toys. Portrayed by legendary actor John Hurt, the War 
Doctor is the Doctor's dark chapter, an hitherto unknown incarnation whose 
existence he has spent centuries repressing, a secret he wants no one to know. 
He is a relic of the past, part of the great Time War, when he spent centuries 
fighting alongside his fellow Time Lords against the Daleks and made the final 
decision to end it with a desperate act that forced that incarnation to renounce 
the name "Doctor." The haunted and battle-worn War Doctor is finally forgiven 
after helping find a new solution to end the war. Seen in "The Day of the Doctor," 
Doctor Who's 50th-anniversary episode, this 5" tall figure comes with sonic 
screwdriver, the Moment, and an alternate eighth Doctor head. (STK635984) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/05227) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $29.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: "HIDE" CALIBURN HOUSE PLAYSET 
From Underground Toys. This exclusive set is based on the Doctor Who Series 7 
episode "Hide". The Doctor, Holographic Clara and "Dematerialising" TARDIS! 
All exclusive to this set, the figures and TARDIS are a brilliant tribute to the 
episode as well as a perfect addition to the Doctor Who Series 7 figures. The 
Doctor and Clara arrive at a haunted mansion (Caliburn House) which stands 
alone on a desolate moor. Here they encounter the legendary ghost hunter 



Professor Alec Palmer and his gifted psychic assistant, Emma Grayling. Palmer 
is trying to contact a fabled spirit that haunts the house — the Witch of the Well. 
Much to Clara's apprehension, The Doctor can't help but offer their assistance! 
(STK635986) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/05225) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $54.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: CLASSIC DALEK COLLECTOR SET #2 
From Underground Toys. This set includes three Daleks from three classic 
episodes! The second in the series of collectors Dalek 3-packs brings you only 
the very best that Skaro has to offer. This great pack includes a Saucer Pilot 
Dalek from 1964's "The Dalek Invasion of Earth," an Emperor's Guard Dalek from 
1967's "The Evil of the Daleks," and Supreme Dalek from 1972's " The Day of the 
Daleks." All three Daleks are part of the Doctor Who classic toy line and are 
available in limited quantities as part of this great collectors set. (STK636010) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/03285) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure Set $53.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: CYBERMAN "AGE OF STEEL" FIGURE SET 
From Underground Toys. Explore the long history of the Cybermen, the other 
great nemesis of the Doctor, with the "Age of Steel" set. This fantastic set 
collects 3 of their steely "upgrades" from the early adventures of the Doctor — a 
Cyberman figure each from "The Tenth Planet" (their first apperance), "Tomb of 
the Cybermen," and "The Invasion." (STK636011) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (6808/03327) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $53.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: BRITISH ICON 12-INCH DALEK 
From Underground Toys. This ultimate Doctor Who collectable 12-inch Dalek has 
been produced exclusively for Doctor Who’s 50th anniversary year. Beautifully 
displayed in the Union Flag, it celebrates the Daleks as a British icon and is ideal 
gift for all Doctor Who fans. This limited 50th anniversary edition free-wheeling 
Dalek features poseable arm, head and eye. Also includes 8 Dalek phrases with 
lights and sound FX. Requires 4 AA Batteries. For ages 5 years and over. 
(STK636014) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/04748) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $109.99 
 
MR POTATO HEAD: DOCTOR WHO: THE 10TH DOCTOR 
From Underground Toys. Hop in the TARDIS with Mr. Potato Head as he pays 
homage to the last known survivor of "Galli-Fry", Doctor Who in his light-hearted 
Tenth incarnation! This is a big ball of wibbly wobbly… timey wimey… mashed 
potato stuff! (STK636019) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01253) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 



Figure $29.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: CHARACTER BUILDING MICRO-FIGURES IN DISPLAY 
BRIX 
From Underground Toys. Collect, build, and now display your Doctor Who micro-
figure collection with Character Building Micro-figure Display Brix. There are 12 
highly detailed and fully articulated Doctor Who micro-figures to collect featuring 
key characters from the hit TV show. Each constructable Doctor Who micro-
figure is sealed within a large building brick so you never know which character 
you are going to get! Simply construct your micro-figure and place it inside the 
transparent Display Brix for all your friends to see or build amazing towers and 
huge displays of micro-figures by stacking the Display Brix on top of each other. 
(STK635993) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/05174) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mini Figure $4.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: 50TH-ANNIVERSARY DOCTOR SILHOUETTE WRISTBANDS 
From Underground Toys. These Doctor Who 50th anniversary rubber wristbands 
are the perfect accessory for any Doctor Who fan! These wristbands feature 
silhouettes of all eleven Doctors. Available in Silver or Blue/White. (STK635994) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01429) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Wristband $7.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: 50TH ANNIVERSARY LARGE TOTE BAGS 
(A) Anthony Dry 
From Underground Toys. These handy Doctor Who Tote Bags feature a cool 
Doctor Who 50th anniversary design on both sides. Tote bags measure 12” (w) x 
14” (h) x 4” (g) handle (approx), handle 22”. Both totebags feature an image of 
the three Doctors from the anniversary special "The Day of the Doctor"; the 
Anthony Dry tote has an art background, while the Hexagon tote has a hexagon-
shaped background. (STK636002) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TOTE BAG (DW01425)—Tote Bag $13.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: BAD WOLF/I AM THE TARDIS IPHONE CASES 
From Underground Toys. These stylish Doctor Who hard covers are designed for 
the iPhone 4 or 5. Durable and secure they simply slip on for easy use with a firm 
fit for effective grip and protection without bulk. These cases are fitted and you 
still have access to all touch controls and the dock connector. (STK636022) 
Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
IPHONE 4 CASE (DW00682)—iPhone Case $17.99 
IPHONE 5 CASE (DW00683)—iPhone Case $17.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: LANYARDS (WITH 2-D CHARM) 



(A) Anthony Dry 
From Underground Toys. The perfect accessory for Doctor Who fans, these cool 
Doctor Who lanyards are ideal for holding onto ID cards or passes at work, 
college, and conventions . With their countless practicalities, these lanyards are 
quite simply the second best form of neckwear after bowties! Choose from 
Anthony Dry 50th-Anniversary, Don't Blink, or Chrome Logo designs. 
(STK636007) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/DW01428) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Lanyard $7.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE WAR DOCTOR'S SONIC SCREWDRIVER (FROM "DAY 
OF THE DOCTOR") 
From Underground Toys. The War Doctor is the Doctor's lost incarnation, 
chapter, the warrior who fought to save time and space from the Daleks during 
the Time War. Wielded by John Hurt, the War Doctor, in "The Day of the Doctor," 
this recreation of his sonic screwdriver includes sound and light FX. Note: when 
fighting Elizabethan guards, the War Doctor's Sonic Screwdriver will not build a 
cabinet at them. (STK636016) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (6808/05152) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Replica $37.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: ELEVENTH DOCTOR DIE-CAST SONIC SCREWDRIVER 
From Underground Toys. This perfectly detailed metallic screwdriver is based on 
the 11th Doctor's Sonic Screwdriver, the only difference is that this screwdriver is 
best used for DIY and not to save the Universe. When in use the screwdriver 
lights up and makes sounds, just like the Doctor's. Three tips are included for 
large, medium and small screws. Each tip is reversible with Phillips and Flat-
Head ends. While not in use, there is a nifty chamber in the screwdrivers base for 
top storage. (STK424726) Available Now!  (6808/DW-1001) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Screwdriver $39.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: SONIC SCREWDRIVER INK PEN 
From Underground Toys. Based on the Doctor's trusted Sonic Screwdriver, this 
nifty gadget is a top quality executive pen. An essential kit for time travelling 
escapades or general desk work, this Sonic Screwdriver Pen comes complete 
with both black and green ink cartridges. (STK424721) Available Now!  
(6808/DW-1012) (AUG101679) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pen $32.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO MUGS 
From Underground Toys. Enjoy your morning tea or coffee with these Doctor 
Who mugs! Choose from the 3-dimensional Dalek mug or the TARDIS mug! 



(STK611518) Available Now!  (6808) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
DALEK (DR237)—Mug $26.99 
TARDIS (DR155) $9.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: DALEK TALKING MONEY BANK 
From Underground Toys. Ideal for any Doctor Who fan, the talking Dalek money 
bank will keep your money safe by threatening to exterminate any who dare to 
cross it! A selection of Dalek phrases play when you deposit your coins. 
(STK525217) Available Now!  (6808/DR186) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Bank $39.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: PROJECTION ALARM CLOCK 
From Underground Toys. These Doctor Who projection alarm clocks project the 
time and the Doctor Who logo onto your ceiling via a projector hole situated on 
the back and when the alarm goes of the light flashes! Choose from TARDIS or 
Dalek clocks. (STK523123) Available Now!  (6808) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
TARDIS (DR190)—Alarm Clock $49.99 
DALEK (DR105)—Alarm Clock $52.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: TARDIS SMART SAFE 
From Underground Toys. Lock your valuables away inside a special TARDIS-
shaped safe, then download an app to your smartphone to program the safe and 
unlock the door! When unlocked, the TARDIS' light flashes, too! (STK467871) 
Available Now!  (6808/DR181) (C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Safe $64.99 
 
O/A DOCTOR WHO: THE TENTH DOCTOR'S FOB WATCH 
From Underground Toys. On the run from the Family of Blood, the Doctor used 
the Chameleon Arch to transform himself from a Time Lord to a plain, ordinary 
human, storing his Time Lord essence in a fob watch. This Fob Watch Replica 
recreates the watch the Doctor used to store his essense in Doctor Who's third 
season episodes, "Human Nature" and "The Family of Blood." This fully-working 
fob watch has detailed engraving on the case and features speech, light and 
sound effects, and a watch chain. (STK370818) Available Now!  (6808/02680) 
(C: 1-0-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Replica $49.99 
 
FINAL FANTASY 
 
FINAL FANTASY MINI MASCOT PLUSHES 



From Square Enix. Final Fantasy's beloved critters, Chocobo, Moogle, Cactuar 
and Tonberry, now in palmtop-size plushies! With the attached strap, these 
mascots can be hooked on to your backpacks or purses. Take your little monster 
for a walk, wherever you go! (STK635635) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1089/662248814940) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Plush $14.99 
 
FINAL FANTASY X HD REMASTER ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK BLU-RAY 
From Square Enix. This soundtrack collection features all of the music from the 
HD Remaster version of the 2001 hit video game, Final Fantasy X.  By utilizing 
the new Blu-ray Disc Music media, listeners can enjoy not only high-quality 
96khz / 24bit audio, but also stunning graphics and various concept art at the 
same time. Included in the album are over 60 songs newly arranged by Masashi 
Hamauzu, Junya Nakano, Tsutomu Narita, Hirosato Noda, and Ryo Yamazaki 
(all other songs are in their original version). We've also added 10 bonus tracks 
that feature music and footage from the franchise's first ever sequel, Final 
Fantasy X-2, for a total of over 100 songs! (STK635629) Scheduled to ship in 
May 2014.  (1089/4988601463812) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
Western Hemisphere. 
Blu-Ray $59.99 
 
LIGHTNING RETURNS: FINAL FANTASY XIII BUSINESS CARD CASE 
From Square Enix. Hold your business cards in this Lightning Returns: Final 
Fantasy XIII holder! (STK635630) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1089/662248814612) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Business Card Case $34.99 
 
FINAL FANTASY X HD REMASTER WALL SCROLLS 
From Square Enix. Decorate your walls with these wall scrolls based on Square-
Enix's Final Fantasy X HD Remaster and Final Fantasy X-2! They measure 30" 
by 41" and feature artwork from the games. Choose from Tidus, Yuna, or Final 
Fantasy X-2. (STK635631) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(1089/662248814513) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Wall Scroll $23.99 
 
GUNDAM 
 
FW GUNDAM CONVERGE EX02 TRADING FIGURES 
From Bandai Shokugan. Bandai Shokugan is proud to introduce the 2nd 
installment of EX version of FW Gundam Converge series! The figures are 
approx 2 1/4" tall with a uniquely deformed look while retaining their stylish 
proportion. This installment features a gorgeous color version of the massive Full 
Armor Unicorn Gundam, as well as a special display stand. (STK635658) 



Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (1832/85368) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Trading Figure $25.00 
 
MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE 
 
IRON MAN 3: MK.XLII "PRODIGAL SON" SUPER ALLOY 1/4-SCALE FIGURE 
From Play Imaginative. Standing roughly 18" tall and developed from the CGI 
models used by Marvel Studios for Iron Man 3, Play Interactive's 1/4-Scale Iron 
Man Mk. 42 Super Alloy Collectible Figure is one of the most detailed and 
advanced Iron Man figures on the market! Boasting showroom metallic paints 
and polished metal with protective coating, this figurine has more than 50 points 
of articulation, articulated flaps and weapons systems on suit, spring-loaded 
shoulder pad articulation, and die-cast metal torso, underwear, legs and arms. 
The figure comes with interchangeable heads and hands, a replaceable chest, 
LED lights in multiple locations, a semi die-cast stand, and foldable backdrop. 
Packaging designed by Marvel Comics' Adi Granov. (STK635671) Scheduled to 
ship in November 2014.  (6836/SAMV04IM42N) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
IRON MAN 3: MK.XLVIII "HEARTBREAKER" SUPER ALLOY 1:4 SCALE 
FIGURE 
From Play Imaginative. Seen in Iron Man 3, the Heartbreaker suit was one of 
Tony Stark's most advanced Iron Man designs. Play Interactive recreates the 
powerful armor with their new 1/4-scale Iron Man 3: Mk. XLVIII "Heartbreaker" 
Super Alloy Figure. Standing 18" tall, it was developed using the CGI models 
created by Marvel Studios for the blockbuster film. (STK635666) Scheduled to 
ship in November 2014.  (6836/SAMV04IM17N) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
IRON MAN 3: MK.XXXVIII "IGOR" SUPER ALLOY 1:12 SCALE FIGURE 
From Play Imaginative. The most physically powerful Iron Man suit ever created, 
Tony Stark's Mk. XXXVIII "Igor" was seen in Marvel Studios' blockbuster film Iron 
Man 3. Recreated by Play Interactive, this 1/12-scale recreation stands 8 1/2" tall 
and was developed using Marvel Studios' CGI files. (STK635668) Scheduled to 
ship in November 2014.  (6836/SAM12IM38N) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
IRON MAN 2: ASSAULT DRONE SUPER ALLOY 1:12-SCALE FIGURES 
From Play Imaginative. From Marvel Studios' blockbuster film Iron Man 2 come 
four new 1/12-scale super alloy figures of Ivan Vanko's Assault Drones. Based 
on the CGI files created by Marvel Studios, these figures of the Air Assault 
Drone, the Ground Assault Drone, the Sea Assault Drone, and the Tactical 



Assault Drone all stand roughly 6 1/2" tall. (STK635664) Scheduled to ship in 
November 2014.  (6836/SAMV12DR01N) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure PI  
 
METAL GEAR SOLID 
 
METAL GEAR SOLID V: GROUND ZEROES PLAY ARTS ~KAI~: SNAKE 
From Square Enix. From the hotly anticipated upcoming addition to the legendary 
Metal Gear Solid franchise, Metal Gear Solid V: Ground Zeroes, it's Snake 
joining the Play Arts ~KAI~ action figure line! Beginning with this product line, 
Square Enix implements new joint structures, enabling smooth articulation at the 
elbows and knees. Also, the neck and ankles, as well as the shoulders, which 
have a more natural look, use a flexible resin to ensure a wider range of motion. 
His extremely fit body line and the recreation of the texture on his muscles exude 
a sense of tension and resilience, unique to Snake. The knife, rifle, and handgun, 
all originally designed, are recreated in extreme detail, and his head, complete 
with the facial expression recreated from the CG rendering from MGS V, can be 
interchanged with a piece that shows him with his scope on. This figure is 
complete with the smoothness of its appearance and the wide range of 
motion.The figure comes with interchangeable head, hands, weapons parts, and 
display stand. (STK634346) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(1089/662248813585) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the Western 
Hemisphere. 
Figure $99.99 
 
NARUTO 
 
NARUTO SHIPPUDEN: SASUKE GEM PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse. Sasuke Uchiha from the fan-favorite anime Naruto Shippuden 
prepares to unsheathe his blade in this stunning figure that stands nearly 9 1/2" 
tall! (STK634972) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1903/815003) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $119.99 
 
NARUTO NINJA WARS PETIT CHARA LAND FIGURES 
From Megahouse.  The Naruto: Ninja Wars Petit Chara Collection features blind-
boxed figures of Neji, Kakashi, Orochimaru, Madara, Naruto, and Sasuke, each 
standing just over 2" tall! Collect them all! Blind mystery box packaging. 
(STK634973) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1903/815980) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Mini Figure $10.99 
 
NENDOROIDS 
 
ANIMAL CROSSING: SHIZUE NENDOROID "WINTER VERSION" 



From Good Smile Company. Your very own personal secretary is back in her 
Winter uniform! From the popular 3DS game Animal Crossing: New Leaf comes 
another version of Nendoroid Shizue, this time wearing her long sleeved outfit 
from the Autumn and Winter months! She comes with both a cute smiling 
expression and an "ahem" expression — which can be combined with the 
included effect parts to recreate the adorable pause menus! She also includes 
arm parts that can be used with the previously released "Nendoroid Shizue," 
giving you even more options when displaying the two seasons together! 
(STK634621) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571368443663) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
ATTACK ON TITAN LEVI NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. From the popular anime series Attack on Titan 
comes the fourth character to join the Nendoroid series — mankind's strongest 
solider, Levi! He comes with three expressions including his standard expression, 
a combat expression and a condescending expression. Just like Eren and 
Mikasa, he also comes with his Vertical Maneuvering Equipment and dual blades 
to be posed in action — but also comes with reverse backhand grip parts and 
maneuvering parts specially suited to his unique fighting style! His Scouting 
Legion cape is also of course included. You can also pose him together with the 
previously announced Nendoroid Eren Yeager to recreate the famous 
interrogation scene from the series, as well as with the other characters from the 
series to fully recreate the Attack on Titan universe in Nendoroid size! 
(STK636352) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4571368443731) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $59.99 
 
BAKEMONOGATARI: SURUGA KANBARU NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. The third character to join the Bakemonogatari 
Nendoroid series! From the popular anime series Bakemonogatari comes a 
Nendoroid of Suruga Kanbaru! Optional parts include one of the key items from 
Kanbaru's story, the "Devil's Paw" as well as a basketball to show her off as the 
ace of the Basketball Club! An entranced expression, a number of books and 
sitting parts are also included to pose her absorbed in her reading — all sorts of 
parts allowing you to recreate various scenes from the series! Be sure to display 
her with the other figures in the series to fully recreate the Bakemonogatari 
universe! (STK634293) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571368443632) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
DAY BREAK ILLUSION: AKARI TAIYO NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. The girl chosen by "The Sun" Tarot card. From the 
anime series Day Break Illusion (aka Genei wo Kakeru Taiyou) comes a 
Nendoroid of the character who holds the power of The Sun's elemental tarot, 



Akari Taiyo! She comes with an alternate expression as well as exchangeable 
hair parts allowing you to pose her in either her standard or transformed forms. 
Optional parts include her tarot card as well as her weapon, the rapier, allowing 
you to recreate combat scenes from the series, too! (STK634622) Scheduled to 
ship in July 2014.  (6817/4571368443687) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $59.99 
 
FANTASISTA DOLL: UZUME UNO NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. "Reveal your true form to me now!" From the anime 
series Fantasista Doll comes a Nendoroid of Uzume Uno, the main character 
who makes contracts with the "Fantasista Dolls" summoned from cards. She 
comes with three expressions: a smiling face, upset face and kissing expression 
based on the ending theme's illustrations. She also comes with parts to recreate 
the famous drum roll scene from the series! (STK636047) Scheduled to ship in 
June 2014.  (6817/4571368443717) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
FATE/EXTRA CCC: SABER BRIDE NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. "I shall now confess — I truly love thee!" From the 
popular game Fate/EXTRA CCC comes a Nendoroid of Saber Bride. She comes 
with three expressions, including a smiling expression, a sideways glancing 
expression and even a special expression illustrated by wadarco, the game's 
character designer, for a more chibi looking Saber! Her sword, "Aestus Estus: 
The Embryonic Flame" is also included, allowing for various different poses for 
fans to enjoy! (STK634979) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  
(6817/4571368443670) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
PERSONA 3: AEGIS NENDOROID "P3 EDITION' 
From Good Smile Company. 7th Generation Anti-Shadow Suppression Android: 
Nendoroid form complete. From the popular RPG Persona 3 comes a Nendoroid 
of Aegis! She comes with three different expressions including her standard 
expression, an upset expression and a smiling expression. A number of weapon 
parts seen in the series are all included as optional parts, and she is also fully 
articulated to recreate all your favorite action poses from the series! The 
"Charred Screw", a key item to Aegis, is also included. (STK634309) Scheduled 
to ship in June 2014.  (6817/4571368443656) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
SUPER MARIO LUIGI NENDOROID 
From Good Smile Company. In commemoration of "The Year of Luigi" comes a 
Nendoroid of Luigi from Super Mario! He comes with three expressions including 



his standard expression, a smiling expression and even a surprised expression - 
allowing you to display Luigi in all sorts of poses! He also comes with dash and 
jumping effect parts, as well as a pipe to bring out the atmosphere of the game! 
Two of the classic Super Mario enemies, the Goomba and Bullet Bill, are both 
included allowing for various classic scenes from the game to be recreated! 
(STK636354) Scheduled to ship in August 2014.  (6817/4571368443748) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Nendoroid $54.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A STRIKE WITCHES 2: YOSHIKA MIYAFUJI NENDOROID 
From Phat! Company/Good Smile Company! Taking off with updated equipment! 
From Strike Witches 2 comes a new Nendoroid of the highly requested Yoshika 
Miyafuji, using the new Nendoroid specifications from #300! She is the same cute 
Yoshika as before, but the overall Nendoroid design and coloring of her guns 
have been reworked. Her Striker Unit is the new "Shinden" unit that featured in 
the later episodes of the series as well as in the movie and she also comes with 
the Zero-Type 22 Aircraft Cannon. The propellers can be swapped out with the 
previous version for even more play value, and of course her dog ears and tail 
are included as before! (STK618956) Available Now!  (6817/4560308571207) 
(C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Nendoroid $64.99 
 
NINTENDO 
 
O/A LEGEND OF ZELDA: SKYWARD SWORD — LINK FIGMA 
From Good Smile Company. From the popular video game series' newest 
addition, The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword, comes a figma of the main 
character of the series, Link! Using the smooth yet poseable joints of figma, you 
can act out a variety of different scenes. A flexible plastic is used for important 
areas, allowing proportions to be kept without compromising posability. The 
Master Sword as well as the Hylian Shield are both included. A poseable figma 
stand is included, which allows various poses to be taken. (STK519610) 
Available Now!  (6817/4545784062432) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Figma $54.99 
 
O/A METROID: OTHER M — SAMUS ARAN FIGMA 
From Good Smile Company. From METROID: Other M, the newest addition to 
Nintendo's popular Metroid series, comes a figma of the main character, Samus 
Aran! A flexible plastic is used which allows proportions to be kept without 
compromising posability. Various extras are included, such as the popular 
"Morph Ball," two different beam effects, and a different part to pose her shooting 
missiles. She comes five different hand parts for her left hand, including an open 
hand, a gripped close hand and the famous "thumbs-up" hand. A poseable figma 



stand is included, which allows various poses to be taken. (STK519604) 
Available Now!  (6817/4545784062210) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Figma $54.99 
 
O/A METROID: OTHER M — SAMUS ARUN "ZERO SUIT" PVC FIGURE 
From Max Factory/Good Smile Company. From the latest game in the Metroid 
series, METROID: Other M, comes a 1/8-scale of the series protagonist, Samus 
Aran, showing off her beautiful face while wearing her Zero Suit, the outfit she 
wears while out on missions. She looks as cool and calm as ever as she holds 
her gun in her right hand, ready to take on anything that comes her way. The 
Baby Metroid that plays an important role in the story is also included along with 
Samus. It's a figure that really brings out the atmosphere of the Metroid world for 
fans to enjoy! (STK519611) Available Now!  (6817/4545784041420) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Figure $114.99 
 
PEANUTS 
 
PEANUTS VINTAGE VINYL COLLECTIBLE DOLLS 
(A) Charles M. Schulz 
From Medicom Toy. Medicom pays tribute to over 60 years of Charles Schulz's 
Peanuts with a new series of Vinyl Collectible Dolls that recreate the characters 
from the beloved comic strip as they originally appeared in the 1950s! Charlie 
Brown wears his red striped polo shirt and stands 8 1/2" tall. Snoopy is ready to 
play at 5" tall. Lucy wears her yellow dress and matching hat for an 8 1/2" tall 
figure. Finally, Linus clutches his security blanket for an 8 1/2" tall figure. Collect 
all four! (STK634490) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (4239/4530956212111) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Asia. 
Vinyl Collectible Doll $89.99 
 
PEANUTS 2-D PLUSH CUSHIONS 
From Medicom Toy. From Charles Schulz's beloved comic strip Peanuts come 
three new cuddly plushes! Choose from Charlie Brown, Linus, or Lucy. 
(STK634494) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (4239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not 
available in Asia. 
Plush $64.99 
 
QUEEN'S BLADE 
 
QUEEN'S BLADE REBELLION: TOMOE EX MODEL PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse. When it appears that the once noble Queen Claudette's ways 
have turned to oppression and heretical persecution, it's up to a new generation 
of warriors to step up to the plate armor to bear arms and bare their naked fury in 
open rebellion! Kneeling and bound at the wrists, this dramatic figure of the 
Sword Saint Priestess measures just under 6" tall! (STK634977) Scheduled to 



ship in June 2014.  (1903/714443) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
MATURE THEMES 
PVC Figure $179.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A QUEENS BLADE: P-11 ASSASSIN IRMA EX MODEL PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse Corporation. Irma, who the fans have been awaiting for so 
long, is finally going to join the Excellent Model CORE Queen's Blade series for 
its 8th anniversary. The charm of the character that Hirotaka Akaga created is 
faithfully replicated under the hands of color fantasista Tc and new model 
sculptor Roin — his first work in this business.With the combination of her sharp 
facial expression and dark skin, sexy bodyline, and detailed costume, this is an 
excellent product for all Queen's Blade fans. Window box packaging. 
(STK612349) Available Now!  (1903/71411) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
MATURE THEMES$124.99 
 
REVOLTECH 
 
O/A REVOLTECH YAMAGUCHI #140: METAL GEAR RISING: 
REVENGEANCE — RAIDEN ACTION FIGURE 
From Kaiyodo! Raiden from Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance stands 5 3/4" tall 
and comes with optional hand, visor, and eyeball parts as well as high-frequency 
blade, knife, arm mounts, leg supporters. The figure features multiple points of 
articulation and a display stand. Window box packaging. (STK626340) Available 
Now!  (4673) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Figure $49.99 
 
O/A SCI-FI REVOLTECH #047: BANE'S TUMBLER VEHICLE 
From Kaiyodo! Based on Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight Rises, the Sci-Fi 
Revoltech #047 recreates the camouflaged Tumbler used by Bane's army to 
terrorize Gotham City. When Gotham’s remaining police force finally mobilizes in 
the hopes of overwhelming the fewer-number thugs, Bane unleashes a handful 
of Tumblers which open fire on the police. The Tumbler measures 5 1/2" long 
and includes a Batman figure, flame exhaust, clear V stand, and nameplate. 
(STK626341) Available Now!  (4673) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $49.99 
 
O/A REVOLTECH YAMAGUCHI: EVANGELION ACTION FIGURES 
From Kaiyodo! From Evangelion 3.0: You Can (Not) Redo comes this pair of 7" 
tall figures of the massive EVAs. Choose from: Evangelion Type-09 with a large, 
red eyes molded in clear plastic, an adjustable head, a large scythe, variant and 



optional effect parts, and ribonucleic container; or Evangelion Type-08 Beta, 
standing just over 6" tall, with variant hands, handgun, rifle, defense unit, AT 
field, and defense unit auxiliary rod. Each figure features over 20 points of 
articulation and includes a display stand. Window box packaging. (STK623991) 
Available Now!  (4673) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
#138: EVANGELION TYPE-09 (4537807010926)—Revoltech $49.99 
#139: EVANGELION TYPE-08 BETA (4537807010919) $49.99 
 
SOFUBI 
 
KAIJU BOOSKA SOFUBI 
From Marmit X Medicom Toy. From the famous children's comedy series Booska 
comes the friendly Kaiju Booska, standing 9" tall! (STK634284) Scheduled to 
ship in April 2014.  (4239/4530956464473) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $85.00 
 
SPACE KAIJU CHAMEGON SOFUBI 
From Marmit X Medicom Toy. From the famous children's comedy series Booska 
comes Space Kaiju Chamegon (from the series' memorable 26th episode in 
1966), standing 9" tall! (STK634285) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  
(4239/4530956464480) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $85.00 
 
DAI MATSUTAKE-SHISHO SOFUBI "SHIKKOKU VERSION" 
From Sunguts X Medicom Toy. Dai Matsutake-Shisho is a monster of matsutake 
mushroom which appeared in the picture book Kaiden Mame Ningyo (drawn by 
Torli Kiyotsune, published by Bunkyodo in the eighth year of An'ei era). He is 
called the master because he kindly teaches various things of Japan to the 
monsters who come from Kobito Island. (STK634250) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (4239/4530956464411) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $90.00 
 
KARZ WORKS TAILYPO GHOST SOFUBI 
From Karz Works X Medicom Toy! During the eastern frontier period, a hunter 
who lived in the forest cut the tail from an animal which sneaked into his shed, 
then ate it. The following night, the hunter heard a creepy voice saying, "Give me 
my tail back!" The hunter's three brave hunting dogs were beaten up and 
dragged into a swamp. At the end, the hunter was cut to shreds and ripped up. 
(STK634251) Scheduled to ship in April 2014.  (4239/4530956464459) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $85.00 
 



MAZINGER Z: KIKAIJYU GORONGO S2 SOFUBI 
From Bear Model X Medicom Toy. The popular machine beast from the classic 
series sports faithful animation coloring and stands a mighty 10" tall! 
(STK634282) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (4239/4530956464404) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $140.00 
 
DYNAMIC HEROES: UFO ROBO GRENDIZER SOFUBI 
From Medicom Toy. The third release in the dynamic new series by genius 
sculptor Abe Toru! (STK634286) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  
(4239/4530956464374) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $155.00 
 
YUSEI MAJIN MOON SOFUBI "CRESCENT VERSION" 
From Cosmo Knight X Medicom Toy. Standing 10" tall, Yusei Majin Moon comes 
with a head inspired by Georges Méliès A Trip to the Moon (complete with a 
spaceship in his eye), vibrant body coloring, and a bullet train in one hand! 
(STK634281) Scheduled to ship in May 2014.  (4239/4530956464428) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Soft Vinyl $290.00 
 
THREEA 
 
ADVENTURE KARTEL: DEAD COSMONAUT GOLOVOREZ FIGURE 
(A) Ashley Wood 
From threeA! Previously released in a version exclusive to Bambaland.com, this 
sought-after figure is now available worldwide! Standing approximately 12 1/2" 
tall (1/6-scale) when fully suited up, the figure comes with: a removable outer 
space suit and space helmet; a zip-up under-suit beneath the main space suit; 
and illuminated LED Helmet with tinted, slide down front visor, a two-tone 
communications head cap (aka "Snoopy cap") that is worn underneath the main 
helmet; 2 Pistols and corresponding holsters; and 3 hoses that connect to the 
front control panel, backpack, and oxygen tank. (STK628406) Scheduled to ship 
in July 2014.  (2026/AK-DCG) (C: 0-1-2) 
Figure $160.00 
 
METAL GEAR RAY FIG 
From ThreeZero. This spectacular ABS/PC/PVC figure of the mecha from the 
Metal Gear series boasts: a wingspan of approximately 38.6"; stands 
approximately 16.5 H x 15" W x 17.7" L; fully articulated wings, legs & torso; 
illumination in the eyes & cockpit area; a smoked transparent front shield cover; 
an articulated mouth with highly detailed interior panels; rubberized material 
wrapped around the feet; and an articulated figure base! Requires 3 AG13 Button 
Cell Batteries (not included). (STK636368) Scheduled to ship in October 2014.  
(2026/MGSRAY) (C: 0-1-2) 



Figure $490.00 
 
VIDEO GAMES 
 
DRAGON'S CROWN: ELF EX MODEL PVC FIGURE 
From Megahouse. Atlus' Dragon's Crown is a throwback to the classic side-
scrolling video games of yore. Set in a fantasy world of wizards and dwarves, 
dragons and magic, Dragon's Crown is a dungeon crawl in which a party of 
heroes seek adventure and treasure. Taken from the game, the Elf is from a 
long-lived forest race, adept at archery, and though she looks young she is old 
beyond her years. Standing roughly 8 1/2" tall, this outstanding figure captures 
the game's master archer in action! (STK634967) Scheduled to ship in April 
2014.  (1903/714306) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $169.99 
 
EIYUU*SENKI GOLD: BILLY THE KID PVC FIGURE 
From FREEing/Good Smile Company. "Hyaha! Lemme open up some keyholes 
in ya stomach!" From the popular game Eiyuu*Senki GOLD comes a figure of the 
USA gunner, "Billy the Kid" wearing a micro bikini showing off loads of skin for 
fans to enjoy! Billy the Kid was voted as the most popular character in the 6th 
Eiyuu*Senki character popularity polls, and this figure has captured her energetic 
yet charming personality and looks perfectly! She's posed holding a water pistol 
in a cute yet sexy pose, ready to aim straight at the hearts of all her fans! 
(STK634981) Scheduled to ship in July 2014.  (6817/4571245295033) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
PVC Figure $124.99 
 
THE ELDER SCROLLS SHRINE SERIES: THE SHRINE OF TALOS 
From Gaming Heads. Gaming Heads is proud to present the first in a new line of 
The Elder Scrolls Shrine Series, the Shrine of Talos from The Elder Scrolls V: 
Skyrim. The shrine depicits Talos standing powerfully upon a giant serpent, 
about to deal the death blow. At 1/6-scale, he measures approximately 14" tall, 
including the base. Cast in high quality poly-stone, the statue is hand-finished 
and hand-painted. Working with the official in-game assets has allowed Gaming 
Heads to accurately recreate the Shrine to Talos perfectly in the real world. The 
statue includes deluxe, full-color packaging, a hand numbered base, and a 
Certificate of Authenticity. Limited to 750 pieces worldwide. (STK635648) 
Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (7717/GH015) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $210.00 
 
SONIC DIORAMA COLLECTION: SONIC GENERATIONS 
From First 4 Figures. The Sonic Diorama Collection will celebrate iconic scenes 
from Sonic's amazingly diverse history from unforgettable stages, and historic 
moments from the games themselves. The first in this collection is City Escape, 



originally seen in Sonic Adventure 2, then completely re-imagined in Sonic 
Generations. The scene depicted in this diorama features both Modern Sonic 
and Classic Sonic boarding their way down the streets of the famous city escape 
stage. Modern Sonic is on his snowboard, tearing up the asphalt whilst Classic 
Sonic is launching himself off a ramp on his skateboard. Comes in deluxe full 
color packaging with molded foam interiors, and includes an authenticity card. 
Highly limited to 1000 pieces worldwide only. (STK635660) Scheduled to ship in 
June 2014.  (7717/F4F047) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $325.00 
 
TOMB RAIDER: LARA CROFT "SURVIVOR" STATUE 
From Gaming Heads. Gaming Heads is incredibly proud to present Lara Croft, 
the young archaeologist heroine of 2013's Tomb Raider and an icon in the 
gaming industry for many years. 
Lara set off on her first expedition to find the lost Japanese island of Yamatai, but 
ended up hunted by sadistic islanders after being shipwrecked. Here she is, 
inspired directly by the box art of the game, standing tall atop the mountains of 
Yamatai clutching her signature bow. Lara has been crafted to a 1/4-scale, 
coming in at a total height of 20" including the base. This statue is cast from 
polystone resin, with all the paint and finer detailing finished by hand. The statue 
includes deluxe, full-color packaging, a hand numbered base, and a Certificate of 
Authenticity. (STK636045) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (7717/GH016) (C: 1-
1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Statue $369.00 
 
STREET FIGHTER IV REAL ACTION HERO FIGURES 
From Medicom Toy. For 25 years, Capcom's Street Fighter has been one of 
video gaming's defining works, and five years ago Capcom released the latest 
iteration of the venerable franchise for current generation systems, Street Fighter 
IV. Medicom recreates two of the game's characters with a new release in the 
Real Action Hero (RAH) line of figures — Version 2.0 Chun-Li, updated from her 
2009 release! Her figure stands 12" H with exquisite sculpting, detailed 
costuming, a display stand, multiple faces & hands, and her fireball! 
(STK636518) Scheduled to ship in November 2014.  (4239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Not available in Asia. 
CHUN-LI (VERSION 2.0) (MEDRAH656)—Real Action Hero $269.99 
CAMMY (MEDRAH657)—Real Action Hero $269.99 
 
TAMASHII NATIONS 
 
DRAGONBALL Z: SUPER SAIYAN VEGETA FIGUARTS ZERO 
From Tamashii Nations! The third installment in the popular Figuarts ZERO 
Dragonball series will be Super Saiyan Vegeta. Available only as a Tamashii 
Web shop exclusive in Asia, this item has been made specially available to fans 
in North America. Portrayed executing his "Final Flash" attack during the 



character's violent battle with Cell, this master-crafted sculpt features brilliant 
translucent effects and subtle coloring in the palm areas to portray the powerful 
technique. The smoke around his feet also acts as a special display stand, 
further enhancing the display. No detail has been overlooked, including the 
bulging veins on this determined Saiyan's forehead. The prince would be proud. 
Figure stands 5 1/8" tall. Window box packaging. (STK634059) Scheduled to 
ship in June 2014.  (1832/85609) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $34.99 
 
SAILOR MOON:MOON STICK PROPLICA 
From Tamashii Nations. Tamashii Nations is proud to announce an all new brand 
of high quality merchandise: "Proplica." A fusion of the words "Prop" and 
"Replica," this new category has been garnered from decades of Bandai role-
play category know-how, and employs state-of-the-art manufacturing technology 
to bring realistic prop replicas to even the most discerning collectors. The first 
item in this series will be a faithful 1:1-scale replica of the iconic "Moon Stick" 
from Sailor Moon.  This elegant replica measures slightly over 10", and features 
an accurate portrayal with colorful details and light-up gimmicks. Sound effects 
and vocal recordings (featuring Sailor Moon's original Japanese voice actress, 
Kotono Mitsuishi!) have also been used to further add to the Moon Stick's 
realism, with the attachment and removal of the Silver Crystal activating new 
lines and effects! An exquisite display stand is also included for showing off this 
masterpiece. Be the hero you were born to be, and earn the gratitude of the 
Moon Kingdom.  Requires three LR44 Button Cell Batteries (sold separately). 
(STK634692) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/85610) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Replica $94.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A DESTROYAH S.H.MONSTER ARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! Godzilla's foe from the 1995 film Godzilla Vs. Destroyah 
joins the S.H.MonsterArts series in awesomely terrifying style. Depicted in 
meticulous detail and featuring superior articulation, the 9 7/8" tall 
S.H.MonsterArts Destroyah figure captures the imposing appearance and 
massive form of what is considered by many fans to be Godzilla's ultimate foe! 
Window box packaging. (STK524104) Available Now!  (1832/73669) (C: 1-0-0) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
S.H.Monsterarts $149.99 
 
O/A BURNING GODZILLA S.H.MONSTER ARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The popular form of Godzilla featured in Godzilla vs. 
Destoroyah will join the S.H.MonsterArts sereis in burning form! Expertly crafted 
by Yuji Sakai, the all-new sculpt faithfully depicts this heated-up Godzilla in 
meticulous detail, features enhanced range of movement, and employs clear 



parts to portray Godzilla's overheated core. As a first production limited bonus 
item, two Maser Cannon Tank accessories will be included in the set! Figure 
stands 6 1/8" tall. Window box packaging. (STK517684) Available Now!  
(1832/69746) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
S.H.Monsterarts $86.99 
 
O/A FIRE RODAN S.H.MONSTER ARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! The pterosaur defeated by Godzilla that returned as the 
fire charged Fire Rodan joins the rapidly expanding S.H.MonsterArts series with 
a variety of compatible option parts that you will not want to miss! The figure set 
not only includes effect parts and two display stands for the flight pose and for 
Fire Rodan's breath weapon, but it also includes a special heat breath weapon 
effect parts for the S.H.MonsterArts Godzilla and a special battle-damaged 
(shattered right eye) MechaGodzilla head. Fire Rodan stands 5 1/8" tall with an 8 
1/4" wingspan. Window box packaging. (STK469055) Available Now!  
(1832/73668) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
S.H. Monsterarts $42.99 
 
O/A LITTLE GODZILLA S.H.MONSTERARTS ACTION FIGURE 
Imported from Japan! First seen in Godzilla Vs. Space Godzilla, Little Godzilla 
joins the S.H.MonsterArts line-up! In pursuit of realism, precise detail, and faithful 
proportion, the figure's design was overseen by the actual Little Godzilla suit 
designer, Shinichi Wakasa. The figure also displays superior articulation via 
internal joints and is capable of an extensive variety of action poses. The figure 
set features special crystal parts and display stands for depicting iconic movie 
scenes. (STK465677) Available Now!  (1832/73666) (C: 1-0-0) NOTE: Available 
only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
S.H.Monsterarts $42.99 
 
GODZILLA VS. MOTHRA: MOTHRA S.H.MONSTER ARTS FIGURE 
From Tamashii Nations! Following the release of Battra comes one of the most 
requested S.H.MonsterArts releases of all time — S.H.MonsterArts Mothra! 
Sculpted by Yuji Sakai, this exquisite Kaiju action figure depicts Mothra in 
intricate detail with a brilliant color-scheme and his vivid bright blue eyes. Even 
his furry insect exterior has been replicated! Featuring advanced 
S.H.MonsterArts articulation at the neck, torso, wings, Mothra is able replicate 
virtually any pose seen in the films. A special display stand is also included in the 
set to allow Mothra to take flight.  Close the screen doors, S.H.MonsterArts 
Mothra is heading your way soon! Mothra has a wingspan of 13 3/4". Window 
box packaging. (STK634061) Scheduled to ship in June 2014.  (1832/81534) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure $64.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 



 
O/A KING GHIDORAH S.H.MONSTER ARTS FIGURE 
From Tomashii Nations! All hail the king! Godzilla's ultimate rival joins the ranks 
of the hit S.H.MonsterArts series. Made to scale and towering above Godzilla at 
nearly 10" tall, the S.H. MonsterArts King Ghidorah boasts cutting-edge 
articulation technology and will reign supreme as one of the kings of all monster 
action figures. Superior articulation allows for re-enactment of flying poses 
without the need for interchangeable parts. Expertly crafted by Yuji Sakai, each 
head and tail has been meticulously sculpted! The deluxe figure set includes 
beam effect part, as well as a special stand and support arms for the beam effect 
parts. Window box packaging. (STK473511) Available Now!  (1832/73667) (C: 
1-0-0) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
S.H.Monsterarts $124.99 
 
************************************************************************ 
 
COLLECTIBLES & NOVELTIES SECTION 
 
GEEK GRAB BAG 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A CTHULHU FIGURAL BOTTLE OPENER 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! From sunken R'lyeh comes dread Cthulhu, rising only 
to open your favorite beverage! A great addition to your barware, this nifty little 
polyresin bottle opener is shaped like H.P. Lovecraft's legendary beast, with an 
integrated "churchkey" in his "mouth." The integrated magnet lets you store him 
on your fridge so he's always ready for your unholy sacrfices! (STK528998)  
(6903) 
Bottle Opener $5.99 
 
O/A SKELETON ARM BOTTLE OPENER 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! When you're ready to rest your weary bones and have 
a beverage, let someone else's bones open it for you! A great addition to your 
barware, this nifty little polyresin bottle opener is shaped just like a real skeleton's 
arm, with an integrated "churchkey" in his "palm." The integrated magent lets you 
store it on your fridge for whenever you need a "hand." (STK528999)  (6903) 
Bottle Opener $5.99 
 
SMITHSONIAN: "OUR SOLAR SYSTEM" 1000-PIECE PUZZLE 
Explore the solar system with this 1000-piece puzzle from the Smithsonian! 
(STK636419)  (4945/63102) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 



SMITHSONIAN: "PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES" 1000-PIECE 
PUZZLE 
Explore 225 years of American history with the Smithsonian's 1000-piece puzzle 
of the nation's presidents! (STK636418)  (4945/63101) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 
SMITHSONIAN: "MILESTONES OF FLIGHT" 1000-PIECE PUZZLE 
From the Wright Brothers to the Space Shuttle, a century of human flight is 
celebrated with this 1000-piece puzzle! (STK636417)  (4945/63100) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 
SHERIFF GUN MUG 
Enjoy your coffee the way a county sheriff would, in this mug in the shape of a 
gun! (STK636436)  (2032/92510-WG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $17.99 
 
ADVENTURE TIME 
 
ADVENTURE TIME DOG TAGS SERIES 2 
Show your love of Adventure Time with this new series of collectible dog tags 
that feature your favorite characters! Sealed in blind packs, you'll never know 
which character you'll get! Collect them all! (STK636607)  (1490/01726) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Pack $2.99 
 
ALIEN 
 
ALIEN COLLECTIBLE PINT GLASS 4-PIECE BOX SET 
A terrifying intruder is loose on the spaceship Nostromo! Relive the thrilling 
suspense of the classic science-fiction film Alien with classic "fast food"-style 
drinking glasses! Each glass presents a memorable scene from the film on the 
front side, featuring colorful artwork created exclusively for this gift set. The back 
sides reveal the four-part lifecycle of the Xenomorph, the menacing Alien 
creature itself! (STK636499)  (5577) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the 
United States and U.S. Territories. 
Pint Glasses $50.00 
 
BATMAN 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATMAN: ARKHAM ASYLUM BUST BANKS 



A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Based on the best-selling video game from Warner 
Bros. Interactive Entertainment, the Batman: Arkham Asylum Bust Banks of 
Batman and The Joker feature detailed sculpts based on the game's CGI files 
that make them ideal for display on your desk or for storing your loose change! 
(STK519257)  (2639/45231) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Bank $14.99 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: PHOENIX KEYCHAIN 
In the battle between the genocidal Cylons and the human race, which side are 
you on? Show your support for the ragtag fleet with the Battlestar Galactica 
Phoenix Keychain. It features the seal of the Galactica, the flagship of Battlestar 
Group 75, in gold on a black background. Made of PVC, the emblem measures 
2" in diameter. (STK635937)  (7814/BSG0132) (C: 0-1-2) 
Keychain $9.95 
 
BATTLESTAR GALACTICA: 10TH-ANNIVERSARY ART PRINT 
Quantum Mechanix celebrates the 10th-anniversary of the critically acclaimed, 
reimagined Battlestar Galactica series with this stunning poster, the third in their 
line of best-selling sci-fi tribute art prints. Featuring the iconic Viper Mark II 
eclipsing a orange star, the Battlestar Galactica 10th Anniversary Art Print 
reflects the minimalistic, evocative style of our other anniversary prints. 
Commander Adama's words convey the daunting challenge for his ragtag fleet: 
Escape the genocidal Cylons and find the shining, mythical world called Earth. It 
is the same size as a movie one-sheet — measuring 27" wide x 40" high — and 
is printed on 100-pound, satin-finish paper. (STK634802)  (7814/BSG0133) (C: 
1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Print $19.95 
 
COLLECTING SUPPLIES 
 
COMIC BOOK DISPLAY UNGRADED BIG DOG INK FRAMES 
Decorate your walls with these framed comic book covers, based on Big Dog 
Ink's line of books, including Legend of Oz, Shahrazad, and Penny for Your Soul! 
(STK636684)  (2440/UGFRMBDIASST) (C: 0-0-2) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
Display $24.99 
 
DC HEROES 
 
POP! DC COMICS X UGLYDOLLS VINYL FIGURES 
The worlds of DC Comics and the Uglydolls, the creation of David Horvath and 
Sun-Min Kim, collide in Funko's POP! Vinyl Figure series! Ice Bat is dressed as 
Batman, Babo as Superman, and Wedgehead as Robin for these stylish 3 3/4" 



tall figures that feature urban, stylized designs. Collect all three! Window box 
packaging. (STK636491)  (4552/3643) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A BATMAN TOON TUMBLERS BOX SET 
Toon Tumblers pay tribute to the heroes of the DC Universe with two box sets of 
glasses perfect for dinnertime use or for collecting! This boxed set comes with 
four glasses that feature the characters of Gotham City — Batman, Catwoman, 
the Tim Drake Robin, and the Joker. (STK445015)  (6966/TTBS001) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Glass Set $39.99 
 
DC COMICS ZOMBIE STRING DOLLS 
Your favorite DC Comics characters have become a ravenous zombie horde with 
these new DC Comics Zombie String Dolls! These dolls of Superman, Batman, 
and Wonder Woman feature an old-fashioned design for these dolls that hunger 
for brains! (STK636472)  (4122/K-DC-ASST) (C: 0-1-1) 
String Dolls PI  
 
BATMAN SYMBOL COLORED PEWTER LAPEL PIN 
Batman's symbol will add some satorial elegance with this pewter lapel pin! 
(STK636504)  (6257/45216) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United 
States and U.S. Territories. 
Lapel Pin $3.99 
 
SUPERMAN COLLAGE 1000-PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE 
A montage of 75 years' worth of Superman covers are gathered together in a 
collage for this 1,000-piece puzzle! (STK636415)  (4945/65233) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 
WONDER WOMAN COLLAGE 1000-PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE 
A selection of covers from Wonder Woman's 75 year history are gathered 
together for a collage in this 1,000-piece puzzle! (STK636416)  (4945/65237) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 
DC SUPER-HEROES 
 
SUPERMAN & BATMAN PINT GLASS 2-PACK GIFT SET 
The World's Finest team will be your kitchen companions with this pint glass 2-
pack! (STK636615)  (1824/GS2-DC-BMSM2) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
within the United States and U.S. Territories. 



Pint Glass $19.99 
 
THE JOKER & HARLEY PINT GLASS 2-PACK GIFT SET 
Gotham City's most dangerous duo — The Joker and Harley Quinn — are ready 
to commit crimes in your kitchen with this pint glass 2-pack! (STK636614)  
(1824/GS2-BAT-JKHQ) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories. 
Pint Glass $19.99 
 
DISNEY 
 
DISNEY TRADITIONS: THE GREAT OUTDOORS FIGURINES 
Mickey Mouse and his friends are ready for outdoor adventures in spring and 
summer with a new series of figurines from Jim Shore and Disney Traditions! 
Mickey stands in the stream for "I'd Rather Be Fishing," a 5 1/2" tall figurine. 
Goofy tries his hand at ornithology for the 5 3/4" tall figurine "I'd Rather Be Bird 
Watching." Minnie Mouse is working on her swing for the 6" tall "I'd Rather Be 
Golfing." And finally, Donald Duck heads into the woods because "I'd Rather Be 
Hiking," a 5 3/4" tall figurine. Each figurine is made of stone resin. (STK634803)  
(587/4041971) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, 
and U.S. Territories. 
Figurine $42.50 
 
POP! DISNEY: FINDING NEMO VINYL FIGURES 
One of Pixar's most acclaimed movies, Finding Nemo, gets the vinyl figure 
treatment with Funko's new POP! Disney: Finding Nemo Vinyl Figures! These 3 
3/4" tall figures of Nemo, Bruce, Dory, and Crush feature the urban, stylized 
designs that have made these figures fan-favorites. Collect all four! Window box 
packaging. (STK636487)  (4552/3747) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS: JACK SKELLINGTON BUST BANK 
Jack Skellington, the beloved central character of Tim Burton's The Nightmare 
Before Christmas, will look wonderful on your desk with this PVC bust bank! 
(STK636507)  (6257/26511) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Bust Bank $19.99 
 
THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS: JACK SKELLINGTON GOBLET 
Enjoy your favorite beverages with this goblet in the form of Jack Skellington 
from Tim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas! (STK636506)  (6257/26818) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Mug $13.99 
 



THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS: JACK'S HEAD PEWTER LAPEL 
PIN 
Jack Skellington will look fantastic on your lapel with this pewter lapel pin based 
on Tim Burton's beloved film, The Nightmare Before Christmas! (STK636505)  
(6257/26809) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Lapel Pin $3.99 
 
HALO 
 
HALO: UNSC FLEET OFFICER BAG 
When you go into battle, carry your important papers in this UNSC Fleet Officer 
Bag based on the video game series Halo! (STK636459)  (2015/H102) (C: 0-1-2) 
NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Messenger Bag $59.99 
 
HALO: AMMO CRATE LUNCHBOX 
Carry your lunch to work in this recreation of the ammo crates used by the UNSC 
forces in the best-selling Halo video game series! (STK636460)  (2015/H104) (C: 
0-1-2) 
Lunchbox $29.95 
 
HALO: DELUXE MASTER CHIEF KEYCHAIN 
Master Chief will protect your keys from the Covenant with this deluxe Halo 
keychain! (STK636464)  (2015/H115) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries actually 
denied. 
Keychain $14.95 
 
HALO: CORTANA LIGHT-UP CHIP KEYCHAIN 
Master Chief's AI companion Cortana from Halo will illuminate your own keys 
with this light-up keychain! (STK636462)  (2015/H106) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No 
countries actually denied. 
Keychain $16.95 
 
HALO LANYARDS 
For convention season, you can do no better with these official Halo lanyards, 
perfect for hanging your namebadge around your neck! Choose from Forerunner 
or UNSC designs. (STK636465)  (2015/H110) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No countries 
actually denied. 
Lanyard $5.95 
 
HALO: WARTHOG  KEYCHAIN 
While you'll never drive a Warthog like Master Chief, you can take the Warthog 
on the road with you with this Halo keychain! (STK636468)  (2015/H116) (C: 0-1-
2) NOTE: No countries actually denied. 
Keychain $14.95 



 
HELLO KITTY 
 
HELLO KITTY PAPERCRAFT ACTIVITY SET 
Have fun with Hello Kitty with the papercraft playset! This kit comes with settings 
that you build out of pre-colored paper, plus little Hello Kitty paper figures that 
you build! (STK636500)  (4552) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Kit $9.99 
 
HELLO KITTY: I LOVE KITTY MUG WITH COASTER SET 
Have your morning coffee or tea in this black "I Heart Hello Kitty" mug that comes 
with a matching coaster set! (STK636618)  (7745/FS3068555) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Travel Mug $13.99 
 
HELLO KITTY: SCENTED BANK IN A BROWN BOX 
Let Hello Kitty look after your loose change with this special bank that comes in a 
cute brown box! (STK636619)  (7745/FO3067286TG) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Travel Mug $16.99 
 
MARVEL HEROES 
 
MARVEL HEROES STRING DOLLS 
Some of your favorite Marvel Comics characters are collectible and cute with the 
new line of Marvel String Dolls! Choose from Captain America, Ghost Rider, the 
Hulk, Iron Man, Spider-Man, Thor, Venom, or Wolverine! (STK636473)  
(4122/VD-MVL-ASST) (C: 0-1-1) 
String Dolls PI  
 
MARVEL HEROES MAGNETS 
Decorate your refrigerator with a new line-up of chunky Marvel magnets! All of 
your favorite characters are here, including Captain America, the Hulk, Iron Man, 
and Spider-Man! (STK636424)  (4945/MARFCM) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States--No U.S. Territories. 
Magnet PI  
 
MARVEL VILLAINS PLAYING CARDS 
Marvel Comics' greatest villains, including Doctor Doom and Magneto, feature on 
the faces of these playing cards! (STK636423)  (4945/52287) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States--No U.S. Territories. 
Playing Cards $5.99 
 
AVENGERS ASSEMBLE LIFE-SIZE STAND-UPS 



Based on the hit animated series Avengers Assemble, these life-size cardboard 
stand-ups will bring some of your favorite Marvel Comics characters into your 
bedroom or game room! Choose from Black Widow, Captain America, the 
Falcon, Hawkeye, the Hulk, Iron Man, Nick Fury, or Thor! (STK636412)  
(865/1585) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. 
Territories. 
Stand-Up, FC $34.95 
 
MARVEL HEROES SYMBOL ACRYLIC CUPS 
The symbols of two of Marvel Comics' most popular characters — Deadpool and 
The Punisher — feature on these acrylic cups! (STK636612)  (1824/CC-ME-DP) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Acrylic Cup $11.99 
 
MOVIE/TV 
 
POP! ANIMATION: ROCKY & BULLWINKLE VINYL FIGURES 
Jay Ward's popular characters from Rocky & Bullwinkle are the latest pop culture 
icons to join Funko's fan-favorite POP! Vinyl Figure line! These 3 3/4" tall figures 
of Rocky, Bullwinkle, Mr. Peabody, and Sherman have the urban, stylized 
designs that have made these figures so beloved. If you grew up on the Rocky & 
Bullwinkle cartoons, you'll want to add all four to your collection! Window box 
packaging. (STK636482)  (4552/3818) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
BREAKING BAD 6-INCH BOBBLE HEADS 
Two characters from AMC's Breaking Bad are yours to collect with new bobble 
heads from Mezco! Jesse Pinkman and Saul Goodman will nod solemnly at you 
with these resin figures that stand 6" tall. (STK635940)  (4830/75140) (C: 1-1-2) 
NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, Australia, 
and the U.K. 
Bobble Head $15.99 
 
DR. HORRIBLE ART NOUVEAU POSTER SET 
Evil supervillain. Swaggering hero. Tragic heroine. Bad, bad horse! Add some 
sinuous lines, floral motifs and organic pastels to these Whedonesque 
characters, and you have the Dr. Horrible Art Nouveau Poster Set. Created by 
designer Megan Lara, each of these characters from Dr. Horrible's Sing-Along 
Blog is transformed in that classic turn-of-the-20th century style. The Quantum 
Mechanix four-poster set includes Dr. Horrible, Captain Hammer, Penny, and 
Bad Horse. The set comes printed on 24" x 12" 100-pound, satin-finish paper. 
(STK634793)  (7814/DRH0212) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and the U.K. 
Poster Set, 24x12, FC $29.95 
 



JUDGE DREDD MOVIE: UNDERBELLY COMIC ART MUG 
Artwork from Underbelly, the comic book sequel to the Karl Urban Judge Dredd 
film, graces this coffee mug! (STK636163)  (893/MUG-JDU-001) (C: 0-1-2) 
Mug $10.99 
 
SCARFACE WACKY WOBBLER 
Say hello to this wacky wobbler's little friend! Al Pacino's Scarface stands roughly 
7" tall and has a deformed wacky wobbler design. (STK636495)  (4552) (C: 1-1-
2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and 
Mexico. 
—Wacky Wobbler $13.99 
 
POP! MOVIES: SCARFACE VINYL FIGURE 
Based on the legendary Al Pacino film Scarface, the Miami crimelord joins 
Funko's POP! Movies Vinyl Figure line with this stylish 3 3/4" tall figure! Window 
box packaging. (STK636494)  (4552) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the 
United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Vinyl Figure $10.99 
 
MONTY PYTHON AND THE HOLY GRAIL: THE BLACK KNIGHT MAGNET 
SET 
"None shall pass..." into your refrigerator or your car or wherever you should 
decide to display this Monty Python and the Holy Grail Black Knight magnet set! 
With limbs that are both moveable and removeable, your Black Knight magnet 
will valiantly protect your frozen goods, even if he suffers only a flesh wound in 
the process! (STK634529)  (4231/15094) (C: 0-1-1) 
Set (TOY 15094) $8.99 
 
DESPICABLE ME 2 FINGER PUPPETS 
Your favorite characters from Despicable Me 2 have become finger puppets! 
(STK636400)  (7340/01034) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Not available in Indonesia. 
Finger Puppet $2.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY 
 
MY LITTLE PONY PAPERCRAFT ACTIVITY SET 
Your favorite Ponies from My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic are ready for 
playtime with this papercraft playset! This set comes with pre-printed, 
constructible paper so you can build your playsets and ponies. (STK636503)  
(4552) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, 
Canada, and Mexico. 
Kit $9.99 
 
MY LITTLE PONY MAGNETS 
The Mane Six and other ponies from My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic are 
ready to decorate your refrigerator with these new magnets! (STK636425)  



(4945/MLPFCM) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States--No 
U.S. Territories. 
Magnets PI  
 
MY LITTLE PONY PLAYING CARDS 
Play your favorite card games with these My Little Pony playing cards that 
feature images of your favorite characters from My Little Pony: Friendship Is 
Magic on their faces! (STK636422)  (4945/52285) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available 
only within the United States--No U.S. Territories. 
Playing Cards $5.99 
 
PORTAL 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A PORTAL 2: COMPANION CUBE TIN LUNCHBOX 
Take your lunch with you in this lunchbox that resembles the Companion Cube 
from the best-selling video game Portal 2! And when you have your lunch out of 
this lunchbox, you can be sure that your cake is real! (STK518970)  (2015/P292) 
(C: 0-1-2) 
Lunch Box $16.99 
 
PORTAL 2: APERTURE LABORATORIES MESSENGER BAG 
Show the world that you work at Aperture Labs with this messenger bag based 
on the hit video game Portal 2! (STK636458)  (2015/P291) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: No 
countries actually denied. 
Messenger Bag $69.99 
 
SERENITY/FIREFLY 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A FIREFLY: INDEPENDENCE FLAG 
When it comes to letting The 'Verse know which side you're on, there's no better 
way than with a big, bold banner. We have for you yet another relic of that early 
26th century conflict, the Unification War between the ruling Alliance and 
secessionists known as the Independents. Measuring 60" wide by 30" high, this 
100% polyester flag features the logo of the Independents Army: two horizontal 
strips with a dark blue five-point star on a rich sea of green. (STK617645)  
(7814/FFY0177) (C: 0-1-1) 
Flag $29.95 
 
O/A FIREFLY: MALCOLM REYNOLDS DOG TAGS SET 
These are the dog tags of Sergeant Malcolm Reynolds, who fought alongside 
Corporal Zoe Alleyne in the Battle of Serenity Valley. The zinc alloy dog tags with 
a bronze-like finish feature the logo of the Independents Army: a downward-



pointing triangle surrounding an upward-pointing star. At the top of the tag's face 
are Chinese characters for soldier and for the numbers 5 and 7 signifying the 
57th Overlanders Bridade, to which Malcolm Reynolds belonged. The flip side of 
the tag has Malcolm Reynolds' rank and his serial number. The set of two tags 
come with ball-chain necklaces and are cleverly packaged in a specially 
designed Blue Sun cigarillo box. (STK617644)  (7814/FFY0175) (C: 0-1-1) 
Dog Tag Replica $24.95 
 
O/A SERENITY: BLUE SUN TRAVEL POSTER SETS 
In the past you would have only seen prints of this quality adorning the walls of 
your local Blue Sun Travel office. Thanks to Quantum Mechanix's partnership 
with Blue Sun Travel, you too can own a set of Blue Sun Travel Posters. Set 1 
includes Serenity Valley, Miranda, Persephone, Sihnon, and Londinium. Set 2 
includes Beaumonde, Bellerophon, Canton, Shadow, and Li-Shen's Bazaar. 
Each officially licensed set contains 5 full-color, 17" x 22" Serenity prints on 100-
pound, satin-finish paper, suitable for framing. (STK366715)  (7814) 
SET 1 (SER-008)—Poster Set, 17x22, FC $29.95 
SET 2 (SER-0153)—Poster Set, 17x22, FC $34.95 
 
STAR TREK 
 
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES — FINE ART SHOT GLASS 4-PIECE 
SETS 
Drinkware from the final frontier! Based on Juan Ortiz's artwork for Quantum 
Mechanix's Star Trek: The Original Series Art Prints lithograph series, these shot 
glasses will take you boldly where no drink has gone before! Each set includes 4 
glasses. Continue your collection today! (STK634775)  (6833) (C: 0-1-2) 
SET 6: MIRROR, MIRROR (BBP16818)—Shot Glass Set PI  
SET 7: AMOK TIME (BBP16819)—Shot Glass Set PI  
SET 8: A PIECE OF THE ACTION (BBP16820)—Shot Glass Set PI  
SET 9: THE DOOMSDAY MACHINE (BBP16821)—Shot Glass Set PI  
SET 10: SPOCK'S BRAIN (BBP16822)—Shot Glass Set PI  
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A STAR TREK PLUSH CHEW TOYS 
Your dog will be entertained with three new Star Trek chew toys! Choose from 
Klingon or Red Shirt toys! (STK628996)  (2015/ST201) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Chew Toy $15.00 
 
STAR TREK: USS ENTERPRISE 1000-PIECE PUZZLE 
The Enterprise sails the cosmic night once more with this 1000-piece puzzle that 
features the iconic starship from the original Star Trek series! (STK636420)  
(4945/65239) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 



Puzzle, 20 x 27 $15.99 
 
STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES — ART PRINTS SET 16 
Recalling the style of 1960s-era movie posters, pulp novel covers, comic books 
and advertisements, these Star Trek art prints are the work of artist Juan Ortiz, 
who was commissioned by CBS. Set 16 includes "The Conscience of the King," 
"I, Mudd," "A Private Little War," and "By Any Other Name." Each print comes on 
100-pound aqueous-coated, satin-finish paper and measures 18" x 24". 
(STK634791)  (7814/STR0025) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Lithograph Set $34.95 
 
STAR TREK MAGNETS 
Decorate your refrigerator with these new Star Trek magnets! Choose from the 
Badge magnet with the familiar Starfleet delta shield on its own or the Enterprise 
logo which features the classic starship superimposed over the Starfleet symbol. 
(STK636431)  (4945/95130) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States 
and Canada. 
Magnet $5.99 
 
STAR WARS 
 
STAR WARS PAPERCRAFT ACTIVITY SET 
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away, paper figures fought for the fate of the 
galaxy in paper playsets! This Star Wars papercraft kit comes with constructible 
paper figures and settings so you can create your own Star Wars universe! 
(STK636501)  (4552) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, U.S. 
Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Kit $9.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES PAPERCRAFT ACTIVITY SET 
Cowabunga, dudes! The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and their environs are 
yours to build with this papercraft set. (STK636502)  (4552) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, U.S. Territories, Canada, and Mexico. 
Kit $9.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES MICRO COMIC FUN PACKS 
Each collectible Micro-Comic Fun Pack features a new fluorescent ink treated 
cover illustrated specially for this format by artist Jon Sommariva and a full stand-
alone story printed on heavy matte stock. These stories were originally presented 
as issues #2-5 of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles New Animated Adventures. 
Collect all four TMNT: Micro-Comic Fun Packs including Donatello vs. Krang, 
Leo Vs. Snakeweed, Michelangelo Vs. FishFace and Raphael Vs. The Foot. 
There are also step-by-step instructions to learn "How to Draw" the turtles and a 



dual-page spread that allows fans to create their own ninja battles! Each pack 
contains a complete, stand-alone, 22-page full-color micro comic story; 1 of 8 
fold-out micro poster/checklists; 1 of 8 sticker sheets; and 1 of 8 collectible Sewer 
Caps featuring turtles & villains from the series (STK636394)  (4793) (C: 0-1-2) 
Pack M$3.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES BACK PAL BACK PACKS 
Strap Raphael or Michaelangelo from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles to your 
back, and carry your books and papers to school with these backpacks! 
(STK636441)  (59) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 
Plush $36.99 
 
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES GOLF CLUB COVERS 
Keep your golf club heads clean and protected with these golf club covers 
featuring the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Choose from Leonardo or Raphael. 
(STK636443)  (59) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Not available in Germany. 
Plush $23.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS 
 
TRANSFORMERS PLAYING CARDS 
The Autobots and Decepticons will liven up your card games with these playing 
cards that feature the Transformers on the card faces! (STK636433)  
(4945/52284) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within the United States--No U.S. 
Territories. 
Playing Cards $5.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS LOGO MAGNETS 
Decorate your refrigerator with these magnets with the logos of the Autobots or 
the Decepticons! (STK636428)  (4945/95143) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States and Canada. 
Magnet $5.99 
 
VALIANT COMICS HEROES 
 
VALIANT HEROES 8-BIT PINT GLASS 5-PIECE SET 
Based on the retro video game artwork that graced variant editions of Valiant 
Entertainment's comics, this 5-piece pint glass set features your favorite Valiant 
characters in a classic Nintendo style! (STK636611)  (1824/GS5-VAL-8BIT) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States and U.S. Territories. 
Pint Glass $39.99 
 
VALIANT LOGO PINT GLASS 
The Valiant Entertainment logo features on this pint glass! (STK636610)  
(1824/GLS-VAL-IANT) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only within the United States 
and U.S. Territories. 



Pint Glass $10.99 
 
WALKING DEAD 
 
THE WALKING DEAD: ZOMBIE RED 4-PIECE PINT GLASS SET 
The zombie hordes from The Walking Dead will be your drinking companions 
with these new pint glasses, available in a 4-pack! (STK636475)  (2667/GS4-
WD-ZOMBIE-R) (C: 0-1-2) 
Pint Set $32.99 
 
VANNEN X THE WALKING DEAD: HORDE 2 WATCH 
(A) Charlie Adlard 
From Vannen Watches. At the 2013 San Diego Comic Con, Vannen Watches 
joined forces with Skybound Entertainment to release "Horde," a limited edition 
Walking Dead wristwatch featuring glow-in-the dark detail and artwork by Charlie 
Adlard. "Horde" was a huge success at SDCC, but was never available in stores. 
The Walking Dead fans demanded more, so Vannen and Skybound teamed up 
again to release, "Horde 2." This new watch features the same sinister artwork 
as the original "Horde" watch minus the glow-in-the-dark detail and hand-
numbered packaging. Created specially to meet demand of the fans, "Horde 2" is 
now available as open edition at a lower, fan-friendly price. Wrist Size: Medium-
Large (8 1/2" maximum). (STK636313)  (6856/VANN0045) (C: 0-1-1) 
Watch $60.00 
 
ZOMBIES! 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A ZOMBIE OUTBREAK SURVIVAL KIT 
Protect your community from the undead with this Zombie Outbreak Survival Kit, 
filled with dozens of useful items. Included in this kit are: 10' of yellow "Caution: 
Zombie Outbreak Zone" barrier tape, 16 trading cards, 4 warning signs, 8 hazard 
stickers, 2 toe tags, an instructional poster, a "bite kit," and more! Plus, the kit 
comes with a bonus CD-ROM containing ShockWave shooters and desktop 
themes! (STK422053)  (6903/FW-ZSK-01) 
Kit $24.99 
 
O/A ZOMBIE PARTS MAGNET SET 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! When you need to remember, it's best to dismember: 
let this cute but gross zombie fridge magnet set keep those notes and reminders 
where they belong! You can use his parts separately to hold different items, or 
you can put him back together to display him in one piece! (STK529000)  (6903) 
Magnet Set $8.99 
 
O/A ZOMBIE DANGER SIGNS PX MAGNET SET 



A PREVIEWS Exclusive! The zombie apocalypse is coming, and it's important to 
post helpful instructions and warning signs in places where people gather. We've 
made it easy by putting these important warning notices on business card-sized 
magnets that display conveniently on your refrigerator. Keep your family informed 
and keep them safe! (STK529002)  (6903) 
Magnet Set $9.99 
 
HORROR 
 
O/A HAZMAT/CTHULHU/ZOMBIE PX AIR FRESHENERS 
A time will come when you need to clear the air. Perhaps you've had a Hazmat 
incident and the air is unbreathable. Perhaps the Zombie Apocalypse has been 
unleashed, and the stench of rotting corpses fills the air. Or perhaps Cthulhu has 
been summoned and the stench of sacrifices wafts through the air. At times like 
those, you need only the best air fresheners possible! (STK612696)  (6903) 
Air Freshener $1.99 
 
ZOMBIES! 
 
O/A ZOMBIE ON BOARD HANGING CAR SIGN 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Be kind to your fellow motorists, let them know that you 
have a slavering zombie, hungry for human flesh and brains, in your vehicle with 
this sign for your rear window! (STK529018)  (6903) 
Car Sign $2.99 
 
O/A ZOMBIE HUNTER NOVELTY SET 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Get everything you need to keep the zombie hordes at 
bay with this kit that contains things that will ward off zombies and keep you safe 
when the zombie apocalypse strikes! (STK529023)  (6903) 
Kit $4.99 
 
O/A ZOMBIE ARM BOTTLE OPENER 
A PREVIEWS Exclusive! Feeling just "dead" at the end of the day? Well, let this 
little undead fellow lift your spirits with a nice cold beverage! A great addition to 
your barware, this nifty little polyresin bottle opener is shaped just like a zombie 
arm, complete with gross bitemarks, protruding bone, and an integrated 
"churchkey" in his "palm." The magnet lets your store it on your fridge for 
whenever you need to bring yourself back to life! (STK528997)  (6903) 
Bottle Opener $5.99 
 
ZOMBIE MAGNETS 
Whether you love zombies or want to warn your loved ones away from them, 
these magnets will affix to your refrigerator and tell the tale! (STK636427)  (4945) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States and Canada. 
WARNING SIGN (95117)—Magnet $5.99 
I HEART ZOMBIES (95116)—Magnet $5.99 



 
ZOMBIE ROAD TRIP SURVIVAL GAME 
The world you know and love is now gone. Something terrible has happened. 
The dead has risen and they want your brains. You are humanity's last hope to 
find the cure. Do you have what it takes to survive in this new world? Travel 
through the Wasteland game board in search of a cure. Carry out board actions, 
collecting ammo tokens and toll passes while fending off zombie attacks. Gain 
access to the inner track to collect cure tokens from known infection sites and get 
them back to your home base before your opponents. The first person to 
complete their scorecard by acquiring 4 cure tokens and return them to their 
home base is the winner. (STK636421)  (4945/98001) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: 
Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Game, 20 x 27 $24.99 
 
GAMES SECTION 
 
CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT 
 
STAR OF THE MONTH 
 
BATMAN: ARKHAM CITY ESCAPE BOARD GAME 
Batman: Arkham City Escape is a two-player game that pits Batman against all of 
his greatest foes as they try to escape Arkham! In this game, one player 
represents Batman, and the other player represents the rogues gallery that 
Batman has fought in the past. The player controlling the Arkham inmates earns 
victory points by helping the villains escape Arkham, while the Batman player 
gains points by apprehending his rivals before they make it out of the city. The 
first player to earn 10 Victory Points is the winner! (STK516703) (SEP122060) 
(C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. 
Territories. 
Board Game (CZE 01409) M$45.00 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A CASTLE: THE DETECTIVE CARD GAME 
There has been a murder, and the stars of ABC’s Castle are on the case! In this 
easy-to-play murder mystery card game, 2–5 players will play as their favorite 
characters from the show as they collect and use investigation cards to narrow 
down the suspects until they find the guilty party! Castle: The Detective Card 
Game offers two ways to play: a single game version which simulates a single 
episode from the show; or play an entire season. In single episodes, the player 
who finds the killer wins, while in a season match, multiple games are played out 
until a player has won two games. (STK519031) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only 
in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 



Card Game (CZE 01359) M$30.00 
 
THE HOBBIT: AN UNEXPECTED JOURNEY BOARD GAME BY REINER 
KNIZIA 
From master game designer Reiner Knizia comes The Hobbit: An Unexpected 
Journey Board Game, an exciting game of adventure in which you join Bilbo 
Baggins and his 13 dwarven companions on their journey through the Lone-
Lands and Misty Mountains, encountering goblins, trolls, and other dangers that 
seek to put an end to their adventures. Traverse your way through two boards, 
each more difficult than the last, with the goal of coming out alive and prepared 
for the dangers that lie ahead. Your accumulated points at the end of the game 
will be your personal mark for finding out how good of an adventurer you really 
are! (STK522905) (DEC121880) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Board Game (CZE 01530) M$40.00 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A THE HOBBIT: THE DESOLATION OF SMAUG BOARD GAME BY 
REINER KNIZIA 
The epic adventure continues! From master game designer Reiner Knizia comes 
The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug Board Game, an exciting game of 
adventure in which you join Bilbo Baggins and his 13 dwarven companions on 
their journey through the Mirkwood Forest and Lake-town, to the gold-filled 
caverns of Lonely Mountain. Along the way The Company will encounter spiders, 
elves, orcs, and finally the dragon Smaug himself. Traverse your way through 
two boards, each more difficult than the last, with the goal of coming out alive 
and prepared for the dangers that lie ahead. Your accumulated points at the end 
of the game will be your group’s mark for finding out how good of a team you 
really are! This is a standalone game, but it’s also an expansion to The Hobbit: 
An Unexpected Journey. New elements not found in the first game include “The 
Dragon’s Path” and the “Dwarven Barrel Escape.” Each will add new twists and 
tension to the game. Combine the two games for a wild ride and see how well 
your team can do! (STK624079) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United 
States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Board Game (CZE 01361DEM) M$40.00 
 
O/A THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING DECK-
BUILDING GAME 
In The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring Deck-building Game, you 
take on the role of Frodo, Gandalf, Aragorn, or one of their brave and heroic 
allies in the struggle against the forces of the Dark Lord Sauron! While you begin 
armed only with basic combat maneuvers, you will add new, more powerful cards 
to your deck as you go, with the goal of defeating the deadly forces that serve 
Sauron as you make your way towards Mount Doom. In the end, the player who 
has accumulated the most Victory Points from the cards in his or her deck wins 



the game! (STK516704) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Deck-Building Game (CZE 01443) M$40.00 
 
O/A THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO TOWERS DECK-BUILDING GAME 
In The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers Deck-building Game, carry on the 
adventure with our brave and heroic allies in the struggle against the forces of 
the Dark Lord Sauron! While you begin armed only with basic combat 
maneuvers, you will add new, more powerful cards to your deck as you go, with 
the goal of defeating the deadly forces that serve Sauron as you make your way 
towards Mount Doom. In the end, the player who has accumulated the most 
Victory Points from the cards in his or her deck wins the game! (STK614132) (C: 
1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Deck-Building Game (CZE 01608) M$40.00 
 
DIAMOND PUBLICATIONS 
 
GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #170 
Game Trade Magazine contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, 
game related fiction, and self-contained games or game modules, along with 
solicitation information on upcoming game, manga, and video releases. 
(STK636369) 
Magazine $3.99 
 
BLACK LIBRARY 
 
WARHAMMER 40K: COMMISSAR SC 
(W) Andy Hoare 
Deployed to the prison planet of Furia Penitens to quell a violent uprising, the 
77th Vostroyan Firstborn regiment of the Imperial Guard find themselves in a 
precarious position. The rebels are in a fortified prison-hive, all but impenetrable. 
A disgrace suffered by their forebears haunts them. And they hate their new 
commissar. Can Commissar Flint bring them victory and restore their reputation, 
or will the 77th fail again? (STK636395) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$14.00 
 
WARHAMMER 40K: THE GREATER GOOD MMPB 
(W) Sandy Mitchell 
When the world of Quadravidia comes under attack by the insidious tau, only one 
man can defeat the aliens and save the planet in the Emperor's name: the 
legendary Hero of the Imperium, Commissar Ciaphas Cain. When the aliens call 
for a ceasefire, Cain expects the worst, and his fears are answered in the form of 
the dread menace of the Tyranids. As a hive fleet approaches Quadravidia, Cain 
must try to forge an alliance between the Imperium and the Tau — but can he 
truly trust these inscrutable xenos? (STK636396) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 416pgs, B&W M$8.99 



 
WARHAMMER 40K: THE HORUS HERESY—SCARS TP 
(W) Chris Wraight 
Fresh from their conquest of Chondax and the discovery of Horus's rebellion, 
Jaghatai Khan's warriors stand divided. Long considered one of the less 
trustworthy Legions, many of the White Scars claim to owe their loyalty 
exclusively to Terra, and others still to the Warmaster and his warrior lodges. But 
when a distress call from Leman Russ of the Space Wolves brings the wrath of 
the Alpha Legion to Chondax, the Khan's hand is forced and the decision must 
be made — in the great war for the Imperium, will he side with the Emperor or 
Horus? (STK636397) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 6x9, 416pgs, B&W M$16.00 
 
WARHAMMER: HONOUR IMPERIALIS SC 
(W) Aaron Dembski-Bowden 
The Imperial Guard: known with good reason as "the Hammer of the Emperor," 
and possibly the single largest military force that the galaxy has ever seen. The 
tales of heroism and desperate futility surrounding the men and women of the 
Guard are many — this omnibus contains the exploits of the famous Cadian and 
ruthless Death Korp of Krieg regiments, as well as the fearsome storm troopers 
of the Redemption Corps. (STK636398) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 986pgs, B&W M$17.50 
 
FANTASY FLIGHT PUBLISHING INC 
 
ANDROID NETRUNNER LCG: HONOR AND PROFIT EXPANSION 
Focusing primarily on the interests of Jinteki and three new Criminal runners, 
Honor and Profit is a deluxe expansion for Android: Netrunner The Card Game. 
Its 165 new cards (three copies each of fifty-five different cards) feature a 
dizzying array of new tricks and traps, events to alter the tempo of the game, new 
psi talents, and six new identity cards that engender the exploration of all-new 
deck-building strategies. Additionally, fans of every faction will discover plenty to 
love among the expansion’s neutral ambushes, ice, ops, AI, and connections. 
(STK636383) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, France or 
Spain. 
Expansion Pack $29.95 
 
GAME OF THRONES: INTRIGUE 
The subterfuge of King's Landing comes to life in Game of Thrones: Intrigue, a 
fast-paced card game for two to six players designed by Reiner Knizia. 
Manipulate the positions of iconic characters from HBO’s Game of Thrones TV 
series as you attempt to establish your Great House before being eliminated. 
Whoever can outwit their opponents while managing to keep their own House 
alive shall be recognized as a master of intrigue. Make your plans, then claim the 
Iron Throne! (STK636386) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, 
France or Spain. 



Card Game (FFG HBO08) $9.95 
 
STAR WARS LCG: JOIN US OR DIE FORCE PACK 
Join Us or Die is the fourth Force Pack in the "Echoes of the Force" cycle! The 
galaxy is locked in the tumult of the Galactic Civil War, and new events raise the 
stakes of conflict daily, as every faction in Star Wars: The Card Game discovers 
new uses for the Force! As the Dark Trooper Project enters its second phase on 
the factory ship Arc Hammer, the Rebel Alliance recruits the secret agent known 
as "Winter" to engage in covert espionage on Imperial activity. Meanwhile, Jawa 
scavengers ravage the desert wastes of Tatooine, and on the swamp planet 
Dagobah, Jedi Master Yoda prepares you for your future struggles against the 
powers of the Dark Side. The battle lines between the Dark Side and the Light 
Side have been drawn. Now, it remains to be seen if the light side can resist the 
full onslaught of the Imperial Navy! (STK636387) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available 
in the UK, Germany, France or Spain. 
Expansion Pack $14.95 
 
STAR WARS: EDGE OF THE EMPIRE RPG: JEWEL OF YAVIN SC 
Scrape together a crew and prepare for the heist of a lifetime in The Jewel of 
Yavin, a ninety page adventure supplement for Star Wars: Edge of the Empire! 
Set in Bespin’s Cloud City, The Jewel of Yavin includes plenty of opportunities for 
all characters to shine as they work to steal the priceless Corusca Gem. Game 
Masters will find the Cloud City gazetteer section especially useful, both for 
running The Jewel of Yavin adventure and for basing their own Edge of the 
Empire campaigns on the floating city. The section features over a dozen pages 
of material detailing locations in the plaza district, Port Town, and the industrial 
levels. (STK636384) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, France 
or Spain. 
Roleplay Supplement, SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $29.95 
 
STAR WARS: X-WING MINIATURES: IMPERIAL ACES EXPANSION PACK 
The Imperial Aces Expansion Pack for X-Wing introduces two new TIE-
Interceptor miniatures with detailed alternate paint schemes for the Saber 
Squadron and Royal Guard. It also introduces several highly skilled new pilots, a 
dozen upgrade cards, and all the tokens and maneuver dials players need to 
field these ships. Meanwhile, a deeply tactical and thematic new mission allows 
the Empire to utilize new, experimental technology in a high-intensity clash with 
Rebel pilots. When you fly these Imperial Aces, you fly with the best! 
(STK636514) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the UK, Germany, France or 
Spain. 
Expansion Pack (FFG SWX21) $29.95 
 
TALISMAN: THE FIRELANDS EXPANSION 
A new peril erupts in the realm with The Firelands expansion for Talisman 
Revised 4th Edition. The legendary Ifrit have returned to exact fiery vengeance 
on the land of Talisman. The Ifrit’s inferno will char the land, burning away 



players’ resources and setting entire regions ablaze. Players must race to battle 
this terrible threat, since only the Crown of Command can truly extinguish the 
Ifrit’s flames. Only the greatest of heroes will rise from the flames to complete the 
quest across The Firelands! (STK636385) (C: 0-1-2) NOTE: Not available in the 
UK, Germany, France or Spain. 
Expansion Set (FFG TM11) $24.95 
 
GALE FORCE 9 
 
FIREFLY: THE BOARD GAME—PIRATES & BOUNTY HUNTERS 
EXPANSION 
Pirates & Bounty Hunters, the first full Game Expansion for Firefly: The Game, 
introduces a heavy dose of player-versus-player interaction to the 'Verse. Raid 
rivals' ships with piracy jobs. Hunt down wanted fugitives and collect bounties. 
Ready your crew for showdowns with brand new supply cards! Explore the 
'Verse with two new ships! Aggressive new leaders specialize in anti-social 
strategies while Lawmen reward those bringing justice to the 'Verse. 
(STK636388) (C: 0-1-2) 
Board Game Expansion $29.99 
 
HASBRO TOY GROUP 
 
CRANIUM PARTY BOARD GAME 
Show off your talents and win the game of Cranium! Use your humming, drawing, 
sculpting or impersonating skills to win! This version of the Cranium game 
includes 400 of the best mind (and body!) bending challenges over the years. 
Take on another team head-to-head for faster gameplay. Spell, puzzle, act, hum 
or just guess your way to victory within 4 categories! It's outrageous fun for 
everyone! The first team to reach the Cranium Central space and complete one 
last challenge wins! Includes game board, 200 Cranium Cards, 10-sided die, tub 
of Cranium Clay, 1-Minute Timer, 2 Movers, notepad, and game guide. 
(STK635825) (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only in the United States, Canada, and 
U.S. Territories. 
Board Game $22.99 
 
ALLIANCE GAMES DISTRIBUTORS 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A LORDS OF VEGAS BOARD GAME 
(W) James Ernest, Mike Selinker (A) Franz Vohwinkel (CA) Steve Fastner, Rich 
Larson 
Las Vegas. The Strip. To the untrained eye, it's a sleepy desert crossroads. But 
to you, it is Paradise. Your brilliant plan? You will construct a magnificent chain of 
casinos and fill them with light. You will manufacture the ultimate dream of easy 
money and impossible luxury. You are not alone in this plan though! In Lords of 



Vegas, you and your friends play rival developers building on the Las Vegas 
Strip. You can get ahead by building the glitziest, most glamorous, and most 
popular casinos. Your rivals can build next door, and they just might take you 
over with a clever paint job or a lucky roll of the dice. Buy, sell, trade, and gamble 
your way to the top as you build your empire along the storied Strip. So come on, 
roll the dice, and build your piece of Paradise! (STK428884) (C: 0-1-2) 
Board Game (MFG 4120) $45.00 
 
LORDS OF VEGAS: UP! BOARD GAME EXPANSION 
(W) James Ernest, Mike Selinker (A) Franz Vohwinkel (CA) Steve Fastner, Rich 
Larson 
Your casino empire is expanding. But new players want a piece of your action! 
There's only one way to go to stay ahead of your competition — UP! Lords of 
Vegas: Up! is an expansion for Lords of Vegas. In fact, it's really two expansions 
in one! First, It allows you to play with 5-6 players. Second, it allows you to 
increase the size of your hotels, not just by building out, but also by building UP! 
These new taller hotels are more prestigious, and as a result earn you more 
Victory Points! (STK636378) (C: 0-1-2) 
Board Game Expansion (MFG 4136) $25.00 
 
PAIZO, INC 
 
PATHFINDER ADVENTURE CARD GAME: RISE OF THE RUNELORDS 
DECK 3—THE HOOK MOUNTAIN MASSACRE 
Venture into the dark heart of ogre country with the Pathfinder Adventure Card 
Game: The Hook Mountain Massacre. This 110-card expansion to the Pathfinder 
Adventure Card Game: Rise of the Runelords Base Set includes new locations, 
monsters, villains, loot, and more, as well as five new scenarios that constitute 
the complete Hook Mountain Massacre adventure. Continue your character's 
legend with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game: The Hook Mountain 
Massacre! (STK632922) (C: 0-1-2) 
Card Game Expansion, 110pgs, FC $19.99 
 
PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: MUMMY'S MASK PART 3—SHIFTING 
SANDS 
To learn more about the ancient Pharaoh Hakotep I and the secretive cult that 
wants to revive him, the heroes travel to the city of Tephu to explore its vast 
archives — but they must first contend with those who want such knowledge to 
remain forgotten. With the clues they gain there, the heroes venture deep into 
Osirion's uncharted deserts in search of the tomb of the architect who built 
Hakotep's pyramid, facing dangerous denizens of the desert as well as the cult of 
the Forgotten Pharaoh, who will stop at nothing to ensure their god-king remains 
undisturbed. A Pathfinder RPG adventure for 7th-level characters, Shifting Sands 
features several new monsters, a gazetteer of the city of Tephu, an article 
exploring the rituals of mummification, and the next installment of the Pathfinder's 
Journal, written by Amber E. Scott. (STK632923) (C: 0-1-2) 



SC, 8x11, 96pgs, FC $22.99 
 
PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: INNER SEA COMBAT 
This manual of martial mastery presents the greatest fighting styles and deadliest 
combat techniques of the Inner Sea region. Learn who numbers among the most 
formidable martial characters in the Inner Sea, discover the practices of peerless 
masters like the Aldori swordlords and cunning Lion Blades, and hone your skills 
at the greatest fighting schools in Golarion. New archetypes, feats, and martial 
rules subsystems unlock new ways to do battle and differentiate your favorite 
fighting style from common brawling. (STK632924) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Supplement, SC, 8x11, 64pgs, FC $19.99 
 
PATHFINDER CARDS: WRATH OF THE RIGHTEOUS FACE CARDS DECK 
Give life to your NPCs with Wrath of the Righteous Face Cards! More than 50 
key characters fill this gorgeously illustrated deck designed for use with the 
Wrath of the Righteous Adventure Path, but suitable for use in any fantasy 
roleplaying game! Each card includes the character's name, his or her role in the 
Adventure Path, space to record key details, and artwork by Paizo's finest 
illustrators. These Face Cards bring the most prominent cast members of this 
mythic Adventure Path to your tabletop and let your players look into the faces of 
the enemy! (STK632925) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Accessory, 55pgs, FC $10.99 
 
PATHFINDER MAP PACK: CAVE TUNNELS 
Pathfinder Map Pack: Cave Tunnels contains 18 full-color, 5" x 8" map tiles, 
stunningly crafted by cartographer Jason A. Engle, that combine to form a 
modular, customizable underground labyrinth filled with crumbling passages, 
bottomless pits, monster lairs, and more! (STK632926) (C: 0-1-2) 
Roleplay Accessory, 18pgs, FC $13.99 
 
PATHFINDER PLAYER COMPANION: ALCHEMY MANUAL 
Put the power of wondrous concoctions and daring alchemical innovations to 
work for you with dozens of new types of alchemical gear, weapons, poisons, 
and more in this comprehensive guide to adventuring gear inspired by the 
alchemical arts. Learn the secrets of the alchemists of Thuvia, the poison 
masters of Daggermark, daring Darklands apothecaries, and more. You don't 
have to be a wizard to sling fire or a cleric to heal the sick. Put the secrets of 
science to work for you with the Alchemy Manual! (STK632927) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 8x11, 32pgs, FC $12.99 
 
PATHFINDER RPG: STRATEGY GUIDE 
Unlock the secrets of the Pathfinder RPG! Learn to improve your play and master 
the game with the Pathfinder RPG: Strategy Guide! This user-friendly, step-by-
step, illustrated strategy guide offers invaluable advice on how to create a 
character — from the formation of a concept to selecting the best options to 
breath life into them. This comprehensive guide also includes rules for advancing 



your character from humble beginnings to the heights of power. (STK632928) (C: 
0-1-2) 
HC, 8x11, 160pgs, FC $29.99 
 
PATHFINDER TALES: THE REDEMPTION ENGINE MMPB 
From acclaimed author James L. Sutter comes the sequel to 2011's Death's 
Heretic! When murdered sinners fail to show up in Hell, it's up to Salim Ghadafar 
— an atheist warrior forced to solve problems for the goddess of death — to 
track down the missing souls. In order to do so, Salim will need to descend into 
the anarchic city of Kaer Maga, following a trail that ranges from Hell's iron cities 
to the gates of Heaven itself. Along the way, he'll be aided by a host of 
otherworldly creatures, a streetwise teenager, and two warriors of the mysterious 
Iridian Fold. But when the missing souls are the scum of the earth, and the 
victims devils themselves, can anyone really be trusted? (STK632929) (C: 0-1-2) 
SC, 5x7, 400pgs, B&W $9.99 
 
SCHOLASTIC INC. 
 
MINECRAFT: THE OFFICIAL MOJANG COMBAT HANDBOOK 
In Minecraft, you're never alone and the threat of attack is constant. How will you 
survive? The Official Combat Handbook will teach you everything you need to 
know to defend yourself from hostile monsters and enemy players. You can learn 
how to build a fort, craft armor and weapons, set mob traps, defeat your enemies 
in one-on-one combat, and battle your way out of the Nether and the End. With 
tips from Minecraft experts, as well as developer Jeb and creator Notch himself, 
you'll be a Minecraft warrior in no time! (STK636520) (C: 0-1-1) 
Handbook, HC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC $7.99 
 
MINECRAFT: THE OFFICIAL MOJANG CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK 
From theme parks with incredible waterslide rides to entire pirate coves complete 
with galleons — is there nothing that can't be achieved in Minecraft? Here the 
experts talk you through amazing constructions which range from awe-inspiring 
cathedrals to wacky inventions like the hilarious animal cannon that catapults 
cows out to sea! Find out which are Notch's personal favorites and get step-by-
step instructions to fuel your own creative genius. Be ore-some! (STK636521) (C: 
0-1-1) 
Handbook, HC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC $7.99 
 
MINECRAFT: THE OFFICIAL MOJANG ESSENTIAL HANDBOOK 
Welcome to the world of Minecraft! Learn how to find resources; make a shelter; 
craft tools, armor, and weapons; and protect yourself from monsters in the world 
of Minecraft! You're alone in a mysterious new world, full of hidden dangers. You 
have only minutes to find food and shelter before darkness falls and the 
monsters come looking for you. What do you do? This official Minecraft 
beginner's handbook might just save your life. With tips from Minecraft experts, 



including developer Jeb and creator Notch himself, this is the definitive guide to 
surviving your first few days. (STK636516) (C: 0-1-1) 
Handbook, HC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC $7.99 
 
MINECRAFT: THE OFFICIAL MOJANG REDSTONE HANDBOOK 
It's time to wire up and get connected to one of the most complex areas of 
Minecraft, Redstone. Redstone experts guide you through all aspects of working 
with Redstone including mining, smelting, using repeaters, circuit components 
and circuit designs. This handbook also includes exclusive tips from game 
creator Notch himself and some of the most extraordinary Redstone creations 
ever made. So power up and get switched on to Redstone! (STK636519) (C: 0-1-
1) 
Handbook, HC, 5x7, 80pgs, FC $7.99 
 
SPORTS IMAGES INC. 
 
ULTRA PRO PATHFINDER: ICONIC CHARACTERS MINI MATS 4-PACK 
Iconic Character Mini Mats for use with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game! 
The 4-Pack contains characters Amiri, Lini, Sajan and Seelah. Each player using 
their character mat receives a special bonus: Once per game, at the start of your 
turn, you may discard a card to draw a card! (STK636391) (C: 0-1-2) 
Playmats (x4) PI  
 
ULTRA PRO PATHFINDER: ICONIC CHARACTERS MINI MATS 7-PACK 
Iconic Character Mini Mats for use with the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game. 
The 7-Pack contains characters Lem, Kyra, Valeros, Harsk, Merisiel, Seoni and 
Ezren. Each player using their character mat receives a special bonus: Once per 
game, at the start of your turn, you may discard a card to draw a card! 
(STK636392) (C: 0-1-2) 
Playmats (x7) PI  
 
STEVE JACKSON GAMES 
 
MUNCHKIN +6 BAG O' ZOMBIES 
(W) Steve Jackson (A/CA) John Kovalic 
Show off your brain-eating munchkinosity in style! Use these six Munchkin 
zombie pawns in your Munchkin games... or in any game! Use them to mark your 
place, and get some special munchkiny benefits while you’re at it. Based on the 
Munchkin Zombies illustrations by John Kovalic. (STK636373) (C: 0-1-2) 
Card Game Accessory (SJG 5568) $6.95 
 
OFFERED AGAIN 
 
O/A MUNCHKIN ZOMBIES GAME 
(W) Steve Jackson (A/CA) John Kovalic 



Kill the Living! Eat their Brains! Braaiiinns! It’s the sickest, silliest Munchkin yet! 
The players are zombies, kicking down doors and eating brains. The “monsters” 
they’re attacking are people, some helpless, some hazardous, with a few rogue 
zombies thrown in. The armor is whatever they’ve blundered across during their 
lurching search for brains. So bravely the munchkins go forth, with mousetraps 
on their feet and a bowling trophy protecting their poor rotting heads... to level up, 
or to die. Again! (STK436464) (C: 0-1-2) 
Game (SJG 1481) $24.99 
 
MUNCHKIN ZOMBIES 4: SPARE PARTS 
(W) Steve Jackson (A/CA) John Kovalic 
Munchkin Zombies remains an evergreen Munchkin hit — the fans liked it so 
much that it’s gone back for six printings in less than three years! And they keep 
asking for more! Munchkin Zombies 4: Spare Parts includes 56 new cards for 
Munchkin Zombies. Players can take on a new Power, Solo, and show the other 
zombies on the block who’s boss. They get fun new Items like "Spare Parts" and 
"Bowling Gloves", and take on hilarious new monsters like the "Surgeon General" 
and "The LARPing Dead"! This expansion requires the Munchkin Zombies game 
to play. (STK636372) (C: 0-1-2) 
Card Game Expansion (SJG 1493) $10.95 
 
WIZKIDS/NECA 
 
MARVEL HEROCLIX: DEADPOOL 
Marvel HeroClix: Deadpool brings the mirth and the mayhem to the HeroClix 
tabletop in adding the Merc With A Mouth! to players' collections. Popular sub-
themes include Deadpool's allies and adversaries, the Deadpool Corps, the all-
new Thunderbolts, and more! Break the fourth wall with the Speech Bubbles 
mechanic and make Deadpool all the more charming (or annoying)! Available in 
single-figure foil packs, the Booster Brick, or the Thunderbolts Fast-Forces 6-
pack. (STK636527) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
FOIL PACK—Figure (WZK 71180) $2.99 
BOOSTER BRICK—Figure (x10) $129.90 
FAST FORCES PACK—Starter Pack M$16.99 
 
MARVEL HEROCLIX: X-MEN — DAYS OF FUTURE PAST 
Marvel HeroClix: X-Men — Days of Future Past includes characters from the 
decades-spanning fan-favorite storyline that began way back in Uncanny X-Men 
#141! X-Men from both the present and the future are joined by the evil 
Brotherhood of Mutants and more in this latest Marvel HeroClix product! With 24 
different characters to collect, this release is sure toplease both casual and 
dedicated X-Men HeroClix fan. (STK636525) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in 
the United States, Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Foil Pack (WZK 71143) $71.76 
 



MARVEL HEROCLIX: X-MEN — DAYS OF FUTURE PAST SENTINEL PACK 
The evil robotic enemies of the X-Men from the classic comic story come to the 
tabletop in this special pack! The Sentinel features all-new metallic paint for a 
more "robotic" appearance, and stands several inches tall and comes with two 
SwitchClix bases so players can alternate between playing a "defensive-mode" 
Sentinel and an "attack-mode" Sentinel! The Marvel HeroClix: X-Men — Days of 
Future Past Sentinel Pack also includes 48 horde tokens and two maps for use in 
your HeroClix games.  Hunt down your opponents HeroClix characters with the 
Sentinel! (STK636524) (C: 1-1-2) NOTE: Available only in the United States, 
Canada, and U.S. Territories. 
Figure (WZK 71145) M$29.99 
 
VIDEOS SECTION 
 
ANIMATION 
 
ARCHER: SEASON FOUR 
From 20th Century Fox. Swing back into action with Sterling Archer — the 
world’s greatest spy — and the agents of ISIS for another hilarious season of 
cocktails, carousing and animated awesomeness! Follow the team around the 
globe, from the mysterious Bermuda Triangle all the way to the Vatican, as they 
bicker, backstab and bumble their way through assassination plots, an ill-advised 
marriage, an unexpected pregnancy, and a venomous snake bite in a very, very 
bad place! Packed with terrorist threats, sexual shenanigans, and all things 
inappropriate, Archer Season Four comes fully loaded with outrageous top-secret 
extras! (STK634724) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $39.99 
DVD $29.98 
 
BEETLEJUICE: SEASONS TWO & THREE 
From Shout! Factory. Welcome to the "Netherworld," where Beetlejuice (a wild 
bug-eating ghost with a bad habit of acting stupid and a weakness for not 
working well with others) lives! His best friend Lydia is a mortal who, despite 
being best friends, is consistently getting pranks pulled on her by Beetlejuice! 
Trapped in the Netherworld, the only way Beetlejuice can visit the Outerworld 
(mortal world) is when his name is repeated three times, but unfortunately for him 
that is the same way to send him back! This set contains all 24 episodes from 
seasons 2 and 3 of the animated series. (STK635174) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.93 
 
DC SUPER HEROES: THE FILMATION ADVENTURES: VOLUME ONE 
From Warner Home Video. Starring DC Comics favorites the Atom, the Flash, 
Green Lantern, and Hawkman, these action-packed Filmation Associates-
produced adventures pit our heroes against alien invaders and fantastical 
creatures from strange worlds, all intent on taking over planet Earth! This 
compilation features each super-hero in their own cartoon, plus bonus episodes 



starring the Justice League of America and the Teen Titans. (STK636243) (C: 0-
1-1) 
DVD $9.97 
 
MY LITTLE PONY: A DASH OF AWESOME 
From Shout! Factory. Rainbow Dash is one cool pony! She can clear the sky in 
"ten seconds flat" and create a Sonic Rainboom. But this pony also knows the 
importance of friendship and loyalty. Join Rainbow and her friends — Twilight 
Sparkle, Rarity, Fluttershy, Apple Jack, and Spike — in this awesome collection 
of five episodes, including two from the new fourth season! (STK635171) (C: 0-1-
1) 
DVD $14.97 
 
REGULAR SHOW: MORDECAI & MARGARET PACK 
From Cartoon Network. Cartoon Networks' Emmy-nominated comedy series 
Regular Show is back with an all-new DVD! Regular Show is part of the very 
popular Monday night line-up on Cartoon Network that has redefined "regular." 
Join Mordecai, Rigby, Margaret, and the rest of the gang in the Regular Show: 
Mordecai & Margaret Pack, featuring 16 episodes from the series' hilarious first 4 
seasons, plus a never before seen special feature, "Steak Me, Amadeus." 
(STK635861) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.82 
 
SCOOBY-DOO!: WRESTLEMANIA MYSTERY 
From Warner Home Video. When Shaggy and Scooby win tickets to 
WrestleMania, the entire gang travels in the Mystery Machine to WWE City to 
attend the epic event. However, when a mysterious ghostly bear appears and 
threatens to ruin the show, Scooby and the gang work with WWE Superstars to 
solve the case! (STK635863) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY & DVD—DVD $24.98 
DVD $19.98 
 
TRANSFORMERS ARMADA: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
From Shout! Factory. The Autobots and Decepticons are at it again in this 
complete series of Transformers Armada, the first series in the 
Armada/Erergon/Cyberton trilogy. The two factors have gone to war on their 
home planet of Cybertron over the Mini-Cons, a race of smaller, power-
enhancing Transformers. This struggle will bring Autobots, Decepticons, and 
Mini-Cons to Earth where they continue the battle, even after two humans 
become involved. (STK635176) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $44.99 
 
TRANSFORMERS RESCUE BOTS: HEROES ON THE SCENE 
From Shout! Factory.Young Cody, his family of emergency responders, and the 
Rescue Bots, Autobots charged with the mission of protecting humans, must 
work together to keep their hometown of Griffin Rock safe. Whether they are 



uncovering mysteries or rescuing lost team members, the Rescue Bots learn 
what it means to be heroes! (STK635172) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $14.93 
 
ANIME 
 
ACCEL WORLD: SET TWO 
From Viz Media. The year is 2046. Harayuki Arita is a young boy who finds 
himself on the lowest social rungs of his school. Ashamed of his miserable life, 
Harayuki can only cope by indulging in virtual games. But that all changes when 
Kuroyukihime, the most popular girl in school, introduces him to a mysterious 
program called Brain Burst and a virtual reality called the Accel World. 
(STK636241) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $54.97 
DVD $44.82 
 
FAIRY TAIL: PART NINE 
From Funimation. The most powerful wizards in Fairy Tail travel to a remote 
island rich in magic and history. There, they compete against one another to see 
who deserves to be given the title of "S-Class." But where these wizards go, 
chaos is sure to follow. Their trials are interrupted when the most powerful of the 
dark guilds — Grimoire Heart — shows up in search of a legendary wielder of 
black magic. Once they find him, they'll use his skills to bring death to every 
corner of the world! (STK636121) (C: 0-1-1) 
Combo Pack $54.98 
 
IKKI TOUSEN: XTREME XECUTOR & SHUGAKU TOSHI KEPPU-ROKU OVA 
From Funimation. Get pumped for a new season of full frontal fights busting out 
between student bodies in warfare! Round four of the titilating action epic delivers 
double the ditz when the master of school uniform disasters gets a disciple! Word 
of a tournament gets around, and Hakafu's ready to rumble. But training a pupil is 
tiring word — and catching some random ZZZs puts a delay on her dreams of 
combat conquest. When a sinister force sabotages the rival schools into 
submission, the warriors' fates reveal themselves in gravity-defying fisticuffs. Can 
Hakufu muscle her way to victory and save her friends from repeating their fatal 
past? (STK636124) (C: 1-1-2) 
MATURE THEMES 
DVD $59.98 
 
MARDOCK SCRAMBLE: THIRD EXHAUST 
From Sentai Filmworks. Rune Balot's struggle to bring the man who killed her to 
justice continues amid the world of high-stakes gambling and glamour at the 
Eggnog Blue Casino. The odds are stacked heavily in the house's favor and even 
with the aid of Dr. Easter and Oeufcoque, a universal item capable of turning into 
anything and everything, Rune's chances of winning are slim.  But winning the 
golden chips containing Shell Septinos' memories is only the next step on a long 



and treacherous road. She'll still have to live long enough to bring those 
memories before the court, and even that isn't the end of the journey. Rune's 
search for answers to the questions that haunt comes to a shattering climax in 
the exhaustive third volume of Mardock Scramble! (STK635432) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $39.98 
DVD $29.98 
 
MARIA HOLIC ALIVE! COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Sentai Filmworks. Some things never change: Ame no Kisaki, that famous 
and exclusive boarding school, still doesn't accept boys, and Kanako, Kisaki's 
most romantically unfortunate student, still doesn't accept them either. Sadly, that 
means that Kanako's still trying to connect with anyone of the same sex, and 
having the usual horrid luck.  She's still in imminent peril of dying from the 
constant nosebleeds she gets from being over stimulated by the presence of her 
fellow classmates. And she's still forced to endure the tragedy of sharing a room 
with the school's most beautiful girl who is, of course, still a guy in drag.  Poor 
Kanako! She came hoping to find love and happiness, and all she's found is 
misery, frustration and a level of desperation so great that she'll even take a 
chance on a sleepover in a dorm filled with deathtraps! (STK635436) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $69.98 
DVD $59.98 
 
MYSELF; YOURSELF: COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Maiden Japan. Before his family left the town of Sakuranomori, Sana 
Hidaka said farewell to his five best friends, thinking that he would never see 
them again. Five years later, however, he finds himself returning to 
Sakuranomori to finish high school while living alone in an apartment owned by 
his parents. Can the threads of friendship severed by time be mended? Will his 
friends even recognize him? What once was can never be exactly as it was in 
treasured memories, but what could be may become even more precious as life 
moves inexorably forward.  The past becomes the future as the flames of 
friendship rekindle in MYSELF; YOURSELF. (STK635422) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $49.98 
 
ONE PIECE: COLLECTION NINE 
From Funimation. Monkey D. Luffy refuses to let anyone or anything stand in the 
way of his quest to become King of All Pirates. With a course charted for the 
treacherous waters of the Grand Line, this is one captain who'll never drop 
anchor until he's claimed the greatest treasure on Earth: the Legendary One 
Piece! Along for the ride are his loyal crewmates, a wonderfully bizarre collection 
of outcasts and misfits from the far corners of the world. Each member has their 
own special talent, and they'll utilize their skills to help Luffy achieve his dream! 
Together, the rubberman and his crew can conquer any challenge - or defeat any 
foe! (STK636109) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $34.98 
 



ONE PIECE: SEASON FIVE, VOYAGE SIX 
From Funimation. During their stay at Water 7 after successfully escaping from 
Enies Lobby, the Straw Hats are visited by Marines. A few days before, Ace 
finally catches up to and battles with Blackbeard on Banaro Island. Then, Franky 
joins the Straw Hats and becomes their shipwright. Collects episodes 325-336. 
(STK636117) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $39.98 
 
THE PET GIRL OF SAKURASOU: COLLECTION TWO 
From Sentai Filmworks. The care and feeding of a pet girl is something only 
those with the most dogged determination should attempt, but Sorata Kanda 
never really had a choice in the matter.  Tasked with keeping the acclaimed but 
highly dysfunctional and unfocused artist Mashiro Shiina from forgetting to eat, 
brush her hair or wear clothes, it's been a long, slow battle to get to the point 
where he's reached a general understanding of her extreme quirks. Which 
doesn't mean that Mashiro doesn't still walk out of the dorm half-naked. It's just 
that Sorata now understands that it's going to happen. Attentions stray, passions 
play and sanity frays as the housebreaking continues in the second insane 
volume of The Pet Girl of Sakurasou! (STK635426) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $59.98 
DVD $49.98 
 
PSYCHO-PASS: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON 
From Funimation. Brace yourself for a hardboiled sci-fi thriller from the creator of 
Madoka Magica and the studio that brought you Ghost in the Shell. Welcome to a 
world where just thinking about a crime is enough to make you guilty. Bad 
intentions can no longer be hidden, and the police know exactly which tainted 
minds are about to cross over to the wrong side of the law. The great equalizer in 
the war on thugs is the Dominator, a futuristic weapon that can read minds and 
assess the risk that a citizen will turn criminal. Cops work in teams made up of 
Enforcers and Inspectors, and the all-powerful Sibyl System keeps a watching 
eye on us all. Society is paralyzed with its deepest, darkest desires, and trial by 
jury has been replaced by the wrath of the Dominator. How guilty are you? 
Available in a Premium Edition complete first season box set or in two half-
season box sets. (STK636118) (C: 0-1-1) 
THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON—Blu-Ray $159.98 
SEASON ONE, PART ONE—Combo Pack $64.98 
SEASON ONE, PART TWO—Combo Pack $64.98 
 
ROBOTICS;NOTES: PART TWO 
From Funimation. Kai and Aki dream of building a giant fighting robot based on a 
super-popular anime, but that's going to be impossible if they don't get more 
members into their school's Robot Research Club. They'll take anyone they can 
talk into joining them, and finally their goal looks like it's within reach. But when a 
sentient AI program tell Kai about mysterious documents hidden on the Internet, 
things start to get strange for everyone. As the club members track down the 



secret messages, they realize that the information may be far bigger — and more 
dangerous — than they ever expected. (STK636122) (C: 0-1-1)$64.98 
 
SHANGRI-LA: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
From Funimation. All 24 episodes of the 2009 series, collected together for the 
first time! In the distant future, earthquakes and the effects of global warming 
have splintered Japanese society. Some struggle hand-to-mouth in the jungle-
tangled ruins of civilization. Some live comfortably within the closed-off city of 
Atlas. As nature grows more violent and the divide between classes expands, 
one spirited girl — Kuniko — must face her destiny and lead her people into the 
utopia of Atlas. The city's ruthless government isn't going to welcome them with 
open arms, but Kuniko won't give up until the gates of Atlas are kicked open for 
good, even if it means discovering that the promised land she dreamed of is built 
upon a foundation of twisted secrets and lies. (STK636115) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
TO LOVE-RU: COMPLETE SEASON ONE 
From Sentai Filmworks. When a beautiful, naked alien princess teleports into 
Rito Yuki's bathtub, there's a definite case of rub-a-dub-DOOM! Rito is 
completely unaware that touching a girl's breasts there is how they propose 
marriage. Consequently, due to some slippery tile and some extra-prominent 
female appendages, Rito's suddenly on his way to being a member of the royal 
family. Unfortunately, this is one royal family no one wants to become a part of 
given that her father, King Develuke, bears a suspicious resemblance to the 
devil! Will Rito become the next king of the galaxy?  Will he learn the secret of 
the Big Bang? Find out in To Love-Ru! (STK635427) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY—Blu-Ray $89.98 
 
UPOTTE!! COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Sentai Filmworks. Kiss kiss, bang bang! The arms race takes on a startling 
new development when the arms come with heads, legs and very feminine 
bodies attached! Yes, at Seishou Academy every girl is literally a lethal weapon, 
and they're all gunning for the top shot at getting their own personal serviceman! 
Needless to say, it's going to be difficult for newly recruited human instructor 
Genkoku to adjust to working with a living arsenal of high caliber cuties with tricky 
names like FNC (Funko,) M 16A4 (Ichiroku,)  L85A1 (Eru,) and SG 550 (Shigu,).  
Especially since many have hair triggers and there's no bulletproof vest that can 
stop a really determined co-ed! (STK635429) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $69.98 
DVD $59.98 
 
CLASSIC ANIME 
 
BLUE SUBMARINE NO 6.: COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Discotek Media. In the future, the rising temperature of the Earth has 
melted the polar ice caps. As a result, the planet's last remaining land masses 



are in danger of sinking into the ocean. As if humanity didn't have enough 
problems, an army of ocean-dwelling creatures led by the scientist Zorndyke 
have seemingly declared war on mankind! Humanity's last hopes rest with the 
state-of-the-art vessel, Blue Sub 6 and her crew. Can Tetsu and Mayumi stop 
Zorndyke's mutant army and save what remains of humanity? (STK635393) (C: 
0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $29.95 
STILL AVAILABLE ON DVD $24.95 
 
GALAXY RAILWAYS: THE BOX SET 
From Funimation. Leiji Matsumoto's 2003 sci-fi masterpiece, now available at a 
lower price! At the center of the Universe, on the planet Destiny, all the terminals 
of "The Galaxy Railways" are gathered. Carrying on his family's tradition, Yuuki 
Manabu joins the SDF (Space Defense Force) to help uphold the railway's 
reputation of maintaining the best transportation schedules within the Universe. 
(STK636116) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $29.98 
 
NADIA: THE SECRET OF BLUE WATER COMPLETE COLLECTION 
From Sentai Filmworks. The classic series now available in HD for the first time! 
The World's Fair, Paris, 1889: a young inventor crosses paths with an enigmatic 
girl and her pet lion. Suddenly they find themselves pursued by villainous trio 
intent upon stealing the magical Blue Water. Join Nadia and Jean as they travel 
the high seas in search of Nadia's homeland and her past, their only clue the 
mysterious jewel Nadia wears.  Can they unravel the Secret of the Blue Water 
before it is too late?  Discover Nadia, Secret of Blue Water, the animated series 
beloved by millions, and find out for yourself! (STK635424) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $99.98 
DVD $79.98 
 
PRINCESS NINE: THE COMPLETE SERIES 
From Lucky Penny. In the male-dominated sport of baseball, one group of high 
school girls is about to turn the world upside down! Ryo Hayakawa, daughter of a 
legendary pitcher, has been chosen to lead the "Princesses," Japan's first-ever 
girls's baseball team. They don't want to play in a separate league; they're taking 
on the boys at their own game. Their goal? None other than Koshien, the 
national high school baseball championship! (STK635384) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $39.99 
 
THE THIRD: THE GIRL WITH THE BLUE EYE: THE COMPLETE 
COLLECTION 
From Nozomi Entertainment. One girl. One tank. No problem! In a devastated 
world overrun by monstrous bugs and ravaged by outlaws, there's only one 
person to call when you really need a job done right: Honoka. With a sixth sense 
for danger, sword skills that are second to none, and a smart-alek AI tank by the 
name of Bogie, she's ready to tackle any job and solve any problem for her 



clients. But while crossing the desert one night, she finds a young man alone in 
the wasteland. It's the first step of journey that will challenge even Honoka's 
amazing skills to their very limit! (STK635387) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $39.99 
 
UNICO DOUBLE FEATURE 
From Discotek Media. Two classic Osamu Tezuka anime, available on Blu-Ray 
for the first time! Unico the Unicorn has the amazing power to make anyone he 
meets happy. Whether it's because of his personality or the powers of his horn, 
no one knows. However, the gods become jealous of Unico, thinking that only 
they should be able to decide or allow people to be happy. Unico is banished to 
the Hill of Oblivion, and the West Wind is ordered to take him there. But she can't 
stand giving this fate to Unico, so Unico's adventures begin as the West Wind 
takes him from one place to the next, in a never-ending journey to escape the 
wrath of the gods. (STK635390) (C: 0-1-1) 
Blu-Ray $29.95 
 
ASIAN CINEMA 
 
CYBERPUNK COLLECTION 2-PACK 
From Unearthed Films. Rubber's Lover: A powerful and secretive corporation  is 
conducting underground psychic experiments utilized Digital Direct Drive. While 
under the influence of the drug ether, the human subjectsa are outfitted in rubber 
suits and bombarded with DDD. Pinocchio 964: Welcome to a nightmare of a 
cybernetic sex android set loose into the world without a memory. Wandering 
around Japan, Pinocchio finds Kyoko, another amnesiac with a horrible secret to 
her own memory loss. (STK635402) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.95 
 
GIRLS, GANGSTERS & ZOMBIES 
From Switchblade Pictures. Being a gangster is a dangerous profession, and 
even when you've escaped the scene of your crime, you need a place to hide 
out. Someplace out in the middle of nowhere where you can hide with your loot 
without worrying about running into another living soul. Unfortunately, living souls 
aren't the problem gorgeous mob girl Maki runs into when she and her boyfriend 
Akio double cross his bosses. Oh, their triple crossing partners don't make things 
easy, but the Maki's real dilemma begins when their hideout turns out to be 
infested with the walking undead! And while cops and other gangsters die when 
you shoot them, zombies just look at handguns and laugh! (STK635430) (C: 0-1-
1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
ICHI-1 
From Unearthed Films. Based on the original manga, Ichi-1 is the prequel to 
Takashi Miike's Ichi the Killer. Nao Omori stars as Shiro Ishi (the future Ichi) and 
Teah is Dai, the best fighter at the local high school. Whenever Dai gets into a 



fight, Ichi is voyeuristically watching nearby, enjoying the brutality. Dai confronts 
him but Ichi cannot tear himself away from the bloodshed. Everywhere Ichi goes 
he is considered a weakling and is bullied, taunted and made fun of. Even the 
younger kids from his karate class show him no respect, but Ichi refuses to fight 
back. However, on a fateful summer's day, Ichi is pushed too far by a group of 
his fellow students. (STK635395) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $14.95 
 
SMUGGLER 
From Funimation. Based on the manga Sumagurâ: Omae no mirai o hakobe, 
Smuggler spins a set of darkly comic tales based in the Tokyo underworld. 
Follow Kinuta, Joe, Vertebrae, Yuki into a story that is equal parts humorous, 
thrilling and horrifying. (STK636108) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
CULT CLASSICS 
 
BAFFLED! 
From Scorpion Releasing. Tom Kovack (Leonard Nimoy) is a hard-nosed racing 
driver until a sudden supernatural vision causes a near fatal crash while he's 
hurtling down the backstretch at 140 miles an hour. Michele Brent convinces him 
that his visions are significant. She leads him to the manor house that appears in 
his vision, which in turn leads him into a world of revenge and murder from 
beyond the grave! Featuring both the US and UK versions! (STK635391) (C: 0-1-
1) 
DVD $19.95 
 
FRAGGLE ROCK: SEASON ONE, VOLUME ONE 
From The Jim Henson Company. Dance your cares away with this collection of 
episodes highlighting everyone's favorite fun-loving furry creatures — the 
Fraggles! Get to know Gobo, Red, Boober, Wembly, and Mokey as they explore 
outer space, dodge the Gorgs, and learn about themselves and the world around 
them in this silly first volume of Season 1! (STK635167) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $5.97 
 
MALIBU HIGH/HUSTLER SQUAD DOUBLE FATURE 
From Scorpion! Malibu High: Every teacher wanted to flunk her, but no one 
dared! Kim's grades are poor, her boyfriend has dumped her for a snobby rich 
girl, and her financial situation is disastrous. She makes an after hours meeting 
with a teacher to improve her grade point average and soon, she is working her 
way through the entire faculty room! But when that isn't enough, Kim turns to 
murder as danger heats up! Hustler Squad!: You pay for the pleasure, the killing 
is free! An unlikely group of freedom fighters — professional prostitutes — are 
recruited by the U.S. Army to perform a dangerous, quite unorthodox military 
mission! (STK635181) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $16.95 



 
SHINOBI GIRL 
From Tokyo Shock. The hit online series, available for the first time on DVD. As 
the ultra-rich and powerful claim more and more victims, Noriko fights to save 
one person at a time and find evidence that will prove her innocence. However, 
Ms. Brooks, the high-society trophy wife turned widow, is hot on her trail. Her 
army of elite corporate assassins includes the lethal one-woman hit squad Raven 
who has her own personal agenda! Can Noriko challenge one of the most 
powerful and dangerous corporations in the world and survive long enough to 
prove her innocence and regain her freedom? (STK635166) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $19.98 
 
SLUMBER PARTY MASSACRE 
From Shout! Factory. When a young teenager decides to invite her high school 
girls basketball teammates over for a slumber party, she has no idea the night 
will be violently crashed by an escaped deranged mental patient carrying a 
portable drill. (STK635175) (C: 0-1-1) 
Blu-Ray $24.97 
 
DOCTOR WHO 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE TIME OF THE DOCTOR 
From BBC Video. Orbiting a quiet backwater planet, the massed forces of the 
universe's deadliest species gather, drawn to a mysterious message that echoes 
out to the stars — and among them, the Doctor. Rescuing Clara from a family 
Christmas dinner, the Time Lord and his best friend must learn what this 
enigmatic signal means for his own fate and that of the universe. The final 
adventure of the eleventh Doctor, the 2013 Doctor Who Christmas special stars 
Matt Smith and Jenna Coleman. (STK636245) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $19.98 
DVD $14.98 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE MOONBASE 
From BBC Video. The TARDIS arrives in 2070 AD on the Moon, where a 
weather control station under the command of a man named Hobson is in the 
grip of a plague epidemic. The Doctor, along with his friends Polly, Ben, and 
Jamie, is accused of starting the plague. It is not long, however, before the time 
travelers discover the true cause of the death — a powerful, unstoppable race 
the Doctor has met before, the Cybermen. (STK635180) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $24.98 
 
FANTASY 
 
ATLANTIS: SEASON ONE 
From BBC Video. From the creators of international hit show Merlin and the 
creator of the Bafta-winning Misfits! When Jason set out to find his father, he 



could never have anticipated where his journey would lead. Far from home and 
desperate for answers, Jason washes up on the shores of an ancient land. A 
mysterious place; a world of bull leaping, of snake haired goddesses and of 
palaces so vast it was said they were built by giants – this is the lost city of 
Atlantis. But beneath the surface of this enticing place is a dark and simmering 
past, a complicated web of treachery and deceit, in which Jason himself now 
seems inexplicably bound. (STK636239) (C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $59.98 
DVD $49.98 
 
HORROR 
 
AMERICAN GORE STORIES: VOLUME FOUR "SHOT ON VIDEO" 
From SRS Cinema. Four unique and original terror tales: "The Viscious Sweet," a 
popular scream queen is abducted by her biggest fan; "Shatter Dead," zombies 
have overrun the land of the living as one woman tries to make it home; "The 
Pact," a haunted house beckons a young woman; and "Twisted Illusions," an 
anthology of sick and twisty terror tales. (STK635405) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $14.95 
 
BENEATH 
From Shout! Factory. Six high school seniors celebrating graduation with a day's 
excursion find themselves on a rowboat attacked by a man-eating fish and must 
decide who will be sacrificed as they fight their way back to shore. (STK635168) 
(C: 0-1-1) 
BLU-RAY $19.97 
DVD $14.93 
 
HELLBENDERS 
From Lionsgate. There are demons so terrible that no mortal man of God could 
successfully drive them back to Hell. The only option is for the exorcist himself to 
invite possession and then commit suicide, dragging along the demon to 
damnation, thus the Augustine Interfaith Order of Hellbound Saints — or 
Hellbenders — was formed.  A group of elite, highly-trained exorcists, they live in 
a constant state of debauchery so they will be ready to go to Hell at any moment.  
When an infernal Norse demon called Black Surtr escapes into New York City 
intent on cracking open the gates of Hell, the Hellbenders must use every ounce 
of their debauchery to battle the demon and save the planet from eternal 
damnation! (STK635178) (C: 0-1-1) 
3D BLU-RAY & BLU-RAY $24.99 
DVD $19.98 
 
HUMOR 
 
MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000: VOLUME XXIX 



From Shout! Factory. Four more films skewered by the gang of Mystery Science 
Theater 3000 are collected on DVD! Films include Untamed Youth, Hercules and 
the Captive Woman, The Thing That Wouldn't Die, and The Pumaman. 
(STK635170) (C: 0-1-1) 
DVD $59.97 
 
SOUNDTRACKS 
 
BEST OF SILENT HILL: MUSIC FROM THE SERIES 
From Perseverance Records. The best music from the video game series Silent 
Hill, one of the most successful video game franchises in the history of the 
business is featured on this 16 track album. This collection also features the song 
"I Want Love" with vocals by world famous Popera star Romina Arena. 
(STK635408) (C: 0-1-1) 
CD $17.99 
 
BUIO OMEGA: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From AMS Records. Buio Omega, two short and simple words that, in the mind 
of Goblin's fans as well as in the horror/splatter movies fanatics' one, recall 
sounds and images of a legendary film. Directed in 1979 by Joe D'Amato, it still 
impresses with the rawness and morbidity of its scenes, the trademark of a 
director who, much more than others, befits the term "extreme." Buio Omega is 
pressed on vinyl today for the first time ever, a release awaited for years by 
Goblin fans. The LP is housed in a beautiful gatefold cover showing inside 
recording sessions photos and promotional flyers/postcards. The tracklist is that 
of the first 1997 CD edition. (STK634868) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl $33.99 
 
DOCTOR WHO: THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION ORIGINAL 
SOUNDTRACK 
From Silva America. This is the release that Doctor Who fans worldwide have 
been waiting for, assembled after years of research and trawls through dusty 
archives and libraries. It's a comprehensive overview of the very special music 
that has accompanied the Doctor over his travels through time and space from 
William Hartnell in 1963 to present day Matt Smith. From Ron Grainer's iconic 
theme realised by the BBC Radiophonic Workshop's Delia Derbyshire to Murray 
Gold's orchestral tapestries, this is a musical saga of monumental proportions. 
The lavish 20 page booklet with the set includes liner notes from Doctor Who 
composer Mark Ayres on the history of music in the series and details of the 
episodes. (STK634942) (C: 0-1-1) 
CD $22.98 
 
THE EXORCIST: THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From Perseverance Records. This is a reissue of the soundtrack to The Exorcist, 
one of horror's best and most frightening films of all time. Back in 1973, not only 
was this film released during the Christmas holiday season, it freaked out 



audiences like nothing that came before. For many audiences seeing Linda Blair 
make obscene gestures to Father Karras and puking green stuff, it was a shock 
and something not seen that often in movies around that time. One thing 
everybody remembers about the film is Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells. Also 
featured on the soundtrack are classical pieces by Krysztof Penderecki, Anton 
Webern, and Hans Werner Henze. (STK635415) (C: 0-1-1) 
CD $12.99 
 
THE HILLS HAVE EYES: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From One Way Static. Prolific and multitalented composer, musician, and record 
producer Don Peake wrote the original music for Wes Craven's The Hills Have 
Eyes (1977), where his eerie soundtrack punched up some of the film's most 
unnerving scenes. One Way Static Records is proud to announce the release of 
this historical motion picture soundtrack. A truly eerie experimental score that 
uses natural devices and existing instruments. LP limited to 1,400 copies. 
Includes extensive and exclusive liner notes. LP comes packaged in a deluxe tip-
on gatefold jacket with printed insert and obi. (STK634933) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl $32.99 
 
THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM: THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From Perseverance Records. We are proud to announce the expanded 
soundtrack of one of Full Moon's first films, The Pit & The Pendulum. The score 
is by Richard Band, one of the most prolific composers of genre films in the 80s 
& 90s. For the deluxe CD, we have remastered the music from the original 4-
track tapes which were overseen by Band. This CD will feature music from the 
original CD plus bonus tracks that were not on it. (STK635411) (C: 0-1-1) 
CD $15.99 
 
ROSEMARY'S BABY: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From Waxwork Records. Waxwork Records presents Christopher Komeda’s 
score to the 1968 horror classic, Rosemary’s Baby. Remixed and mastered for 
vinyl from the original master tapes, this special release is the most 
comprehensive presentation of the film’s score to ever be pressed on vinyl. 
Rosemary’s Baby will be available on 180 gram clear vinyl. A limited variant of 
500 randomly inserted units will be available on black and crystal clear haze 
vinyl. LP package details include audiophile-grade virgin vinyl housed in a 
heavyweight old-style tip-on gatefold jacket with satin finish and spot UV gloss. A 
12” x 12” art print of the album cover including an essay by Jay Shaw will be 
inserted into each package. (STK635823) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl $26.99 
 
SUSPIRIA: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From AMS Records. The original Suspiria vinyl record album featured two 
sleeves. When removed from the outer sleeve, the inner sleeve unfolded to 
reveal a pop-up of Dario Argento's initials, decorated with the demonic Goblin 
logo and the dead ballerina poster art from SUSPIRIA. The inner sleeve featured 



a black-and-white photo of Argento working with Goblin in the recording studio, 
plus several color photos from the film, including behind the scenes images of 
Argento on set.  This reissue features the same pop-up system, although 
inverted: this time the outer sleeve will reveal its astounding secret as it was 
intended in the original project! Of course the LP is the usual AMS heavy 180g 
high quality audiophile vinyl! (STK634870) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl $36.99 
 
TENEBRE: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From AMS Records. Tenebre is the soundtrack to the eponymous film directed 
by Dario Argento in 1982 and is considered a genuine Goblin album. As many 
know, the "real" Goblin were releasing the LP Volo at the same time, and the 
band's name and logo could not be used for copyright reasons. Tenebre is the 
last great collaboration between Argento and Goblin, before an almost 20-year 
long break that didn't end until 2001's Non ho sonno. This reissue of the Tenebre 
OST vinyl follows the AMS Records tradition where a poster is attached to the LP 
replica, gathering information for collectors about all the known existing versions 
of the release, images of the discography, and movie fliers. (STK634884) (C: 0-
1-1) 
Vinyl $33.99 
 
ZOMBI: ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
From AMS Records. In exchange for Dario Argento's help on Dawn of the Dead, 
George Romero allowed Argento to release a different (more explicit) cut of the 
movie in Europe. This version was called Zombi. Instead of the library music 
score that Romero had used, Argento enlisted the help of his pals Goblin to 
record a new soundtrack. The result is a brilliant score; menacing, thrilling and 
totally suited to the movie. Faithful replica of the original 1978 release, on new 
stunning 180 gram audiophile vinyl. Contains a fold-open four-color poster, 
printed on both sides, analyzing the soundtrack. (STK634883) (C: 0-1-1) 
Vinyl $33.99 
 
ADULT 
 
ANGEL BLADE 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $14.99 
 
MAID FOR PLEASURE 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 



DVD $24.99 
 
MYSTERY OF THE NECRONOMICON 
For more information on this item and a copy of the PREVIEWS Adult 
supplement, ask your local comic shop. (C: 1-1-1) NOTE: Available only within 
the United States and U.S. Territories. 
ADULT MATERIAL 
DVD $14.99 
 
COMING SOON 
 
THE LEGO MOVIE 
From Warner Bros. Pictures. This original 3D computer-animated story follows 
Emmet, an ordinary, rules-following, perfectly average LEGO minifigure who is 
mistakenly identified as the most extraordinary person and the key to saving the 
world. He is drafted into a fellowship of strangers on an epic quest to stop an evil 
tyrant, a journey for which Emmet is hopelessly and hilariously underprepared. 
(STK636255) (C: 0-1-2) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $35.99 
DVD $28.98 
 
ROBOCOP (2014) 
From Columbia Pictures. In the year 2028, multinational conglomerate OmniCorp 
is at the center of robot technology. Overseas, their drones have been used by 
the military for years. Now OmniCorp wants to bring their controversial 
technology to the home front, and they see a golden opportunity to do it. When 
Alex Murphy — a loving husband, father and good cop doing his best to stem the 
tide of crime and corruption in Detroit — is critically injured in the line of duty, 
OmniCorp sees their chance for a part-man, part-robot police officer. OmniCorp 
envisions a RoboCop in every city and even more billions for their shareholders, 
but they never counted on one thing: there is still a man inside the machine 
pursuing justice. (STK636252) (C: 0-1-2) 
BLU-RAY & DVD $40.99 
DVD $30.99 
 


